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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2k545

',.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

METRANIM FOR THE HEF OF NAVAL MATE=

SUB3E=: ON PACOS

REF: (a) Proposed NAV :'lT - L=n Factors dated 15 October 1969

Reference (a) which was forwarded to Ie for C1nt, is a proposal to
establish and promulgate a HLUN FACORS PDRAM on all Research,
Develolpent and Engineering Programs as well as Production Programs under
the cognizance of the Naval Material Ccmsand.

My cmnments apply specifically to the work under my cognizance-design,
developmvent and construction of. nuclear power plants. However, these
oczments are generally applicable to all shipbuilding.

It appears that the Hi-a.N FACTORS "program" is another of the fruitless
attempts to get things done by systemS, organizations, and big words
rather than by people. It contains the greatest quantity of nonsense
I have ever seen assembled in one publication. It is replete with obtuse
jargon and sha-scientific expressions which, translated into English
from its characteristic ergot-where this is possible-turns out to be
either meaningless or insignificant. It is about as useful as teaching
your grandmother how to suck an egg.

Those who compiled the-instruction demonstrate a ladk of korniledge as to6
how work in this real world is actually done. They assume that engineers
who design naval equipments have no awareness that these are to be
operated and repaired by average human beings, and for this reason, they
need the guidance of Human Factors "engineers". With the elucidations
such "engineers" will give, the simplest everyday problem will. beoome
incomprehensible.

This proposal is typical of present day social "science" concepts-that----
one needs no detailed expertise in a given field; he can with little or no
training or experience "solve" a problem by the exercise of his intellect
and the use of concepts. This may be true in pure science; it certainly
is not in engineering. To advocate the contrary demonstrates a lack of
insight on how engineering problems are actually solved.

(1)
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To implement the Hisan Factors "program" will require about as many
additional people as are now engaged in doing technical work. *New large
organizations-a vast new social "science" bureaucracy contributing
absolutely nothing to the building of ships-will have to be set up in
the Headquarters of the Naval Material Catmand, in all the Systems
Carands, and in contractor organizations. Should Husan Factors suoceed
in its "objective" it will likewise succeed in stopping all useful work.

The proposed directive cannot be undertaken by rational persons interested
in getting the job done; it cannot be acmsplished; it will add another__
monstrosity to our already vast administrative burden; it will increase
the cost of shipbuilding; it will make us a laughing stock.

I reomanend that the Huran Factors "program" be forgotten as fast as
possible. There will of course be objections by those who by now have
already established a vested interest beachhead, but the goud of the Navy
should prevail.

cc:
VAMM J.D. Arnold, , 09
RAM D.G. Baer, MT 01
R~AM N. Sonenshein, SHIPS 00
RAII'I R.C. Gcoding, SHIPS 09
RAI4 J. Adair, SHIPS 01
CDP , ,., -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND
\ffi: .. : .- //f~WAS. NGTON. D. C. 203G0I ittR WT

S h-1451

ME2YRANDW1 MOR T'a 0CNMNDER NAVAL SHIP SYSTIES COMMAND

Subj: Proposed "Zero Defects" Award for Norfolk Naval Shipyard,
reoaxsendation against

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS letter 08-0602 dated 25 March 1971

1. On 29 April, 1971, Ships 68 received for review and consent from
SHIPS 053 a letter from Conrlander, Norfolk Naval Shipyard which requested
that Norfolk be nominated for a "Zero Defects Craftsmanship Award".
NAVSHIPS Instruction 4120.16 provides for award of a Zero Defects
Craftsmanship Award" . . . to a Naval Shipyard in recognition of sustained
excellence of performance and outstanding improvements attained through a
Zero Defects Program."

2. tost of the justification cited in support of a Zero Defects award to
Norfolk Naval Shipyard deals with the extant of the shipyards participation
in the Zero Defects Program and not with specific improvements. For example,
the Norfolk request states that eighteen Zero Defects meetings were held
during the past year and 4000 suggestions received, 235 of which were
acccpted. It points out the extent to which this program has been publicized
at the shipyard including the publication of 12 Zero Defects digests,
presentation of 34 Zero Defects awards and the election of a Mrs. Zero Defects
who wears a sash and presides at the shipyard's official functions.
Unfortunately, all this ballyhoo seens to be having little impact on improving
the work done by the shipyard.

3. Reference (a) reported the results of a recent audit of nuclear work
at Norfolk Naval Shipyard. Mis audit disclosed a number of recurring
problems and pointed out that Norfolk Naval Shipyard has not taken lasting
corrective action on deficiencies related to nuclear work. Reference (a)
requested prompt management attention to assure substantive actions to
overcome these problems.

4. Norfolk Naval Shipyard performance on recent nuclear submarine overhauls
provides no evidence that the Zero Defects Program has reduced costs or
improved ship deliveries. The USS SKIPJACK, originally planned as a 10 sonth
overhaul at a cost of $7,475,000 actually took 20 months to complete at a
cost of over $10,000,000. USS SHARK, originally planned as a 18 month over-
haul at a cost of $18,943,000 is now scheduled to complete in 20 months at an
estimated cost of more than $25,000,000. INhile some of these increases are
due to additional work requirements identified after arrival of the ships at
Norfolk, much of it is due to poor shipyard performance.
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5. I have pointed out on several previous occasions the harm that is done
-by unwarranted praise of our naval shipyards through NAVSHIPS public

relations program awards. I see no indication of "sustained excellence of
performance and outstanding improvements" at Norfolk Naval Shipyard. The
award requested implies low cost, high quality workmanship, or both. Such
an award at this time would hinder efforts to obtain needed improvements
in the perform-ance of reactor plant work at Norfolk.

6. I do not concur that Norfolk Naval Shipyard should receive any Zero
Defects Award. Furthennore, I reoasmend that NAVSHIPS Instructions be
reviewed and modified as necessary to ensure that criteria for awards require
substantive achievement as opposed to mere participation. I would appreciate
being advised of the action you take in this matter.

.G. RiKover

Copy to:

SiIPS 09
SHIPS 05
ShIPS 07
Cansander, Norfolk Naval Shipyard
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON.D.C. 205Z5

FEB 16 1972

Mr. Arthur Schonhaut
Executive Secretary
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Schoenhaut:

Your letter of Deomsber 30, 1971, requested my coments on the
proposed procurement regulation and contract clause for implermenting
uniform cost accounting standards, on the disclosure statement,
and on the first two standards, all of which had been published in
the Federal Register of Deosrber 30, 1971.

The procurement regulation, contract clause, and the first two
cost accounting standards which you propose, appear satisfactory
and in the right direction.

There was also a Special Notioe in the Federal Register in which
you requested csments on whether information submitted in disclosure
statenents should be made available to the public upon appropriate
request. it is ly belief that the public should have access to the
information contained in disclosure statements. I understand that
defense contractors want the Board to exempt disclosure statements
frcm public access, contending that completed disclosure statemsnts

ontair. proprietary information which would hurt their ccz.retitive
position. The disclosure statement shcvos how contractors charge
costs to Government contracts, but not hos much is charged to
Government contracts. As such, I do not believe that a contractor's
disclosure statenent contains anj proprietary information which
would hanm his competitive position if the public had access to it.

I note that legislation providing for the establishment of uniform
cost accounting standards was enacted in August, 1970. At that
time, Congress expressed the desire that the standards be established
quickly, preferably within two years. -
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It has taken a year and a half for the Board to issue the first
two cost accounting standards for coeimnt. I think that work
toward a complete set of uniform cost accounting standards should
row proceed with a sense of urgency. I am concerned that the work
may drag on interminably. We cannot afford to keep on spending
dufense dollars at the current rate without Athe verification and
protection of uniform cost accounting standards.

If I can be of further assistance, please let ma know.

Sincerely,

H. G. RiCkScveer-"
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DEPARTMEN. OF T.-.' NAVY
NAVAL 6i-iP 5':5-S COMMAND

WASHiNGTON. C. C. -,-O60

- / . - i4 l'ach 19/2

"U70AND1M' FOR THE CO'4AWDMR, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COAe.hD

Su j: Management by Objectives ('MBO.) - - -:

Raf: (a) NAVSEIS Route Slip, SN!PS O1AA to SIiPS C !
18. Jar.uary 1972

1. Raently I r-ceiv-d a copy of tho proposed N"/SP}S
.ixstruction 301G.2B, w~hie e.tialishes a managem.....t prolzrai.te
-ha knon as "Managanant by 0-jactives' or "-EBO". no* t-

i : r.s~ruction supurszcs the 03 iginal NAVS..IS Coursa ae --
Soe4d .mrrand-am, ;!t.VSPziS Irstructcn 3310.2A, but it s.tcs
'at Course and Sreed will be ce.tinued as one of the Coriazdci
io progrars' to be carriec forward; further, the Cost ~R&:-_'-::

a-ac Ineentive Amard3 Pror 'as w';' be 'aliqned with ana -
o in synoptic form via Course and Speed.' The nromose!'
-nstrue;;ionr states that Ccurse n6,c Soeed, and "siniiar pc_.-

:;iany KAVSH1PSYSCO!! field activities," have been 'succes,;f::
a_ be:neficial apolical-iors .... substantia, zt-e-s :-; L_

c.:::en toward resolutionr of nany lonq-standing nroble;..i and
ar~vv-se conditions that hava constrainea the cesnmranrd'5s J
.-2_formance." Reference (aj roc-ests my comments or. tc ,ri:
i. truction. - j . s

:. my view, thaDre oliforaLlo'¶ of such effors as Cc:: aa:;.
g-.;ed, Cost Reduction, Value Enqinearing, arnd other s .

z-ogr.az shou.ld ae avoidad. The administrative a'dh,
rZ:_tions asnecta of these ectvities divert our attentL5-. Irani
'; rea: tasks facing this c; ~. Purtaher, t:h^se oror;:a
h;;v. a negative irnoiac: on the dz'valo;mont of our youngcr w1J±c .

are teaching peoo~o the are of writing comforting reports
-..h r thar. the ski'ls noessary to get a:job done., -a. ,

. Xillions of dollars' orth of shipbuilder claims, zietcrizl
% ;;asto and nonproductive labor at our shipyards, repeated- fztgur-,
La edminister contracts pro-erly -- these are am-nle evioensc:
t';_t our current systemrs are not workinq. -;I cannot sea
devotirnq time and talent to secondary efforts such as " oa c.-
L.alo us find the key to correcting these major prcblcms. T vWOad
suq.-cst that a more effectivc way to irwrove NAVSHIPS wou2,d-b fc-
:.cry employee to concentrate on the Cosuynd's primary mr=sion by
assuring the best possible vendor performance and, vigorously



i:;.-.etinq contractors a-.d fi-ld activities. i'urther, thos;a.
. s_ U t lono e.xperic.cc .-ist acat 'the resornsibility

.: _--. ninq the subor'-Lnats *f'.o W'11 suceeed us.,. If 1v5>S
7.-i.s ont to do these jolts 1-oriy, I. tio-.i'ot think thtcre :'Ul

';; a ,i.e left for "M3o pr-oqrams crd the like.

4. ior to above resscr3 ' _econnand that the pro osed
.i.: u~tinn not be issue2d. i any evcrat, it should not xt,.y
zo r:.;tcrs ur.der -ry tece'nicai _c.ria.snce.

!4j. G

NAVSHIPS 01
02
03
04
05
07
09
OOJ

NAVSEC
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360

28 June 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL I. C. KIDD, JR., USN

Subj: Weapon System Reliability

Encl: (1) Testimony on Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program before Joint
Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, March 16, 1967
(pages 83 to 89)

(2) Testimony on Weapon Systems Acquisition Process before Senate
Armed Services Committee, December 9, 1971 (pages 505 to 510)

1. Rear Admiral Sonenshein sent me a copy of his 23 June 1972 letter
which replied to your letter of 2 June 1972 concerning the need for
improved weapon system reliability. My comments on this matter, based
on my experience in designing and building naval nuclear propulsion
plants in which reliability is of paramount concern, may be of interest
to you.

2. In my opinion, unless and until the Navy takes action to reverse the
trend toward decimation of its technical capability in favor of a burgeoning
administrative bureaucracy which fuels itself on an overabundance of
management techniques and procedures, there will be no progress on the
weapon system reliability problem. Promulgation of more procedures and
more techniques will not correct the fundamental problem--the need to
strengthen the Navy's in-house technical capability. Considering the
present situation in the Navy, preparation of ever more procedures and
techniques will lead to even lesser reliability because senior officials
may be lulled into actually believing the problem will be corrected by
these paper systems.

3. Some procedures and techniques are necessary in performing technical
work, but written instructions are no substitute for technical competence.
During the more than 30 years I have been responsible for technical develop-
ment projects, I have observed and commented on the decline in the Navy's
technical capability relative to the job to be done, particularly since
World War II. I have repeatedly warned senior Navy officials of the
futility of substituting management systems and administrative layers
for in-house technical capability. I have observed the elevation of
qualified technical people to non-technical management jobs or their
departure from the Navy. Until the Navy corrects this inability to obtain
and retain technically competent people, there will be no solution to the
problem of weapon system reliability.

92-784 0 - 82 - 2
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4. On several occasions I have testified in detail to Congress concerning
the decline in the Navy's technical capability. Enclosures (1) and (2) are
portions of my testimony which may be of interest. In particular, I invite
your attention to the 6th through 9th and to the U1th recommendations of
enclosure (2) which I made to the Senate Armed Services Committee.

5. Those who conclude that reliable weapon systems can be achieved by
issuing more procedures and more directives appear to anchor their
faith in manipulation of the symptoms instead of diagnosing the malady
and curing the disease. They establish rules, not values.

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Comnand
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DEFICIENCIES xN NAVy t 61IPr DESIGN CAPABILrrY 1

If I am to cover all the things you have asked me, I had better move
on to the issue of submarine design Chairman Pastore asked about.

It has been obvious to me for some time that submarine design is
going the way of practically all design in the Navy Department.

I nwas on duty in the Bureau of Ships during most of World War II.
I was responsible for all design, procurement, installation, and main-
tenance of electrical equipment in the Navy. The Navy was not so
complex an organization that its technical problems could not be
handled well bv the in-house capability we then had. We were given
adequate authority and we did our job.

But with the vast increase in technology since World War II the
Navy has gone downhill technically. This has been accentuated by new
management procedures which have been instituted. It is estimated that
every 18 months the need for computers in this country doubles, and
my own experience in nuclear power development shows that this is
prettv well the case. I would say that in the last few years organization
and administration requirements have also doubled every 18 months,
so that the few of us who are left who can do technical work find
ourselves engaged more and more in procedural and administrative
matters, not technical matters.

Practically all my testimony today, outside of the first few minutes,
has been concerned with other than technical matters. I have been
talking about security and administration, about getting somebody to
build equipment for the Navy, about getting the people in authority
to understand the importance of nuclear propulsion. I have not been
talking about my job. I have been talking about tasks other people
should be doing. I think this is significant.

CHAN-GES scOur 1945 TO 1960

Tn the 15 years following World War IT-before the current civilian
administration of the Defense Department took over-several changes
took place which had a major effect on the Navy's capacity to do
technical work.

The rate of development of technology increased rapidly, which
required a mueh greater technical competence to carry out a successful
weapons development than previously had been required.

At the same timne the technical competence of the Bureau of Ships
was declining rapidly due to the failure on the part of the Engineering
Duty Officer leadership to recognize the steps that had to be taken to
build and maintain a strong cadre of competent officers and civilians

*See pp. 170-172.
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to control the increasing technical business of the Bureau of Ships.
Further, many of the better qualified civilian Bureau of Ships em-
ployees were attracted to other pursuits.

The net result is that for the job to be done there was greater
technical competence in the Bureau of Ships iii 1939 at the outbreak of
World War II than there is today.

The Navy failed to establish an organization staffed with relatively
permanent technically qualified officers or civilians to think through
and establish the technical requirements of the Navy. The Ships Char-
acteristics board, which nominally determined the Navy's ships
characteristics, was established as a voting forum composed of short
term transient officers who bore no responsibility for carrying out the
work programs or for their success.

Contractors involved in the naval shipbuilding industry, devoid of
responsibility for insuring satisfactory operation of the product,
motivated by profit, and in general free from tight control by a tech-
nically strong Government agency, developed mefficient, expensive,
and poor quality hardware.

At the time the current administration of the Defense Department
took over, there was a dire need to reform the Navy's method of han-
dling development, procurement, and maintenance of warships. The
basic need was to establish groups'of technically competent people
with clear authority and responsibility for executing the various Navy
pro grams, similar to the strong technical management approach that
had prevailed in the nuclear propulsion program and later in the
Polaris program. There was also a need for strong technical groups
in the shipyards andl indlusirial contractor organizations to carry out
the technical development work under close technical direction from
the Government headquarters organization. These needs were not being
met.

CHANGES SINCE 1961

The Navy, obviously, had not done a very good'job, so when the
new Secretary of Defense took office, the Navy was, very properly,
investigated and much was found to be in need of improvement. But,
in my opinion, some of the changes being made are in the wrong direc-
tion. There are now so many administrative organizations that the
few remaining technical people are spending nearly all of their time
on administration.

I remember having a discussion with the Chief of the Navy's Bureau
of Aeronautics in 1948. He told me that his Bureau had representatives
on 203 committees. I asked him why all this was necessary, didn't at-
tendance at all the meetings keep his technical people from doing
technical workI He replied: "I have to do this ih order to avoid being
in the position of having decisions made in my area of responsibility
without my knowing about them and without consideration of the
relevant technical factors." This is the very same reason I must devote
so much of my own time and that of my leading technical people to
administration-to the detriment of our technical work. I frrinly be-
lieve that many of our technical failures can be attributed to over-
administration and lack of attention to technical detail.
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New Department of Defense organizations have been set up and
they have recruited many of their people from the small number of
technical people who were still left.

IN-HOUSE TECHNICAL CAPABMITY

It appears that the present policy is that if you want to get a tech-
nical job done you go to industry and they will do the job. The Gov-

-e4mnent people are supposed to "manage -not do technical work.
Offhand1 this sounds like a pretty good idea, but I can offer an answer
to that. What I say will bebacked by our contractors: We would not
have had one successful nuclear propulsion plant if we had accepted
what industry offered us. Industry itself will admit that. Therefore,
it is absolutely essential, in my opinion, to have a strong in-house
technical capability at headquarters if the job is to get done properly
and at reasonable cost.

This was the lesson the Germans learned in World War II. Their
army and their navy had been accustomed to depending on industry,
and did not have much in-lioise capability. On the other hand, their
air force, being new, had built a strong in-house capability and could
thus judgc and oversee their industry. That- is why the 6ermnans in
World War II took the lead in airc raft design.

The same is true today. It is my opinion that the lead we have in
nuclear propulsion is because we have a strong in-house capability. I
am sure the committee knows something about this.

DIFERENCE BETWEEN ADBUNISTRATOR AND ENGINEER

There is an essential difference between the nontechnically trained
or experienced administrator and the engineer. Administration is
necessarily based on the law of averages. The pure administrator learns
how people will act "on the average" and lie makes descisions accord-
ingly. Therefore, he can be promoted to ever higher positions and
continue to use the "law of averages." The engineer on the other haid
cannot be governed by statistical averages. Each decision he make:, is
concerned with a specific item. That item must work. It is not enough
that such items will work "on the average." Therefore, the effective
engineer, if he is to do an adequate job is condemned to being conx-
cerned with details. A single apparently minor detail can wreck a
major project even though all the other parts work. This constant
attention to detail is a prerequisite -the hallmark-of an engineer
worth his salt. The engineer's product either works or it's 'junk."

The whole tendency of the Navy is to do away with technical
expertise. and to have the remaining ple become managers." This
came forcefully to my attention a half vear ago when I started looking
in detail into the nonpropulsion are 'c of the NRA- design. I found
thlart the Navil Ship Systems Command did not have even one person
assigned full time to the nonpropulsion aspects of the NR-l, regnrd-
less of the fact that the NR-l will be. the deepest diving nuclear sub-
marine ever built. Tie people who know aIKout sumniarine design had
been ncsigned 10 administrative orgaanizations.

I wrote a rather foreeful letter, and . L'Jet two people assigned
respons;hility for the nonpropulsinn iPspet, ofr the submarine. I ualso
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discovered that had I allowed the NR-1 nonpropulsion plant design
to continue the way it was proceeding, failures would quite probably
have occurred. This further illustrated that considerable improve-
ment was needed both in industry and in the Navy in submarine design
eapability.

For man to take full advantage of modern technology he must raise
his standards of knowledge and performance. The high temperatures,
pressures, an~d speeds needed tday require the use of materials close
to their ultimate limits.

Theiefore, utmost care must be taken in design, manufacture, instal-
latiot4 and operation. No carelessness can be tolerated anywhere in
the 6htire chain-or the result may prove disastrous. Every person
involved must constantly bear in mind that he personally is responsible
for the entire ultimate result. Advertisements and statements claiming
that the particular organization has an effective so-called zero defects
program should be recognized for what they are-"motherhood" and
propaganda statements. Thmse are the sort of words administrators,
who have little or no technical competence, or experience love to use.
They tend to delude the workers and the customers as well as those
who make the claims. Tn this way they detract from meaningful effort.
It should be a mandatory requirement that every administrator be
made responsible for personally directing in detail one of his projects.
This would immediately show him the human and material pitfalls
involved. He would not be able to sit at a desk issuing orders and
reading reports without understanding their real meaning. The only
way to obtain the kind of quality that is essential today is for each
person involved to understand what he is doing, and to recognize the
consequences of failure. He must dedicate himself to do the job as if
his own life depended on it and not rely on self-serving cliches.

DEFICIENcIES IN SUBMARINE DESIGN CAPABILITY

Once, at a meeting with engineers from industry, they recommended
to me that I ease up on a certain requirement. I asked them: "If you
knew that your son had to serve in that submarine would you design
it my way or your way?" This question shook them. They agreed at

once that my way was the right way.
However, the way things are going, the teihnical proficiency of the

Navy is bein' reduced every day. If this trend continues, and the Rus-

sians take a vantage of it, they may get ahead of us in nuclear sub-
marines. That is my opinion and I will stick to it. I am saying this
to the Joint Committee because you have had experience with my work.
I have not given you much incorrect information. I cannot imagine
the Russians handling their submarine design the way we are handling
ours. I can't conceive of it. That is the point I wish to make to this
committee.

MPHASIS ON COST ANALYSIS

The senior officials in the Navy today are not adequately experienced
in the technical aspects of weapons development and do not fully un-

derstand the approaches which must be used to successfully develop
and operate modern weapons. At thb same time, they are expected to
make detailed decisions which affect all the basic elements of weapons
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development. They a re expected to explain and justify these decisions
to higher authority in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. This has
led to the technical people spending an increasing proportion of their
time preparing justifications, and consequently fhaving less and less
time to devote to technical work.

The cost-analysts in the Defense Department are highly influential
in the decisionmaking process. Any service recommendation which is
to gain DOD support must be presented in a form which meets the

criteria, established by them. These analysts generally do not have
technical expertise. They rely almost entirely on the concept that only
those things sol eapoe hc can numerically be shown to
be "cost efective," where acost is generally confined to the very nar-
row scope of dollars, with particularly heavy emphasis on initial in-
vestment dollars.

BASIC NOTIVATION OF INDUSTRY Is PROFIT

Senior naval officials and the analysts in DOD often, in my opinion,
display a naive attitude toward the capabilities and motives of U.S.
industry to produce suitable weapons systems without the technical
direction and badgering of strong military technical groups. To suc-

cessfully carry out the development aid operation of a new warship
system requires a tecirnically strong centralized permanent group
within the Government, a group that has the authority and respon-
sibility for executing the task. Onlv a Government group can provide
the independent customer appraisal of the development work neces-
sary to insure a, satisfactory product. Appraisal from the viewpoint of
customer responsibility for satisfactory operation and maintenance
of the product is necessary to insure satisfactory product performance
and the feedback of lessons learned into the design.

Industry does not-and cannot properly-have the responsibility for
insuring a successful defense product. Industry is basically motivated
by profit. It must, to continue to exist. Therefore, industry cannot be
counted upon to do the job without close Government technical control.
There is ample experience showing that industry does not want tight
specifications and tight inspection.

IACK OF STiRONG HUBMAnim7 DERaiox CAPABILITY IN TE uIrrE STATE

The lack of a strong sublmrarine design capability in the United

States is one of the most important problems facing the Navy today,
yet it doesn't even appear to be recognized. The investigation follow-
ing loss of the Thresher should have made this abundantly clear to

everyone. Yet it didn't. All that was done was to spend several hun-

dredS million dollars in the SUBSAFE" program to patch up the
mistakes of the submarine designers in going to deeper, faster sub-
marines than they were used to. Nothing was done to establish a tech-
nically stronger submarine design organization to meet ever-increas-
ing new requirements. If anything, submarine design is less controlled
technically today than it was when the T'hre.sher was designed. The
status of the nonpropulsion areas of NR-1 is ample evidence of the
state of U.S. submarine design capabilities.
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COST STUDIES VERSUS TECHNICAL WORK

Senior naval officials, not being experienced in technological devel-
opment, and faced with having to justify all their recommendations
in detail on - dollar cost basis, have turned to reorganizing the Navy

Department in a direction that will produce for them the paperwork
.4tudlies necesmury to gain approval of service pioganans. Thei aor niten-

tion is directed to cost studies-not solid technical wvork. The Secre-

tary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Operations are surrounding
themselves with analytical groups staffed with officers and civilian
analysts who also have little or no technical expertise.

DOWNGRADING OF TECINICAL PERSONNEL

The technical biur:lits who formerly made most of tfle technical

decisions and whose chiefs formerly reported dirnetly to the Secre-
tary of the Navy, now find themselves with two bureaucracies inter-

posed between thernselves and the councils of the Secretary of the

Navy. Both of these bureaucracies-the Office of the Chief of Naval
Material and the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations-are headed
by unrestricted line officers and a re staffed with high-level administra-
tive groups who delegate their responsibilities for executing technical
work. Further manv of those few remaining highly competent tech-

nical In-rsollnei in the o1hiim iUind civilian groups of hoe former teelhni-

cat bureaus are being tranisferred from the B3uren technical work to

administrative work in the Offive of the Chief of Naval Material and

the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations-while responsibility for

executing the work remains in the Systems Commands which have
laced the Bureaus.

*Thus, today, the technical people in the Systems COnmands have

been reduced in status, have been deprived of most of their authority,

have had many of their twit people ordered or attracted away from

them to handle senior administrative positions, have had their voice in

the councils of the decisionmakers muted but have been left with the

responsibility for executing the technicai work.
Too many layers of administrative groups are being established be-

tween the technical people responsible for carrying out the work pro-

grams and the people making the decisions on what work is to be

done. The technical groups, I)ot h officer and civilian, are being allowed

to atrophy without replacement.
The p~rant trend must obe turned around without delay or the

Navy's technical programs will be headed for difficulities--it may al-

ready be too late. It takes many years to develop a technical capability;
it takes but a short time to liquidate it. If the Navy is to succeed in

meeting its technical commitments it must run its business so as to

attract'and retain technical talent both in its own organization and

in Clie organization of its prime contractors.

TIME REQUIRED TO OPT NEW PlROJECT APPROVED

Too much time is required between inception of an idea for a new

submarine or other weapons development and authorization to pro-

ceed with construction. Undtr current. administrative rules, any project
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over $100 million lifetime cost-which includes all new design sub-
marines must endure several years of studies and and examination
at many levels of the Department of Defense before a decision is finally
made as to whether or not the project should be built. The consequences
of such a policy in terms of delaying introduction of new submarine
designs to the operating forces, discouragingintroduction of new ideas
at low levels, and potential large accrued cost during the drawn out
"study" phases appear obvious. In my opinion, the new naval reactors
projects su&h as NRA-i [classified matter deleted] SSN would still be
in the decisionmaking phase and be years later in delivery had I
followed the current Department of Defense thinking on this subject.

INCREASED STATURE AND AUTHORITY FOR TECHNICAL GROUPS NEEDED

It is essential to the future welfare of the Navy that top Navy and
Department of Defense management attention be placed on increasing
the stature and authority of the technical groups charged with the ro-
sponsibility of executing the Navy's technical work. If the current
assumption that this work can be successfully turned over to industry
is allowed to endure, the Navy will soon find itself exhausting its
energy and finances to patch up the unsuccessful technical products
it will receive from a loosely controlled industry. The Navy is just
now starting to recover from its loosely controlled [classifiea matter
deleted].

[Classified matter deleted] the expenditure of hundreds of millions
of dollars in the [classified matter deleted] program.
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NUA1MAllY (Vbl' 1I'h4 4A1IMPI^N ,ATrI(INS4

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, would you please summarize your rec--
ommendations on how to improve weapons systems acquisition?

Admiral RicxovEn. Yes, sir.
First, I recommend that the number of administrative levels in the

Office of the Seeretary of Defense and in the Navy which now review
each action in defense systems acquisition be drastically reduced. We
must end the present practice of everybody reviewing everything.
Therc are manv different ways this could be done. Almost any of them
would he better than the present way. Given the importance of main-
taining civilian control over the military and at the same time having
a proper military influence on defense systems acquisition, it is prob-ably necessary that each major action be reviewed by one military
and one civilian level. The present system should be changed with
thp objective of providing only these two reviews prior to any individ-

i: I matter reaching the (elcision level.
Historically, the solution adopted each time there hns been major

dissatisfaction with the performance of the services in some p articular
area has been to establish tjn additional administrative level over the
area in question-rather than force the organization concerned to do
its job properly or abolish it. This has led to a superfluity of staffs
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which fial to contribute anything really useful to getting the job done

and which, in fact, hinder it.
Second, I recommend that OMB and all comptroller organizations

from the DOD Comptroller on down be gotten out of determining

specific military requirements. It is not possible for the Government

to staff the OMB or comptroller organizations in the DOT) with enourh

people with the expertise needed to judge specific military requiie-

ments. Nor does it make sense to try to devote the time necessary to

educate these analvsts to thie point where they can evaluate the need

for specific weapons system. The comptroller organizations should

stick to fundi Ig issues fnud should niot get into the issue of whether

o1 noit any sHpe'ifiv itieni is aweeled for our defense.
The O0M shouid concentrate on overall availability of fmids and oui

improving DOT) manngement. The, wav it is now, the OMB analvsts

try to second gnie.ss people in tlie DOD) on which weapons are actually

needed, even thouigh they are not qualified to do so. Meanwhile they

virtually ignore their proper job of providing an overview of defense

manfnaenient. The manner in which our defense is managed is of such

vital importahie to the country that, once 0MB1B gets into this area, the

results of their efforts should 'he reviewed thoroughly by Congress be-

fore final decisions are made.
Third, I recommend that the duplicate functions in the office of

the Assistant. Secretaries of Defense and the Assistant Seeretaries of

the Services be eliminated. One. possibility is to eliminate the staffs of

the Director of Defense Resenrel and Engineering and Assistant

Seeretary of lDefense, for Installations and Logisties. The Service As-

sistaut tSeretraries in these areas would then he the principal nssistants

,fr fil, i reld ,f: fir 1 ) f. n.m' les i w'rh ,11nm1 Ewrillpm ilelr Ind o t lie .W

sistaitt. StnIIc iiar'v (If IN)4 feii9 fEW Insta1llation.s and TAIgiist.

Fourth. I recommend elimination of the position and staff of the

Assistant Seeretarv of Defense for Systems Analvsis. Svstems analv-

sis, which has a proper place in the determination of what. militarv sss-

tems are needed, shouild be done within the staffs of the services and 'of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, where the analytical results can be i)roperiv

melded with operational experience and technologmical considerations.

The l)remnt setmi p har the tail wagging tile dog.
Fifth. T recoruaend that w e go to a budget period of at least 2 vears

for operating funds. and longer for weapons acquisition to reduce the

frequeney of reviev of any given item. The pre.ent system resilts in

re-reviewinzr every item several times each vear and is unworkable.

.Sixth, I retnmmend that a )ermanent group in the Navy be set up

whieh would be renoJ-izible. for specifying the military aind support

requirements of naval weapons systems and would have no other du-

ties. '[he lfend of tlis mgrouIp sqhonud report directly to tfle (Chief of

N'K:vidl (O),1r:'f * 1'ui. 'He -wil, ' 41owil nll i-e mnmpodw nf iiilittnrv :111(1

eivilisan pfu% onteld lIiLti lv ulslifiel if) op(triatioii:l nspe'.fs of mnval

weapons and inn toehanologri'al capabilities. Personnel should be as-

signed for long tours of duty.
The talents of highly trained people, applied over a long period of

time, are needed to dietermine.the requirements for future weapons

svstems--to asFess lpropprhv the threat which must he met. and to

project the eaplahilirir whi li h will have to be. developpil to counter this
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threat. While the new group should obtain advice from any lnowl-
edgeable source, its vital functions should under no circumstances be
turned over to either a systems analysis group, or a contract organiza-
tion, or a "think tank." The proposed new group should be the focal
point for pulling together all of the factors, information, and analyses
which must be considered to determine our naval requirements. It
should be prepared to present all alternatives considered, and justify
the requirements specified, to those authorities who must have this..
information to make final decisions.

Seventh, I recommend that the Office of Program Appraisal in the
Office of the Secretary of the Navy be gotten out of submitting recom-
mendations on military requiremenlts. Any talent there may be in this
Office which could contribute to developing better recommendations
to the Secretary of the Navy on military requirements should be as-
signed to the (hief of Naval Operation's. This will (*nahle the CN()
to give better military advice to the Svereitlry of the Navy. As now
constitute(l the Officuof Prograin Appraisal provides military advice
direqly to the SccretarY of the Navy, advice which is often contrary to
the military advice of the Chief of Naval Operations. The information
it prepares is not. subject to the checks and balances inherent in a full
review of the Oflice of the Chief of Naval Operations; nor do those
making the recommendations have any responsibility for executing the
programs. The Office of Program Appraisal is not even required to
inform the CNO of the recommendations it makes to the Seeretarv
of the Navy.

Eighth, I recommend that the "bi-linear organization" in the Navv
be restored. That is, the Chief of Naval Operations be held responsi-
ble for operational matters and for the determination of militarv and
suppoit requirements; and that responsibility for development and
procurement of Naval weapons be assigned to a separate group whose
head would report dlirectly to the Secretary of the Navy. The procure-
iment organization in the Navy should he restructured to elininate
either the Office of tile Chief of Naval Material or the present VsVtilnls
commands. If there is to be a tChief of Naval Material. he should not
have a separate staff superimposed over the systems commands. H-is
principal assistants should be those who now hold the responsibilities
of the systems commanders.

The person with the authority of Chief of Naval Material could be
military or he could be an appointed or career civilian reporting di-
rectly to the Secretary of the Navy. In any case he and his principal
assistants should be highly competent in a broad range of technical
matters and eminently familiar with the capabilities and limitations
of industry. Program managers in this organization should stay with
the job until it is finished; if this is inconsistent with a militarv career
then competent civilians should be trained to take over these frinctions.

Ninth, I recommend building up the in-house technical competence
in the Navy's development and procurement organization. This is
urgently needed to provide proper technical leadership and control
over the sectors of governuimmenit and industry developing, producing,
and maintaining naval weaponi. This is a (Idfficult anld long-term task
which will require focused attention at top levels. Emphasis should be
on the quality of individuals. not on numbers of people. Both officers
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nd1 civilianS sl1iotd l)e as~simnedl to the top jobs, the only criterion for

selection being their capability to do the job. Assignments should be of

long duration.
Tenth, I recommend that the Senate Armed Services Committee

Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee undertake a full-scale, in-

depth, investigation of the long-range naval shipbuilding program.

This matter urgently requires detailed consideration in order to estab-

lishE a firm program based on a realistic appraisal of our needs and of

what we can do to meet them. An adequate Navy is so vital to our over-

all defense that Congress should not delegate to any other body its

constitutional responsibility to determine what our naval shipbuilding
program should be.

Eleventh, I recommend that every organization and function which

does not contribute direetlv to efficient support of the fleet be elimi-

nated from the Naval Shore Establishment. There is a great tendency

for lar ine shore installations to become institutions in support of them-

selves. Suh situations should be, ru1thlessly eliminated even though

this7 nuiiy colHiIH )ol iti'1 or veonomw p)roble.k1lS in at given geograprieal

area. Keeping unneeded military installations open as a means of alle-

vinting the political pressures of unemployment saps the strength of

our military organization and reduces its capability to perform its pri-

marv mission-the defense of our Nation.
T'welfth. I recommend that the onus of solving the Nation's social

problems be removed from the military. Even though the military

must operate in today's environment, it must nevertheless maintain an

effective force. It should therefore not be saddled with the additional
administrative burden of attempting to correct the defects of our so-

cietv. Too much tinfand effort is spent in these areas by the top peo-
ple in the Department of Defense-time urgently needed to make cer-

tain the Department will meet our defense needs. The Department
can best serve the Nation by performing its own primary task effi-

cientlv and economically; more resources could then be made available

to angencies directly concerned with social matters.
Thirteenth. T rpermmnid that the practice of longer tours of sea

dutv for naval oftimAir in sea billets such as command ho continued and

expanded. Witlh the ever increasing technical complexity of our ships
and their weapons systems officers must remain in their jobs long

enough to understand what they are doing and how to perform their

jobs. Tours less than 3 years should not be permitted except where for

urgent reasons an incapable officer must he replaced. Greater credit for

promotion should be given to those who complete a successful sea tour

in contrast to a shore assignment.
Fourteenth, I recommend that overall management control of the

Naval Academv be vested in the Chief of Naval Personnel in Wash-

ington and not in the Superintendent of the Naval Academy, as has

been the actual practice in recent years. The Chief of Naval Personnel,

who is responsible for obtaining and developing the personnel needed

to man our Navy, has the perspective needed to determine the training
required of Academy graduates. The Chief of Naval Personnel should

determine the curriculum, the academic and administrative standards,

and all other aspects which ultimately determine the excellence of the

graduate. The SuperintAndent'5 job should be to carry out these pol-

icies. These policies should be directed toward graduating officers
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trained to operate ships and to understand the fundanientals of navi-
gation, seamanship, and naval ordnance, aircraft, and machinery. A
young officer also needs a basic amount of general knowvledge, usually
subsumed under the term liberal arts; in particular, history, geogra-
phy. and a minimumin fluency in a relevant foreign language. But as a
young officer he does not need nor can he'assimiiate management. sys-
tems inalysis, or similar courses. These, if considered necessary, can
be studied in grndnatcoeourses after he has had several years' experieuce
at sea.

Wire have too long allowed the various Superintendents to try their
hands at malting changes. Certninly, for the past 20 years each new
Superintendent, with little or no experience in the field of education,
has come to the Academy to try out his "ideas." This has led to the
hodge-podge of courses-24 majors and some 500 electives-resulting
in ganduaGtes ill-equipped to fulfill the needs of the Navy.

The Nation must rely on the Academy to produce a Jarge percentage
of our career TIIotiV'ate(1 officers and unless these officers are properly
trained. theCe, is little lse for the Naval Academy.
* Fifteenth, I reconunend thnt Congress, in its reviews of defense
procurement inadequacies, and the General Accounting Office, in its
reviews. focus on the identification and correction of the root causes
of the unsatisfactory performanev of various elements of the defense
bureaucracy rather than overemphasizing cost overruns, program sta-
tus. and schedule delays. Every effort should be made to conduct these
reviews in a manner which helps reduce the inefficiency-not increase
it. It should be borne in mind that every time Congress or the GAO
asks for a status report or a briefing on a program the information
must he assembled by the. working people and forwarded through the
chain of command. This takes the vworking people away from their
work ahd makes it even more difficult for them to do their Jobs prop-
erly. It has been my experience that to request frequent and voluminous
staus reports does little to identify the real problems, but does much
to tie up everyone in mass of paperswork. Further, the present reviews
generally concern themselves with the symptoms, not the basic condi-
tions which c~ause them.

Sixteenth, I rexcommend that Congresq see to it that defense con-
traeting be revised as follows:

a. Rewrite the Armed Services procurement regulation so that
procurement policies reflect the real situation wherein competition in
defense procurement is the exception and not the rule. The rules of
noncompetitive procurement, which provide additional protection to
the Government, should apply to all contracts that are not formally
advertised procurements.
- b. Promptly issue uniform cost accounting standards for defense
contracts. The progress of the Uniform Cost Accounting Standards
Board in this regard needs to be speeded up.

c.'Revise defense procurement regulations so that return on invest-
ment is used in establishing profits on defense contracts. Require de-
fense contractors to report costs and profits upon completion of each -
order in excess of $100,000 regardless of the type of contract.

e. Strengthen the Truth-in-Negctiations Act by requiring contract-
ing oficers to obtain, and ~ontractosrs to provide, cost data on all con-
tracts in exess of $100),000 unless such contracts are awarded as for-
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inally advertised procurements. Congress should prohibit waiver of the
Truth-in-Negrotiations Act for contractors doing m excess of $1 million
of business with the Government annually.

f. Improve Defense Departnicnt surveillane of large defense con-
tractors. This should be done, not by adding more people to already
overstaffed Government offices, but by requiring closer scrutiny of
contractors' technical and financial activities.

g. Strengthen the Renegotiation Act and make it permanent legisla-
tion. The Renegotiation Board should be required to carry out detailed
audits of defense suppliers' books. Further, the Board's work should
be sub ect to review by the General Accounting Office.

h. Require the General Accounting Office to undertake a compre-
hensive review of defense procurement and contract administration
in lieu of the fragmentary approach that has characterized its efforts
in the past.

i. Require the General Accounting Office to study the impact of the
Industry Advisory Council and other industry groups on defense pro-
eurement policies, to determine whether the public interest requires
additional safeguards in such arrangements.

j. Strengthen procedures to prohibit payments of any amount in
settlement of a contriwt claim nnlesq the nontroetor hns demonstrated
full legal entitlement to the amoumt claimed. Whenever it is necessary,
the Department of Defense should obtain competent outside help-
legal and technical-to defend itself against contractor claims against
the Government. The Defense Department should refuse to deal with
contractors who have. a history of filing unwarranted or excessive
claims. This may require additional legislation.

92-784 0 - 82 - 3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASKINGT0N. D C. 1o03s0 * I" ROPR TO

08
Serial: 574

Nov OV n
KM)RANIM F4OR MHE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Proposed Defense Procurement Circular Entitled, "Contractor Capital
Employed Policy"; recommendation to revise substantially prior to
issuance of

1. I have recently reviewed, in detail, the Defense Department's proposed
new procedures to introduce return on investment as a factor in negotiating
profits on Defense contracts. I found that the proposed procedures contain
several fundamental defects. In my opinion the proposed procedures should
not be implemented until they have been revised to correct these defects.

2. Specific deficiencies in the procedures are as follows:

a. The proposed Defense Procurement Circular gives contractors the
choice of calculating profits under either the old or the new procedures.
Obviously contractors will select whichever method results in the higher
profits. As a result, the new procedures can only increase overall profits
on defense contracts.

b. The proposed new profit schedule provides substantially higher
profits on defense work. The schedule specifies the following profit
objectives:

Type of Contract Return on Investment

Cost plus fixed fee 20%

Cost plus incentive fee 24%

Fixed price incentive 28%

Firm fixed price 32%

In comparison:

(1) Fortune's 1971 survey of the nation's 500 largest industrial
firms indicates the median return on investment (before taxes) was 13 percent.

(2) The Defense Department's 1969 profit study reported that
contractors realized, on the average, a 15 percent return on investment for
the 10-year period 1958-1967.
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c. The proposed new profit schedule is structured around too high
a base. As I understand it, the average profit for several segments of
the durable goods industry during the past eight years was adjusted upward
to arrive at the new Defense profit schedule. These upward adjustments
were made to reflect the following:

(1) The Defense Department does not reimburse contractors for
certain costs which are reimbursed by their commercial customers.

(2) The durable goods industry data is for actual or "coming
out" return on investment. Historically, negotiated or "going in" profits
have been somewhat higher than "coning out" profits.

However, there apparently have beer no downward adjustments to reflect
differences whjch substantially reduce the contractor's risk in defense
contracts vis-a-vis non-defense work. For example:

(1) Most non-defense work performed in the durable goods industry
is under firm fixed price contracts where the contractor bears the full risk
of cost overruns. But in defense work only 23 percent is awarded under
firm fixed price contracts; the government shares all, or a large portion
of, cost overruns on the remainder.

(2) The Department of Defense finances most development costs
through reimbursement of the costs of contractor independent research and
development programs, or by contracting directly with defense contractors
for research and developsent work. In conmmercial business the contractor
generally funds much of this work himself.

(3) A large amount of technical spinoff from defense work
benefits the company's ccmmercial work.

(4) There is little competition in defense business, particularly
for large military equipment. The contractor who performe the initial
design and development frequently has a decided competitive advantage on
follow orders. Because of this lack of effective competition, many large
defense contractors are able to dictate prices to the Department of Defense.

d. The new procedures lack the essential safeguards which are needed
to make return on investment a viable basis for determining profits. For
example, the rules state that the value of undistributed facilities may be
allocated "... on any reasonable basis that approximates the actual absorption
of the related costs of such facilities." Pooled inventories are to be
allocated "... on usage or other equitable basis."

Uhless firm standards are established for calculating contractor investment,
endless argument will result, and contractors with the more "imaginative"
accounting practices will be rewarded with higher profits.
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e. No provisions have been made for regularly collecting and evaluating
actual profit data from defense contractors in terms of return on investment.

4. I agree there is a need for developing sound procedures for evaluating
profitability of defense contracts in terms of return on investment. Since
1963, I have on many occasions testified to Congress about the continually
rising prices of defense equipment. I have pointed out that:

a. The government is not receiving additional value corresponding to
the continually rising prices of defense equipment.

b. The Department of Defense previously took it upon itself to sub-
stantially increase profits on negotiated defense contracts by about 2S%
through the introduction of the weighted guidelines method of determining
profits.

c. Some defense contractors are making exorbitant profits under
present procedures. For example, the most profitable company according to
Fortune's 1971 survey of the nation's 500 largest industrial firms enjoyed
a pretax return on net worth of 73.6 percent. However, over half the defense
contractors whose profits were adjusted under the renegotiation process in
Fiscal Year 1970 were left with a pretax return on net worth higher than
73.6 percent, after renegotiation. Many were left with over a 100 percent
return on net worth; several received a return in excess of 500 percent, and
one contractor received a 1,000 percent return on net worth. These high
rates of return on net worth were achieved even though only one of these
contractors realized more than a 25 percent profit on costs. While the above
profit percentages on net worth are not calculated on the identical basis
as the pnw defense profit schedule, they illustrate the high rates of return
that are being made under present procedures.

S. I urge that the new procedures not be issued until the defects
identified above have been corrected. In this regard, I recommend the
following:

a. Delete the provision that makes implementation of the procedures
during the trial-period the sole option of the contractor. The trial should
be designed to evaluate the reasonableness of profits presently being paid
in terms of return on investment.

b. Revise the proposed profit schedule downward to reflect a more
reasonable rate of return based on the nature of defense work and prevailing
profit levels.

c. Add requirements that contractors report actual profits on a
return on investment basis and set up a central file within the Department
of Defense to collect and evaluate such data.

6. I would appreciate being advised of what action you intend to take in
this regard. I would be glad to assist you in any way I can.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Camiand
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1201

11 November 1972

rMInCoS AD tflflh

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL RICKOVER

In your memorandum to me dated 7 November 1972 concerning the De-
partment of Defense's proposed new procedures to introduce return on
investment as a factor in negotiating profits on defense contractors, you
suggested that the proposal contained several defects which, in your
opinion, should delay the implementation of the proposed test.

The concept and the planned approach in the proposed procedure results
from study and test efforts extending over a number of years. The draft
that evolved from these studies was distributed in May to both Govern-
ment and industry for comment. Opinions and suggestions for improve-
ment have been sought from responsible and interested groups within
government and industry.

The policy revision, long an objective of the Department of Defense and
other government agencies, will be implemented by the issuance of a
Defense Procurement Circular and be available for use on an optional
basis for a test period that will continue as long as necessary to insure
the logic of the final product. The option will require mutual agreement
between the two parties and will give us an opportunity to closely examine
the administrative feasibility of the proposal while undertaking several
studies to be sure that the change is accomplishing its intended goals.
This planned test period follows literally years of debate and discussion.
We have now reached the stage when continued progress can be made only
by moving forward on a controlled basis.

The intent of this modification of the procedures for developing prenegotia-
tion profit objectives is most certainly not to either raise, or lower the
aggregate earned profits of the defense industry. Rather, the intent is to
alter the distribution of profit objectives in recognition of the varying
levels of contractor investment. Such recognition can be a major step
forward in removing current disincentives for contractors to make cost
reducing investments, as well as making profit opportunity among con-
tractors more equitable.
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Because of the misunderstandings apparent in your memorandum, I
believe it would be worthwhile for you to discuss this matter with the
project officers, Bruce Benefield and Ron Floto. These gentlemen will
be happy to provide you with a briefing on this subject at your convenience.

I am going to be away from the office for the next week. I will provide
you a response in more detail on my return. Your interest is sincerely
appreciated.

--~RIR j SHILLITO
Assistant Stcretary of Defense

(Installations and Logistics)
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WwrNseme, sDc. 2cs

DO"N L- 4 DEC 192

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL RICKOVER

I was happy to note from your memorandum to me of November 7, 1972,
that you share our interest in developing sound procedures for eval-
uating profitability of defense contracts in terms of return on investment.
I also share your concern about the continually ising prices of defense
equipment and believe that many of the controls and changes that have
been introduced in procurement policy and systems acquisition will be
instrumental in reducing the prices of defense equipment.

Contrary to your belief, I do not think that the facts support your con-
tention that defense contractors are making excessively high profits.
Using any yardstick -- profit to sales, profits to equity, or profits to
total capital invested, however defined -- and using either GAO data or
information published by the Renegotiation Board, it is abundantly clear
that average defense industry profits are significantly less than the rest
of American industry. This fact has been well established by independent
and objective studies conducted by both the Logistics Management Institute
and the General Accounting Office.

I believe that the Renegotiation Board statistics constitute a useful ever.-
all guide in judging the average profits earned in the defense industry on
negotiated contracts. In my opinion, the statistics are enhanced for
negotiated contracts because the floor and the exemptions tend to make
the Board's data more meaningful. For example, the standard commer-
cial article exemption permitted by the Renegotiation Board eliminates
sales to the Government where prices are determined by commercial
open market competition. The resulting statistics therefore more accu-
rately reflect the area of profitability determined by the Government's
contracting and profit policy. As you know, in recent years the Board
has revised its reporting to ideptify the profits realized by type of
contract. This action further enhances the usefulness of the information
by permitting trend analysis which clearly indicates the reasonableness
of average profits earned on defense contracts.
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While it is true that the number of filings screened by the Renegotiation
Board have been steadily rising, one would expect this with the growth of
contract awards associated with the build-up of the Vietnam conflict.
However, the number of profit refund cases made by the Renegotiation
Board as a percent of the total filings screened remains relatively min-
iscule. For example, in 1971 the Renegotiation Board reviewed $51.6
billion of renegotiable sales, a record high in the history of the Board.
Profit refund determinations in the amount of $65. 2 million were made,
an amount which was 0. 12% of total renegotiable sales reported. Overall,
in 1971 the average percent of profit earned on renegotiable sales was
2.5% before taxes, and approximately one-half this amount after taxes.
Certainly such evidence does not support the conclusion that profits earned
on defense contracts are above commercial industries at large. While
isolated cases may be found indicating profit margins higher than the
average revealed by the Renegotiation Board figures, it is important to
note that the overall trend in earned profit rates for the defense industry
has been downward for the last 10 years.

Your memorandum asserts that the proposed profit on capital policy will
undoubtedly increase defense profits. This assertion seems to be based
upon a comparison of the profit on capital factors contained in the proposed
policy with data from the Fortune 500 1970 survey (Fortune, May, 1971)
and 1958 to 1967 profit data contained in the Defense Profit Study (LMI,
March, 1970). The range of alternative definitions of return on investment
is so great that comparison of returns is apt to be misleading unless great
care has been taken to insure that the ratios compared are defined in a
consistent fashion.

I would like to point out the following differences that exist in the ratios
that are contained in your memorandum, and upon which your assertion is
apparently based:

1. Both the Fortune 500 (Fortune May, 1971) and the Defense Profit
Study (LMI) have deducted interest expense from the pre-tax profit. The
profit factors in the proposed policy are profit before deducting interest
expense. In 1971 the manufacturing firms reporting in the FTC/SEC
reports incurred interest expense of more than 22% of net pre-tax profit.

2. The Fortune 500 figure is a one year median, the profit factor in
the proposed policy is based upon an eight year average.
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3. The Fortune sample is based upon the 500 largest industrial
firms and therefore includes diverse industry sectors and only the larger
companies. The proposed policy profit factors are based upon firms of
all sizes in industry sectors akin to defense suppliers.

4. The Fortune and LMI rates are earned return on investment
rates while the profit factors in the proposed policy are goin in or
objective rates.

5. The Fortune and LMI rates are based upon investment estimated
by adding long term debt to equity while the proposed profit policy base
is net assets, less cash and securities, accounts payable, progress pay-
ments, and all accruals.

In order to make a sound forecast of the initial impact of the proposed
profit on capital policy, the starting point must be the prenegotiation profit
objective. The prenegotiation profit objective for negotiated contracts is
the focal point of our current proposal. It will not alter the give and take
of the negotiating conference in which price is determined, nor will it
guarantee, in any way, the eventual earned profit. All effects on earned
profit, if any, will be indirect. In addition to starting with the prenegoti-
ation profit objective, the analysis must focus upon the net impact on the
aggregate of the prenegotiation profit objectives for the contracts to which
the proposed profit on capital policy will apply.

We conducted an analysis of prenegotiation profit objectives using a
statistically representative sample of 165 contracts from the FY 1970
negotiated procurement universe. This analysis disclosed that when the
profit on capital policy is applied, the probabilities are overwhelming
that the prenegotiation profit objective for a given contract will change;
however, the increases in prenegotiation profit objectives in specific
instances are offset by decreases of comparable size in other objectives
so that the net impact on the aggregate is small. Based upon this test,
our expectations are that fixed price prenegotiation profit objectives will
increase slightly (. 2% of costs) and that profit objectives for cost contracts
will decrease somewhat.

Your memorandum states that the profit on capital policy lacks "essential
safeguards" and cites our provision for "reasonable" and "equitable"
allocation of capital to a contract as an example. I submit that reason-
ableness and equity are the only workable and effective measures of any
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allocation process. Surely the government's interest would not be served
by an attempt to develop a massive code of rules for the evaluation and
allocation of capital to specific contracts. In fact, it is my judgment
that one of the strongest aspects of the proposed profit on capital policy
that we are testing is that it builds upon existing procedures, primarily
those in use for overhead rate determinations, rather than creating a
new maze of procedures. By relying upon the long established and contin-
ually improving procedures for overhead rate determination, and by
requiring that all capital data and allocation bases be audited, we feel
that the policy has the necessary flexibility to be workable, and at the
same time, provides ample safeguards of the government's interest.
We have been allocating capital to contracts in the form of depreciation
for years. This policy requires no major changes in these procedures
in order to be effective.

There is insufficient recognition in your memorandum of the fact that
in moving ahead with the tests we are not abruptly changing the profit
policy of the Department of Defense. Rather, we are embarking upon
the next step in the development of a sound profit on capital policy that
will accomplish the objectives for which it is intended. The profit on
capital policy has been sufficiently studied over the past years to give us
a high degree of confidence in its administrative feasibility and ease of use.
However, because the Department of Defense procurement universe is an
extremely large and complex one, it is my judgment that we must conduct
a major operational test of the policy. It is only by doing this that we can
determine whether or not our use of the overhead rate determination
procedures is adequate, whether or not the procurement community can,
with a reasonable amount of training and increased effort, implement the
policy properly, and what, if any, additional modification of the mechanics
of the policy are necessary for it to operate smoothly. At the same time,
we will be able to ascertain more precisely what effects the policy will
have on prenegotiation profit objectives.

During the test stage the number of contracts involved will be sufficiently
small and our documentation adequate to give us detailed knowledge of
every negotiation in which the profit on capital policy is utilized. From
this information we will be able to make the judgments that I have described
above. Applicability criteria, as well as the requirement of mutual agree-
ment between offeror and government, shall be the means of restricting
use of the policy during the test.
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I hope that this memorandum places the upcoming profit on capital policy
test in a better perspective, and eases some of the misgivings you may
have regarding the policy. The policy is fairly complex, and is certainly
not perfect in its present form. Nonetheless, as you and many others
have pointed out, recognition of contractor investment in negotiating
profit is a needed improvement in Department of Defense procurement
practice. We can move further toward this much needed improvement
only by conducting a major test of the policy at this time.

BAR0 J. SHILLrro
Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Instalatilons and Logistis)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. £0oeo I. gprly RIrcr TO
08H-578
6 Dec 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR THE. CHIEF OF NAVAL MATEUAL

Subj: Higher prices and increased profits that will result from irmplementa-
tion of the Departnent of Defense proposed "Capital EBmployed Policy"

Ref: (a) My memo for the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations
and Logistics) Ser 08-574 dtd 7 Nov 1972, subj: Proposed
Defense Procurement Circular entitled "Contractor Capital
Emiployed Policy"; recoamendationwto revise substantially
prior to issuance of

(b) NAVMAT OOB meo 295-72 dtd 15 Nov 1972

1. In reference (a) I discussed the Defense Department's proposed new
procedures to introduce return on investment as a factor in negotiating
profits on Defense contracts. I pointed out specific deficienciesin the
new procedures and recommended that they not be issued without substantial
revision. A copy of reference (a) was addressed to you for information.

2. One of the deficiencies I pointed out concerned the proposed profit
schedule. It provided for a 20 to 32 percent return on total capital for
defense contracts. I pointed out that this represented a substantial increase
over past profit levels, and was, in my opinion, too high considering the
nature of the work.

3. By reference (b), you sent me the attached chart showing the results
of the profit study which the General Accounting Office (GAO) conducted
for the years 1966 to 1969. On that chart, you made special note of the
21.1 percent profit on equity capital figure which the GAO reported for
defense work during that period. The 21.1 percent rate of return on
equity capital is not comparable to the 20 to 32 percent profit on total
capital provided for by the proposed new Department of Defense proc-eiEs.
Te basic difference is that total capital includes contractor borrowings
in addition to equity capital.

4. The following table compares the results of past Department of Defense
and General Accounting Office profit studies with the profit rates provided
for in the proposed new Department of Defense procedures:
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08H-578

Profit Percent on
Total Capital

Averaeg' profit oil
defense contracts
1966 to 199t
(GAO Profit Study) 11.2%

Average profit on
defense contracts
1958 to 1967
(ADD Profit Study) 15.0%

Profit rate in
proposed new DOD
profit procedures 20 to 32%

I have recommended that the Department of Defense revise the proposed
profit schedule downward to reflect a more reasonable rate of return based
on the nature of defense work and prevailing profit levels. I want to be
sure that you understand the basis for this recommendation.

5. I would appreciate any assistance you can offer in seeing that the
proposed profit schedule is adjusted downward by an appropriate amount and
that the recommendations I made in reference (a) are adopted. Otherwise,
the Navy will end up paying higher prices for the same work.

6. I would appreciate oeing advised of what action, if any, you intend
to take in this regard.

iAicoX



GAO PROFIT STUDY
( 74 FIRMS,- 1966 to 1969)

PROFIT AS A PERCENT OF.

CUSTOMER

DOD
AEC, NASA, COAST GUARD

COMMERCIAL

SALES
4.3%
4.9%
9.9%

TOTAL CAPITAL
11.2%
15.0%

. 14.0%

EQUITY CAPITAL

21.1%
27.5 %o
22.9%

SOURCE,
COMPTGEN REPORT TO CONGRESS, MARCH 17, 1971
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20360Ii. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0811-2007
3 1 JIN 197

MIN)RANIIM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (INSTALLATIONS & LOGISTICS)

Subj: Defense Procurement Circular Nunber 107 Entitled, "Contractor Capital
Employed Policy"; camaents and recommendations concerning

Ref: (a) My memo for the ASD(I&L) Ser 08-574 dtd 7 Nov 1972, subj:
Proposed Defense Procurement Circular Entitled, "Contractor
Capital Employed Policy"; recommendation to revise substantially
prior to issuance of

(b) ASD(I&L) memo for VAIM Rickover, dtd 11 Nov 1972, subj: Interim
response to ref (a)

(c) ASD(I&L) memo for VADM Rickover, dtd 4 Dec 1972, subj: Detailed
response to ref (a)

1. In reference (a), I pointed out several fundamental defects in the
procedures proposed by the subject Delense Procurement Circular and
recommended against implementing the new procedures until they had been
revised to correct these defects.

2. Reference (b), your interim response to my memorandum of 7 November,
suggested that, because of apparent misunderstandings in my memo, members of
your staff would be available to brief me on the new profit procedures and
stated that you would subsequently provide a more detailed response. In
our telephone conversation of 11 November 1972, you indicated that the
decision had already been made to go ahead with the new procedures. Since
my views could have, therefore, no effect on your decision, we agreed there
was no need for further discussions with your staff. Reference (c) is
your detailed response you referred to in reference (b).

3. On 11 December 1972, the new procedures were issued as Defensc Procure-
ment Circular Number 107 (DPC 107), to be applied to solicitations issued
after 1 January 1973. DPC 107 solicited suggestions for changes to improve
the approach for determining pre-negotiation profit objectives.

4. The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend changes I consider
necessary to assure success of the Contractor Capital Employed Policy in
defense contracting.

a. In reference (a), I recommended that the trial of the new procedures
not be conducted at the sole option of the contractor, but be designed to
evaluate the reasonableness of profits paid in terms of return on investment.
DPC 107 now provides that, during the trial period, the new procedures cannot
be implemented without the mutual agreement of the contractor and the govern-
ment. This is a substantial improvement. However, the trial is still
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desigpfed to provide experience only with firms that volunteer to use thi
new procedures. I recommend that those contractors who do not volunteer
to use the new procedures be required to provide investment data,, so that
profits negotiated on major contracts under the present weighted guidelines
procedures can be converted to return on investment, for comparison purposes.

b. In reference (a), I recommended that a requirement be included in
the proposed Defense Procurement Circular for contractors to report actual
profits on a return on investment basis, and that a central file be set up
within the Department of Defense to collect and evaluate such data. It does
not appear that DPC 107 makes any provision for the collection and evaluation
of such data. In my opinion, the establishment of a comprehensive profit
reporting system such as I have recommended is an important step that needs
to be taken, so that we will have a sound basis for evaluating defense profits.

c. As I understand it, the average profit for several segments of the
commercial durable goods industry during a recent eight year period was
adjusted ard to arrive at the new Defense profit schedule. In this regard
1 have the following recommendations:

(1) As I pointed out in reference (a), the average durable goods
industry profit should be adjusted downward to reflect differences which
substantially reduce the contractor's risk in defense contracts vis-b-vis
commercial work.

(2) Annually, the return on investment profit schedule should
be updated, through the use of a moving average, to more nearly reflect
current profit levels.

d. In reference (a) I stated that, unless firm standards are
established for calculating contractor investment, endless argument will
result, and contractors with the more "imaginative" accounting practices
will be rewarded with higher profits. Your letter, reference (c), implies
that general criteria, such as "any reasonable basis" and "other equitable
basis" which are contained in the procedures, are acceptable; it further
states that "reasonableness and equity" are the only workable measures of
any allocation process. Similar arguments were put forth in defense of
general language in the cost principles presently prescribed by the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation. The General Accounting Office, however,
has pointed out that such general criteria are inadequate. We now have a
competent, fully staffed Cost Accounting Standards Board, whose job it is
to develop appropriate cost and allocation standards for government contracts.
I believe that their expertise can and should be applied to the new profit
procedures to avoid potential areas of abuse. I believe the Board can
provide expert advice relative to the adequacy of the operating and facilities
capital allocation procedures. I therefore recommend that the new procedures
be submitted to the Board for their review and recommendations. In this
way you will have the best expert advice as to the adequacy of the operating
and facilities capital allocation procedures, as well as to the other account-
ing aspects of the new procedures.
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5. I support your efforts to devise a better method of establishing profit
objectives for negotiated defense contracts--a method taking return on
investment into consideration. However, I believe DPC 107 should be revised
to incorporate the recommendations I have made above if the new procedures
are to accomplish their stated purpose and if, as you have indicated, the
Department of Defense does not want to increase overall defense profits.
In summary, my recommendations are:

a. Those contractors who do not volunteer to use the new procedures
should be'required to provide investment data so that profits negotiated
under thd present weighted guidelines procedures can be converted to return
on investment, for comparison purposes during the trial period.

b. Contractors should be required to report actual profits, on a return

on investment basis, and a central DOD file should be set up to collect and
evaluate such data.

c. The new Defense profit schedule should be adjusted downward to

reflect the reduced risk in defense contracts vis-'-vis commercial work;
and the schedule should be adjusted annually to reflect current profit
levels.

d. The new procedures should be submitted to the Cost Accounting
Standards Board for their review and recommendations.

6. I would be glad to discuss this matter further, if you desire.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

92-784 0 - 82 - 4
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
ir eIWAMCOW, D.C. 231

31 January 1973

INSTALATO5S SAID tootlec

Admiral H. G. Rickover
Naval Ship Systems Command
Washington, D. C. 20360

Dear Admiral Rickover:

Thank you for your very thoughtful memorandum, this date, and for
your thoughts on this subject as expressed over the telephone. As I
see it, you and I are not too far apart on many aspects of this complex
subject. DPC 107 (11 December 1972) does solicit suggestions, and
yours are indeed most logical. I appreciate your support in the effort
to recognize investment as a key ingredient in the construction of pre-
negotiation profit objectives. It is my hope that my successor and the
DoD staff responsible for developing the final product will move in the
direction of greater recognition of capital. I will urge that my successor
consider fully your letter of 31 January.

First, as regards data collection, we are taking steps to accumulate
capital data on all contracts negotiated during the test period. Ulti-
mately, should DoD adopt an approach similar to that being tested for
general application, I believe we should move in the direction you have
suggested in the development of a central DoD file.

Second, my staff has been in contact with members of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board. These discussions have been most helpful. Since the
profit policy follows the established cost accounting procedures, DoD
will follow the improvements initiated by the Cost Accounting Standards
Board. I would expect my staff to be in constant liaison with the Board,
as well as any other government agency concerned with this issue.

Third, I fully expect a large number of our Defense contractors to volun-
teer to use the new procedures. Before requiring capital data on a
mandatory basis, however, I would like to see how the present test
period evolves using a "mutual agreement" approach. There is no
question, of course, that once the DoD moves toward a final product,
all required contractor investment data must be obtained.
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It would appear that our major area of disagreement relates to risk.
I agree that in some instances selected Defense contractors may realize
extremely high profits on their capital investment. At the same time,
I do not consider Defense industry to be a low risk industry. I have
stated in public testimony on several occasions that every objective study
that I have been able to review thoroughly convinces me that on the average
Defense profits, using any yardstick, are lower than their commercial
counterpart. The magnitude of risk exposure for many government con-
tractors, however, is certainly equal to or far greater than that experi-
enced by comparable commercial concerns. Often, of course, this
depends upon the type contract entered into. I believe that average risk
on the part of government contractors today is at least as great as com-
mercial contractors. I believe this is reflected in recent Renegotiation
Board data. For example, included in the approximately 4, 200 contractor
filings screened by the Board in FY 1972 were over 1, 600 company filings
which actually showed losses. On an overall basis total profits, after
taxes, were well under 1% of sales. I am also convinced, based on an
extrapolation of company data contained in past studies, that Defense
contractor profits on equity and total capital investment have also gone
down considerably in the past few years.

Again, as I leave this job, my sincere appreciation for all your assistance,
and my thanks to you as a great American for the outstanding job that you
have done for all of us in the overall interest of our national security.

Sincerely,

BARRY J. SHILLITO
Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Installations and Logistics)

C2
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IDEPARTIMENT OF THE NAVY
__ NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

(.<(<.tj, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 I REPLY RFER TO
w y ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~08H-2012

NDURANDLE24 FOR TIE ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (INSTALLATIONS
AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Defense Procurement Circular Number 107 Entitled, "Contractor
Capital Employed Policy"; comments and recommendations concerning

Ref: (a) My memo for the ASD(I&L) Ser 08H-2007, dtd 31 Jan 1973, subj:
as above

(b) ASD(I&L) ltr to VAfM Rickover, dtd 31 Jan 1973, subj: Response
to ref (a)

1. On 11 December 1972, the Department of Defense issued Defense Procure-
ment Circular Number 107 (DPC 107), entitled, "Contractor Capital Employed
Policy." DPC 107 introduces return on investment as a factor in negotiating
profits on Defense contracts. DPC 107 solicited suggestions for changes
to improve this new approach for determining pre-negotiation profit objectives.
In reference (a), I recommended changes I consider necessary to assure
success of the Contractor Capital Employed Policy in defense contracting.

2. Reference (b) is the Assistant Secretary's response to my memorandum
of 31 January 1973. It noted that he and I were not too far apart on many
aspects of this complex subject. However, it is not clear to me from reference
(b) that this is the case:

a. Reference (b) states that members of the staff of the Assistant
Secretary have been in contact with members of the Cost Accounting Standards
Board, and that they will continue to maintain liaison with the Board.
Such action is not the same as submitting the DPC 107 procedures to the
Board for their review and approval, as I recommended.

b. Reference (b) makes no mention of my recommendation that the
return on investment profit schedule in DPC 107 be updated annually, to more
nearly reflect current profit levels.

C. Reference (b) states that, should DOD ultimately adopt for general
application an approach similar to that being tested, DOD would move toward
development of a central DOD profit file. I have recommended that the DOD
establish a comprehensive profit reporting system now, without waiting for
the results of the trial of the new procedures.

d. Reference (b) does not agree with my recommendation that the DPC
107 return on investment profit schedule be adjusted downward.
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3. In reference (b), and in previous correspondence on this subject, the

Assistant Secretary has referred to Renegotiation Board data as evidence

that Defense profits are too low. As I have pointed out repeatedly in

testimony to Congress, Renegotiation Board data is not reliable; the Board

itself cautions against using its figures in generalizing about Defense

profit levels. There are many loopholes in the Renegotiation Act, such

that the largest Defense contractors are able to escape the renegotiation

process altogether; other corporations can keep excessive profits on some

contracts by averaging them with lower profits on other contracts; industry

can report, for renegotiation purposes, almost whatever profit it chooses

because of loose accounting rules. Further, Renegotiation Board data

reports average Defense profits; in developing the new DOD profit procedures,

however, consideration must be given to the profit negotiation on individual

contracts. In short, Renegotiation Board data is unreliable and, in my

opinion, irrelevant to the matter at hand.

4. I am encouraged to see, from reference (b), that the Department of

Defense will accumulate capital data on all contracts negotiated during

the test period, as I recommended. I believe this is an important step in

being able to evaluate the impact of the new procedures.

5. I hope that my comments and recommendations will be useful to your

staff in improving the new Contractor Capital Employed Policy for Defense

contracts. To reiterate, my recomaendations are:

a. The DPC 107 procedures should be submitted to the Cost Accounting

Standards Board for their review and approval.

b. The return on investment profit schedule in DPC 107 should be

updated annually to reflect current profit levels.

c. A comprehensive profit reporting system should be established in

the DOD, without further delay.

d. The return on investment profit schedule in DPC 107 should be

adjusted downward.

6. I would appreciate being kept advised of the action you take with

regard to these recommendations.

copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installation and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management
Chief of Naval Material
Comaander, Naval Ship Systems Command
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I ATOMIC UNITED STATES

1 :-'1-/ . ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

JUN 2 9 1373

Wr. Arthur Schoenhaut
Executive Secretary
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr, Schoenhaut:

In a letter of June 28, 1973, Wr. SIcClenon of your staff requested coments
on a draft Cost Accounting Standard concerning Depreciation of Tangible
Capital Assets.

The proposed standard, which advocates those depreciation methods for contract
costing purposes which approximate physical or economic deterioration of
tangible capital assets, appears satisfactory and in the right direction.
In 1969, the Comptroller General, who now serves as Chairman of the Cost
Accounting Standards Board, requested, among other things, my comsents on
cost accounting for depreciation, In my reply to him, I advocated a position
similar to that proposed in your draft Standard. At that tine, I took the
following position:

"It seems to me that, from a cost standpoint, the most simple
and equitable depreciation method for both industry and Govern-
ment is the straight-line method. Under this method, assuming
accurate estimates of the useful economic life of an asset, the
asset cost is amortized over that life without the distortion
that results through use of accelerated methods which have come
into practice for other purposes. The situation could be improved
considerably if contractors were required to use--in words from
your questionnaire--that method of depreciation 'which most
closely approximates the actual consumption of the asset rather
than one preferred for its tax benefits or for financial
reporting considerations."'

I remain firm in my opinion that accelerated depreciation, which may be
permitted for tax and financial accounting purposes, should not ordinarily
be used for estimating, accumulating, and reporting costs for Goverment
contracts.

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

NR:D:HGR: HY 7761 b4, '& cI "
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 Is srPL MEYE to
08H-2075

2 1 1a0; 1973

M y)RAN14 FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH

Subj: Electric Boat Division Independent Research and Development
Program for 1973

Ref: (a) Air Force Systems Command ltr dtd February 23, 1973, subj:
Independent Research and Development Program - General
Dynamics - Electric Boat Division, 1973

(b) Technical Plan for General Dynamics Corporation - Electric
Boat Division - 1973 Independent Research and Development
Program

1. Reference (a) forwarded reference (b) to several Navy research and
development organizations and requested the addressees to submit comments
to the Office of Naval Research concerning the relevancy of Electric Boat's
proposed 1973 Independent Research and Development (IR&D) program to
Department of Defense needs. Reference (a) stated that these comments are
needed to determine, in accordance with Defense Procurement Circular number
83, the IRID costs that are allowable as overhead costs for contracts with
Electric Boat Division.

2. Electric Boat's proposed IR&D program for 1973 encompasses a long list
of projects. Among them are projects dealing with corrosion of submarine
piping and structural materials, welding techniques and concepts, use of
computers for submarine systems design, and other submarine related technologies.
The estimated cost of the 1973 program is $605,000.

3. Although nominally these projects appear to relate to Navy or Depart-
ment of Defense work, I believe they are unnecessary, duplicative of other
research efforts sponsored by the Government, or otherwise do not warrant
financing by the Department of Defense. For example:

a. Project 73007026, Advanced Gamma Radiation Attenuation Design
Concepts, concerns improving Electric Boat Division's capability for
designing naval nuclear reactor shielding. However, NAVSHIPS 08 is responsible
for the adequacy of reactor shielding on naval nuclear propulsion plants.
Because NAVSHIPS 08 cannot control Electric Boat's IR&D work on reactor
shielding, it is likely that this work would duplicate efforts already under-
way by reactor plant prime contractors working directly for the Navy. There-
fore, project 73007026 should not be permitted as an allowable overhead cost
for DOD contracts with Electric Boat Division.
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b. Another project, number 73007002, HY-130 High Strength Steel
Welding Processes, concerns developing procedures for welding HY-130
steel. As the Navy is currently coordinating and funding the development
of welding procedures for HY-130 steEl 4mder the HY-130 Development Program,
it appears that an independent parallel effort at Electric Boat Division
to develop welding procedures for HY-130 is not justified.

c. Electric Boat states that project 73007039, Investigation of
Piping Systems (Flexible Connectors), concerns developing an improved
flexible connector for use in submarine piping systems. However, NAVSEC
is currently supporting a program for improving existing flexible connectors
and to develop new flexible connectors for submarine piping systems. Again,
an independent parallel effort at Electric Boat Division to develop flexible
connectors for submarine piping systems does not seem warranted.

4. In my opinion, the Department of Defense has not received its money's
worth for IBRD expenditures at Electric Boat in past years. Consistent
with current Defense Department IR&D policies, the taxpayer's money has
been spent with essentially no strings attached and with no results required.
The costs of Electric Boat's IR&D program are spread over all of its defense
contracts, and no individual government organization is financially
responsible for monitoring the contractor's performance. Furthermore, the
Government has no authority to direct Electric Boat's IR&D work, and gets
no rights to any products, technology or patents developed from that work,
even though the Government typically has paid directly or in overhead about
98% of Electric Boat's costs.

S. Without close Government control, there is an incentive for companies
to attempt using IR&D funds to begin development of new cammercial products.
I pointed out in 1969 that Electric Boat had budgeted $1 million for
development of a camsercial Arctic Submarine Tanker, that these costs were
being charged to overhead, and that the Government was paying 98% of the
cost of this program. The Government is challenging the costs which were
charged off by Electric Boat as Bid and Proposal costs (a part of IR&D),
but the matter is as yet unresolved.

6. In my opinion, the benefits received by the Government under the
present I1RD system are not commensurate with the costs paid in overhead
to the contractor. Moreover, faced as it is with a serious shortage of
funds to do critically necessary research and development, it is inconceivable
to me that the Navy would spend over $600,000 per year at Electric Boat
to conduct the contractor's own research and development program. Our
procurement and R&D dollars would be better spent on those programs where
the Navy can control the work, than on projects which have uncertain
military benefit.
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7. If the Navy wishes to participate in Electric Boat's independent
research and development program, I recommend it arrange for such participa-
tion by means of a direct contract with the corpany. Under this arrangement,
the Government would receive the rights. to inventions or data produced or
developed by Electric Boat under the contract; it would have the ability
to direct and control the work performed; and the costs incurred would be
charged directly to the organization responsible for controlling the work.
In any event, I do not consider that the potential value of the proposed
Electric Boat IRAD program, under the conditions in which it is administered
under present Defense Department policies, deserves Government support.

8. I do not mean to single out Electric Boat for criticism of its IR&D
program; I suspect that similar criticism is warranted regarding other
contractors' programs. However, I have not been asked routinely to cmament
on such other programs, even though I understand several contractors who
are suppliers for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program are using research
in various fields of nuclear technology to justify acceptance of IR&D
costs. In the future, I would appreciate being given the opportunity to
coanent in advance on such program if their costs are to continue to be
allowed.

9. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take with regard
to the above matter.

b; Aikir

Copy to:
Air Force Systems Command,
Director of Laboratories,
Laboratories Program Division
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 to

08H- 20 79

,I NoV 3

NE4RANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Contractor Independent Research and Development

Encl: (1) SHIPS 08 Memorandum for Chief of Naval Research, 08H-2075
dtd 21 November 1973, same subject

1. Enclosure (1) is a copy of my memorandum to the Chief of Naval
Research commenting on Electric Boat Division's Independent Research
and Development (IR&D) Program for 1973. It points out specific
examples of Electric Boat's proposed IRED projects which I believe are
unnecessary, duplicative of other Government sponsored research, or
otherwise do not warrant financing by the Department of Defense. In
my opinion, the Navy has not received its money's worth for IR&D
expenditures at Electric Boat in past years and thus should not continue
to support these projects.

2. I do not mean to single out Electric Boat for criticism; however,
I have not been asked routinely to comment on other IR&D programs, even
from suppliers of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program. But the problem
is with the Defense Department's 1R&D program as a whole. Under this
program, the Government may end up financing a substantial portion if
not virtually all of a contractor's independent research and development
work. Yet, the military services have no authority to direct the work
and get no rights to any resultant products, technology or patents.

3. In my view, the granting of large sums of money for defense contractors
to spend as they see fit and without close Government supervision is
neither an economical nor desirable way to accomplish defense-related
research and development work. The Defense Department, which is already
critically short of research and development funds cannot afford to
spend $700 million each year on contractor research and development
programs when it is unable to control the work, account for the results,
or control the costs. The Navy should not have to defer its own vital
research and development programs for lack of funds while hundreds of
millions of dollars are spent each year on contractor independent research
programs which are of dubious value to the Defense Department.

4. Under the current procedures, the Defense Department must review
IRED proposals from those contractors who receive more than $2 million
of IR&D payments from the Defense Department, and then make an affirmative
determination that the work is of potential military benefit before IRWD
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costs can be accepted. From what I have been able to determine, the Navy
and the other military services tend to take a lenient approach to these
reviews. Because the Defense Department is involved in a wide variety
of activities, innovations in nearly any field of endeavor can be viewed
as relating to defense work. The more pertinent question is whether the
contractor's proposed program is of sufficient potential benefit to
warrant funding in preference to direct Defense Department research and
development programs that are being deferred for lack of funds.

5. I know of your interest in getting the most return for each defense
dollar. The IR&D program is one area where I believe expenditures can -
be reduced substantially, or even eliminated, with no significant
deterioration in our defense posture. Accordingly, I recommend that you
insure that all organizations such as mine having cognizance over contractors
doing Navy work be given the opportunity to cor.ent in advance on all
such contractors' IR&D proposals. I also recommend that you instruct
those who review contractor IR&D proposals for the Naval Material Command
to reject contractor IR&D programs except in those cases where the benefit
to the Navy is deemed sufficient to warrant the cost. In such cases, I
recommend the Navy make arrangements to finance the work by direct contract,
rather than through IR&D, so that the Government could exercise supervision
of the work and retain appropriate rights to resulting technical data,
inventions and patents.

6. I would appreciate being informed of what action you take with
regard to the above.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research and Development)
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
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, UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

nET 1 1 5, ~~~~~~~~SEP 9 E74

Mr. Arthur Schoenhaut
Executive Secretary
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Schoenhaut:

This letter comments on the proposed Cost Accounting-
Standard for Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets.

As you are aware, I discussed my views on this important
matter, at the Board's request, in a meeting with the Board
on October 31, 1973. I am pleased to see that some of my
views are reflected in the proposed standard. In particular,
I believe the following provisions represent progress:

a. Recognition-in the notice promulgating the pro-
posed standard that contractors often base cost
accounting on what is permitted by income tax
regulations and that such treatment often is not
equitable.

b. The requirement of the proposed standard that
estimated service lives for tangible capital assets
"shall be their expected actual periods of usefulness."

c. The requirement of the proposed standard that
the method of depreciation selected "approximate the
expected consumption of the asset."

I am concerned, however, that the methods you have selected
for implementing these requirements may not be effective.

With regard to selection of estimated service life, the
proposed standard requires that service life be no shorter than
the "asset guideline" lives established by Internal Revenue
Procedure 71-25 unless the contractor can support shorter lives
by records of retirement or replacement experience. As I noted
in my discussion with the Board on October 31, 1973, the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) guideline lives generally under-
estimate the lives of assets. Although the proposed standard
establishes these lives as the minimum, I believe it is likely
that contractors will attempt to use these guiddlines wherever
possible since they will usually be more favorable than actual
expected lifetimes.
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Because of a general lack of data on the actual lifetimes
of assets, use of the Internal Revenue Service guidelines may
be necessary as an interim measure to avoid delaying issuance
of a depreciation standard. However, I recommend that the
Board establish its own asset guideline periods based on actual
service lives of assets which will be more appropriate for
contract costing purposes than the Internal Revenue Service
guideline periods. I understand that the Office of Industrial
Economics of the Internal Revenue Service is accumulating
actual data on asset retirement showing the amount, type and
age Of assets retired. This information should be of value to
the Board in devising its own guidelines for service lives.

The second area in which I am concerned about the effective-
ness of the proposed standard is in the determination of the
method of depreciation. The proposed standard essentially re-
quires that the same method be used for cost accounting as is
used for financial accounting except where the financial accounting
method "does not reflect the expected consumption of services"
for the asset. Some- criteria for measuring asset consumption
are provided in the proposed standard; however, it is not clear
who will bear the burden of proof if there is disagreement on
methods of depreciation. I have stated before that, in my
experience, there rarely is justification for accelerated
depreciation in terms of the actual consumption of assets. I
believe that the proposed standard will result in the burden of
proof shifting to the Government whenever a contractor wants
to use a method of depreciation with which Government auditors
cannot agree. I recommend that the proposed standard be revised
to require the straight line method of depreciation unless the
contractor can explicitly justify and demonstrate that the
characteristics of the asset are such as to make accelerated
depreciation reasonable.

I hope these comments will be helpful to you. I recognize
that this is a difficult subject for which to develop a
standard and that much work has gone into the proposed standard.
However, if this standard results in more reasonable cost
allocations on Government contracts, as I expect it will, the
work will have proved very worthwhile.

Sincerely,

NRD:HGR HN 7951 & R 1 , Drector
Division of Naval Reactors
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. 0.. &OM

al~~~glz~~ov 19134

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Stasts:

In a letter dated September 27, 1974, Mr. R. W. GQtmaim of your staff
requested my caaments on alternative approaches to the treatment by the
Defense Department of contractor independent research and development costs
(IR4D). The fourteen alternative approaches ranged from removal of all
Defense Department controls over IR&D, to strict control of these costs
through grants or contracts. I am responding directly to you because I
believe IR&D is an important subject meriting your personal attention.

First, I want to comment on some of the underlying assumptions about IR&D
and defense procurement that these approaches appear to make and with which
I disagree. For example, there seems to be an assumption that without
IR4D, weapons development will be adversely affected. Certainly, same
technological developments in weaponry may have flowed fran work funded
under IR&D. But since World War II, the great majority of weapons technology
has flowed from Government-directed defense work. During this period, most
defense research and development has been funded directly by the Government
through in-house laboratories and through contracts and grants to private
industry and educational institutions. In over 50 years of naval experience,
I have not found direct funding of research and development to be stifling
to technological or scientific creativity. Thus, a change in the treatment
of IRED, in my opinion, would not hamper the development of weapons technology.

There also appears to be an inherent assumption that the Goverment has an
obligation to subsidize contractors' independent research and development
programs. For example, one disadvantage listed for a direct grant system of
funding IR&D is that "contractors could be reluctant to use their own funds
for research if they are not sure of getting grant funds for FartherworkT.*-
(underlining mine). The question inevitably arises that if the research is
not sufficiently attractive to be funded either by the contractor, or directly
by the Government, why should the Government pay for it indirectly?

Much of the debate over IRPD within the defense cormmuity is being conducted
with a basic misconception about defense procurement. there is a continuous
search for the correct management formula or the ideal organizational
structure under which defense procurement dollars automatically will be well
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spent without having to resort to Government surveillance. Unfortunately,
my experience has been that research and development and procurement do not
lend themselves to simple, autanatic policies. I find, for example, when
dealing in these areas that research is not easily differentiated frun
development; saoe work can legitimately be classified in either category.
Proper administration of research and development canes not from more
precise definitions of these terms, but from better knowledge and closer
technical control of the projects being undertaken.

Independent research and development and bid and proposal costs (BCP)
are often interchangeable. Canpanies may treat certain costs as either IR&D
or BSP for accounting purposes. This principle is even recognized in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation which permits companies to recover
costs for E4P over the negotiated ceiling as long as the ceiling on IMOD
costs is reduced by a like amount, and vice versa.

There is essentially no competition in most defense procurenent. Me only
truly competitive procurements are formally advertised procurements, and
they represent typically about eleven percent of prime contract dollars
per year. On the other hand, over half of all defense procurement is placed
under sole source or follow-on, non-cumpetitive conditions. In this
atmosphere, there is little real incentive for defense contractors to cut
costs, and to manage closely such overhead programs as IR4D. On the contrary,
current Defense Department profit policies reward high costs with high
profits, and provide a positive incentive for inefficiency and lax management.

Finally, fixed price type contracts do not ensure low prices; nor do they
protect the Government's interests sufficiently to make Defense Department
controls over IR&D unnecessary. Fixed price contracts and subcontracts
awarded under non-canpetitive conditions do limit to sume extent the Govern-
ment's exposure to cost overunws. But they give a contractor little incentive
to submit the lowest reasonable bid price. Thus, fixed priced contracts
are not a substitute for effective competition. In fact, as I am sure you
are aware, there is no magical mix of contract types that can substitute
for real canpetition or, in the absence of such caupetition, for Government
surveillance of contractor operations.

What disturbs me the most is that the GAD proposals, like much of the
current debate, tend to consider IR4D only from the contractors' point of
view. Little if any attention is being given to IRMD as it affects the user--
the Defense Department. Yet, these are important considerations, particularly
in a period of budget stringency. For example:
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The Navy is short of critically needed research and development
funds. In fiscal year 1973, the last year for which figures
are available, the Defense Depart-ent paid $441 million for
contractor independent research mid developent work. In contrast,
the total Navy exploratory development budget for fiscal year
1975 is under $300 million. Many important submarine research
projects have had to be canceled, deferred, or cat back in such
areas as advanced somars, commnications, weapons, navigation,
and nuclear propulsion due to a lack of money. Yet contractors
are able to pursue their own research and development projects
because of the Defense Department's largesse with funds.

while hundreds of millions of defense dollars each year are spent
for IR4D, the benefits accruing to the military from this work are
uncertain. In my opinion, whatever benefits have accrued from
this program in past years have not been worth the cost. Certainly
this is true in the areas in which I have direct knowledge.

me Govermnent has little control over IRMD programs. The Defense
Department cannot actively supervise or even closely monitor
the work; it cannot eliminate unnecessary duplication; and it
camot direct that certain projects be undertaken or performed.

The Government receives neither rights to technical data nor
patent rights from work performed under IR&D. On the contrary, if
a product or process developed under IR4D is patented by the
contractor, the Goverment may have to pay a royalty for use of the
patented item. I encountered one case where a contractor developed
an automatic welding machine under an IRWD program, for which 99
percent of the costs were paid by the Defense Department. The
welding machine was then marketed to defense suppliers who passed
on the royalty costs to the Government in the price of their work
In this case, the Government paid for developing the invention
and continues to have to pay for the rights to use it.

In addition to these drawbacks to IRAD from the Government's point of
view, the present IR4D system is actually anti-competitive. Companies doing
defense business are able to develop inventions at Government expense which
they may then use in their camnercial work. his gives them a competitive
advantage over non-defense firms which are not eligible for such a subsidy.

The present system of evaluating contractor independent research and develop-
ment programs is ineffective. The law requires that the Defense Departaent
make an affirmative determination that the work has a potential military
relationship before IR4D costs can be accepted. But under these criteria,
almost any research project, no matter how ramote, could be shown to have
a potential military relationship.
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Finally, the reviews of contractor IRGD programs tend to be superficial.IRGD programs, for which the Government pays less than $2 million, are notreviewed technically; they are controlled only by a negotiated ceiling.
Programs over $2 million receive technical reviews, but these are oftenconducted by people with little knowledge of the work. Even in the nuclear
propulsion field, I am not routinely asked to evaluate contractor researchprograms, and as a consequence the Defense Department has funded IR&D
projects which duplicated work I was doing, or which were directed towardcommercial, not military application.

I believe that we need to recognize the Government's interests and abolishthe practice of subsidizing contractor IR&D. I recommend that a system
similar to that employed by the Atomic Energy Caomission be adopted.
Specifically:

1. Treat IR4D costs on a contract by contract basis. 1MR& costs wouldbe unallowable except where the contracting agency made an affirmative
determination that an IR4 project provided sufficient benefits to thecontract to warrant the cost.

2. Allow contractors to submnit to the Defense Department any military-related research projects which they want the Government to finance completely.
The Defense Department would then contract directly for whichever of these
projects it desires to pursue. The funds would be provided as a separateline item in the RUThE appropriation.

3. Allow BEP costs if the subject matter of the bids and proposalsis applicable to defense work. IWGP costs for non-defense work would be tun-allowable. Place a ceiling on the allowable W1 expenses such as one percent
of the total direct material and direct labor costs of the contract work.

4. Reserve and protect Government rights to technical data and
patents commensurate with the percentage of the researdc costs borne bythe Government, regardless of whether funding of those costs is direct orindirect.

Contractors would undoubtedly dislike this system as it would greatly
reduce the Government's funding of their own pet projects. But the questionfor the Congress must boil down to this: If the ordinary citizen were givenup to 500 million dollars a year for research and development work, would heturn that money over to defense contractors to spend as they saw fit in thehope something useful would result? Or would he direct that money towardfinding solutions to specific problems standing in the way of better weaponssystems? There is no question in my mind but that the Department of. Defenisewould get far more for its money if it were spent on specific defense projects

92-784 0 - 82 - 5
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where responsible officials had to review, approve, justify and defend the
expenditures. This system would also penmit Congress to review and oversee
these expenditures--a possibility which is airrently precluded.

I know you take seriously your responsibility to look "to greater economy
or efficiency in public expenditares." In ny view, the present IRD
system does not provide either econany or efficiency. That is why I
recommend greater control over research and development work accomplished
pith public funds.

I appreciate the opportunity to cozuent to you on this subject.

Sincerely,

G: Ri c&e
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

3 W*MflGVON 11 C *Ofa 08

7 keV 74

IM3AMN FOR DIE ASSISTANr SJRETARY OF lHE NAVY (RESEARCH AND DEVElD )

Subj: Contractor Independant Research and Develoment

Ref: (a) rm moranhm for the Chief of Naval Material, Ser 08H-2079.
dtd 21 Noverber 1973

Encl: (1) My letter to Comptroller General of the United States dtd
1 NDveber 1974

1. o 21 )Noveer 1973, I sent you a copy of reference (a) regarding the
Defense Depart t's Ilependent Research and Development policies. I noted
that while the Gwverzment may finance a substantial portion if not virtually
all of a cotractor's IBD work, the military services have no uthrity to
direct the work ad receive no rights to any resultant products, tedmdogy,
or patents.

2. Enclosure (1) is a copy of a recent letter I sent to the Coptroller
Gmneral of the thited States in response to a General Accomting Office
reguest for L views on the subject of contractor IR&ED. In that letter, I
puoted out that uch of the debate omer IRW secs to be cchvbzted frn.
the contractor's point of view, with little attention being given to ADU
as it affects the Defense Department. I recinuaded that a systen be
adopted that recognizes the Government's interests and that abolishes the
Qarrent practice of finamcing contractor-sponsored research with Defense
D-pt f .

3. A nmber of important submarine-related research and develomt projects
have been cut bak, canceled or deferred in the past year due to a l of
lAds. This kiad of budget stringency is particularly difficult to ept
Am contractors re able to pursue--at Govermnt expense--their am
research md dev ent projects. Therefore, I reaend that you, s the
senior Navy official responsible for research and develpent, wrk to dcnge
the Defense D Int's policies an IRD to stop this unmecessary tu 4tre
of pmhiic ads. I refer you to enclosure (1) for w specific

4. I would areciate being inforaed of what action you take in this
matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval lIterial
C-nander, Naval Sea Systas Cmand
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

08H-1801
2 January 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

ACQUISITION REVIEW COMMITTEE

Subj: Draft Report of NMARC dtd 12/14/74; comments on-

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide my comments
on the December 14, 1974, draft report of the Navy and Marine
Corps Acquisition Review Committee (NMARC) entitled "Draft
(a); II Integrated Report".

2. The main thrust of the NMARC report, as I understand it,
is as follows:

a. There are excessive layers of review and reports, within
*the Navy, and between the Navy and the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD), in both the technical and financial areas of
program management.

b. 'A clearer distinction of functions needs to be made
between the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV),
the user, and the Naval Material Command (NAVIAT), the producer.

c. Program Management needs to be strengthened. Project
managers should be experienced and should serve longer tours of

duty (four years); they should be given the authority to do
'their job.

d. The Navy should increase the attractiveness of doing
defense business through a number of financial and contractual
means designed to decrease contractor risk and increase
contractor profit.

3. With the exception of the last point, I agree with the
thrust of these points in the NMARC report and have testified
before Congress along these same lines. In particular, the
number of administrative levels in the OSD and the Navy which
now review every action in defense systems acquisition must be
reduced. Yet'the trend is in the opposite direction. For
example, the Assistant Secretaries of Defense (-Comptroller and
Program Analysis and Evaluation) are becoming progressively
more involved in the details of cost collection and cost
estimating of weapon systems. The Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) also is
attempting to interject itself more completely in the Services'
acquisition programs and business operations as evidenced bv
the proposed nc c':ter (scc 3c:6o.22)
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that office recently circulated for comment. Similarly, the
proliferation of staff organizations within the Navy, at the
OPNAV and NAVMAT levels, adds to the layering and makes it
increasingly difficult for-the Navy's Systems Commands to
perform their primary functions. In my view, the.Navy should
not undertake any reorganization that does not provide for
specific absolute decreases in the number of levels of staff
review and reporting for weapons systems acquisition programs.
As a first step to do away with unnecessary layering, I
recommend that the Naval Material Command be abolished, and
that we return to the bilinear system in the Navy.

4. Despite the NMARC expression of concern over excessive
layering, some of the NMARC recommendations would result in
increased layering. For example:

a. NMARC recommended that the Navy Systems Acquisition
*Review Council (DNSARC) be expanded and play a greater role in
reviewing major weapon acquisition program decisions. NMARC
took the view that this step would ultimately lead to fewer
staff reviews by the Office of the Secretary of Defense prior
to meetings of the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council
(DSARC). But the DSARC process itself has resulted in
increased involvement of OSD staff personnel in the details
of weapon acquisition programs. The establishment of an
expanded and active DNSARC will further aggravate a project
manager s problems by involving still more Navy staff groups
in the details of his program.

b. NMARC recommends giving the Chief of Naval. Material an
"important role" in preparing and reviewing business strategy.
Business strategy depends on the product and the industry
involved. Elevating these decisions to the Chief of Naval
Material level increases the amount of NAVMAT staff review
of matters that are properly the responsibility of the Systems
Commands.

c. NMARC notes that cost estimating organizations are
understaffed, but recommends that the Navy establish an
additional cost estimating group (another layer) to prepare
independent cost estimates, and to review the work of the
other estimators. Establishing new cost estimating groups at
higher levels with their own unique requirements for information
and reports, and away from where the work is actually done, must
inevitably be counter-productive and inefficient.

d. NMARC recommends designation of a flag officer in NAVMAT
as Test Facilities Manager. This would add another unnecessary
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layer of management in the area of test and evaluation, a
function the Systems Commands are already responsible for
carrying out.

5. With regard to the need to strengthen program management:

a. NMARC recommends four year tours for program managers
and their superiors "if possible", to avoid excessive learning
and approval delays. I agree, but see no reason to limit to
four years the tenure of key program personnel. They should
serve for the life of the project, otherwise they have no
responsibility for the decisions they make.

b. NMARC recommends that attendance at one or more formal
Acquisition Management Schools be made mandatory for project.
managers. Acquisition Management Schools are no substitute
for project experience. In my opinion, no management course
.can substitute for time in the job and Navy personnel assign-
ments should be based on this premise.

c. NMARC recommends that the Navy apply Design-to-Cost
principles early in the design of new.weapon systems. Obviously,
cost considerations must be weighed in the design of weapons
systems. However, there has been a tendency in the Department
of Defense to catch hold of slogans such as "Design to Cost",
"Fly Before You Buy", "Total Package Procurement", "Management
By Objectives", and so on as a solution to problems. Too
often in the past such programs and slogans have actually
diverted attention away from proper planning and technical details.

6. NMARC makes several recommendations for increasing the
attractiveness of doing defense business. These recommendations
reflect the standard contractor viewpoint--profits should be
higher, progress payments should be more liberal, imputed
interest should be an allowable cost, Government audits should
be reduced. In addition, NMARC concludes that the major reasons
for claims were the Government's failure to use the appropriate
type of contract, and the untimely resolution of changes by both
the contractor and the Government. With these conclusions,
NMARC appears to have accepted the notion that if a fixed price
incentive contract results in low profits to the contractor,
then the Government is at fault for choosing the wrong type of
contract. The report neglects to mention contractor mismanage-
ment, production inefficiencies, and loafing as causes of the
overruns which breed claims.

If implemented, NMARC's recommendations would, most likely,
make defense business more attractive to contractors. But
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should it be the Government's objective to see to it that the
contractor makes a profit regardless of his performance? Some
believe so. While they espouse the advantages of the free
enterprise system, they would privatize their gains and have
the Government nationalize their losses. However, we in the
Navy cannot follow this line, for we are obligated to represent
the Government's interests and to spend the taxpayers' money
as if it were our own.

Despite the clamor some contractors have been making about
low profits, NMARC should not forget that contracts are
bilateral instruments resulting from free-will negotiations;
they represent what both parties agreed was a-reasonable
business proposition. If some contracts do not turn out to be
as profitable as contractors originally hoped, it is incorrect
to merely assume that this resulted from inadequate negotiated
profits, inappropriate progress payments, the wrong type of
.contract, or the unallowability of imputed interest.

7. Due to the short time made available to respond, the above
represents my comments on only some of the major aspects of the
NMARC draft report. My views on the subjects covered by the
NMARC draft report are covered in more detail in testimony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee on December 9, 1971,
and the House Armed Services Committee, Seapower Subcommittee
on September 23, 1974.

G G. Ri `

CC:
COMNAVSEA
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. Z0360 L 3 FER TO

1 3 MAR 1975

UIEORANDUM1 FOR Till: CHIEF OF NAVAL '¶ATERIAI.

Subj: CNMI Project Reporting System and Status Board

Ref: (a) Draft NAVLAT Notice 5200
(b) NAVWIAT memo 09/RLB dtd S Feb 1975

1. By reference (a), the Naval Material Command has provided
interim procedures, guidance and direction for implementation
of the Chief of Naval Material Procurement and Development
Project Status Reporting System. The intent of this new
reporting system is the establishment of a project status
display board from which ?IAM'!AT procurement and development
projects may be monitored for status of schedule, technical,
financial, and resource condition. Reference (b) initiates
the Pilot Phase of this reporting system and solicits sug-
gestions for improvements on the basis of experience from
all involved parties. The purpose of this memorandum is to
recommend that you not implement this new reporting system.

2. There already exists a plethora of reports and submissions
which provide essentially the same information required under
this new system. Among these information sources are DCP's
(Development Concept Paper), APP's (Advanced Procurement Plan),
SAP's (Ship Acquisition Plan), SAP's (Selected Acquisition
Report), SCA's (Ship Cost Adjustment Report), PEDS' (Program
Element Descriptive Summary), mini-'ITPS (Master Information
Paper), 0D-1634's (Research and Development Planning Summary),
Fact Sheets, Issue/Problem Sheets, C"Ml Program Summary Sheets,
Shin Data Sheets, RMS (Resource Management System) reports,
PARS (Procurement Accounting and Reporting Systems) reports,
budget exhibits such as P-3's/P-l's and RD-A's/RD-B's, Funding
Plan Profiles, etc.

3. I see no advantage to requiring additional project status
reports; in fact, significant benefits would be derived from
consolidation of existing ones. It seems that the current
practice is for each command (and frequently offices within
a command) to require separate reports; in many instances
these include the same information arranged in slightly dif-
ferent format. As each office adds its own requirements and
establishes its own forms, program managers are faced with
an additional reporting requirement in a system that is already
burdened with an excessive layering of review and reports. This
system must inevitably be counter-productive and inefficient.
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4. The Navy is today faced with difficult and complex problems
such as sharply rising costs, production inefficiencies, late
delivery of ships, shipbuilder claims and the like. The pro-
lifcration of reports diverts attention from the real task of
program Tanagemet, making it increasingly difficult for the
Navy's Systems Commands to perform their primary functions.
The time and effort required to complete such reports could
be better spent in tackling the important issues confronting
us~.

S. For these reasons, I strongly urge that this new Project
Reporting System and Ststus Board not be established. In the
event that you do decide to implement this new Reporting
System, I urge that nuclear propulsion matters be exempt from
its requirements.

Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

cc:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NAVAL SEA SYSTESMS COMMAND

q~~~xt. W^S9|~~~~~~1TO.. ..C.206

W ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~23 flay 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Implementation of Cost Accounting Standard 409,

Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets

1. During our discussion on the morning of May 20th, you

expressed your position that the cost accounting standard on

depreciation (CAS 409) should be delayed for one year to give

the Department of Defense time to study profit policies in

relation to the depreciation standard. I stated that it is my

understanding that the standard would not affect capital asset

service lives for about two years and that any impact on contract

pricing as a result of the requirement to use realistic service

lives would be minor for several years thereafter. Thus, in

my opinion, there is no need to defer the standard. You pointed

out that the standard will be required in defense contracts

placed after 1 July 1975 and therefore would create an immediate

problem.

2. I have again looked into this matter. Based on discussions

with the staff of the Cost Accounting Standards Board, the

Board's explanatory data published in the Federal Register, 
and

correspondence provided by your staff concerning the stan ard,

my understanding is that the standard will be implemented as

follows:

a. Although the effective date of the standard is 1 July

1975, contractors will have a minimum of two years thereafter

in which to establish records and conduct analyses of historical

asset lives on which to base their future estimates of service

lives.

b. For assets acquired prior to completion of such

analyses, contractors may use the same service lives that they

use for financial accounting purposes.

3. Some defense contractors argue that the cost accounting

standard on depreciation will discourage investment in plant

and equipment needed for defense work. This is used as a reason

for delaying implementation of the standard a year until the

Department of Defense completes its profit review and makes

whatever modifications are necessary to defense profit policies.
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4. My experience has been that depreciation generally does
not constitute a large percentage of a contract price. Data
from the durable goods;industry indicates that, on the average,
depreciation accounts for about 3 percent of sales. As noted
in paragraph 2 above, contractors will have at least two years
and probably longer before they will be required to apply new
service lives, and then the new service lives will apply only
to subsequent acquisitions. Except in very unusual cases,
such as the start-up of a new plant, the assets a contractor
would acquire each year after the two year period would be
only a fraction of his total assets. Similarly, to the extent
there are differences between the depreciation cost of these
new assets using new service lives and the depreciation cost
using old service lives, such differences would not be large
in relation to total depreciation costs, particularly in the
early years. From a contractor's point of view the primary
impact of using longer service lives is to reduce cash flow.
Thus, the only added cost to the contractor of being required
to use more realistic service lives, is the cost of financing
a relatively small difference in depreciation costs on the
affected assets.

5. Based on the above, it appears to me that, even in the
case of long term contracts awarded prior to completion of the
Department of Defense profit study, the impact of the standard
will be negligible. In any event, it will be sufficiently
measurable to allow adequate consideration during negotiation
of any contract where special circumstances may prevail. Thus
it is my opinion that defense procurement officials should be
able to demonstrate to contractors that the depreciation standard
should not affect their decision to invest in new facilities,
even in the case of long term contracts awarded during the next
year.

* a fi R

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLV REFER TO

27 June 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Contractor independent research and development

Ref: (a) General Accounting Office Report on Contractors'
Independent Research and Development Program--
Issues and Alternatives

(n)" My ltr dtdNbvfl I'74'6ihe Comptrolier General
of the United States

1. On 16 June 1975, I received a copy of reference (a) with
a request to submit comments on the findings, conclusions and
recommendations in the General Accounting Office report.

2. The GAO report was written in response to questions raised
by Senators McIntyre and Proxmire relating to the Government's
support of contractors' independent research-and development
(IR&D) programs. The GAO concludes that Congress needs to
clarify the policy for support of IR&D. GAO also studied
several alternatives to the present treatment of IR&D by the
Government. In essence, the GAO report recommends continuing
the present Defense Department system for funding contractor
independent research and development. GAO also recommends
uniform treatment of IR&D among all Government agencies and
use of the Defense Department's policies and procedures for
implementing the law.

3. In enclosure (1), I outlined to the Comptroller General
why, in my opinion, the Defense Department's policies and
procedures on IR&D were unsatisfactory. Specifically:

a. While hundreds of millions of defense dollars each
year are spent for IR&D, the benefits accruing to the military
for this work are questionable. In my opinion, past benefits
have not been worth the costs.

b. The Government has little control over IR&D programs.
The Defense Department cannot actively supervise or even
closely monitor the work; it cannot eliminate unnecessary
duplication; and it cannot direct that certain projects be
undertaken or performed.

c. The Government receives neither rights to technical
data nor patent rights from work performed under IR&D.
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d. The present system of evaluating contractor IR&D
programs is ineffective. Almost any research project can be
shown to meet the law's relevancy requirement that the work
have a potential military relationship before IR&D costs can
be accepted.

e. Reviews of contractor IR&D programs, where performed,
tend to be superficial, and are often conducted by people with
little knowledge of the work.

4. The Navy is short of critically needed research and
development funds. The total Navy exploratory development
budget for fiscal year 1975 is under $300 million. In contrast,
the Defense Department spent over $450 million for contractor
IR4D'in. fiscal year 1974*.- As :ybu-know many research projects'
in all areas of submarine technology are being deferred, cut
back, or canceled due to a lack of money. Yet contractors are
able to pursue their own research and development projects
because of the Defense Department's generous policy toward
funding IR&D.

5. GAO noted that an executive branch interagency commission
has recommended adoption of the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation policies and procedures for IR&D as a standard for
the executive branch. The commission would also broaden the
relevancy requirement to encompass relevancy to a Government-
wide interest. If adopted, this broadened policy would eliminate
for all practical purposes even the small amount of control
over IR&D that presently exists. I believe NAVSEA should go
on record opposing this change. Therefore, I recommend that
NAVSEA take the following position:

a.. IR&D is not a necessary cost of doing business, and
should not be financed by the Defense Department without close
controls.

b. Present Defense Department policies and procedures
on IR&D are inadequate and should be revised.

c. The Defense Department should treat IR&D on a contract-
by-contract basis, and should reserve and protect Government
rights to technical data and patents commensurate with the
percentage of the research costs borne by the Government.

d. The interagency commission's proposal to broaden the
relevancy requirement for IR&D should be reversed.

6. I would appreciate being informed of what action you take
in this matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Afsistant Secretary''of the Navy''
(Research and Development)

Chief of Naval Material
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. IOU$

NOV I W4

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear ?.r. Staats:

-'hea letter dated*September.27,^1974, : ;i->'W liQrUin -of'your'staff- So srequested my comments on alternative approaches to the treatment by theDefense Department of contractor independent research and development costs(IR&D). The fourteen alternative approaches ranged from removal of allDefense Department controls over IR&D, to strict control of these coststhrough grants or contracts. I am responding directly to you because Ibelieve IR&D is an important subject meriting your personal attention.
First, I want to comment on some of the underlying assumptions about IR6Dand defense procurement that these approaches appear to make and with whichI disagree. For example, there seems to be an assumption that withoutIR&D, weapons development will be adversely affected. Certainly, sanetechnological developments in weaponry may have flowed from work fundedunder IR6D. But since World War II, the great majority of weapons technologyhas flowed from Government-directed defense work. During this period, mostdefense research and development has been funded directly by the Governmentthrough in-house laboratories and through contracts and grants to privateindustry and educational institutions. In over 50 years of naval experience,I have not found direct funding of research and development to be stiflingto technological or scientific creativity. Thus, a change in the treatmentof IR4D, in my opinion, would not hamper the development of weapons technology.

There also appears to be an inherent assumption that the Government has anobligation to subsidize contractors' independent research and developmentprograms. For example, one disadvantage listed for a direct grant system offunding IR&D is that "contractors could be reluctant to use their own fundsfor research if they are not sure of getting grant funds for Tfrthe~rwork.1(underlining mine). The question inevitably arises that if the research isnot sufficiently attractive to be funded either by the contractor, or directlyby the Government, why should the Government pay for it indirectly?

Much of the debate over IR&D within the defense commmunity is being conductedwith a basic misconception about defense procurement. There is a continuoussearch for the correct management formula or the ideal organizationalstructure under which defense procurement dollars automatically will be well
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spent without having to resort to Government surveillance. Unfortunately,
my experience has been that research and development and procurement do not
lend themselves to simple, autanatic policies. I find, for example, when
dealing in these areas that research is not easily differentiated from
development; some work can legitimately be classified in either category.
Proper administration of research and development canes not from more
precise definitions of these terms, but fram better knowledge and closer
technical control of the projects being undertaken.

Independent research and development and bid and proposal costs (B&P)
are often interchangeable. Companies may treat certain costs as either IR&D
or BEP for accounting purposes. This principle is even recognized in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation which permits companies to recover
costs for BDP over the negotiated ceiling as long as the ceiling on IRMD
costs is reduced by a like amount, and vice versa.

There is essentially no competition in most defense procurement. The only
truly competitive procurements are formally advertised procurements, and
they represent typically about eleven percent of prims contract dollars
per year. On the other hand, over half of all defense procurement is placed
under sole source or follow-on, non-competitive conditions. In this
atmosphere, there is little real incentive for defense contractors to cut
costs, and to manage closely such overhead programs as IRBD. On the contrary,
current Defense Department profit policies reward high costs with high
profits, and provide a positive incentive for inefficiency and lax management.

Finally, fixed price type contracts do not ensure low prices; nor do they
protect the Government's interests sufficiently to make Defense Department
controls over IRMD unnecessary. Fixed price contracts and subcontracts
awarded under non-caapetitive conditions do limit to some extent the Govern-
ment's exposure to cost overruns. But they give a contractor little incentive
to submit the lowest reasonable bid price. Thus, fixed priced contracts
are not a substitute for effective competition. In fact, as I am sure you
are aware, there is no magical mix of contract types that can substitute
for real competition or, in the absence of such competition, for Government
surveillance of contractor operations.

What disturbs me the most is that the GAO proposals, like much of the
current debate, tend to consider IR4D only from the contractors' point of
view. Little if any attention is being given to IRAD as it affects the user--
the Defense Department. Yet, these are important considerations, particularly
in a period of budget stringency. For example:
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The Navy is short of critically needed research and development
funds. In fiscal year 1973, the last year for which figures
are available, the Defense Depart-ent paid $441 million for
contractor independent research mid development work. In contrast,
the total Navy exploratory development budget for fiscal year
1975 is under $300 million. Many important submarine research
projects have had to be canceled, deferred, or cut back in such
areas as advanced sonars, cammuications, weapons, navigation,
and nuclear propulsion due to a lack of money. Yet contractors
are able to pursue their own research and development projects
because of the Defense Department's largesse with funds.

Mhile hundreds of millions of defense dollars each year are spent
for IR&D, the benefits accruing to the military fran this work are
uncertain. In my opinion, whatever benefits have accrued from
this program in past years have not been worth the cost. Certainly
this is true in the areas in which I have direct knowledge.

The Government has little control over IPAD programs. The Defense
Department cannot actively supervise or even closely monitor
the work; it cannot eliminate unnecessary duplication; and it
cannot direct that certain projects be undertaken or performed.

The Government receives neither rights to technical data nor
patent rights from work performed under IR4D. On the contrary, if
a product or process developed under IRMD is patented by the
contractor, the Government may have to pay a royalty for use of the
patented item. I encountered one case where a contractor developed
an automatic welding machine under an IR4D program, for which 99
percent of the costs were paid by the Defense Department. The
welding machine was then Marketed to defense suppliers who passed
on the royalty costs to the Government in the price of their work
In this case, the Government paid for developing the invention
and continues to have to pay for the rights to use it.

In addition to these drawbacks to IRMD from the Government's point of
view, the present IRD system is actually anti-competitive. Companies doing
defense business are able to develop inventions at Government expense which
they may then use in their canmercial work. This gives them a competitive
advantage over non-defense firms which are not eligible for such a subsidy.

The present system of evaluating contractor independent research and develop-
ment programs is ineffective. The law requires that the Defense Department
make an affirmative determination that the work has a potential military
relationship before IRED costs can be accepted. But under these criteria,
almost any research project, no matter how remote, could be shown to have
a potential military relationship.
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Finally, the reviews of contractor IRMD programs tend to be superficial.
IR&D programs, for which the Government pays less than $2 million, are not
reviewed technically; they are controlled only by a negotiated ceiling.
Programs over $2 million receive technical reviews, hut these are often
conducted by people with little knowledge of the work. rven in the iniclear
propulsion field, I am not routinely asked to evaluate contractor research
programs, and as a consequence the Defense Department has funded IR&D
projects which duplicated work I was doing, or which were directed toward
comuercial, not military application.

I believe that we need to recognize the Government's interests and abolish
the practice of subsidizing contractor IR&D. I recommend that a system
similar to that employed by the Atomic Lnergy Commission be adopted.
Specifically:

1. Treat IR&D costs on a contract by contract basis. TIUji) costs would
be unallowable except where the contracting agency made an affirmative
determination tat an IRZU project provided sufficient benefits to the
contract to warrant the cost.

2. Allow contractors to submit to the Defense Department any military-
related research projects which they want the Government to finance completely.
The Defense Department would then contract directly for whichever of these
projects it desires to pursue. The funds would be provided as a separate
line item in the RlY1jE appropriation.

3. Allow B&P costs if the subject matter of the bids and proposals
is applicable to defense work. 131P costs for mn-defense work wouldl he un-
allowable. Place a ceiling on the allowable lll' expenses such as one percent
of the total direct material and direct labor costs of tle contract work.

4. Reserve and protect Government rights to technical data :uld
patents commensurate with the percentage of the researchi costs borne by
the Government, regardless of whether ftunding of those costs is direct or
indirect.

Contractors would undoubtedly dislike this system as it would greatly
reduce the Government's funding of their own pet projects. But the question
for the Congress must boil down to this: If the ordinary citizen were given
up to 500 million dollars a year for research and development work, would he
turn that money over to defense contractors to spend as they saw fit in the
hope something useful would result? Or would he direct that money toward
finding solutions to specific problems standing in the way of better weaJolmns
systems? There is no question in my mind hut that the Department ol' ierclius:
would get far more for its money if it were spent on specific defense prnject;

92-784 0 - 82 - 6
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where responsible officials had to review, approve, justify and defend the
'expenditures. This system would also -permit Congress to review and oversee
'these expenditures--a possibility which is currently precluded.

I know you take seriously your responsibility to look "to greater economy
or efficiency in public expenditures." In my view, the present IR&D
system does not provide either econaay or efficiency. That is why I
recommend greater control over research and development work accomplished
with public fumds.

I appreciate the opportamity to comment to you on this subject.

Sincerely,

-G. ARickove
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Al t Ace5~~~~~~WAHINGTON. D.C. 52=

8i:;>i; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IN4 REPLY REFER TO

The Honorable Thomas J. McIntyre, Chairman
Subcormittee on Research and Development
Committee on Armed Services
United States Senate

The Honorable William Proxmire, Chairman
Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government
Joint Economic Committee
Congress of the United States

Dear Senators McIntyre and Proxmire:

Upon completion of my September 29,. 1975 testimony on Independent
Research and Development (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P)
costs, you invited the Tri-Association Ad Hoc Committee on
IR&D/B&P to respond to my testimony for the record. You also
invited me to comment on their response. Enclosure (1)
contains my detailed comments on the Tri-Association response.

As you will remember, I testified that the present IR&D system
is ill-founded and wasteful. The defense industry defends
IR&D as a necessary cost of doing business; as an aid to
competition; and as an essential contributor to our nation's
technological progress. I testified that it is instead a
subsidy to the defense industry, anti-competitive, and a form
of unnecessary philanthropy in a time of limited funds for
national defense. Moreover, the present IR&D system involves
expenditure of public money without Congressional scrutiny,
and without anyone in the executive branch being held accountable
for the results.

The Tri-Association response has characterized my testimony as
"subjective opinion, innuendo, and generalizations that are at
considerable variance with the facts." It has attempted to rebut
my arguments. However, the facts are as follows:

Defense Department figures show that competition in
defense procurement is the exception, not the rule. The
Comptroller General has stated that there is less competition
than the DOD acknowledges.
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The requirement that the Defense Department not pay for
IR&D and B&P unless the work has a potential military relation-
ship is ineffective. The GAO found that this requirement has
had no effect on DOD's reimbursement of IR&D. Under present
rules, even the development of home appliances has been accepted
as having a potential military relationship.

. The reported cost of IR&D and B&P to the Defense Department
equals 3.73% of defense sales. Scarce procurement dollars
are thus being diverted from hardware to Independent Research
and Development when the Navy, for example, cannot get enough
money for well-defined research of its own.

* The present IR&D system is anti-competitive. First, the
largest reimbursements for IR&D and B&P go to large and well-
established defense firms to the detriment of smaller companies.
Second, by being able to employ otherwise idle employees on
make-work IR&D projects during periods of low workload, large
defense oriented firms gain an advantage over smaller or more
commercially oriented competitors since the Government picks
up most or all of these IR&D costs. Third, large defense
contractors with large government-subsidized IR&D programs
can develop inventions and patents to help retain their
technological advantage over smaller companies.

Over 25 percent of all contractor divisions listed in the
DOD's IR&D and B&P report do 90 percent or more of their business
with the Defense Department. The Government pays all or nearly
all of these firms' IR&D and B&P costs, yet it retains no rights
to inventions, patents, or technical data; DOD, in fact, may have
to pay a royalty to use inventions developed under IR&D programs.

The Tri-Association refers more than once to my position on
IR&D as "unique," "narrow," "parochial," "isolated." Industry's
view, on the other hand, is stated to be "substantially in
agreement" with the views of various Government departments,
offices, boards, and commissions. I recognize that various
Government departments have supported the IR&D and B&P program.
But this support undoubtedly would weaken if IR&D were not
buried in other budget figures, and had to compete openly and
directly with other R&D projects for the available funds. I
also recognize that the Tri-Association has vested interests
to protect. Congress, on the other hand, has the responsibility
to conserve public funds and see that they are spent to best
benefit the nation's defense. It was in this context that I
gave my testimony.

I-appreciate this opportunity to respond to the defense
industry's comments on my testimony. I would appreciate it
if you would include my response in the record of the hearings
and wherever else your committees elect to publish the Tri-
Association comments.

i4J# G.

Enclosure
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COMMENTS ON TRI-ASSOCIATION RESPONSE TO ADMIRAL RICKOVER'S
TESTIMONY ON INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND BID AND
PROPOSAL COSTS

1. Competition in defense procurement

The Tri-Association response calls my statement that the
vast majority of defense procurement is actually non-competitive
"provocative and a fallacy." It supports its position with
Defense Department figures on the extent of competition in
defense procurement, and then proceeds to describe the pressures
of competing for additional business placed on defense contractors.

My statement may be provocative to the defense industry,
but it is not fallacious. Defense Department figures for
Fiscal Year 1975 show that 61.6% of military procurement is
sole source, and therefore non-competitive. Formally advertised
procurement amounts to 8.5S of military procurement; even if
formally advertised procurement under the small business set-
aside program were included, the figure would be only 12.3%.
Nearly all of the remaining military procurement--classed as
competitive by the DOD--is placed either under so-called
competitive negotiated contracts, or as a result of design or
technical competition. These are not truly price competitive
awards. In such procurements, shop loading, prior technical
experience and factors other than price often dictate which
company wihl win the contract. The net result is that there
is very little true competition in defense procurement, contrary
to the impression given by the Defense Department's figures.

The GAO has also come to the same conclusion. In testimony
before Congress a few years ago, Comptroller General Staats
said "A large percentage of the actions which were classified
and reported to higher management levels within the Department
of Defense as competitive procurements in our opinion were in
fact made without competition."

This is not to say that defense contractors do not vie
with each other for defense work. But a defense contractor's
ability in public relations and lobbying is often as important
a factor in the competition as is his engineering and production
capability. To win a contract, a contractor might even bid
less than his expected costs, hoping to recover any loss
through claims, changes, or subsequent sole-source procurements.
This is not true price competition which promotes cost control
and efficiency. Rather it is a sort of competition to determine
which firm can get into a sole source position.

Enclosure (1)
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The fact is that the amount of true competition in defense
procurement is limited. It is not adequate to ensure that
only reasonable costs are charged to Government contracts.

2. Defense Department administration of IR&D

The Tri-Association characterizes my testimony on the
DOD's administration of the IR&D program as "subjective opinion,
innuendo and generalizations that are at considerable variance
with the facts." It contends that the Government does have
influence over the type and amount of IR&D conducted, and cites
technical ratings, negotiated ceilings, and the potential military
relationship requirement as evidence bf Government control.-

The Tri-Association misses the point. Laws and regulations
may exist to control the cost of IR&D and B&P to the Defense
Department. But as implemented, these controls are largely
cosmetic. Take the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR) provision on negotiated ceilings as an example. The
Tri-Association points out that ASPR gives the contracting
officer unilateral authority to set a ceiling on IR&D costs.
In actual practice, this power is seldom used; it is almost
impossible for the Government to establish unilaterally a
ceiling substantially lower than that insisted on by a contractor.
If the contractor insists that the proposed IR&D and B&P is
necessary to the firm's future, and that it has a potential
military relationship, the contracting officer has little basis
for establishing a lower ceiling. In-one case where a contracting
officer has attempted unilaterally to set a ceiling, the contractor
has challenged that determination in court.

The requirement that DOD not pay for IR&D projects unless
they possess a potential military relationship (PMR) is also
cosmetic. DOD's mission is so broad that almost all efforts
of defense contractors can be shown to have potential military
relationship. Moreover, as pointed out in my testimony, DOD
has even accepted such projects as the development of home
appliances as having a potential military relationship. The
GAO found "that the PMR requirement has had no effect on DOD's
reimbursement of contractor's costs."

3. Cost of IR&D

I had testified that, as a percentage of defense sales,
IR&D and B&P costs to the Defense Department have risen from
2.73% in 1968 to 3.73% in 1974. The Tri-Association explains
that accounting changes make the apparent increase in IR&D/B&P
costs since 1968 greater than the actual increase. The Tri-
Association is correct in this regard and the fact that the
actual cost of IR&D and B&P has been understated in the past
should be recognized by the Congress.
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Moreover, reported figures are still understated because (i)
they cover only 90 of the largest defense contractors, and (ii)
they do not reflect their share of company general and administra-
tive costs.

The question at hand, however, is why there should be a
3-3/4% IRWD and B&P "tax" on procurement--a tax that did not
exist prior to 1960 when the IR&D and B&P program was introduced.

The Tri-Association believes I am "parochial" in comparing
the amount of IR&D and B&P financed each year by the Defense
Department with the number of important submarine research
and development projects turned down by Congress because of
a lack of funds. I recognize that if Congress reduces IR&D
and B&P, equivalent funds will not flow to submarine research
and development work unless Congress so decides. However,
members of Congress should know that while up to a billion
dollars a year is spent on IR&D and B&P of unknown military
significance, money is unavailable for specific, well-defined
military research and development. In my opinion we should not
continue to fund independent research and development projects
of dubious military merit at a time when we cannot afford to
fund needed military research and development.

4. Impact on competition

The Tri-Association states that when I point out that the
largest defense contractors generally receive the largest
IR&D payments, thus enabling them to perpetuate their dominant
position in the defense market, I am confusing cause and effect.

I am not saying that large IR&D programs cause companies
to become large defense contractors. However, it is a fact
that large and well-established defense firms receive the largest
reimbursements for their IR&D and B&P costs. Contrast this
with a small company desiring to enter defense work. The
company must pay for bids and proposals and research work out
of its own profits or with new capital, a constraint only
partly shared by established defense firms. Moreover, small
defense contractors are at a disadvantage because their small
sales base cannot support the extensive research and develop-
ment programs undertaken by their large competitors. The result
is that large defense contractors have an advantage over all
small firms which helps the large contractors to retain their
dominant defense position.

The Tri-Association disputes an example I gave, arguing
that the costs for studies of a large nuclear-powered submarine
oil-tanker conducted under IR&D and B&P should be allowed on
the grounds that the Navy would have benefited from lower
overhead costs if the project had been successful. Unfortunately,
the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals has recently
ruled that the contractor's costs of IR&D and
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B&P incurred on this project are allowable and must therefore
be reimbursed by the Navy. Despite extensive testimony by
Navy witnesses that the work associated with the submarine
tanker would not benefit the Navy's submarine program, the
Board found benefit from this work. Among other points, the
Board used the same reasoning put forward by the Tri-Association,
i.e. that the Navy would have benefited from the lower over-
head attendant with the future commercial work had the project
been successful.

In my view the Board made a bad decision, but the Board's
job is to apply the Defense Department's procurement rules
whether-or not they make sense or protect the Government. The
argument that anything that will promote more business should
be an allowable cost because it may result in future lower
overhead costs is not sound. On that basis the DOD would have
to pay advertising costs and entertainment expenses--which
under ASPR are unallowable--because it could be argued that
such expenditures would generate new commercial work. The
Armed Services Procurement Regulation should be revised to
preclude such reasoning in the future.

S. IR&D as a normal business expense

Defense contractors often argue that IR&D costs are normal
business expenses as are rent, heat, light and maintenance.
In my testimony, I stated this is not a valid comparison--that
there is no incentive for contractors to waste light or heat,
while there is an incentive for them to increase spending on
IR&D and B&P. The Tri-Association finds my view "inconsistent;"
that if there is little true competition, defense contractors
would have no more incentive to control costs such as heat and
light than they would to control IR&D and B&P costs.

The Tri-Association is correct in highlighting that in a
non-competitive situation, a contractor may have little or no
incentive to control costs. Nonetheless, large defense oriented
firms have a positive incentive to use IR&D and B&P as a means
for financing make-work projects to keep employees available
for possible future work, and to strengthen their market
position. The more they spend in this manner, the better their
chances of winning new contracts, thereby enhancing their
advantage over smaller, more commercially oriented companies.

6. Rights to inventions, patents and technical data

The Tri-Association states that it would "appear grossly
inequitable" for the Government to seek rights to patents,
inventions, and data merely on anmssumption that the Govern-
ment "may" have to pay a royalty to a contractor for these
rights under the present system. It disputes my statement that
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the Government may pay for most of the work by noting that
"only a handful--probably less than ten" of the major companies
doing defense work do more than SO% of their total business
with the Defense Department. Finally, it attempts to justify
why it is fair for companies to deny rights to their inventive
employees, but not fair for the Government to do so with contractors.

The Tri-Association's statement on this issue is mislead-
ing. Well over half of the 236 contractor reporting divisions
or operating groups listed in the Fiscal Year 1974 IR&D and B&P
report of the Defense Contract Audit Agency do more than 50%
of their business with the Defense Department. Over 60 of
these divisions do 901 or more of their business with DOD. In
such cases, the Government may end up paying virtually all of
the costs of an IR&D project and still have no right to the
resulting inventions or technical data.

The Tri-Association argues that individuals can cede their
rights to inventions without losing their inventiveness, but
companies cannot. In my opinion, that argument defies logic.
The public should receive rights to inventions commensurate
with the share of the costs financed.with public funds. This
was the method used by the Atomic Energy Commission, and
advocated by the GAO.

7. Impact on National Defense

The Tri-Association states "Obviously, the Admiral desires
that all R&D be government-directed." I do not advocate Govern-
ment direction of all research and development. Companies and
universities should be free to pursue without outside interference
those areas of research which they themselves fund. But it
does not mean that companies should be able to pursue research
funded by the Defense Department without Defense Department
control. To do so without specific Congressional-authorization
violates the basic principle of accountability of public funds.

The Tri-Association implies that continued Government
support of IR&D is essential to national defense. Yet, it does
not explain how, prior to 1960, defense contractors were able
to fund their own research and development programs when the
costs of such programs were generally unallowable.

The United States must maintain a high level of support
for military research and development to meet the increased
effort put forth by the Soviet Union. However, elimination of
Defense Department support for IR&D would not be inconsistent
with this goal. With our limited funds, it is more important
to direct public money toward solving specific military problems,
than to spend it in the hope that something of military value
may eventually result.
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S. Summary and Conclusions

The Tri-Association states that the Defense Department's
share of contractor IR&D and B&P costs is down from 51% to
40% in the last five years. It concludes "this may result in
disastrous consequences in the future" since low defense industry
profits "preclude the possibility that reductions in defense
IR&D/B&P allowances can be offset by increased expenditures of
company funds."

These are the facts: First, no one knows how much IR&D
and B&P really costs the Government because the reported figures
are understated. Second, the figures that are reported show
that DOD's share of contractor IR&D and B&P actually went from
57% in 1969 to 48% in 1974--not from 51% to 401; the Trn-
Association statistics refer solely to IR&D and do not include.
B&P. Third, the declining share of IR&D and B&P paid by the
Defense Department results from a decline in defense spending in
relation to commercial work, and not from any tightening of
Defense rules. As explained earlier, IR&D and B&P accounts for
a larger percentage of each procurement dollar spent by the
Defense Department than it did seven years ago. Therefore,
any implication that there has been a cutback in DOD support of
IR&D and B&P is erroneous.
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UNITED STATES
S ';' .ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM.IENT AD0.7AiHISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

January 20, 1976

R. Tenney Johnson
General Counsel

ERDA PATENT POLICY

Your memorandum dated December 30, 1975, invited my comments on
ERDA's new patent policy. Attached is a copy of my 1961
testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on this subject.
Nothing I have observed in the past 15 years has changed my view
that patents developed at Government expense should belong to
the Government.

In the field of nuclear energy, the Atomic Energy Act requires
that the Government take title to inventions made or conceived
in the course of or under any contract, subcontract, or arrange-
mcnt entcrcd into with or for the benefit of the Commission (now
ERDA). Although the Act provides authority to waive these
rights i:hebn deemed appropriate, the Atomic Energy Commission
granted few waivers.

In the non-nuclear field, the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy
kesearch and Development Act of 1974 similarly directs the
Government to take title to inventions made or conceived in
the course of or under any ERDA contract. The Federal Non-
Nuclear Unergy Act also provides waiver authority and specifies
certain considerations that should be taken into account in
determining whether a waiver should be granted. However, the
Joint Conference Report on the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Act
indicates that a relaxation of waiver rules is not contemplated.

Specifically, the Conference Report states:

"Government patent policy carried out under the
NASA and AEC Acts and regulations, and the
Presidential Patent Policy Statement with respect
to energy technology, has resulted in relatively
few vaivers or exclusivu licenses in comparison
witsi the numr&cr cf iav:ntions involved. The
conference committee expects that similar results
will obtain under section 9."
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The Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Act did not revise the patent
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act.

As a result of the Non-Nuclear Energy Act, ERDA issued now
Patent Regulations which include the following policy statement,
applicable to both the nuclear and non-nuclear fields:

"'While waivers are to be granted only in conformity
with the specific minimum considerations and under
the carefully delineated conditions set forth in
9-9.109-6, it is recognized that waivers comprise a
necessary part oi the commercialization incentives
available to ERDA. It is intended, therefore, that
waivers will be provided in appropriate situations
to encourage industrial participation ana foster
rapid commercial utilization in thle overall best
interest of the United States and the general public."
(emphasis added)

This policy statement and subsequent explanations of the new
ERDA patent policy by ERDA staff would appear to encourage a
more liberal approach toward the granting of waivers as a
method of carrying out ERDA's mission to promote the develop-
ment of improved energy sources.

In my opinion, ERDA should not encourage waivers of Government
patent rights. Waiver authority should be exercised sparingly
so that technology developed at Government expense can be made
available to all segments of the public and not monopolized by
individual contractors.

Soae contractors--especially large contractors--and the patent
lobby traditionally advocate that contractors should retain
exclusive rights to technology developed at Government expense.
They argue that without such rights, contractors will not accept
Government contracts or be willing to invest the necessary
personnel and other resources to do Government work. They
contend that few Government-owned inventions are used in comparison
to privately-owned inventions, and that granting exclusive
rights to contractors will encourage private investment, speed
up commercialization, enhance competition, and encourage maximum
industrial participation.

I bzlieve these arguments are invalid for the following reasons:

a. The opportunity to make a profit, and to develop at
Government expense additional technological capabilities that
will better enable them to obtain future contracts should be
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sufficient inducement in nearly all cases to obtain industry
participation in ERDA programs. Industry lobbyists, in opposing
unuantcd regulations, frequently threaten that their clients
will refuse to accept Government contracts. They used the sa.:
argument in opposing the establishaent of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board, the continuation of the Renegotiation Board,
and other fores of regulation. Yet many of these very saac
contractors continue to lobby extensively to get neo contracts.

b. To make the technology developed at Government expense
available for public use, tends to enhance competition, not
restrict it. In this way, any firm can use and expand upon
Government financed technology.

The transfer or application of new technologies is furthered
when the Government makes publicly financed technology availacle
for general use. Some contractors have complained that thV
Atomic Energy Commission policy of retaining title to inve.. 'iens
developed at Government expense is too restrictive. In the
Shippingport reactor project the Government published the
technology, and any firm so desiring could use it. That project
was the forerunner of the pressuri:Cd water reactors now being
used extensively in the civilian nuclear industry. Contractors
were willing to accept contracts without the promise of getting
exclusive rights to the technology. Public disclosure of the
technology did not impede the development or the comacrcializadicn
of nuclear energy. To the contrary, had the contractors involved
in the Shippingport project or other AEC projects been given
exclusive rights to the technology, it would not have been as
rapifly or as widely disseminate; Nor would there be as many
fires as there are today participating in the nuclear industrY.

For the above reasons, I recommend that the new ERDA patent
regulations be revised so as not to encourage contractors to
request waiver of Government patent rights, and that ERDA
personnel be not encouraged to grant such waivers. Waiver
authority should be reserved for those rare cases where essential
work could not otherwise be obtained or where the Government
elects to participate in an on-going, contractor-fi tded program
in which the contractor bears a substantial portion nf ti e cost.
In such case the Government's rights to patents should b
cm: ocnsu:rte with the amount of the Government investrep . The
forr'~r -AC policy with regard to rirhts in inventions velrcS
under allowable Independent Research and Development :ojects
would be a reasonable approach.
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I believe that the mission of ERDA in promoting the commercializa-
tion of alternate energy sources is best served when technology
developed at Government expense is available for use by the
public, and not reserved for the sole use of those contractors
holding ERDA contracts. Congress, in the Atomic Energy Act
and in the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Research and Developrv|nt
Act, has properly mandated that inventions developed at public
expense should belong to the Government. In my considered opinion
the purpose of the Government taking title to such inventions
is defeated if ERDA adopts a liberal waiver policy.

I
4 G. RiJo er

Encl:
As stated

Copy to:
Dr. Richard Roberts,
Assistant Administrator for Nuclear Energy
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DEPARTMENTOF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20362

N A . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IN IM1IL IRI I-I I I I1

2 6 JUL 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, PROFIT '76

Subj: Proposed Department of Defense Policy Changes Entitled
"Profit '76"; recommendations concerning

Ref : (a) Your Memorandum dtd 3 Jun 76
(b) H. G. Rickover Memorandum dtd 17 Nov 72 for the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics)

1. I have recently reviewed certain proposed changes to
Department of Defense profit policy which were distributed for
comment by reference (a). The proposed changes would restruc-
ture the factors used in setting prenegotiation profit
objectives and would make the imputed cost of facilities
capital an allowable cost for negotiated defense procurements.
These changes are directed toward placing greater emphasis on
investment and less on cost in arriving at acceptable negotiated
profits. This memorandum provides my comments and recommendations
on the proposed changes.

2. Cost Accounting Standard 414 sets standards for measuring
the cost of facilities capital. Since this cost is presently
unallowable on defense procurements, it must currently be
absorbed in profits. Contractors take this into account in
negotiating profits. Therefore, if the cost of facilities
capital is now to be made allowable, a commensurate reduction

..should be made in profit levels currently being negotiated.
Otherwise, the proposed changes would unnecessarily increase
the cost of goods and services procured for the Defense
Department.

3. The proposal to restructure existing profit factors has
been suggested as a means of motivating contractors to invest
in defense work and to respond to criticism that profit objec-
tives based on estimated cost in an area of limited competition
have the effect of rewarding high cost contractors with higher
profits. The proposed change apparently is aimed at paying
higher profits to contractors with a large investment in
Government work and lower profits to contractors who have
smaller investments.

4. I have long advocated that greater consideration should be
given to contractor investment in determining negotiated profits.
Return-on-investment is the measure of profitability most
commonly used by businessmen and investors. It should be
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considered also by the Defense Department in evaluating profits
and in establishing profit objectives on negotiated defense
contracts.

S. In 1972 the Defense Department attempted to move toward an
investment-based policy by establishing an alternative profit
procedure--"Contractor Capital Employed Policy." However, as
I pointed out in reference (b), this procedure was defective
in that it (a) established profit levels too liberal relative
to industry norms; (b) lacked appropriate safeguards and
standards for calculating return-on-investment; and (c) made
no provision for monitoring actual profits.

6. The changes proposed in reference (a) are also aimed at
greater consideration of contractor investment. However, in
my opinion, implementation of these recommendations will not
achieve the intended purpose for the following reasons:

a. According to the proposed profit policy, 90 percent
of profit objectives will continue to be based on cost related
factors, not investment.

b. Considerations other than the DOD profit criteria,
such as cash flow, taxes, and future business prospects, will
in all likelihood determine whether a contractor invests in
new facilities. Most defense work is performed on general
purpose machinery with low risk of obsolescence. As long as
existing facilities are adequate to do the job, it is rarely
to a company's advantage to invest in new facilities before
they are needed. The addition of another factor in the weighted
guidelines analysis would not alter this situation.

7. In my view, the proposed changes in the Defense Department's
method of evaluating negotiated profits will drive up defense
costs without any measurable improvement in facilities or
performance. The following points are germane:

a. Given the flexibility of weighted guidelines and the
noncompetitive nature of much of the defense industry, the
Defense Department is in a poor position to istplestent chaIges
in profit policy which do not have industry support. In my
view, defense contractors will not support a new profit system
unless they anticipate higher overall profits. Thus, contractors
who can justify higher profits based on larger current invest-
ments will demand them; those who cannot will insist on at
least-maintaining present profit levels.

b. The Profit '76 study has elicited much discussion, both
within and outside the Government, concerning the adequacy of
profit levels on defense work. Some defense contractors
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perceive the study as a move to increase negotiated or "going-
in" profits on defense contracts. The prospect of reimbursement
for the imputed cost of facilities capital without commensurate
adjustments in negotiated profits furthers such expectations.

c. Past changes in Defense Department profit guidelines
have led to increased profits on defense contracts with no
discernible improvement in performance. According to Defense
Department statistics, negotiated profits on defense contracts
have increased by about 21 percent since the adoption of
weighted guidelines in 1964, despite the contentions of the
original DOD sponsors of weighted guidelines that there was no
intent to raise profits. Weighted guidelines were defended on
the basis of being a more rational approach to profit analysis.
However, the same contractors who did most defense work before
weighted guidelines continued to do essentially the.same work
afterward but with higher "going-in" profits.

d. The fact that contractors continue to accept negotiated
contracts is evidence that current "going-in" profits are
adequate. However, some defense contractors complain that
actual, or "coming-out," profits are too low. To the extent
contractors incur higher-than-anticipated costs during
contract performance, their "coming-out" profits will be less
than negotiated "going-in" profits. Therefore, rather than
establishing profit criteria that would increase "going-in"
profits across the board, emphasis should be directed toward
improved cost control and cost estimation by defense contractors
whose "coming-out" profits fall substantially short of nego-
tiated objectives. Increasing "going-in" profit levels will
increase the overall cost of national defense while providing
little protection in the case of a contractor who incurs cost
overruns.

8. I agree with your desire to place greater emphasis on
investment in establishing negotiated profit objectives.
However, I believe this could be accomplished more directly
and at less cost to the Government if, instead of implementing
the changes proposed in reference (a), the Defense Department
would proceed as follows:

a. Require that contractors report actual profits on a
return-on-investment basis. Maintain thisFdata and comparable
data on non-defense work in a central file for use within the
Department of Defense.

b. Continue to establish profit objectives in accordance
with the existing weighted guidelines method. Compare the
results with Teturn-on-investment data and adjust the

92-784 0 - 82 - 7
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negotiated profit objective upward or downward to establish a
reasonable profit level in terms of return-on-investment.

c. Require Contracting Officers to evaluate and justify
weighted guidelines profit objectives against return-on-invest-
ment data from the contractors and from the historical data in
the central file.

9. 1 appreciate being given the opportunity to comment on
reference (a). I would appreciate being advised of what action
you decide to take with regard to my recommendations.

G. Ri er

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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ULI'AFIrMLNFOI IIIL.NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, 1,.C. 203C0

) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~30l Apr 1977S
Ml'INORANll .I OR THli: ASSI STANT SECRETi'ARY 01: 'lIE NAVY

(RESLEAIIZi ANI) DFIELOPMlNT)

Via: (1) Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
(2) Chief of Naval MateriaI

Subj : Iatent rights to technical date aund to inventio is
developed at Government expense under independent
Research and Development Program

Encl: (1) Article from the New London News of November
30, 1976

1. In prior correspon denace to the Chief of Naval Materlial
and your office and in testimony to Congressional committees,
I have pointed out that one of the failings of the Defense
Department's Independent Research and Development (IRAD)
Program is that the Government might pay virtually all the
costs of developing technical data, whether patentable or not,
and the contractor gets the rights to such data or inventions.

2. The attached article from the New London News illustrates
my point. The article describes a device developed by
Electric Boat which controls the growth of marine life on
heat exchangers to be used in proposed Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion Plants. I asked whether the Government had aniv
rights to this Invention since virtually all the work
performed at Electric Boat is under Navy contracts which
provide for the Government to acquire title to inventions
developed under Government contracts. The answer was that
the Government does not have any rights to this invention
because it was developed under Electric Boat's IR&,D Program.
DOD policy is to let contractors obtain title to inventions
and technical data developed with IR&D funds even though
these funds are provided by the Government.

3. Therefore, ilm the case of a contractor like Electric Boat,
where almost 100 of the work is for the Navy, the Government
pays nearly the entire cost of the contractor's IRED program
while receiving virtually nothing in return. NAVSF A has
urged in the past that TRIOI) at El ectric Boat be disal lowed
pointing out that most of the projects proposed are not of
interest to the Navy, nor would the Navy spend its own funds
on such projects if given a choice.
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4. In tile past, NAVSEA has recummended that comparable funds
be redirected into the Research and Development area. NAVSEA
could contract directly with contractors for those items
whicih are considered to warrant public funding, and the
Government, not the contractor, would retain the rights to
technical data and inventions developed under such contracts.

S. On the basis of this further example of the continued
mis-direction of public funds, I recommend that you, as the
senior Navy official responsible for research and development,
work to change the Defense Department's policies on IhIhD in
order to stop this wasteful expenditure of scarce public
funds. I would appreciate being informed of what action
you take in this matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
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By Stephen Uril~on
Grototi

A device which could solve one of the most stubborn
problems with oecan thermal energy conversion
(OTEC) has been patented by General Dynamics-
Electric Boat, The New.s has learned.

The device, designed to control the growth of
marine life on the critical heat exchangers in the
giant OTEC electrical plants being proposed, was
granted a patent Oct. 5. The revolutionary OTEC
power plants will drive turbine generators using the
difference in temperat. ure between surface and sub-
surface sea water.

And whitz some encrgy experts question whether
the EB system, developed for submarines but
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reportedly not used, can be applied to
the OTEC plants, they do agree it may
represent the tip of a guarded
technological iceberg at EB which may
prove invaluable to' the alternative
energy program in this country.

General Dynamics officials met a
week ago with the federal official in
charge of the OTEC program, Dr.
Robert Cohen of the Energy Research
and Development Administration
(ERDA). The me.inlg was initiated by
a General Dynamics official, B.
Michael Elug, in charge of long-range

aPnning, who has boen considering the
company s entry into the solar energy
field.

Cohen said Monday he was unaware
of the EB patent, but he has said the
Groton Division was discussed at the
meeting, and several ERDA officials
agree thie builder and designer of Na&Vy
submnarines probably has much to offer
their programs.
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OTLECI;a-r'r plsnts WilNt U he
fiference in tetniperiti. e b:-

v cen surface utter an- dze
orinn water to altcr::-tcli
e;.pol-c and cond-ese .ii-
is::ma to drivc turb:sns wst-.
gcncratc electricity.

Dut biotouloig, the growth of
anlee and other marino
organisnis, can play havoc vith
the giant heat exchangers in-
volved, which may bz as tall as a
seven-story building.

Itis known that chlorine gas, in
relatively sanull amounts, ccn
stcp such growth, but chlorin
gas storage is extreiely i
hs.zardnus. and various forms of
chlorine are difficult to store and
li.se effectiveness quickly.

iB's dence generates ch orine
ulten needed through the eli'-
tro'ysis of sea -ater. TVie rtti

1

slates "t1he invention rr.my be
s-l-led in sea swater coriiig
vs lairs. such, for for exri:::le,
4 heat exchangers ichict

.:rov:de con.-iensers assrcit:'ed
.h stemn turtines in sl:re7.i'1

r ofishore po;i.-cr pliits."

The epperatus was designed
betfo:c 17t, uhc: the patent
epplicilion s-as fi!d. Early this
e;ar, on attcimpt wns iiatLe to

forwarjt informsltion on the
dedre to the Encrgy Ilcucurch
and t)evelopmesat Ad-
minis'ralios, bat the El Sub-
marinte Tccsinology Connuittee
vetoed tho suggestion on the
grounds the company might be
accused of divutging submiarine
technol igy.

ERDA sources have suggested
Admn. Human G. Ridcover, head
of the Navy's nuclear propulsion
program, ought be guarding the
technot'gy developed by Navy
contractors such as ED.

Now the patent has been
issued, the existence of the in-
vention is public information. But
its use Is governed by EB, which
also might have to provide
backgrrund data and help In
applying the technology to OTEC
plants or other uses.

There has been speculation
from ERDA and privote industry
sources that General Dytuinikcs
may be planoing to use some of
its technology, including the

biofealing contRol d&vice, for its
mven profit. Aly ::sch plans wi
being i eept crvt, holiever, a
coeporate spiktesuan terllns
the mecting -:iti the^ ERDA o[-
ficial "c.p'Jratlr."

lii.sfealir and nietals
corrosion, t, oa :rcas in wichirh El:
ivportc~ly Itrs muchi expertise,
have becs listed by ERDA as two
areas requiring "extensive
research and echnioloegy testing'
beforc the OTEC program can
succeed. In fact, a laboratory on
the vest coast has been con-
tracted to work on the biofoulihg
problem which some OTEC
experts believe lus already been
solved.

Criticisinof EnDA involves not
oily the tact: of technology
transfer to and from other
govcromneital agencies, but
alleged stalling on the OTEC
project, which has the theoretical
potential to replace nuclear
power as the country's future
source of electricity.

Ocean thennal energy, says its
prpsooenta, ieeds only the sun
for fuel, is no:ipaolluiing, and is
versatile in its opplicetion:i; the

power also crn be u:ed to
prcjtrec cillictcals, B::ts, coil
nitaisL at sra, prk-r-:as vliich
ale gi-dlers of cectricity. And
theprorsicted costc of'ti'ElC iu said
to be cc:;mp atitive w-ith oil aniJ
inuctc:r-itenrrlted p awr cnd
may bt- cheaper if IU Ar:-b oil
priloeccis contiauc to increase
prices.

J. Hilbert Anderson, the
pioncer or OTEC and president cf
Sea Solar Piroducts, Inc. ol York,
I'a., is a fornier refrigeration
expert at Borg-Warner who wvas
respons:b'e for developing the
refrigeration used on Poscidon
subonarines designed at ED
before 19i60.

Anderson's big complaint is not
with the Navy but with EltDA,
which he said "spend. iilliois on
studies and studies and studies
and studies and never gets
hardware built."

the orny working model so far
of an OTEC plant has been built
by Anderenn, but he mid fIRDA
"is trIing to sattoLage the w^ho'e

proecct:itlided. cr' . " .
has igliored lis cjlln,7:r. -

developnieils i' t!: d, c --
ti-acting out the vo:- to ccr:-
panics "U:at p'! vri--nn han-,s *-
a project ;-nd prel:. S:-s
thai are a btn ci

F:tcIA he , .)i:i: d t isti.
successor to Ih- 'I -.c rn.mr
Co:n-:ission and several ot e .-
cncrgy-rclated agcncies an'
iui>thu;g that tiireale:s nuclear
poweris "killcd ,ith laint pra
and k:ndicus."

As,%cd his opinion cf the E'i
pacret, of which he has a ccpy.
Anderson said 'we kono
chiorination works; I dn't kncx
whctlher it's practical or no:" I-t
said deprivirg marine life of
oxygen wor.ks as wellU, end Sea
Solar Power has devel:pcd such
a system.

But farther n::. :- . -
being sLalted b: a:.
and Andedson's ca:nrriv has
st.;pped receiwn-r Ei;DA coa.-
L-acts. t-ts propaeals, ho said, are
is:uorcd by ERDA. the only:
g,-.cy devc'opl.sg OT.C.

ro
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. O.C 203f2

IN REPLV REFER TO

2 6 JUL 1977

The Honorable Lee Metcalf
Chairman, Subcommittee on Reports,
Accounting and Management

Committee on Government Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your letter of June 28, 1977 requested my comments on the
testimony of the Securities and Exchange Commission in
hearings on the accounting establishment before your sub-
committee on June 13, 1977. You specifically requested that
I comment on the SEC's report to the subcommittee on whether
the SEC has the statutory authority to implement recommenda-
tions which I made to your subcommittee in testimony on May
27, 1977.

The General Counsel of the SEC, in a memorandum dated June
10, 1977 to the Chairman of the SEC, advised that with one
exception the SEC has the authority under existing law to
implement my recommendations to the subcommittee. However,
in general, the SEC General Counsel stated that implementation
of my recommendations was either unnecessary or undesirable.

Notwithstanding the SEC General Counsel's opinion on the
advisability of adopting these recommendations, SEC Chairman
Williams, and three members of the Commission, in testimony
before you on June 13, committed the Commission to take
certain actions, many of which parallel the recommendations
I made to your subcommittee. The program outlined by Chairman
Williams, and my comments on the program, are as follows:

a. The SEC is disappointed in the "priorities and
productivity" of the Financial Accounting Standards Board and
will "pursue a vigorous program" of overseeing the establish-
ment by the private sector of financial accounting and auditing
standards.

Comment: The SEC commitment is encouraging. However,
in addition the SEC should repeal its official policy, adopted
in 1973, that standards set by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board are automatically accepted by the SEC.
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Instead, the SEC should review and either approve or disapprove
each standard recommended by the Board. Moreover, I recommend
that the subcommittee require that the SEC identify specifically
what new financial accounting and auditing standards are needed
and establish a schedule for promulgation of these standards.
In this way there will be a basis in future for measuring the
progress of the SEC and of the accounting profession in setting
standards.

b. The SEC endorses the recommendation of the Commission
on Auditors' Responsibilities that the accounting profession
establish a board for setting auditing standards for the
accounting profession.

Comment: With proper SEC oversight such a board should
be an improvement over the present system in which auditing
standards are set by a committee of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants. However, the SEC should not
give advance approval to the work of this Board. Instead,
it should review and either approve or disapprove each standard.

c. The SEC will initiate a rulemaking proceeding
requiring disclosure by companies seeking to sell stock to
the public, of all services performed by the company's
independent accountant with a listing of the fees the company
has paid for those services.

Comment: This is a step in the right direction. However,
as I testified to your subcommittee, accounting firms should
be required to divest themselves of the so-called management
advisory services they presently offer to their clients. At
a minimum, I recommend that the SEC prohibit accounting firms
from selling management advisory services to the same client
they audit for SEC purposes. This would help eliminate the
potential conflict of interest which is inherent when account-
ing firms sell both management advisory services and audit
services to the same client.

d. The SEC will solicit public comment on whether
certain types of so-called management services which accountants
perform for publicly held companies are so inconsistent with
or unrelated to audit functions that the SEC should prohibit
the furnishing of such services by the company's accounting
firms.

Comment: I agree with this proposal but consider that
the SEC should go even further in controlling management
advisory services, as I noted above.
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e. The SEC will strengthen its existing requirements
for public disclosure related to the dismissal of an accounting
firm by a publicly held company.

Comment: I agree.

f. The SEC considers that all publicly held companies,
whether or not listed on a stock exchange, should establish
independent audit committees, and will consider taking action
to effect such a requirement.

Comment: I agree that all publicly held companies should
establish independent audit committees. However, I share the
concerns outlined by Senator Percy when I testified to the
subcommittee that the requirement for audit committees adopted
by the New York Stock Exchange does not define strictly enough
the independence required for audit committee membership. For
example, as Senator Percy observed, under the New York Stock
Exchange requirement it is possible for a company's banker or
outside counsel to sit on the company's audit committee. I
recommend that the subcommittee make clear to the SEC that it
expects action to be taken on this item and that a stricter
definition of independence is required for audit committee
membership.

g. The SEC will submit an annual report to Congress,
starting by July 1, 1978, on the progress the accounting
profession is making on the issues raised in your hearings
and on the need for further action.

Comment: I agree.

Although the program outlined above generally is encouraging,
other aspects of the SEC's position on the issues raised in
your hearings are disappointing. Specifically:

a. Although the SEC is skeptical of quality control
reviews performed by one audit firm of another, the SEC proposes
to take no action to assure that these so-called peer reviews
are accomplished in a truly objective fashion. Moreover,
although Chairman Williams acknowledges that universal procedures
for such reviews would be valuable, the SEC does not propose
to make quality control reviews of audit work a recurring
requirement. Finally, the SEC proposes to leave to the
discretion of the profession other steps related to insuring
audit independence such as the rotation of partners assigned
to a given client and the concept of requiring a review of
audit work by a partner other than the partner responsible
for the audit.
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I recommended in my testimony to your subcommittee that the
SEC periodically supervise audits of the performance of
public accounting firms. My concept was that the audit team
should be drawn from several accounting firms with an SEC
representative as head of the team. My approach to the
composition of audit teams is similar to the one outlined by
Chairman Williams in his testimony. I recommend that the
subcommittee in its report make clear to the SEC and to the
profession that it expects thorough and objective audits of
the quality of performance of public accounting firms.
Further, the SEC should step in to require such audits
if the profession does not do so itself promptly, or if the
response of the profession does not insure thoroughness and
objectivity.

b. The SEC, in its prepared testimony, dismisses as
not necessary, a proposed requirement that auditors disclose
relevant financial, operating and client data. However,
later in the hearings, Chairman Williams agreed with Senator
Percy that if accounting firms themselves made public disclosures
they might be in a better position to insist that their clients
disclose matters of significance to the public more openly.
I recommend that the subcommittee follow-up on this item and
request the SEC to take action requiring accounting firms to
disclose financial, operating and client data. This could
take the form of registration with the SEC of the accounting
firms of publicly held companies.

c. In his memorandum of June 10, the SEC General
Counsel dismisses as potentially misleading my recommendation
that the SEC require companies which report profits and losses
on a percentage-of-completion basis to also inform stock-
holders what the results would be under a method of accounting
based on completed contracts or completed units. He contends
that where percentage-of-completion accounting is employed,
it is the preferred accounting alternative.

In my opinion, neither the SEC nor the public have yet
recognized the potential for company officials to distort
profit figures under the percentage-of-completion accounting
method, and the inability of certified public accountants to
verify these profit figures which are based largely on
management representations. The potential for abuse inherent
in percentage-of-completion accounting was amply documented
in my testimony to your subcommittee. My recommendation for
supplemental disclosure in reports to stockholders is but a
beginning attempt to make it more difficult for a company to
report overly optimistic earnings. Presumably, the public
would become suspicious of companies which consistently
reported lower profits on completed contracts than they
reported under percentage-of-completion accounting.
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Adoption of my recommendation for supplemental reporting
to the public would be a useful first step in this area by -
the SEC. Also, the SEC should investigate, by way of public
hearings, the uses and abuses of percentage-of-completion
accounting and determine effective means of verifying profit
and loss figures calculated under this system. Finally, the
SEC should require that the representations made by management
to public accountants in connection with percentage-of-completion
accounting be reduced to writing pursuant to Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 19 which was recently issued by the
Auditing Standards Executive Committee of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The SEC should
require that such company representations be disclosed in
public documents the company files with the SEC and companies
should be held legally responsible for the truthfulness of
its representations.

Chairman Williams was correct when he observed that there is
"growing dissatisfaction with the performance of the accounting
profession." I do not, however, agree with his statement
that "time is running out for the profession to reform itself."
In my view, the profession's time has been up for some time.
Any additional time given by the SEC or by your subcommittee
for self-reform should be recognized as a grace period of
borrowed time.

I hope that your subcommittee will make this clear to the SEC
and the profession in your report on these hearings and that
you will sharply define the criteria by which you will measure
whether the SEC and the profession have met their public
responsibilities. I also hope you will give consideration to
the recommendations made in my testimony and in this letter
in defining these criteria for measurement.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the SEC's testimony
and to provide my own recommendations to you. Please let me
know if I can be of further assistance.

It was indeed a privilege to testify before your Committee.

Respectfully,

#' 2 R Ko-v-er-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

19 Sept. 1977

Mr. Benjamin Hooks, Executive Director
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
1790 Broadway
New York, New York 10019

Dear Mr. Hooks:

Thank you for meeting with Mr. Foster of my staff on
9 September to discuss the need for National Scholastic
Standards proposed by me to Senator Pell's Subcommittee on
Education.

Mr. Foster told me his discussion with you was encouraging.
He said that while you did not necessarily agree with all in
my statement, you did support establishment of a national
panel to set standards--providing minorities were represented.
He also said you endorsed testing students against these
standards at frequent intervals, provided the test questions
were not phrased in a manner that presumed a white upper-middle
class background.

According to Mr. Foster, you then asked your educational
specialist to draft a letter of endorsement along the lines
you indicated and sign it for you since you had to leave.
What happened thereafter largely nullified the benefit of his
meeting with you. Attached is Mr. Foster's report.

The letter prepared and signed for you by your educational
specialist is of no use to me. It is written in "educationese"
and makes little sense to me or to others who have read it.
Mr. Foster's report states that despite his repeated efforts
your educational specialist was unwilling to simplify the
language, insisting that the letter was clear, that it
reflected NAACP policy and that it was consistent with your
comments during the morning meeting with Mr. Foster.

In my experience I have found that unclear and complicated
writing is generally an indication of unclear thinking.
Therefore, I did not use her letter during my testimony before
the House Subcommittee on Education for fear it could reflect
adversely upon you and your organization.
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The development of National Scholastic Standards such
as those I proposed would be of great help to all children.
This is especially true of black children, of whom a
disproportionate number are shunted into so-called "special
education" or remedial classes, according to the NAACP
Report on Testing. As I am sure you are aware, I consider
all children to merit the best education we can possibly
give them; that this is the primary functipn of parents and
legislatures as well as schools. I

Should you still be willing to support this concept, I
would be most appreciative of receiving aj'simple letter from
you to this effect along the lines of the statements you made
to Mr. Foster.

Sincerely,

. , .~~.

Attachment:
1. T.L. Foster memo to me dtd 9/9/77
2. NAACP letter to me dtd 9/9/77
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLV .ER SO

- 17 January 1978

Mr. Charles J. Zwick
Chairman
President's Commission on Military
Compensation

666 - 11th Street, N.W., Suite 520
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Mr. Zwick:

This is in response to your letter of 6 January 1978 which
asked for my personal views on military compensation. My
answers to the questions you raised are attached.

The fundamental question facing your Commission is what
should be done to attract and retain a capable military
force at a reasonable cost. In my opinion, this question
goes beyond the area of pay, allowances, and benefits. It
extends to issues affecting the efficiency of the Defense
Department.

As explained in my answers to your questions, I believe the
performance and morale of military people would be enhanced
by .eliminating unnecessary organizational layers and paper-
work; by consolidating military activities; by reducing the
number of officers, particularly flag rank and other higher
rank officers; and by avoiding unnecessary personnel relocation.

I also believe it would be better for all concerned if military
personnel were paid a given salary rather than having to
operate under today's confusing system of pay, allowances and
fringe benefits. A salary system would be simpler and more
equitable than the present system. Military personnel as
well as the public would then have a better appreciation of
how much they are actually being paid. Salaries might also
reduce public criticism of military benefits and help lessen
the actual and perceived erosion of benefits among military
people.

While shifting away from so many fringe benefits, we should
encourage those military people we need most to pursue
careers of thirty years or more. Those selected out of the
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military with five or more years service, should receive a
lump sum payment and a smaller, deferred, retired pay starting
at age 60 or 62. In addition, retired military personnel
employed by the Federal Government should not be paid in
total more than the approved Federal civilian salary for the
job held.

In revamping military compensation, a phase-in period will
be needed to avoid inequities. Most important, each change
in the compensation system must be fair, and so perceived
by those in and out of the military service.

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to so
request.

Sincerely,

k!. Aick-

Encl:
As stated

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Personnel
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RESPONSE OF ADM H.G. RICKOVER TO QUESTIONS FROM THE
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON MILITARY COMPENSATION

17 JANUARY 1978

1. QUESTION: What military personnel management policies
should be examined in conjunction with improving the
military compensation system?

ANSWER: The President's Commission on Military
Compensation cannot merely look at compensation alone.
The fundamental problem is to decide what should be done
to attract and retain an effective military force at
reasonable cost. Consideration should be given to how
the military services go about acquiring, training,
transferring, promoting, and using military people. We
cannot afford wasteful manpower spending at the expense
of weapons.

I have testified many times that our military personnel
structure is top-heavy with rank and that this contributes
to inefficiency. At the peak of World War II there was
one flag or general officer for every 6,000 men. Today
there is one such officer for every 1,800 men. Stated
differently, we could reduce the total of flag and
general officers by two-thirds and still maintain the
same ratio to military personnel we had at the peak of
World War II. The staff of the Chief of Naval Operations
now has about twice as many admirals as were assigned to
Fleet Admiral King's staff at the height of World War II.
While the acceleration of military technology has tended
to increase the officer-to-enlisted ratio, I do not
believe we need the large number of admirals and generals
we have today. In fact, the large number of flag rank
officers results in a decrease in efficiency.

I recommend reducing the overall flag and general officer
strength ten percent each year for the next five years.
Half of this yearly reduction should be through stricter
selection, the other half through forced retirement of
flag and other senior officers.

In my opinion, the elimination of unnecessary flag,
general, and other high ranking officer billets would
help the retention of our most capable officers. Further,
there should be a concurrent reduction in staffs that
would eventually reduce the officer and enlisted grade
structure. These reductions would lead to the elimination
of many military and civilian billets and might help put
a damper on civil service grade inflation.

Another wasteful practice -- transferring military people
from one location to another every year or two -- should
be stopped. In 1977, the Defense Department spent $1.6
billion on personnel transfers. But this figure does not
include the cost of time wasted in transit and in the
relieving process.
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In addition to the high cost, frequent personnel transfers
are disruptive. They create hardships on military people
and their families and foster mediocre performance. Often
some of our best people leave the military to escape the
disruption of moving their families so frequently. Moreover,
with the high turnover rate, servicemen have insufficient
time to learn their jobs. Rarely are they on a job long
enough to see the results of their efforts or to be held
accountable for them. Consequently, there is a premium
on satisfying one's transient superiors and not "making
waves." Officers become jacks-of-all trades. True
responsibility for actions is never realized under the
fragmented, short tour concept.

The officer postgraduate education program is another
wasteful aspect of military personnel policy. For many
years, the services have provided large numbers of officers
with advanced degrees. The need for these degrees is not
well-defined, and the courses that most officers take
rarely relate to the needs of the service, except in a
vague and general way. It is my opinion, from many years
of service and experience, that few jobs in the Navy require
a graduate degree, particularly in the non-technical areas
where most naval officers conduct their studies. Postgraduate
education has become, in most cases, a fringe benefit where
an officer can, at Government expense, improve his credentials
for a job after he leaves the military. Moreover, postgraduate
schooling is widely perceived by officers as enhancing
chances for promotion. So, regardless of the value of these
programs or his interest in them, an officer must apply for
these programs in order to "get ahead" -- to acquire
"Brownie points."

Except for the few postgraduate courses that can be justified
by the military, the service postgraduate education programs
should be abolished. No industrial organization would be
viable if it devoted a fraction of the time educating their
officials as does the military; it is a boon-doggle.

The concept of an All Volunteer Force should also be
reevaluated. It may be that no amount of pay and benefits
will be sufficient to attract and retain an All Volunteer
Force of the size and quality required. In March 1977,
the Senate Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel heard
testimony about trends indicating poor military effectiveness:
rates of non-judicial punishment have increased thirty-five
percent since Vietnam-era levels; the rate at which servicemen
are leaving before completing first enlistment has increased
substantially; twenty-five to thirty percent of active
enlisted personnel stated in a survey that they would try to
avoid or probably refuse to serve in combat situations,
depending on the nature of the emergency.

92-784 0 - 82 - 8
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Each year, for the next fifteen years, the number of males
in military age groups will decline substantially. It is
unlikely that there will be further large increases in
military compensation as there have been over the past
decade. Thus, the problems of the All Volunteer Force can
be expected to continue.

Some argue that the All Volunteer Force is socially
preferable to conscription. They say that under the
previous draft system, many young men of well-to-do families
were able to evade the draft through deferments for higher
education. A disproportionate number of draftees therefore
came from the lower economic strata of society.

The All Volunteer Force practices a similar kind of
economic discrimination. The high rate of unemployment
among minorities and the poor has contributed to their
carrying a disproportionate share of the defense burden.

If we cannot maintain an All Volunteer Force of the size
and caliber needed, it may be necessary to require our
citizens to serve a few years active duty in the military
or some other form of national service. An impartially
administered draft could help avoid inequities and might
help the military obtain its proper share of educated
people. Further, the military training they receive
would be an invaluable asset in the event of mobilization.
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2. QUESTION: What organizational and administrative
changes should be made to get more from our military people
in return for their compensation?

ANSWER: The effectiveness of the military could be enhanced
by eliminating unnecessary organizational layers within the
Department of Defense. Excessive layering is detrimental to
performance and morale. Senior officials are too far removed
from facts. The extra layers of management delay work, waste
time, and dilute responsibility. Moreover, large numbers of
people are required to staff the offices at each layer. In
many cases, the "checkers" outnumber the "doers."

In the Navy, the Naval Material Command is a prime example
of this widespread problem. About ten years ago, the Navy's
material functions were reorganized along the lines of the
Air Force. Four technical bureaus were eliminated and their
functions assumed by six new "Systems Commands." Superimposed
upon these systems commands was the office of the Chief of
Naval Material, a new large bureaucracy which added more layers
of management. This headquarters staff, referred to as the
Naval Material Command, has since grown to about 600 people,
one-third of whom are strictly overhead, existing only to
support the office of the Chief of Naval Material itself.
The Office of Management and Budget at one time recommended
abolition of this Command.

If this investment in manpower actually improved the material
condition of the fleet, I would be for it. But, the extra
organizational layers added by the Chief of Naval Material have
only made it harder to do the job.

Unnecessary layering also results in a proliferation of
"motherhood" directives and policy statements that clog the
system and divert attention from primary functions. For
example, I recently received a proposed Navy directive regarding
material reliability. It was written as if controls and
management systems would solve the problems. Such directives
lull senior officials into believing that improvements are
being made; in fact they are generally not helpful.. In the
Navy alone, there are literally thousands of these directives.
No one in a normal touTrof duty has the time to read, much
less understand them.

Unnecessary organizational layers exist at nearly every level
within the Department of Defense. They should be eliminated
and authority returned to those directly responsible for the
work. Strict controls are needed to preclude the build-up
of new management layers and their staffs. The coupling of
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authority and responsibility--a concept long espoused by themilitary--has been lost.

The -undue reliance in the military on management informationsystems and systems analysis should also be stopped. Thepreoccupation with "management" in the Defense Department isstifling. At each level of the bureaucracy, people try toimpress higher authorities by accumulating masses of informa-tion before making a recommendation.

Requests for this information are forwarded through the chainof command down to the lowest echelon technical manager. Hethen is required to translate actual situations facing himinto "management information" forms prescribed by his superiors.By the time he answers all of the questions raised by the manyprincipals and individual staff personnel, including the newbreed of theoretical management experts, little time remainsfor him to actually manage his given job.

A working level manager faces countless people in staffpositions in organizations senior to his own. Each of thesecan make demands on his time and require him to justify hisactions. As a result, there are currently thousands of people--military and civilian--employed at headquarters levels withinthe Department of Defense, preparing, typing, copying, anddistributing volumes of management reports which necessarilyreceive only a cursory review before being filed. Large numbersof personnel could be removed from such staffs. Not onlywould there be no loss in efficiency, in actuality, theelimination of senseless "paperwork" studies and reports wouldenhance efficiency.

What I have just said is a truism, and is recognized in allbusiness organizations, where profit is the guiding motive.But not so in Government, which appears, in measure, to conceiveits function, as an agency to employ those not needed by business.For some Government organizations this may do little harm; forthe military it can be deadly.

Manpower requirements could be further reduced by consolidatingand unifying military shore establishments. Why is it necessaryto have both a Naval hospital and an Army hospital in the samecity? An airfield for the Navy and another for the Air Force?Military training commands, supply management, and inventorycontrol offices, and other shore establishments could becombined, with a savings in personnel requirements and otherresources resulting.
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3. QUESTION: There has been much talk among the military
about a continued erosion of military benefits. What are
your views on this matter?

ANSWER: Special interest groups,which naturally
favor the status quo,and the military press have given
widespread coverage to cutbacks in military benefits and
their adverse impact on morale and retention. Military
people are said to be particularly concerned about
deterioration in military medical care and civilian health
services and about the possibility of reduced retirement,
commissary, exchange, and recreation benefits. Our
servicemen purportedly believe that they are losing ground
and are apprehensive about the security of a military
career.

Except for medical care, the actual cutbacks in military
benefits are more perceived than real. In July, 1977,
the Senate Armed Services Committee conducted hearings on
unionization of the Armed Forces. The report of those
hearings lists the actual benefit changes during the past
five years that affect service members, their families,
and those retired. From this report, it appears that the
reductions in military benefits have been more than offset
by changes economically advantageous to military people.

It is difficult to determine the actual economic impact of
changes in military benefits, because of the many different
benefits available to various categories of people in
differing amounts, depending on particular circumstances.
It is difficult for the Department of Defense, Congress,
or the serviceman himself to assess the actual monetary
value of these benefits or to quantify-proposed changes.
The complexity of the military compensation system has
made it vulnerable to public criticism and piecemeal
attacks on various benefits. The well-publicized talk
of potential cutbacks, as well as a few actual cutbacks
in some areas, have in turn created in the minds of military
personnel the exaggerated perception of a continued erosion
of benefits.

The military compensation system would be far less subject
to attack and more attractive to servicemen if the military
converted to a salary system. This would be easier for the
individual, the public, and the Government to understand.
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4. QUESTION: The Commission has been told that maintaining
a professional, motivated, and disciplined military force
requires preserving the institutional character of military
life-through continuing traditional benefits such as Government
housing, military health care, food, commissaries, exchanges,
recreation facilities, and early retirement. Do you agree?

ANSWER: I see no necessary connection between the present
form of military compensation and the maintenance of a top-
notch fighting force. In fact, if we provided more pay in
lieu of the large number of traditional fringe benefits, I
believe we would have a more highly motivated and professional
fighting force. I question that providing many services for
military people and their families truly encourages the self
reliance one wants in military personnel.

By joining the service, military people knowingly surrender
some of their personal freedoms. They agree to accept assign-
ments that may result in undesired duty, separation from
family, long working hours, injury, capture, even loss of life.
It is not possible to put a dollar value on some of these
considerations. There is no valid rationale why a compensation
system based on pay, allowances, and benefits is more appropriate
in these circumstances than a salary system.
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S. QUESTION: Where should military compensation levels be

set in relation to pay in the private sector? Do you believe

that current military compensation is comparable to pay in

the private sector?

ANSWER: Given the problem of placing a value on

military benefits, I cannot say with any certainty that

the military is paid less, as much as, or more than their

civilian counterparts. However, with the advent of the
All Volunteer Force, it has been the expressed intent of

Congress that military pay keep pace with civilian
compensation.

Among those who study the subject, there seems to be a

consensus that since about 1972,military pay -- consisting
of basic pay and allowance for quarters and subsistence --

has been equivalent to civilian pay. In fact, a recent

Senate Appropriations Committee report concludes that
military pay is at least equal to civilian salaries and

that, when fringe benefits are added to both military and

civilian pay, the average military employee receives over

four thousand dollars more annually than the civilian
employee.

Since 1972, legislation has been enacted to help keep

military pay in line with civilian pay. However, the

method used is indirect. Military increases have been

tied to civil service pay raises; these in turn are

pegged, via a complex formula, to pay in the private
sector. The validity of indirectly pegging military

raises to the private sector has been the subject of

considerable debate. Some argue that military compensation
should be strictly competitive with that in the private

sector. This would mean that the military should be paid

whatever is necessary to attract and retain the required

number and caliber of people over a long period. I agree.

But this should be done in a manner that avoids frequent
wide pay fluctuations.

A method similar to that used to tie Federal civilian

pay with pay outside Government should be used to evaluate

military pay levels in relation to those outside the

military. Pay levels determined in this manner could be

used as a guide in adjusting military pay schedules. To

meet recruiting and retention requirements, it may, at

times, be necessary to peg military pay for scarce skills

somewhat above civilian compensation. The higher pay

should be reserved for the special particular skills

needed, and made applicable only as long as the shortage

exists. Special pay should not be granted automatically as

a form of recognition. For example, I see no valid reason

why, in the absence of a bona fide shortage, pilots should

continue to receive flight pay.
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6. QUESTION: What deficiencies, if any, do you see in
the existing structure of pay, allowances, and benefits?
What changes do you recommend?

ANSWER: The major deficiency in our present military
compensation system is its complexity and the fact that
servicemen and their families cannot determine how much
they are actually paid. Prior to World War II, the military
constituted a small number who received low pay and
liberal benefits. That system has survived. In it, the
serviceman considers as part of his compensation, basic
pay, tax free allowances for food and housing, military
medical care for dependents, early retirement benefits,
subsidized commissaries, exchanges, recreation facilities,
etc..

Each of the many types of in-kind, contingent, and deferred
benefits has its own entitlement rules. As a result,
Department of Defense and General Accounting Office studies
show that military people underestimate their total
compensation. Since the value of fringe benefits is not
visible in his earnings statement, his compensation
appears to be small relative to his civilian counterparts.
On this basis he may consider himself underpaid. Conversly,
because a serviceman receives so many fringe benefits,
the public may perceive him to be overpaid.

The tendency to compensate the military on the basis of
"needs" rather than contribution to national security,
proficiency skills, and manpower shortages, should be
reevaluated. The military is virtually alone in its
practice of calculating pay based on marital status and
number of dependents, and in providing medical and commissary
services where they are available commercially.

When a large part of a serviceman's compensation consists
of fringe benefits, he must confine himself to the housing,
medical care, shopping, and entertainment offered by the
Government or he loses that portion of his compensation.
Many servicemen would prefer their compensation in dollars
so they could avail themselves of commercial facilities.

Compensation through benefits also tends to be inequitable.
Where adequate Government housing, military medical care,
commissaries, exchanges, and other facilities are available,
the military man enjoys a substantial advantage over his
counterpart on duty where such facilities and services
are not available.
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In 1966, the Hubbell Commission recommended converting the
military to a salary system. This was also advocated in a
Department of Defense study by the Brookings Institution
in-1975; by the Defense Manpower Commission in 1976; and
by the General Accounting Office in 1977. Those opposed
contend that salaries would substitute marketplace
standards for the institutional customs and traditions
of military service, undermine morale, and hurt combat
effectiveness; that salaries would be more costly and
result in less take-home pay since a greater proportion
of a serviceman's compensation would be subject to income
tax.

Because the cost of many benefits are now buried in other
parts of the budget, it is true that the apparent cost of
military pay would increase under a salary system. However,
true costs would not necessarily increase; in fact, they
might be less.

Those opposed to a salary system often point to the
difficulties Great Britain and others have with military
salary systems in recruitment and retention. The fact
that the United States faces similar problems shows that
changing the form of military compensation does not, of
itself, automatically eliminate these problems. It is my
opinion that change to a salary system would simplify the
problem of military compensation and be more equitable.

Specifically, I recommend:

1. Quarters and subsistence allowances and associated
tax benefits should be eliminated, and included in salaries.

2. Members of the military occupying Government
quarters should be charged closer to their fair market
value. The Government should, over the years, minimize
its role of providing housing.

3. Subsidized commissaries, exchanges, and recreation
facilities should be phased out except where commercial
facilities are not available.

4. Military dependent medical care should be phased
out and replaced by civilian health insurance programs
similar to those available to Federal civilian employees.
Military medical personnel and facilities should be kept
at the minimum level required to provide initial wartime
medical care for military personnel.
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S. To retain people in hazardous, arduous or undesirable
duty, or those having scarce but essential skills, bonuses
or special pay should be provided -- but only during the
time recipients are actually providing the needed services.
Each military service should have the flexibility to adjust
such special pay or bonuses to meet changing manpower needs.
Basic military salaries should not be set at a level which
compensates all military people for the hardships or risks
incurred by =Taew.

In revising the military compensation system the Government
should not break faith with those already in the service.
Therefore, the approximate value of benefits abolished,
as recommended above, should be reflected in the salaries
paid. This should result in a more understandable,
measurable, and effective compensation system.
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7. QUESTION: A twenty-year retirement is often defended
as necessary to maintain a young and vigorous fighting force.
Do you think the military services have placed undue emphasis
on youth? Is the twenty-year retirement a good tool for keeping
the right people in the military?

ANSWER: By allowing retirement with but twenty years service,
the military retirement system is considerably more liberal
than the Federal civilian retirement systems and nearly all
private industry programs. Industry, state, and local govern-
ments generally start paying retirement benefits at age 60 to
65, depending on the number of years served. Civil Service
pays retirement benefits at age 55 if the employee has 30 or
more years of service; at age 60 after 20 years of service;
and at age 62 with 5 years of service.

At one time, the liberal military retirement provisions were
thought to be compensation for low pay relative to the private
sector. Today, military pay is generally considered equal to
civilian pay. Yet the right to early retirement and a lifetime
retirement income remain.

Early retirement is being defended as a reward for the hard-
ships of military life. I agree that military people must
not be treated as second-class citizens economically or other-
wise; that they should be paid adequately for performing
duties unique to the military--for combat and other hazardous
situations--and for arduous or undesirable duty. Such special
compensation should be provided as specifically and directly
as possible. But it does not follow that the best interest
of the military or of the public is served by continuing
costly retirement practices which do not accomplish this
purpose.

It is inefficient and wasteful to provide all members of the
military the option of a lifetime retirement income after but
twenty years service. It makes more sense to provide special
pay to those who perform unusually difficult or hazardous
duty during the times they are actually engaged. I greatly
doubt that to a young person the promise of retirement income
twenty or thirty years hence provides as much incentive per
dollar spent as special pay would provide, or is even a real
motive for entering the military. This is a rationalization
that comes with age--particularly by those who are not capable
of fending for themselves and so devote their time to the
nuances and intricacies of the pay system. I doubt people
such as these possess the characteristics which lead to the
development of a good warrior--or of any worthwhile endeavor.
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Trying to enhance the attractiveness of the military through
liberal retirement benefits may be far less effective per
dollar spent than simply increasing salaries. As I noted
earlier, one reason the military man believes he is underpaid
is that although his total pay and benefits are in line with
outside compensation, his pay check is smaller than his
outside contemporaries'. In my opinion, the morale of the
military would be better promoted by higher salaries than early
retired pay. This is especially true of the young and energetic.

It has been said that war is a young man's business and that
offering twenty-year retirements with lifetime retired pay
helps maintain a young and viable military. Actually there
are today few duties in the military that cannot be performed
by persons up to 55 years of age or even older. For jobs
requiring special demands, there should be qualifications,
as there are for underwater demolition teams. For duties
requiring extra risk or physical hardship, differential pay
is more appropriate than increased retirement benefits for
the entire military.

Twenty-year retirement is sometimes defended as necessary to
thin out the ranks and enhance promotion opportunities. It is
questionable that early retirement is the most appropriate
way for this. Existing rules, which require at least twenty
years service before earning the right to retired pay, at
any age, make it difficult to discharge those unwanted or
unneeded before they complete twenty years. There is an under-
standable reluctance to separate a person after, say 10 to
15 years service, since he would then not be eligible for any
military retirement benefits at any age. Consequently, we
retain marginal people who bide their time aimlessly in the
military until they complete twenty years service and can
draw retired pay. These set a poor example to their juniors.

Twenty-year military retirement provides some marginal people
the incentive to remain in the military; it also provides the
incentive for many of the better ones, those who can make out
on the outside--to turn to civilian careers immediately upon
completion of twenty years service.

An article in the Navy Times in December, 1977 states that
fifty-two percent of military officers eligible to retire,
and seventy-five percent of the enlisted force, leave by
their twenty-third year. No doubt, some would probably have
retired sooner had they not been recently promoted and required
to remain in the service for another tour of duty.

A retirement system that leads to widespread early retirement,
that encourages the best to leave after but twenty years and
marginal people to remain, is not sound for maintaining a
military force of the proper size and caliber.
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8. QUESTION: What changes should be made in the military
retirement system? What should be considered a full career?
When should retired pay commence? How should retired pay be
budgeted? Should the retirement system be contributory?

ANSWER: The practice of the military to begin receiving
retired pay after but twenty years of service should be
phased out. Rather than an effective device for attracting
and retaining the right people, early retirement is
inefficient, counterproductive, inequitable, and costly.

The twenty year retirement encourages marginal people to
stay for twenty years and the best to leave after but
twenty years. The option of retiring after twenty years
denies the military sufficient flexibility to retain those
desired and to separate those no longer needed or wanted.
The existing system deprives those leaving prior to twenty
years of any retirement benefits, and provides severance
pay only to officers involuntarily separated. In contrast,
most federal, state, and local government retirement systems
permit those with five, ten, or fifteen years service to
start drawing some retirement income at a later age.
Depending on the number of years served, retirement pay
starts at 62, 60, and in some cases 55. Under the Pension
Reform Act of 1974, private industry retirement plans offer
a deferred retirement income on completion of at least
five years -- in some cases ten years -- of service. Such
retirement pay is much smaller for those retiring early
than for those with full careers. Allowing people to earn
the right to deferred retirement income with less than a
full career alleviates problems associated with separation
of those unwanted or unneeded. Similar arrangements would
benefit the military.

Those leaving before completing twenty years service lose
their military retirement benefits and are not permitted
to fully transfer retirement credits to other federal
retirement programs. Today, military time is counted
toward civil service retirement and used initially in
calculating retired pay. Because of a quirk in the law,
all military time does not count in the calculation of
civil service retired pay received after age 62. At that
age, the civil service retiree loses all civil service
retirement credit for time spent in the military after
1956, and gets instead a social security annuity for those
years. During his time in civil service he-does not come
under the social security program. Therefore, he is generally
entitled only to minimum social security payments based on
contributions he made earlier while in the military. The
effect is that federal employees with prior military service
receive a lower retired pay after age 62 than they received
from age 55 to 62. This anomaly should be corrected.
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On the other hand, civil servants in the military reserve
should not get double retirement credit for military service.
Under present rules, a reservist's active duty time is
credited toward civil service retirement. It also counts
toward eligibility for military retired pay at age 60. Thus,
years of active duty are counted twice -- once for civil
service retirement and once for a military retirement. This
loophole should be eliminated.

In examining problems of retired pay, the deteriorated
financial condition of retirement programs in government
and in business becomes obvious. Several months ago; the
New York Times reported that 55 Federal Government retirement
funds have a projected deficit totaling $350 billion dollars.
The Navy Times recently reported that the military retirement
program deficit constitutes between $160 billion and $200
billion. The Washin ton Post reported in 1977 that America's
100 largest industrial corporations have promised their
employees $38 billion more in pensions than the companies
have put aside to meet these requirements.

The unfunded liabilities of the military retirement system
are so large because the Defense Department has no military
retirement fund from which to meet its obligations. Instead,
it includes in its annual budget only enough to cover
retirement to be issued that year. When the press states
that military retirement costs have increased tenfold since
1964, and are approaching 10 percent of the entire defense
budget, these figures represent but a fraction of the full
cost of military retirement.

Another reason for the large unfunded liability in the
military retirement system is that it is non-contributory.
The Civil Service retirement system and the retirement plans
offered by most state and local governments and by private
industry generally require employees to contribute from 3 to
8 percent of salary to the retirement fund. The employer
also contributes to the fund. Under the military retirement
system, the Government alone funds the retirement program.
There are no deductions from military pay for this purpose.
Without employee contributions, the unfunded liability of
the retirement system is much larger than it would otherwise
be.

For the short range, Government agencies have a strong
incentive to fulfill their needs in ways that have minimum
impact on current budgets. Thus, the promise of liberal
retirement benefits can be used immediately for recruiting
purposes. But the full cost of these benefits is not
included in the Defense budget where it would have to
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compete with weapons programs for available funds. The
result is that neither Congress nor the public sees the
cost of these hidden benefits until later years when it
is too late to do anything about it. We now begin to see
the effects. Unless prompt action is taken to set aside
funds to meet future retired pay commitments, future
Congresses will be faced with the funding of overwhelming
retirement commitments.

The finances of the Civil Service Retirement Program are
handled differently than those of the military retirement
system. Under the Civil Service System, each Government
agency budgets funds to match employee retirement contributions.
Also,Congress is supposed to appropriate funds sufficient
to cover increases or new laws which change retirement
benefits. To date, however, the Government has not been
budgeting for, or making, full payments to the Civil Service
Retirement and Disability Fund. Similarly, the federal
budget does not reflect the current value of the expected
increase in liabilities resulting from inflation. As a
result, according to Civil Service Commission figures, the
unfunded liability of the Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Fund -- the largest of the federal civilian
retirement systems, has increased from $53 billion in
fiscal 1970 to $150 billion in 1976.

The main purpose of a retirement program should be to take
care of those no longer employable. This could be served
more effectively and efficiently by consolidating the
various retirement plans into a single retirement system
for the entire Federal Government, with the retirement
credits earned in any part of the federal service fully
transferable to any other part. Agencies should not be
permitted to compete with each other for personnel by using
differences in retirement benefits. Varying conditions of
employment, hazards, and so on should be handled directly
through salary differentials, lump sum payments, or similar
direct.means. Such direct payments can be more readily
assessed by Congress and the agencies and more properly
administered from a financial standpoint. Too often the
benefits of various retirement programs have been so
obfuscated that even the individual hemself has no appreciation
of his true earnings. Given that military retirement
payments alone are budgeted at over ten billion dollars for
fiscal year 1979, it is clear that action must be taken to
fully reflect all retirement costs in the budget and to
place all retirement programs on sound financial footing.

The high cost of our military retirement system combined
with its ineffectiveness, inefficiencies and inequities,
dictate the need to start phasing out the present system
and replacing it over the next several years. Ultimately,
military retirement should be included in a single Federal
retirement program for all employees of the Federal
Government. My specific recommendations are as follows:
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1. A thirty year military career should be required -
except for those disabled or otherwise not meeting the
needs of the service. This will improve readiness and
necessitate less initial training.

2. To improve personnel management flexibility,
those with five or more years service who are passed over
or selected out prior to completing thirty years should
be entitled to retired pay starting at age 62 with less
than twenty years service, or at age 60 with more than
twenty years. Such retired pay should be based on number
of years served. A lump sum payment would be proper in
such cases to ease transition to private life. Those who
continued to meet military requirements and needs would
serve the full thirty years or until age 55 before being
eligible to receive retired pay.

3. The military retirement system should be
contributory so that actual personnel costs are fully
visible to the individual, the Executive Branch, and
the Congress.

4. A schedule should be established for creating and
fully funding a military retirement fund so that future
generations will not be saddled with today's retirement
commitments. Budgeting on the basis of meeting only the
current year's "pay out" requirements should be prohibited.
I understand that the Department of Defense may so recommend
in the near future.

5. The military should be required to budget enough
annually to cover retirement pay liability for present and
previous servicemen. The cost impact of changes in
retirement benefits should be identified in the budget and
specifically approved by Congress at the time authorized.

6. The 50-some Government retirement plans should be
consolidated into a single system which would include the
military and all other Federal employees.

a. Retirement credits among Government retirement
systems should be fully interchangeable. Civil servants
should not receive double retirement credit for time in
the military, as presently is the case for military
reservists. Conversely, military time creditable toward
civil service retirement should continue to count
throughout retirement instead of being eliminated at
age 62.

b. All Government retirement systems should
defer retired pay until at least age 55. Our citizens
should not be encouraged to believe they can expect a
salary and retired pay during their working years.
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c. All Government retirement systems, not just
the Civil Service Retirement System, should provide rights
to a deferred retirement income of some amount, with
payments starting at age 62, for persons who have served
a prescribed minimum time, say 5 years.

d. Consolidation of all Federal Government
retirement programs should not be used to further delay
reforming military retirement rules.

In revamping the military retirement system, the GovernmenLA
must not break faith with those who have committed themselves
to a career with the understanding that certain benefits
would accrue. Therefore, changes should provide a phase-in
period designed to avoid inequities. Most important,
whatever retirement system the Commission on Military
Compensation recommends, the system must be fair -- and
perceived to be fair -- by military and civilians.

92-784 0 - 82 - 9
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9. QUESTION: What changes should be made to dual compensation
provisions?

ANSWER: In 1977 testimony before the House Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service, I stated that further restrictions
on dual compensation are required. Dual compensation refers
to the practice of drawing a Government salary and Government
retired pay simultaneously, usually by retired military
personnel in civil service jobs. This practice has increased
substantially during the 1970's to the point that today over
140,000 people, comprising five percent of the entire federal
civilian work force, are "double-dipping," that is, receiving
dual compensation. In addition, there may be as many as ten
retired generals and admirals each of whose combined military
pension and federal civilian salary exceed the total salary
paid the Vice-President or Chief Justice of the Supreme Court,
and as many as 25 more who receive more than the members of
the President's Cabinet.

From these figures, it is evident that although the most
startling cases involve retired flag-rank officers, the problem
of double-dipping also involves lower ranking officers and
enlisted men. The problem is not simple. Historically,
Congress has approached it from various directions.

In 1894 Congress passed a law providing that no person could
hold two Federal Government offices if the salary attached to
either was $2,500 or more. At that time, Congressmen earned
$5,000 and the equivalent of today's top civil servants $2,500.
The 1894 law applied only to regular military officers; reserve
officers, enlisted regulars, and enlisted reservists were
exempt, as were elected officials and those appointed with
Senate confirmation. When the law was enacted, it affected
only 390 retired officers--lieutenant commanders, majors, and
above. These officers were prohibited from holding other
jobs in the Federal Government. In 1924 the law was amended
to include officers retired for disability in the line of
duty.

In 1932 another law was passed, and subsequently amended in
1956, to permit regular officers and certain "temporary"
officers retired for "noncombat" disability to hold another
Government job providing their combined federal income did
not exceed $10,000 annually. No restriction was placed on
reserve officers and enlisted.

By 1963, there were over 40 different laws and about 200
separate Comptroller General decisions involving dual compensa-
tion. To eliminate the confusion, a Dual Compensation Bill
was introduced and referred to the Post Office and Civil Service
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Committee. The intent of the original bill was to permit
hiring any qualified military person; to simplify conflicting
statutes; and to treat all military equally--regular, reserve,
officer, or enlisted. As finally passed, however, the Dual
Compensation Act of 1964 restricted the pay of regular officers
only, not the pay of reservists or enlisted. It liberalized
earlier laws by permitting a retired regular officer to draw
a full civil service salary and a reduced retired pay consisting
of the first $2,000 of his military retired pay, plus half his
remaining retired pay in excess of $2,000. This $2,000 figure
is subject to cost of living increases; the figure is now
about $4,200. In other words, a retired regular officer,
employed in the Civil Service, forfeits half his military
retired pay in excess of $4,200. There is no reduction of
retired pay for reserve officers or retired enlisted personnel
in civil service jobs.

The Civil Service Commission has authority to waive the Dual
Compensation Act for retired regular officers. Also, because
of the apparent shortage of qualified people in 1964 to meet
the then urgent needs of the space program, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was provided
statutory authority to exempt 30 NASA jobs from the restrictions
of the Dual Compensation Act. With the NASA exemptions and
the Civil Service Commission waivers, there are now some 42
retired admirals and generals drawing their full military
retired pay as well as their full salary as Federal civilian
officials. A retired four-star admiral or general with a
waiver of the Dual Compensation Act can be employed as a GS-18
and paid $83,000 per year by the Government.

In my opinion, there should be no waivers or NASA exemptions
from the Dual Compensation Act. These loopholes benefit only
a small group of retired senior officers, generally those who
happen to have been in positions of influence prior to retire-
ment. It is difficult to believe that their services, past
or present, warrant federal pay greater than a U.S. Senator's
salary. It is inconceivable that any retired military officer
can be so vital to a Government agency that his job could not
be filled with another fully qualified person willing to work
for the salary that position commands.

Another form of double-dipping falls outside existing
restrictions on dual compensation. This occurs when retired
Government personnel--civilian or military--draw retired
income from the Government but use their influence with former
co-workers to obtain a lucrative salary through Government
contracts for consulting services, studies, or other special
projects. For example, a Navy officer who has become an expert
in some area--entirely at Navy expense--starts drawing retired
pay from the Navy after but twenty years of service, and also
sellshis expertise back to the Navy under a consulting contract
or under a study contract with a "think tank."
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There are many cases where the Navy contracts for special
studies on the basis that the Navy itself does not have
sufficient expertise. These contracts go to "think tanks"
that assign retired officers to the job as "experts." Thus,
we have a curious phenomenon--an officer becomes sufficiently
expert to perform Navy work only after leaving the Navy. This
is a problem which in equity to the Government warrants attention..

Even when the pay restrictions of the Dual Compensation Act
are applied, many retired military people draw combined
incomes far in excess of their civilian pay. It is difficult
for their civilian counterparts to understand why retired
military people should receive a much larger income from the
Government when doing the very same job.

The Dual Compensation Act reduces the pay only of retired
regular officers. This group constitutes less than 4 percent
of the 141,000 retired military working as federal civilians.
Over 96 percent of these so-called double-dippers are reserve
officers or former enlisted men who, being exempt from the
Dual Compensation Act, receive their full civilian pay plus
their full military retired pay, with no reductions. Restricting
dual compensation is a sound concept as a matter of public
policy. The principle should be applied across the board.

In private industry, and elsewhere in Government, employees
do not receive full retired pay as well as.a full salary from
the same employer. If civil servants continue to work for the
Government beyond the date at which they are eligible to retire,
they can draw no more than the pay prescribed for the position
held. However, they continue to earn retirement credits. The
same principle applies in most retirement plans used in private
industry. It should also apply to retired military personnel
who work for the Government.

The United States has no moral commitment or obligation to
pay a full civilian salary plus retired pay to military personnel.
This is particularly so in the case of new hires. Some
exceptions to dual compensation restrictions may be appropriate
in the case of retired military currently in the employ of the
Government. But as a matter of public policy, no Government
agency should have to depend on retired military personnel to
staff its organization. Frequently, filling vacancies with
persons drawing Government retired pay demoralizes career
civil servants who might otherwise have had a chance to fill
these positions. Military persons drawing retired pay have
the option of seeking employment outside the Government if
restrictions on dual compensation are not to their liking.
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The main purpose of a retirement program should be to take
care of those no longer able to work. As such, I have several
recommendations for strengthening the Dual Compensation Act.
Specifically:

1. Waivers of the Dual Compensation Act should be
prohibited. There is no valid justification for the Government
to pay some retired military officers combined civil service
salary and military retired pay greater than the salaries
paid to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the Vice
President, and Members of Congress.

2. Dual Compensation restrictions should apply to all
retired military personnel--regulars, reservists, officers,
enlisted. There is no valid reason to discriminate against
regular officers in applying dual compensation restrictions.

3. Retired military personnel subsequently employed
under civil service should be compensated in the same manner
as civil service employees who continue to work for the
Government after being eligible for retirement. Namely, they
should continue to earn retirement credits, but should not be
paid in total more than the approved civil service salary for
the job.

Implementing the recommendations I have made would result in
substantial progress toward restoring the American people's
confidence in Federal military and civilian retirement programs.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

21 June 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Via: The Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Contractor Independent Research and Development (IR&D)

Ref: (a) My memorandum to the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Research and Development) dtd 30 Apr 1977

(b) Memorandum from the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Research, Engineering, and Systems) to me
dtd 15 Aug 1977

(c) NAVSEA memorandum for Chief of Naval Research
dtd ]8 Aug 1977

(d) Chief of Naval Research ltr dtd 16 Sep 1977
(e) NAVSEA ltr 03C/JHH Ser 3 dtd 19 Jan 1977 with

enclosures

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to request your assistance
in trying to eliminate the present system of Independent
Research and Development (IR&D) payments. I am writing to you
directly because this is a persistent problem which lower level
Navy officials have been unable or unwilling to solve. The
paragraphs which follow explain why I believe the IR&D system
is wasteful, poorly managed and should.be abolished.

2. As I have explained in testimony before Congressional
committees and elsewhere, the following deficiencies exist in
the present IR&D system:

* Virtually any research undertaken by a contractor
can be construed as "independent research and
development."

* The Government has no authority to select, direct or
supervise IR&D work.

* The contractor, not the Government, gets the patent
rights to technical data and inventions developed
with IR&D funds.

* Government officials are lax in enforcing the few
existing controls on allowable IR&D costs.
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* Many defense contractors are insulated from
competitive pressures and thus have no incentive
to hold down IR&D costs.

e IR&D funds can end up as a Government subsidy of
largely commercial ventures.

3. IR&D expenditures have increased at a rapid pace. For
example, in 1968 the Defense Department reported that it spent
about $600 million for Independent Research and Development
(IR&D) and for Bid and Proposal (B&P) expenses. This amounted
to 2.7% of defense procurements. In 1977, the corresponding
amount was $1 billion, about 3.4% of defense procurements.
These reported expenditures are significantly understated
because only about 100 of the largest defense contractors are
included in Defense Department figures. The actual amount
spent by the Defense Department in 1977 was probably well over
$1 billion. Judging from past experience, expenditures may
soon total about $2 billion annually.

4. The question is, what benefit does the Government get for
its investment in IR&D? After a lengthy study, the General
Accounting Office reported in 1975 that it could not determine
whether the benefits of IR&D are worth the cost. I doubt that
ordinary citizens would, year after year, blindly invest in
projects which have no measurable results. Why should the
Government do so?

S. In reference (a), I recommended to the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy (Research and Development) that he work to stop
this wasteful expenditure of scarce public funds. Reference
(b) is his reply. The gist of reference (b) appears to be that
current IR&D policy is sound because it is based on

"... the need of assuring an environment for
innovative concepts..., to develop increased
technical competence in industry for wider
competitive responses and contributing to the
economic stability of defense industry by
broadening their technology base...."

6. Actually the defense industry is dominated by a few
powerful contractors who receive the lion's share of IR&D
payments. These firms can use their large IR&D programs to
sharpen their competitive advantage over smaller firms in
the pursuit of defense business. In this manner, smaller firms
are discouraged from bidding on defense work. Accordingly, I
do not believe that current IR&D policy promotes innovation,
competition, or economic stability among defense contractors.
In fact, just the opposite appears true.
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7. A few examples illustrate why I believe the Government
does not get its money's worth for IR&D expenditures. One
case is the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, where
virtually all work involves submarine construction. For the
past several years, the Naval Sea Systems Command--which has
direct responsibility for shipbuilding within the Defense
Department--has conducted a technical review of Electric Boat's
IR&D program. NAVSEA concluded the program does not warrant
Government funding. Yet NAVSEA's evaluations have been
repeatedly overruled by the Office of Naval Research, which
coordinates IR&D technical evaluations within the Navy, and
by the Air Force, which represents the Government in IR&D
negotiations with all divisions of General Dynamics. The IR&D
ceilings negotiated for Electric Boat's programs by the Air
Force have risen from $700,000 in 1975 to about $900,000 in
1976 and 1977.

8. In reference (c), the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
requested the Chief of Naval Research to ensure that future
IR&D negotiations at Electric Boat be based on the technical
evaluations performed by NAVSEA. In reference (d) the Chief
of Naval Research replied that to be "meaningful," the NAVSEA
technical evaluations of IR&D proposals, which are presently
written in standard English, should be reduced to numerical
ratings and tabulated on DD Form 1855. This form is used to
"score" a contractor's IR&D proposal.

9. Unfortunately, the graded areas do not include a determina-
tion of a project's value to the Government. Also, the scores
are weighted as a function of "evaluator qualifications;"
however, the scorer grades himself in this area. Often,
evaluators have no expertise in, or responsibility for, the
proposed work. For example, the Office of Naval Research
invited the "Army Tank Automotive R&D Command" to evaluate
Electric Boat's 1978 IR&D proposal.

10. The Government's processing of Electric Boat's 1978 IR&D
proposal reveals the futility of the present system:

* In May 1978 the company submitted its final proposal
for $803,500. The Air Force has already set a
$900,000 limit--$100,000 more than requested.

* The Naval Sea Systems Command expects to complete
its technical evaluation of the proposal shortly;
a review by various Defense Department organizations
is scheduled for later this year.
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Under the circumstances it is highly unlikely that the technical
evaluations will have any significant impact on the amounts
finally negotiated.

11. A similar situation pertains at Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division, Litton Systems, Incorporated. Reference (e)
informed the Office of Naval Research that Ingalls' IR&D
proposal for 1977 was not worth the Government's investment.
The Naval Material Command subsequently agreed to give Ingalls
a combined IR&D/B&P ceiling of $860,000.

12. I understand that Ingalls' IR&D proposal for 1978 has
just been negotiated by the Naval Material Command and that
the company was allowed almost all of the amount it requested.
One proposed project involves a-study of the possible use of
sails and windpower for Naval ship propulsion. The Naval Sea
Systems Command has stated that Ingalls' 1978 proposed work is
of no value whatever to the Navy. However, the Office of
Naval Research has reported this "severe opinion" was not
shared by other reviewers of the Ingalls proposal.

13. I do not mean to single out Electric Boat or Ingalls for
criticism. The problem is with the IR6D system as a whole and
those who administer it. Turning over large sums of money to
defense contractors to spend as they see fit and without close
supervision is neither an economical nor sensible way to
accomplish any work, let alone research and development.

14. The Defense Department is chronically short of funds to
contract-directly for defense related research and development.
Why should it waste billions on an IR&D system which features
runaway costs, no accountability, and dubious benefits to the
Government?

15. President Carter has urged Government agencies to curb
unnecessary spending and to promote more efficiency in Govern-
ment. I know that you support him in these efforts. IR&D
offers a good opportunity to cut back federal spending in the
Defense Department without impinging on our military capability.

16. Based on the above, I recommend that you take whatever
action is necessary to abolish the present IR&D system. In
the meantime, I also recommend that you:

* Instruct IR&D negotiators to be guided by the
technical evaluations of proposed IR&D work.

* Permit only persons who have expertise in the
proposed work to evaluate it.
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* Instruct responsible defense personnel to reject
IRGD programs where the benefits to the Govern-
ment do not warrant the costs.

* Arrange to finance worthy research and development
by direct contract, so that the Government can
supervise the work and retain appropriate rights to
resulting technical data, inventions, and patents.

17. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take
in this matter.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering and Systems)
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

24 NOV 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR POWER (NAVSEA)

'SUBJECT: Contractor Independent Research and Development (IRMD)

Within the past few days your memorandum of 21 June 1978 was forwarded
to this office. We regret that our reply has therefore been so delayed.

We have read your memorandum with great interest and, of course, we are
already aware of your views on IR&D. We appreciate your comments and
will certainly consider them in any future revisions to the Department
of Defense policy on IR&D. However, we.basically disagreejdlb your
assessment of deficiencies and believe the-pFe-s'ifijsystem is fundamen-
tally soundi. This is not to say that Improvements cannot be made, and
we expect to'malde hdjustments to-the policy as they are needed.

Your continuiog interest In the IR&D policy is appreciated, and Your
comments-will he givein.cirefut.co'n73derattf6n. We welcome any Input you
maY have regarding IR&D problem areas and your recommendations for their
resolution.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

'ASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 8REP.'Y NCEPERTO018 Oct. 1978

Honorable Joseph G. Minish
House of Representatives
Room 2162
Raybbrn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Minish:

I read yesterday that for Fiscal Year 1978 the Renegotiation
Board announced excess profit determinations of $34 million--
nearly six times the Board's annual operating cost--after
reviewing only a small portion of the Board's $150 billion
backlog. This confirms what you have been telling your
colleagues in Congress--that there arc vast sums to be saved
for American taxpayers through effective renegotiation.

In this regard, the taxpayers owe you a debt of gratitude
for your tireless efforts to recover excessive profits on
defense contracts. I doubt that even your own constitutents
have any appreciation of the long hours you have devoted in
this area, not only for them, but for all Americans. Nor
would they be able to conceive of the pressures that the large
and powerful defense contractor lobbyists have brought to bear
to thwart your efforts as the House's foremost proponent of
renegotiation. Despite these pressures, you have never
wavered from your determination to serve our citizens and
taxpayers.

I want you to know that in all my years of dealing with
members of Congress, I have found you completely dedicated
to the public good--a public servant in the finest sense of
the word. By standing firm on principle; by relentlessly
pursuing your objective against overwhelming odds; and by
knowing your subject, you are a model legislator.

It is an honor to know and to work with you. And, in your
continuing efforts, remember the words of the Italians of old,
"Illegitimati non carborundum.'

Respectfully,

G. Rickover
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C 20362

ON REPLY REFER TO

18 April 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Government Participation in Privately Sponsored
Seminars

1. Attached is a brochure announcing a two-day seminar
to be held in the Washington area in June and in the Boston
area in July on the Federal "Source Evaluation and Selection
Process". This seminar is sponsored by an organization
called "The Technical Marketing Society of America" and
is managed by another group called "State of the Art Seminars".
Fees to attend the seminar range from $195 to $325.

2. The stated purpose of the seminar is to promote an
understanding of the Federal Source Selection Process.
The attached brochure portrays this process as, among
other things, "complicated, cumbersome, often confusing,
and sometimes contradictory". The brochure also states
that there is insufficient information concerning the
process. The seminar will feature a "guest expert" who
apparently will conduct the entire seminar. This individual
is an Air Force Contracting Officer who purportedly has
extensive Government procurement background.

3. In my opinion the Government should not participate in
the sort of seminar promoted by the attached brochure nor
should the Government send its people to them. If the
Government needs to disseminate more information concerning
the Federal Source Selection Process, there are surely more
efficient, thrifty, and comprehensive means than the
proposed seminar. It is not clear why federal employees
should be charged $195 each by private organizations
simply to hear one of their own co-workers describe his area
of expertise. It seems to me that this exchange of
information could be accomplished more cheaply in Government
facilities, under Government auspices. Likewise, as
a result of the proposed seminar, the Government will lose
the services of the speaker for a minimum of four days--
probably much more when preparation and travel time are
considered. I question the propriety of this allocation
of public resources, particularly if the principal
beneficiaries are the sponsoring organization and the
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conference managers, who at least will receive valuable
publicity, and perhaps much more. Moreover, the fact
that a Government employee is participating in the
seminar gives it an aura of official sanction which likely
encourages the attendance of Government people and which
may be interpreted as Government endorsement of whatever
views are expressed in the seminar.

4. If training federal employees in specialized areas
is needed, this should be accomplished by Government-
sponsored meetings and seminars. Likewise, if the
Government needs to open these meetings or seminars
to private parties, it could do so on a selected basis--
all at considerably less cost than indicated by the fee
schedule cited in the attached brochure.

5. In my opinion, conferences sponsored by private
organizations and featuring high attendance fees and
Government participants are all too common. I also
believe that such arrangements are not proper.
Therefore I recommend that you take steps to elimate
Department of Defense participation in seminars of the
type described in the attached and that you recommend
that similar steps be taken throughout the Federal
Government.

Encl e G.RWRiL '?e

Copy to:
The Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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ADOUT TN, CliL-ST EXrEiRT
TIM CORAVOS has many years experience in the specific fields of RFP Preparation, Source
Evaluation, and Source Selection. He is currently a Contracting Officer for the Air Force's
Electronic Systems Division fESD), Directorate of Systems Contracts. In this capacity, he has
procurement responsibility for large, complex, competitive systems acquistions. He develops

IP4t ~ early acquisition planning strategy, prepares RFP's, including specific evaluation criteria, and
serves as Cltief of the Contract Definitization Team of the Source Selection Evaluation Board
fSSEB. He assists in she initial evaluation of proposals and is responsible for the post proposal

'5? / ) { t\ submittal evaluation phase including Questions/Deficiencies/Answers/Orals. He is heavily
i~ p ,~1*~ . involved in writing the final SSEB evaluation reports to the Source Selection Advisory Council

t^i t);:'tllt(SSAC) and Source Selection Authority (SSA), and chairs any subsequent debriefings to
unsuccessful bidders.

Prior to his present position, he served as ESD's Source Selection Officer and Chief of the ESO Source Selection

Secretariat. He was responsible for providing technical support to all ESD source selections Specifically, he was an

advisor to all SSEB's, SSA C's, and SSA 's In addition to actively participating in several ESD source selections, he

was also an instructor to new source selection groups and was a co-author of ESD's Supplement to AFR 7a 15 (the

official Air Force Source Selection Guide). And, he has first hand knowledge of the source selection policies, pro-

cedures and techniques used by other Government agencies and departments. Mr. Coravos has a B.S. Degree in

Business Administration (Marketing Major) and a Masters in Business Administration (Government Procurement
Concentration).

His credentials are impeccable; his style of presentation is direct, candid, and fully competent. Personnel from

both the Government and Contractor community will benefit greatly from his presentation. If you have a need to
really understand the source selection process, you cannot afford to miss this seminar.

THIS SEMINAR DEALS WITH THE ACTUAL, CURRENT SPECIFIC SYSTEMS IN USE BY THE DOD

AND VARIOUS OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FOR SELECTING THE WINNING PROPOSAL

FROM VARIOUS COMPETING CONTRACTORS IN A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE STRUCTURED SITUA-
TION.

ABOUT THE l'00-,C-vAN
A RIDDLE WiRAPPED IN AN ENIGMA

J is how many people regard the Federal Source Selection Process - especially Contractor personnel responsible

for the many decisions (technical, management, cost) that go into the new business proposal. Equally perplexed are

many Government personnel responsible for their (the customer's) side of the procurement process.
How is the system designed to work? How does it REALLY WORK? If there are differences, what are they?

Why?
ILLUMINATION FROM THE TOP

The real system(s) as it exists today is complicated, cumbersome, often confusing and sometimes contradictory.
Yet, at the same time, it is orderly, competent, comprehensive, thorough and as nearly objective as is humanly
possible.

Why the confusion? Why the wonder (and occasional protests)? The answer is simple -insufficient information.
A lack of information about the formal and informal process exists in the procurement community. A gap exists
between the systeti designers, the users and industry. This very unusual seminar bridges that gap.

MUCH TO OUt DELIGHT

A competent Government source selection expert with impeccable credentials and an articulate and interesting

presentation style has agreed to take the podium. Tim Coravos is an expert -his position and actual experience

speak volumes. Although specializing in DOD procurements, his knowledge Transcends all high technology
Government procurements - Army, Navy, Air Force, NASA, DoE and other agencies.

DESIGNED FOR ALL COMERS
This program was not designed solely for procurement experts, but was also designed for the wide variety of

personnel who are actually affected by the source selection process. The expert will find much new material by
which to grow. But, j(st as important, all seminar attendees, regardless of background, will come away with a
complete undeistandiijg of how lie source selection process eauly woiks.

I-ONG, LONG OVERDUE

This seminar is long overdue. If you or your personnel really want or need to understand the source selection

process in a comprehensive but clear and meaningful way, you canet afford en miss this seminar. Mr. Coravon

presentation is iriimovative, refreshing, sometimes brilliant and based upon massive experience. You must plan to
attend. - - -
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REGiSTRATION SiD: A.1 - PROGRAM! STARTS 9:00 A.M.

Part I THE CONVENTIONRAL SOURCE SEE ECTON
PnOCESS
o What Source Selection Really Is
o Current Source Selection Policies, Procedures and

Regulations
o The Formal Source Selection Organization

o Key Personntl and Their Responsibilities
* Program office (SPO)
* Source Selection Evaluation Board ISSEB)
* Source Selection Advisory Council (SSAC)
o Source Selection Authority (SSA)

o Evaluation Procedures: What's Allowed, How They
Work, Selecting the Right One

O The Role of the Consultant and Advisor
a Key Source Selection Documents - How They are

Prepared
c The Deficiency/Clarification Process
O Major Source Selection Events - Time Phasing

Part 2 IIAIDLLIG THE NEW FOUR-STEP PROCESS
- When Is It Applicable?

Sequence of Actual Events
o Conducting Limited Discussions
o Clarifications vs Oeficiencies
c The Common Cut-Off
; Selecting and Negotiating With One Offeror

Part 3 TiE DEVELCPFLsEIIT AND MEANING OF
EVAL UATION CRITERIA
o Structuring the RFP to Corselate with the Source

Selection Organization
o How to Establish and Follow the RFP Track

* Evaluation Factors for Award
* Instructions for Proposal Preparation
* Source Selection Evaluation Criteria

iv Whiat do the Evaluation Criteria Really Tell You?
* Electronics, Radar, Communications
* Discriminators en Boilerplates

r: The All Important Clues in the RFP
s How to Write Instructions for Proposal Preparation

to Facilitate Evaluations
r The Right Way to Answer the RFP

Part4 SCLi:,IG AND V:EIGHTiIIG TECHNIQUES
o Numerical Scoring, Color Coding, Narrative

Assessments
o Standards for Actual Scoring

* Who Writes Theiri
* How They Are Used In Evaluation - Exactly

oGWho Actually Assigns The Scares - How
G Impact of Deficiency/Clarification Responses on

Scores
1; Scoring an Alternate Proposal

* Should You Subrilmt an Alternate?
SSAC Weighting Techniques

Part 5 "I IE PRICE TAG' COST/PRICE
o Management and Technical Interface
c Creditable and Realistic Cost Determination
r The Cost Trach
e The DCAA Audit Role
u Life Cycle Cost Implications
a Design to Cost
o Cost Incentives
iT The Most Probable Cost Assessment
t1 Best and Final Submission
o Final Evaluation Process

Part B THE CONTRACT PHIASE
o Compliance with RFP Clauses

* How Deviations are Treated
PFace to Face Discussions
* Common Negotiation Strategies
o Preparing the Offeror for BAFO
* What Every Offeror Should Know About BAFO
* Who To Bring

G Verification vs Evaluation
in Impact of Oral Discussions on Scores

Part7 T!iE DECISION
flow the Criteria is Used to Pick the Winner

o Cost/Price Role in "Winning"
r Design to Cost/Life Cycle Cost
a Pact Performance/Related Experience

Bect and Final Price vs Probable Cost
o Impact of Certain SSEB and SSAC Personnel
oThe SSEB Report and Briefing
o The SSAC Report and Final Selection Briefing to

the SSA

PartB IPROTESTS
o Can They Work?
o How When, Where?
o Residual Effects

Part 9 EVER'FTHIING YOU WANTED TO KNOW 'COOUT
SOURCE SELECTION LOT WERE AFRAID TO AS"
o Two Step Formal Advertising
* Smaller R&D Study Source Selections
. Debriefings
* Who to Bring
* How to Make Them Worthwhile

o Past Performance as a Ranked Evaluation Factor for
Award

a lTe Draft RFP and the RFP Reference Room
e Source Selection Tips

Snme Personal Experiences
- Advice Every Contractor Should Heed

92-784 0 - 82 - 10
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ABOUT !: I r ,k Se, Gfl, EST EXVI ;: SLLzIaS

B)ACKGROOUNLD

As technical content specialists for program development, principal sponsor and cosponsor with other major
professional associations in the U.S. and Europe, the Technical Marketing Society of America is in an unparalleled
position to select, work with, and judge attendee respcnse to literally hundreds of excellent speakers a year -
covering scores of topics. We are also in a unique position to understand audience reaction to the subjects being
covered - both in specific topic selection and in the depth/detail level of the topic being discussed.

1-HE lROE L EM

Analyzing this knowledge base, it is apparent that while we are succeeding in presenting excellent conferences that
satisfy our attendee constituency, we do not always meet one expressed need. This is the need for a much closer
look at the details and tight specifics of a given discipline or topic - with enough time allowed to insure really
comprehensive subject coverage.

THE SOL;1 i ION

Hence, the TMSA Guest Expert Series was initiated to satisfy this need. Our method is to hand-pick an articulate,
proven expert, carefully monitor the details and techniques to be presented, and insure that the presentation is
done in an optimal learning environment.

Our Goal: To insure user-level penetration sufficient to equip each attendee with the tools, knowledge and
motivation necessary for immediate application to the job.

FEE xAC. :;nD 4 T:ONS EtrLArTIONS
The fee pen reg strant is 325. Fo TMSA members the lee is Registrants sthold make hote mes, Cancdlaiton of t onfitmad regrisTa
S300. For tems of 3 or mre, the lee is $275 each. Fee tor atov diiectrl mth the hotr. B.e tiny may be made up to 10 daya
Goverment/Mlitary and Unverainy pe..ornel is S19ts, ur to mention the TMSA Source priut to the corferene You must
Please complae and return the regrstator tore below or Evalutatrn Seminar to obtaun ipei1 ubtain aurncellaino x number tram
registar by phone Fan are payable in advance. Tuition. graup raiv. Rgertations shoxld be oa regiatrar in order that the can
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OEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYST( MS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C 70362

20 April 1979

The Honorable Ronald M. Mottl
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Mottl:

On 12 September 1977 I testified before the House Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education in support of your
bill to develop National Scholastic Standards and tests.

As finally enacted, the bill authorized federal assistance in developing
testing programs in basic skills and grants to State or local education-
al agencies that wish to establish basic scholastic standards.

In our recent conversation you said that you would be testifying to the
House Appropriations Committee in support of this provision and asked
for my views. As you know, many States and localities agree with the
need for scholastic standards and tests in reading, writing, and mathe-
matics and are taking steps to establish and implement such standards
and tests. However, this can be a difficult and expensive task which
many localities may not be able to afford. In this regard, the Federal
Government could be of assistance. Specifically:

1. The Federal Government has access to more expertise than
any single individual, State, or locality.

2. Developing standards and tests at the national level would help

eliminate unnecessary duplication of effort among the many States and
school districts attempting to design their own standards and tests.

3. National standards and tests would provide another basis for
States and localities to evaluate the standards and tests they have
already adopted.
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I would like to emphasize that standards and tests developed by the
Federal Government should be strictly voluntary, to be used or not
as States and localities desire. This effort should not be expensive
and would not usurp the States' control over their own educational
system.

I would confine the federal involvement to providing technical assis-
tance in the form of actual standards and tests. [ do not believe that
the Federal Government should provide grants for this purpose to
State and local school districts.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this issue. I wish you
success in your efforts to upgrade the quality of education in this
country.

&La <1, Respectfully,

40v
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

2 May 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF FEDERAL PROCUREMENT
POLICY

Subj: "A Uniform Profit Policy for Government Acquisition';
recormnendations concerning

Ref: (a) Federal Register Vol. 44, No. 45, dtd 6 March

(b) GAO Report "Recent Changes in the Defense
Department's Profit Policy--Intended Results
Not Achieved" (OSD Case f5043)

1. Reference (a) requested comments on a potential policy
for determining negotiation objectives for profits on
Government contracts. The proposed policy would restructure
the factors used in setting prenegotiation profit objectives
and would base much of the profit for manufacturing and
construction contractors on capital employed rather than
solely on cost of performance. The proposed policy is
directed toward providing an incentive for contractors to
invest in more efficient facilities and thereby reduce
federal acquisition costs. This memorandum provides my
comments and recommendations on the proposed profit policy.

2. The proposed procedure would, for construction and
manufacturing contractors, base approximately seventy
percent of the prenegotiation profit objective on capital
employed and thirty percent on costs. The effect would
be to pay higher profits to contractors with large
investments in Government work and lower profits to
contractors with smaller investments. In this way, the
proposed procedure is intended to reward those who invest
in labor saving equipment, and at the same time
deemphasize the importance of estimated cost as a
consideration in determining profit objectives.

3. I have long advocated that greater consideration should
be given to contractor investment in evaluating negotiated
profits. However, in my opinion, new procedures for computing
profit objectives as a percentage of facilities investment
will not result in additional contractor investment or
reduced costs to the Government. Considerations other
than Government profit criteria such as cash flow, taxes,
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future business prospects and equipment and facilities
obsolesence determine when a contractor invests in new
facilities. As long as existing facilities are adequate
to do the job, it is rarely to a company's advantage to
invest in new facilities before they are needed.

4. Experience has shown that changing the procedures for
determining negotiated profit objectives inevitably results
in the Government paying higher profits without any measurable
improvement in facilities or performance. For example:

a. In 1964 the Defense Department adopted a weighted
guidelines procedure for computing negotiated profits.
Although the DOD sponsors contended that the
intent of the change was not to raise profits, the GAO
found that DOD profit rates increased, on the average,
two percentage points as a result of the new system.

b. In 1976 the Defense Department again revised its
profit procedures in an attempt to encourage contractors
to invest in cost reducing facilities. The revised
procedures included (1) consideration of the amount of
facilities investments in establishing profit objectives
and (2) allowability of the imputed cost of facilities
capital. DOD again intended to hold the overall average
of profit rates at about the same level. Yet reference (b)
reported that negotiated profit rates on DOD contracts
have increased an average of 7.8 percent, expressed as a
percentage of prior rates, since the implementation of the
revised procedures. Of the 66 respondents to a General
Accounting Office questionnaire, none had invested in
facilities as a direct result of the revised Defense
Department profit procedures.

S. Because of the noncompetitive nature of much of
Government contracting, the Government is in a poor
position to implement changes in profit policy which do
not have industry support. Contractors who can justify
higher profits based on the proposed procedure will demand
them; those who cannot will insist on at least maintaining
present profit levels.

6. The assignment of greater weight to capital employed
in determining negotiation objectives may provide some
incentive for contractors to invest. It may also, however,
provide the contractor with an increased incentive to
raise his profit by manipulating data concerning his
investments. Contracting Officers are generally at a
disadvantage as compared to industry when negotiations involve
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complicated accounting issues and disputes between
Government auditors and contractors. Implementation of
the proposed procedures could make this situation worse.

7. With regard to current methods of establishing
negotiation profit objectives, my experience has been
limited to the weighted guidelines procedures used by the
Defense Department and Department of Energy. I do not
contend that these methods are the most effective in
encouraging contractor efficiency or investment. Nor do
I deny that return on investment is generally a better
indicator than return on costs in judging the profitability
of a contract. I believe however, that although the
proposed procedures may offer theoretical advantages,
in actual practice they will expose the Government to
increased costs without accomplishing the purpose intended.

8. I recommend the following:

a. Require that contractors and major subcontractors
report actual profits on a return-on-investment basis.
The Government should maintain these data in a central
file for use by Contracting Officers.

b. Rather than apply new procedures for establishing
negotiated profit objectives, Government agencies should
continue to use existing methods. Profit objectives
calculated by these methods should then be compared with
return on investment data and adjusted upward or downward
to establish a reasonable profit level in terms of return
on investment. Contracting Officers should be required to
evaluate and justify the prenegotiation profit objective in
relation to historical return on investment data for that
type of work from the central file and from published
indsutry data for comparable non-Government work.

9. I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the
proposed policy.

*t 1'Rick over

Copy to:
Secretary of Defense Secretary of Energy
Secretary of the Navy Under Secretary of Energy
Chief of Naval Material Assistant Secretary for Energy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Technology, DOE
Command Director, Procurements & Contracts

Management Directorate, DOE
Program Director for Nuclear
Energy Programs, DOE
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DEPARIIMENTOF THE NAVY
igf~ . . _., aNAVAL SEA SYSTEMIS CO' ii

WVASHING SOtJ, D.C. 2U3G2

0811-617
3 August 1979

Elmer B. Staats
Chairman
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats,

In the May 25, 1979, issue of the Federal Register, the
Cost Accounting Standards Board published for comment a
revised proposed standard to promote uniformity and
consistency in the accumulation and allocation of
independent research find development (IR&D) and bid and
proposal (BEP) costs.

Last November 15, I commented on an earlier draft of
this proposed standard, originally published in the
-Federal Register July 28, 1978 (a copy of my letter is
attached). My letter discussed problems in the administration
of the Defense Department's IR&D program and indicated the
new standard should " . take into account some of the
abuses observed in the past and be devised so as to minimize
the chances for abuse in the futLre " I recommended that
all IRtjD costs be pooled at the home office level and
then allocated in a consistent and uniform manner over
the entire business. This policy would serve as a
deterrent to contractors undertaking frivolous IR&D
projects or projects of questionable military relevance in
divisions where costs would otherwise be borne primarily
by the Government. I also agreed with the Board that IR&D
should be costed in the year incurred.

The above comments, as well as other comments in my letter,
have not been incorporated into the proposed standard. In
fact, the proposed standard as revised emphasizes the allocation
of home office and segment IRIjD expense to business units
on a beneficial or causal relationship instead of requiring
that all IR4D costs be pooled at the home office level
and then allocated across the business as I recommended.
This sets up a situation which would enable contractors to
pick and choose among allocation bases to maximize the
allocation of IR&D to Government contracts. Similarly,
the proposed criteria applicable to the deferral of IR&D
and B9P costs could be used to charge deferred costs in
periods then allocation to Government contracts can be
maximized.
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I strongly recommend that the proposed standard be revised
to incorporate the comments in my letter of November 15, 1978.
With funding for many important defense programs reduced
because of stringent budgets, it is imperative that
Government contracts not be burdened with an inordinate
share of contractors independent research costs.

I would appreciate being advised of the action being taken
with regard to the above comments.

Sincerely,

-G 'Rlckove r
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DEPARTMEN r OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMM-AND

44 ~~~~~~~~~WASHIINGTU';N.2TG
IN REPLY REFER TO

15 Nov. 1978

Elmer B. Staats
Chairman
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, N.11.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

In the July 28, ].978 issue of the Federal Register, the Cost

Accounting Standards Board published for public comment a

proposed standard to promote uniformity and consistency in the

accumulation and allocation of indep~endent research and develop-
ment and bid and proposal costs (IRCD and B4P).

Attached is my November 1, 1974, letter to you regarding problems

in the administration of the Defense Department's IR&D program.
Under this program, the Defense Department spends nearly $1

billion annually for contractor-initiated IR1D. Yet, the Defense

Department exercises, in my opinion, no control or direction

over how these funds are spent, even in cases where the Govern-

ment finances virtually all the work. Moreover, the contractors

retain exclusive rights to technical data and inventions developed
under this program.

I have testified to Congress that the Defense Department should
allow costs of IR&D projects only when such costs are specifically
provided by contract and then only to the extent such work
benefits the contract work itself. In cases where contractor
proposed research and development projects have sufficient
benefit to warrant the cost, the Defense Department should
finance the work by direct contract, rather than through IR8D.

Responsible Government officials would supervise the work, as

they are supposed to for all work the Government undertakes.

I still believe this recommended approach to research and

development would best serve the interests of our Government,
and that the present IR&D system should be abolished.

I recognize that the Cost Accounting Standards Board has stayed

away from issuing opinions on whether IR&D or other costs are

allowable. Instead, the Board promulgates standards for measuring

and allocating costs. It is in this vein that the Board developed
the proposed standard on IR&D and BDP. Since the Defense Depart-

ment has shown no signs of abolishing the present IR&D program,

and since the program is subject to abuse, it is important that
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the standards promulgated by the Board take into account some
of the abuses observed in the past and be devised so as to
minimize the chances for abuse in the future. This can, in
my opinion, be accomplished consistent with your objective of
sound accounting. It is with this in mind that I offer the
following comments on your proposed standard.

The proposed standard should distinguish between IR&D and B&P
to permit separate and distinct allocation of IR&D costs from
B&P-costs. The Board historically has maintained a policy of
accumulating costs within each business division (segment) and
then allocating those costs downward across the total business
activity of that particular division or any remaining lower level
divisions. The proposed standard requires this longstanding
treatment for B&P costs with which l agree. It is easy to dis-
tinguish the divisions which derive benefit from B&P costs. It
is difficult to conceive that the work resulting from B&P costs
of one division has a direct benefit to other divisions at the
same level or higher within the business organization.

On the other hand, proponents of IR&D contend that all business
divisions benefit from this effort.' In the Defense Department
IR&D program, the Defense Department concluded that research
on commercial toasters had a potential military relevance.
Since many contractors claim that the military benefits from
their far flung IR&D projects, it follows that commercial divisions
must similarly benefit from IR&D performed at divisions dedicated
primarily to military work. Suppose a contractor chooses to
overload with IR&D a division which, for the most part, is defense
oriented and where the constraints of competition are either
weak or do not exist. The Defense Department has no way of
knowing whether the benefits derived by the contractor from the
IR&D serve to enhance the contractor's'defense business or the
cpntractor's commercial business, yet the Defense Department
ends up paying the major portion of the cost of such work.

Since many defense contractors also compete in commercial markets
where competition is likely to be greater than it is in the
defense industry, a requirement that IR&D costs incurred by
divisions be pooled at the corpofate headquarters and then
allocated to all divisions, both defense and commercial, might
serve as a deterrent to contractol& undertaking frivolous IR&D
projects in divisions where the 4entire costs would otherwise be
borne primarily by the Government. Therefore, I recommend
that the proposed standard be revised to require that all IR&D
costs be pooled at the corporate headquarters and allocated in
a consistent and uniform manner over the entire business.

The proposed standard should be expanded to include treatment
of B&P costs for existing contracts as distinguished from B&P
costs for potential contracts. There is a rationale'for treating
B&P costs for changes to existing contracts differently than
B&P costs for new procurement. Navy shipbuilding contracts,
for example, provide for an equitable increase in the price of
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existing contracts to cover effort incurred by the contractor
i1. preparing bids and proposals for changes requested by the
Navy. The proposed standard should permit, as a direct change
to the contract, B&P costs incurred as a result of amendments,
modifications, or changes to existing contracts, provided this
treatment is consistently applied to all contracts, both Govern-
ment and commercial.

I agree with the Board that IR&D should be costed in thd year
incurred. If IR&D is considered to be a cost of doing business,
it-should be treated as such. This requirement that IR&D
be costed in the year incurred provides a consistent basis for
all contractors. If contractors are permitted to pick and choose
among IR&D projects and set their own standards for when these
costs are to be allocated, many will no doubt make these
decisions on a basis which will result in maximum allocation to
Government contracts. Further, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board's Statement No. 2 dated October, 1974, made it clear that
for financial accounting purposes that IR&D should be treated
as an expense of the current year and not deferred. It is only
proper that the Cost Accounting Standards Board treat IR&D as
costs of the current year. Therefore, I recommend that the
proposed standard not be changed to allow deferral of IR&D costs
to later years.

The proposed standard should be revised to require the allocation
of contractors' general and administrative (G&A) expenses to
IR&D and B&P projects. When the Government or another contractor
places a research and development contract directly, that contract
is allocated its appropriate share of G&A expenses. G&A expenses
incurred as a result of an IR&D or a B&P project are real costs,
and should be identified as real costs of that project. The
annual reports to Congress on total expenditures of IR&D and
B&P costs for major defense contractors will reflect more realistic
figures if these costs are allocated their fair share of G&A
expenses.

I would appreciate being advised of what action you decide to
take with regard to my comments.

Sincerely,

RK, G.vt RX
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UNIT)D STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASV'.aNGTC?1.V..C. 24

% pZ I{C~~~~~14Y 1 1574

Honoirable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staatw

In a letter d4Fpteaber 27, 1974, Mr. R. W. Gutmann of your staff
requested my chats on alternative approaches to the treatment by the
Defense Depaemnt of contractor independent research and development costs
(IR&D). The fourteen alternative approaches ranged from removal of all
Defense Department controls over IR&D, to strict control of these costs
through grants or contracts. I am responding directly to you because I
believe IR4D is an important subject meriting your personal attention.

First, I want to consent on some of the underlying assumptions about IR&D
and defense procurement that these approaches appear to make and with which
I disagree. For example, there seems to be an assumption that without
IR&D, weapons development will be adversely affected. Certainly, some
technological developments in weaponry may have flowed fran work funded
under IR&D. But since World War II, the great majority of weapons technology
has flowed from Government-directed defense work. During this period, most
defense research and development has been funded directly by the Government
through in-house laboratories and through contracts and grants to private
industry and educational institutions. In over 50 years of naval experience,
I have not found direct funding of research and.development to be stifling
to technological or scientific creativity. Thus, a change in the treatment
of IR6D, in my opinion, would not haper the development of weapons technology.

There also appears to be an inherent assumption that the Government has an
obligation to subsidize contractors! independent research and development
programs. For example, one disadvantage listed for a direct grant system of
funding IR&D is that "contractors could be reluctant to use their own funds
for research if they are not sure of getting grant funds for tUrtfieworT.'
(underlining mine). The question inevitably arises that if the research is
not sufficiently attractive to be funded either by the contractor, or directly
by the Government, why should the Government pay for it indirectly?

Mich of the debate over IR&D within the defense community is being conducted
with a basic misconception about defense procurement. There is a continuous
search for the correct management fornula or the ideal organizational
structure under which defense procurement dollars automatically will be well
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spent without having to resort to Go-;ej-nmert surveillance. Unfortunately,
ra, experience has been that resen ch mand development end proolrmnont do not
lend thcmselves to simple, Eutaratic policies. J find, for exu.calc, when
dealing in these areas that research is not easily differentiated from
development; some work can legiturmately be classified in either category.
Proper administration of research and dcvelrnznt comes not fran m'lore
precise definitions of these terms, but fromr better knowledge and closer
technical control of the projects being undertaken.

Independent research and development and bid and proposal costs (BKP)
are often interchangeable. Companies may treat certain costs as either IRI&D
or 84P for accounting purposes. This principle is even recognized in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation which eerrits co.panies to recover
costs for LUP over the negotiated ceiling as long as the Ceiling on IR4D
costs is reduced by a like ameunt, and vice versa.

There is essentially no competition in most defense procurement. The only
truly competitive procurements are formally advertised procurements, and
they represent typically about eleven percent of prim: contract dollars
per year. On the other hand, over half of all defense procurement is placed
under sole source or follow-on, non-comcetitive conditions. In this
atmosphere, there is little real incentive for defense contractors to cut
costs, and to manage closely such overhead progrmrs as 2P4D. On the contrary,
current D-fense Depoartmnt profit policies reward high costs with high
profits, and provide a positive incentive for inefficiency and lax umnage-ent.

Finally, fixed price type contracts do not ensure low prices; nor do they
protect the Goverrnment's interests sufficiently to make Defense Department
controls over IR&D unrecessary. Fixed price contracts and subcontracts
awarded under non-competitive conditions do limit to some extent the Govern-
ment's exposure to cost oversans. But they give a contractor little incentive
to submit the laoest reasonable bid orice. Thus, fixed priced contracts
are not a substitute for effective competition. In fact, as I am sure you
are aware, there is no magical mix of comtract types that can substitute
for real competition or, in the absence of such competition, for Government
surveillance of contractor operations.

What disturbs me the most is that the GAO proposals, like much of the
current debate, tend to consider IR&D only from the contractors' point of
view. Little if any attention is being given to IRPD as it affects the user--
the Defense Department. Yet, these are important considerations, particularly
in a period of budget stringency. For example:
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The Navy is short of critically needed resoarch end d&velocnt
funds. In fiscal year 1973, the last year for which figures
are available, the Defense Department pvid $441 million for
contractor independent reeearah mtd developmeont work. In contrast,
the total Navy exploratory develawo-nt budget for fiscal year
1975 is under S300 million. MaLny important submarine raesarch
projects have had to be canceled, deferred, or cut back in such
areas as advanced sonars, ccam.nications, wcapons, navigation,
and nuclear propmlsion due to a lack of money. Yet contractors
are able to pursue their adn research and d veloplaent projects
because of the Defense Departmentls largesse with funds.

Mhile hundreds of millions of defense dollars each year are spent
for IR&D, the benefits accruing to the military from this work are
uncertain. In my opinien, whatever benefits have accrued from
this program in past years have not been worth the cost. Certainly
this is true in the areas in which I have direct knuaoledgae.

The Government has little control over IR&D programs. The Defense
Department cannot actively supervise or ever, closely monitor
the work; it cannot eliminate unnecessary duDlication; and it
cannot direct that certain projects be undertaken or perforewd.

The Goverment receives neither rights to technical data nor
patent rights frcm wvork perfozmred under IRID. On the contrary, if
a product or process daveloned under IR&D is patented by the
contractor, the Goverrosent may have to pay a royalty for use of the
patented item. I encoumtered one case waeie a contractor developed
an automatic welding machine under an IRID program, for which 99
percent of the costs ware paid by the Defcnse Department. The
welding machine was then marketed to defense suppliers who passed
on the royalty costs to the Government in the price of their work
In this case, the Government paid for developirg the invention
and continues to have to pay for the rights to use it.

In addition to these drawbacks to IR4D frcin the Government's point of
view, the present IR&D system is actually anti-casometitive. Comoanies doing
defense business are able to develop inventions at Government expense which
they may then use in their c erciel work. This gives thzin a competitive
advantage over non-defense firms which are not eligible for such a subsidy.

The present system of evaluating contractor indeDendent research and develop-
ment programs is ineffective. The law requires that the Defense Denartaent
make an affirmative determination that the work has a potential military
relationship before IR&D costs can be accepted. But under these criteria,
almost any research project, no matter how remote, could be shown to have
a potential military relationship..
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Finally, the reviews of contractor IRONfC pro0rTaMs tend to be superficial.
IRD prograsi, for which tihe Govecrmrnt pays less than $2 million, are not
reviewed tcchnically; they arc controlled only by a negotiated ceiling.
Programs over $2 million receive technical reviews, hut these arc often
conducted by people with little kneolcidgc of the work. lIven in the nuclcar
propulsion field, I am not routinely asked to evaluate contractor research
programs, and as a consequence the Dlefense Department has funded IRED
projects which duplicated work I was doing, or which were directed toward
commercial, not military application.

I believe that we need to recognize the Government's interests and abolish
the practice of subsidizing contractor IRGD. I recossinend that a system
similar to that employed by the Ataoic Energy Coisnission be adopted.
Specifically:

1. Treat IPdjD costs on a contract by contract basis. IIR&D costs would
be unallowable except *where the contracting agency made an affirmative
determination tiat an IR&D project provided sufficient benefits to the
contract to waiTant the cost.

2. Allow contractora to submit to the Defense Department any military-
related research projects which they want the Government to finance completely.
The Defense Department would then contract directly for whichcver of these
projects it desires to pursuo. The fuinds would be provided as a separate
line item in the RPJYGE appropriation.

3. Allow BDP costs if the subject matter ol the bids and proposals
is applicable to defense work. BD;iP costs for noni-defeiise work wouldlhe b n-
allowaIble. Place a ceiling on the allowable IliPi' expenses such as one plarce:at
of the total direct material mid direct labor costs of the contract work.

4. Reserve and protect Govenyiienit rights to technical data aid
patents coimnenlurate with the percclitage of the rescarch costs horme by
the Govcrnment, regardless of whether fieiding of those costs is direct or
indirect.

Contractors would undoubtedly dislike this system as it would greatly
reduce the Government's funding of their own pet projects. Ilut the question
for the Congress must boil down to this: If the ordinary citizen were given
up to 500 million dollars a year for research and development work, would he
turn that money over to defense contractors to spend as they saw fit in the
hope something useful would result? Or would he direct that money towiril
finding solutions to specific problems standing in the way of ietter we:iaplvi
system? There is no question in my mind hut that the Department of li erii;e
would get far more for its money if it wcre spent on specific defcns, projuectl
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shere responsible officials had to review, approve, justify and defend the'
expenditures. This system c-ould alse pcr it Congress to review tnd o.'ersee
these expeenditures- a possibility Phinh is currently precluded.

I kniow you take seriously your responsibility to lock "to greater economy
or efficiency in public expenditures." In my view, the present IR&D
system does not provide either economy or efficiency. Tiat is *ihy I
reconend greater control over research and developmerit work accomplished
with public funds.

I appreciate the opportunity to consent to you on this subject.

Sincerely,

It. G. Rickovar

92-784 0 - 82 - 11 \
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASINGTON. O.C. 20362

IN REPLY RUEE TO

26 October 1979

Elmer B. Staats
Chairman
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

In the June 1, 1979, Federal Register the Cost Accounting
Standards Board published for comment a proposed revision
to its regulations to provide special treatment for firm
fixed price contracts. The purpose of this letter is to
recommend that the Board reject this proposal because it
is contrary to the mandate of Public Law 91-379 and
because the current requirements better protect the Government.

The current regulations provide for adjustment of contract
prices in the event that, after contract award, a contractor
initiates an accounting change, the Government requires
an accounting change, or it is determined that the contractor
failed to comply with cost accounting standards or his
established accounting practices. The contract price
adjustment may be upward or downward depending upon the
nature of the change.

The current regulation fairly protects each party to the
contract from injury caused by the unilateral action of
the other. The regulation does not penalize contractors
for accounting changes required by the Government. At
the same time, it avoids penalizing the Government by
precluding contractors from pricing Government contracts
on one basis and accounting for the costs on another.

With its proposed change, the Board would stipulate that
no price adjustments are to be required for firm fixed
price contracts if the contractor certifies at the time
of contract award that his price is based on applicable
Cost Accounting Standards and current or intended
accounting practices.

In forwarding the proposed change for comment, the Board
does not explain why firm fixed price contracts should be
exempted from the current regulation. I see no reason
why they should be exempt.
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The January, 1970 Comptroller General study of the need
for cost accounting standards highlighted the problems
involved when contractors shift from one accounting
practice to another. Your study pointed out that

... a recurring problem in Government contracting
is that, in reporting to the Government on both
proposed and incurred costs, contractors may
select from alternative accounting methods without
specific criteria governing such selection."

The study concluded that the Government should have an
agreement with the contractor regarding approved
accounting practices and suggested that

"...Appropriate changes in accounting practices
needed because of significant changes in a
contractor's operations could he recognized by
a change in the agreement and appropriate
adjustment in price if warranted."

The study supported its conclusions with more than a
hundred examples of abuses, many of which involved
contractors pricing contracts one way and accounting
for them on a different basis. Recognizing these
abuses, Public Law 91-379, which established the
Cost Accounting Standards Board, stated that the
Board's regulations shall require a price adjustment for

...any increased costs paid to a defense contractor
by the United States because of the defense contractor's
failure to comply with duly promulgated cost-
accounting standards or to follow consistently
his disclosed cost accounting practices in pricing
contract proposals and in accumulating and reporting
contract performance cost data."

In spite of the Comptroller General study and the
admonition of Public Law 91-379, the Board now proposes
to reopen the door to abuses the current regulations are
intended to prevent. For example, under the Board's
proposal, a contractor could sign the required certification
that his price is based on current accounting practices
and intended changes thereto. But if he did not make
the accounting changes or he made them earlier or later
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than anticipated, he would, in many cases, be able to
realize a windfall profit--in effect, converting cost
into unearned profit. Also under the proposed change,
a contractor could contend that, on firm fixed price
contracts, he no longer owes the Government a contract
price reduction, in cases where he implements an accounting
change that he did not contemplate at the outset. The
Government could overcome these problems only by probing
the minds and thrughts of corporate officialdom, a futile
Mask.

To:eompensate for any advantage contractors would get from
not having to reduce their contract prices for accounting
changes they make, the Board proposes that prices not be
increased for accounting changes the Government requires.
In effect,the Board would establish a system of reciprocal
inequities.

In summary, the proposed change, if implemented, would
undermine basic concepts of the Cost Accounting Standards
Board. It would result in resumption of the types of
abuses the Board has worked to eliminate without .adequate
explanation as to why the Board is proposing to change
its regulations. The current regulation covering price
adjustments, on the other hand, is equitable to both the
contractor and the Government. The principle embodied in
the regulation is sound, regardless of the type of contract.
Thus,there is no valid reason for revising it.

For the above reasons, I strongly recommend that the Board
withdraw the proposed change to exempt firm fixed price
contracts from present requirements relating to contract
price adjustments.

Sincerely,

Htt -;%)R ove~r-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20352
a RaTV To

12 March 1980

Elmer B. Staats
Chairman
Cost Accounting Standards Board
441 G Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

My letter of October 26, 1979, commented on a proposed change to

Cost Accounting Standards regulations to provide special treatment
for firm fixed price contracts. I pointed out that the current
regulation, with regard to firm fixed price contracts, is sound

and there is no valid reason for revising it. In the latest
proposed revision to its regulations, published in the February 8,

1980, Federal Register, the Board has wisely concluded that firm

fixed price contracts "should continue to remain subject to the
provisions of the CAS clause as currently contained in its
regulations."

The latest proposed revision, however, creates new loopholes for

avoiding compliance with Cost Accounting Standards. The proposed
change would exempt from Cost Accounting Standards "any firm
fixed price contract or subcontract awarded without submission of

any cost data." The stated rationale for the revision is that

it is unnecessary to be concerned with the contractor's cost
accounting practices used for the contract when costs play no part
in determining the price which the Government accepts.

The Board has overlooked an important difference between itself
and the Department of Defense. The Board has been steadfast in
its position that Public Law 91-379 should be equally applied
to all contractors and so has granted almost no waivers to

Cost Accounting Standards regulations. The Department of Defense,
under pressure from essential contractors such as forging
companies and computer manufacturers, routinely grants waivers
to the requirement for submission of cost and pricing data

under Public Law 87-653. By exenipting. from Cost Accounting
Standards contracts awarded without submission of cost data,
the Board would effectively transfer its statutory waiver
authority to the Department of Defense. This can only weaken
the Board's authority and enhance the rewards for contractors
who refuse to provide cost data.

In addition, because of differences between the Department of
Defense and Cost Accounting Standards Board definition of
competition, defense contractors have been able to avoid
submission of cost data in circumstances where the Board
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intends Cost Accounting Standards to apply. Submission of cost
data can also be avoided if a price is "based on" adequate
price competition. Board regulations have no special exemption
in this regard.

Defense contractors have devised many ways to avoid submission
of cost data. The Board's proposed change provides contractors
with additional incentive to circumvent the requirements for
submission of cost data since they will then not have to comply
with Cost Accounting Standards. The proposed change will weaken
the safeguards (Cost Accounting Standards and Truth-in-Negotiations)
which Congress established for negotiated procurement.

For the above reasons, I strongly recommend that the Board
withdraw the proposed change to exempt firm fixed price contracts
awarded without submission of cost data from Cost Accounting
Standards regulations.

Sincerely,

H. G. Rickovef
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2038

May 30, 1980

The Honorable James T. McIntyre, Jr.
Director, Office of Management

and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. McIntyre:

In our telephone discussion of March 20, 1980, I emphasized the
need for the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to curb
widespread abuses in award of consulting contracts by agencies
of the Executive Branch. You agreed and sent your Associate
Director for Management and Regulatory Policy, together with
one of his assistants, to meet with me that same afternoon. The
purpose of this letter is to advise you of events subsequent to
our discussion. In my opinion, these events are indicative of
more fundamental problems in the Government bureaucracy.

The two men you sent to discuss the consultant problem with me
had been working on the problem for some time, apparently as a
result of questions raised by President Carter shortly after his
inauguration. They said they had gathered statistics from
various agencies and were in the process of developing an 0MB
Circular to tighten existing rules. I pointed out to them some
of the schemes I have seen employed to get around current restric-
tions on the hiring of consultants and emphasized the importance
of strict controls. I understood the OMB representatives to say
I would be given an opportunity to review and comment on the
draft OMB Circular prior to issuance and that they would welcome
input by my staff and me based on our experience.

The next I heard on this matter was a letter dated April 1, 1980,
from the OMB Associate Director. He thanked me for the meeting
and enclosed the March 27, 1980, testimony of the newly appointed
Administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP).
Her testimony outlined to Congress the Administration's proposed
new rules regarding use of consultants, although the OMB Circular
implementing the new rules apparently was still in draft stage.

Since the Administrator, OFPP had apparently become the Administra-
tion's spokesman on the consultant problem, I arranged a meeting
with her and one of her assistants on April 15, 1980. At the
meeting, I explained to her the need for more stringent safeguards
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and made some specific recommendations. She expressed interest
and I understood her to say she would have her staff get in touch
with mine to work something out. Three weeks later the Administra-
tor sent me the official and final OMB Circular on consultants.
It was dated April 14, 1980 - the day prior to my meeting with her.
It was then I first realized that the OMB and OFPP' officials with
whom I had recently met apparently had no intention of pursuing
any of the issues I had raised.

A second issue raised with the OFPP Administrator at the April 15,
1980, meeting concerned the American Bar Association's (ABA)
Public Contract Law Section and the influence claims lawyers in
that Section exerted in the drafting of OFPP regulations
implementing the Contract Disputes Act. The problem started
several years ago when the ABA arranged to have members of Congress
introduce legislation dealing with Boards of Contract Appeals and
resolution of contract disputes. The ABA bill contained many
loopholes which favored claims lawyers and their clients in
lawsuits against the U.S. Government. When I pointed out these
loopholes, Congress struck them from the bill and added strict
sanctions against those who deliberately submit false claims against
the Government.

The ABA's claims lawyers expressed dismay at this turn of events.
Upon enactment of the revised statute, now known at the Contract
Disputes Act, they assured their members that, in the implementing
regulations to be issued by OFPP, they would attempt to overcome
"these shortcomings." Specifically, in the January 1979 issue of
the Public Contract Newsletter, the Chairman of the ABA's Public
Contract Law Section stated:

"On balance, I believe the gains achieved by this legislation
outweigh what many in our Section perceive to be serious
shortcomings ... Many of these shortcomings can be overcome
or lessened by the implementing regulations, and in that
large task our concerned committees are busily engaged."

The influence of the Public Contract Law Section was evident in
the various draft regulations promulgated by OFPP.

The OFPP Administrator said that as a result of other comments
received on the February 1980 draft, she had withdrawn the proposed
regulations for further review and that she would have her staff
contact mine to discuss this matter further. As in the case of
the consultant issue, no one from OFPP contacted me or my staff
to follow up on this matter and the Administrator issued the final
OFPP regulations on April 29, 1980 - two weeks after our meeting.
In final form, the OFPP regulations are more favorable to claims
lawyers and their clients than the provisions of the Contract
Disputes Act itself.
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I do not assume that OMB and its satellite agency, OFPP, will
adopt, or even agree with all my ideas and recommendations. That
is not the point. What concerns me is the tendency for senior
officials in the Executive Branch to deal with important issues
in such a broad and general context that the ensuing policy
directives have little, if any, impact on the problem. One
reason is that the Government people with firsthand experience
are often removed from those who write such directives. In
contrast, a few determined people outside Government - claims
lawyers in the case of the Contract Disputes Act - are often able
to make direct contact on behalf of themselves or their clients
and exert disproportionate influence over Government policies,
perhaps even to participate in drafting the regulations themselves.

The problem is aggravated when those at the top fail to get into
the details of a problem or to follow through to see that it is
corrected. The Office of Management and Budget is the office to
which one should be able to look for inspiration and assistance in
efforts to introduce efficiency in Government. Yet, as in the
case of the consultant problem, we often end up with policy
directives which only create the impression of progress where
little, if any, has been made. In the case of the Contract Disputes
Act, we have ended up with a regulation which tends to weaken the
Government's ability to preclude frivolous and unfounded claims.

I know that your time is taken up principally by budget matters.
Nevertheless, I recommend that you remind your staff their respon-
sibilities in OMB include management as well as budget. I further
recommend that you emphasize to them the following:

a. OMB personnel cannot do a good job unless they personally
get into the details.

b. They should recognize that "official" comments received
from Government agencies on proposed OMB policies generally have
been filtered through many levels. Rather than reflecting the
collective experience and wisdom of the agency, such input may
be nothing more than the views of the staff member highest in the
chain of command.

c. OMB personnel should propose what is best for the U.S.
Government and not simply seek the middle ground between various
interest groups.

d. They must follow through on their commitments. Issuing
policy directives is only the first step. Without follow through,
policy directives are useless.
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e. OMB personnel should take a long range view of their
work - as if their present jobs were theirs for life and not just
stepping stones in their careers.

I hope the above comments will assist you in your efforts to
achieve economy in Government. If I can be of any further
assistance to you, please let me know.

Sincerely,

H. .Rickover
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 25O3

JUL 2 9 1980

Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN
Department of the Navy
Naval Sea Systems Command
','ashington, D. C. 20362

Dear Admiral Rickover:

Thank you for your letter of May 30, 1930, in which you expressed concern over
OMB's efforts to control the use of consulting services, and to successfully
implement the Contract Disputes Act.

We have just recently taken major steps towards eliminating Inadequate
management control over procurement practices that have allowed abuses In the use
of consulting services to occur. On July 2, 1980, 1 issued a memorandum (copy
enclose0 directing that major agencies submit to OMB by August 1, 1980, a
proposed plan detailing the agency's management control system for procurement
practices, the actions needed to ensure effective Implementation of the system, and
a specific schedule for the implementation. On July 3, 1980, 1 met with the heads of
the agencies to discuss the essential elements which must be addressed in the plan.
On 3uly 7, 1980, the Inspectors General were convened to discuss the critical nature
of their role in establishing and evaluating the management control systems.

Special attention will be given in each plan to the control of consulting services
arrangements. Each agency shall:

- Designate a career SES manager to implement a management control system
for consulting services arrangements and to incorporate OMB Circular A-120
into routine agency operations;

- Raise the level of approval for proposed consulting services of $50,000 or more
to the Assistant Secretary level;

- Provide the SES manager and Inspector General copies of the written
justification for consulting services within 10 days of approval;

- Require reports containing recommendations submitted to the agency during
performance of a consulting services contract to disclose information about
the contractor and the contract on the report cover; and

- Require written evaluations of the performance of each consulting services
contractor.

We must focus agency management attention on the critical need for improvement
of procurement practices -- from the generation of the requirement to the timely
close-out of contracts. Only total support and advocacy by management will ensure
the successful implementation of the management control systems and, ultimately,
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a return to integrity, equity and economy in the Govemment's overall procurement
process. I hope we can count on your support and help in improving the procurement
practices for consulting services in the Navy.

The second issue raised in your letter relates to the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy's (OFPP) implementation of the Contract Disputes Act contained in Policy
Letter 80-3. It is your conclusion that this implementation is more favorable to
contractors than the provisions of the Act. We ed not agree with your conclusion.
The policy guidance issued by OFPP cl.sel follows and accords with the provisions
of the Contract Disputes Act and provides the implementation necessary to
effectuate the purposes of the Act. The Act, as does the policy guidance, strikes a
balance between the rights of the contractor in obtaining a speedy and just
disposition of daims, and the rights of the Government in having bonafide and
substantiated claims submitted to it for consideration. While we recognize your
concern with respect to contractors submitting inflated and fraudulent claims, we
believe that the policy guidance Issued, which will be implemented by the agencies,
provides the necessary safeguards to ensure that Government funds are not used in
analyzing and paying inflated or fraudulent claims.

es T. Mcintyre, 3r.
Director

Enclosure

He y4=
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4,,u EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

F. fm Ji, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

July 2, 1980

TO THE HEADS OF SELECTED EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Management Control of Consulting Service Contracts
and Improvement of Agency Procurement Practices

The President has directed that immediate action be taken to

correct the lack of adequate agency management controls over

procurement practices. This lack of management control has

led to various abuses in Federal contracting activities.
While we are confident that most Federal procurements are
conducted properly, we must assure the integrity of the
Government's procurement process by eliminating the possibility
for abuse. It is especially important that competitive con-

tracting procedures be used whenever possible, so that taxpayers

are assured of economical and equitable arrangements.

Actions on Consulting Service Contracts

We must take action to focus agency management attention on

the critical need for. significant improvement in agency

management controls and practices. We often devote too much

of our effort to policy and procedural issuances and not

enough to actual implementation and enforcement of account-
ability.

Your agency must submit, by August 1, 1980, a proposal to
OMB detailing the agency's management control system for

procurement practices, including specific actions needed to

assure effective implementation of the system and a specific
schedule for such implementation. The Inspector General of
the agency shall review the plan and provide an evaluation
of it to 0MB concurrently with the agency's transmittal of
the plan.

Agency Management Control System

The Federal procurement process involves fiduciary responsibility

for $100 billion annually. From the person who establishes the

need for goods and services through the contracting officer and

sales disposal officer--all must be held accountable for assuring

the integrity of the process.
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Your proposed management control system should reflect a close
examination of the adequacy of your existing management controls
and any changes needed to assure ethical practices and integrity
in the procurement process with a specific time schedule for
the institution of such changes. At a minimum, it should
address the following areas: *

1. Agency Alert. Senior agency management must be
alerted to the seriousness of this situation and the importance
of the corrective actions to be taken.

2. Ethics in Government. There is a broad spectrum of
measures to prevent relationships between contractor and
Government employees that may result in either 'revolving
door' employment or pre-selection of a source for contract
award without competition. We must assure that the contracting
process avoids potential and actual organizational conflicts
of interest; i.e., where the contracting party or its
affiliate has a collateral interest in the result of the
contract.

You should examine the full array of possible means to avoid
conflicts of interest and assure adherence to ethics in
government standards, and propose a management control system
in this area that answers questions such as: What procedures
exist for educating agency personnel as to their responsibilities
under the Ethics in Government Act and similar legislation and
what monitoring system exists to assure adherence to these
measures? What procedures assure that information on conflicts
of interest is communicated to program, procurement, and
fiscal officers involved in the procurement process?

3. Inspectors General. The Inspector General (or equiv-
alent official) and his audit and investigation staff are
vital to the success .of the management control systems you -
establish. To stress the critical nature of their role, a
special meeting of the Executive Group to Combat Fraud and
Waste in Government, established by the President, will be
convened next week. The statutory Inspectors General and
other equivalent officials will be asked to coordinate their
efforts on a government-wide basis. _

The agency management control system should reflect the involve-
ment of the Inspector General, emphasizing:

- The need for priority attention by the Inspectors
General to the requirements of this letter as a
major aspect of their fraud and waste efforts;
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- Development of a consistent audit and inspection
approach, including consideration of a standard
government-wide audit guide;

- Conduct of audit samples of existing consulting
service contracts as soon as possible; and

- Evaluations of consulting services as a part of the
budget cycle as called for by the Congress in
Section 306 of the proposed 1980 Supplemental
Appropriations Act.

It is particularly important that your Assistant Secretary for
Management or equivalent official work closely with the
Inspector General.

4. Consulting Services in Particular.

a. You should designate a career SES manager to be
responsible for effective implementation of a management control
system that documents and certifies to the need for and award of
consulting service arrangements within the agency. The
individual should retain the assignment until the policy,
guidelines, and management controls specified by OMB Circular
A-120 are incorporated into the routine operations of the agency
for all consulting service arrangements--personnel appointments,
procurement contracts, and advisory committee memberships.
Immediate attention shall be given to effecting the provisions
of A-120, assuring that:

- Consulting services will not be used in performing
work of a policy/decision-making or managerial
nature which is the direct responsibility of
agency officials (6.a.);

- Consulting services will not be used to bypass
or undermine personnel ceilings, pay limitations,.-
or competitive employement procedures (6.c.);

- Former Government employees, per se, will not be
given preference in consulting service.arrange-
ments (6.d.);

- Contracts for consulting services are competitively
awarded to the maximum extent practicable to
insure that costs are reasonable (8.a.(3).);

- Appropriate disclosure is required of, and warning
provisions are given to, the performer(s) to
avoid conflict of interest (8.a.C4).);
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- Requirements for written justification, certifica-
tion, and management approvals are, in fact,
implemented (8.a.(l) and 8.b.); and

- The contracting officers' responsibilities,
including appropriate identification and
reporting to the Federal Procurement Data System
of consulting service contracts are, in fact,
implemented (6.g.).

b. Implementation of the following additional require-
ments involving consulting service contracts should:

(1) Raise the level of approval for a proposed
consulting services procurement action of $50,000 or more to
an official of Assistant Secretary or equivalent rank.

(2) Provide copies of the written justification
for the action in (1) above within 10 days of approval to the
designated SES manager and to the Inspector General within the
agency.

(3) Require that all reports containing recom-
mendations to the agency submitted during the performance of a
consulting services contract contain on the cover of the report
the following information: (a) name and business address of
the contractor; (b) contract number; (c) contract dollar amount;
(d) whether the contract was competitively or non-competitively
awarded; and (e) name of the sponsoring program individual in
the agency and his/her office identification and location.

5. Evaluation of Consulting Services Performance. The
management control system should include agency-wide procedures

*to assure regular written evaluations of the performance of
each consulting services contractor. -

Other Requirements

Beginning with the agency's submission of proposed fiscal year
1982 budgets, the following reports on consulting services will
be required:

1. Report on the planned use of consulting services,
including planned obligations and justification of needs, to
be submitted with the agency's formal budget request to OMB.

2. Report from the agency's Inspector General providing
an evaluation of the agency's progress in institutionalizing
effective management controls over consulting services.
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These reports will be similar to those required to be submitted
to the Congress by Section 306 of the proposed 1980 Supplemental
Appropriations Act. OMB will issue more detailed instructions
on these reports in the near future.

Timing and Inquiries

Questions on the development of the proposed agency management
control system may be referred to the Office of the Assistant
Director for Management Improvement and Evaluation, telephone .
number: 395-4960. Questions on OMB Circular A-120 and procurement
policy matters should be directed to the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy, telephone number: 395-6810.

- es T. ~~~Mc~ ntyre,
irector

ADDRESSEES

Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Education
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Interior
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of State
Department of Transportation
Department of the Treasury
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Veterans Administration

92-784 0 - 82 - 12
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

W RKtY RMPR TO

26 June 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Consultants, Washington Redskins and the Naval Sea
Systems Command

Encl: (1) Columbia Research Corporation invitation to
"A Toast to the Redskins - 1980"

1. Enclosure (1) is an announcement that appeared last night
on the windshields of cars parked in the basement of the
buildings primarily occupied by the Naval Sea Systems Command.
It consists of an open invitation by the Columbia Research
Corporation to attend "A Toast to the Redskins - 1980" to be
held between 11:15 and 12:45, June 27, 1980, on the 13th floor
of National Center Building 3. According to the announcement,
the affair will feature as special guests Washington Redskins
players Joe Theismann, Pete Wysocki and Brad Dusek, together
with "The Redskinettes". I do not know the extent to which
this announcement was distributed in other parking lots or
office spaces occupied by Navy personnel.

2. As you are aware, the Washington Post has been publishing
a series of articles regarding consulting abuses. Yesterday's
article specifically mentioned a NAVSEA contract. In my opinion,
the Columbia Research Corporation's open invitation to
entertain Navy personnel is inappropriate and unless prompt
action is taken will result in further unfavorable publicity
for the Naval Sea Systems Command. Specifically:

a. The Columbia Research Corporation has consulting
contracts with the Naval Sea Systems Command and presumably
with other segments of the Navy.

b. The Columbia Research Corporation is headed by a retired
Vice Admiral who was one of your predecessors as Commander of
the Naval Sea Systems Command.

c. The Columbia Research Corporation is one of only a
few consulting firms which have arranged to lease office space
in National Center Building 3 which is otherwise occupied by
Naval Sea Systems Command offices.

d. There is no relationship that I know of between the
Washington Redskins football team, its cheerleaders, and the
work of the Naval Sea Systems Command. Ifin fulfilling its
responsibility for acquiring and maintaining ships and weapons,
the Navy needs nssi-tance from the Redskins and cheerleaders,
the Navy is in sLu ;:jme tin I ad thougAt.
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e. By scheduling a one and a half hour office party during

working hours,the Columbia Research Corporation in fostering

additional Navy business will be distracting Government employees

from their business and placing them in positions in which

conflicts of interest may arise. If the consulting firm simply

wished to promote the Washington Redskins rather than solicit

additional business from the Navy, it would hold its parties
on the weekend and at the football stadium.

3. I realize there are other distractions available in the area

to entice NAVSEA employees away from their jobs for extended

lunch breaks. I understand that the entertainers at a restaurant

across the street are more scantily attired than the
Redskinettes; however, in that case the proprietor is trying

to encourage his customers to spend their own money. In the

case of entertainment provided by consulting firms,such as

Columbia Research Corporation, the purpose is to gain favor
with customers responsible for spending Government money.

4. I strongly recommend that you take steps to disassociate
the Navy from the proposed party sponsored by the Columbia
Research Corporation. Specifically, I recommend you do the
following:

a. Make every effort to get Columbia Research Corporation

to cancel the party. Retired naval officials frequently contact
senior Navy officers for favors. I see no reason why active

duty Navy officers cannot attempt to influence former
Navy officers and their associates who are not acting in the
best interest of the Navy.

b. Ensure that costs associated with the proposed party

are not reimbursed to Columbia Research Corporation under any
Government contract, directly or indirectly.

c. If Columbia Research Corporation insists on going ahead
with this party, request Naval Sea Systems Command employees

not to attend on the basis that their attendance would be
inappropriate and would reflect adversely on the Navy. I have

already instructed my own personnel not to attend.

d. Remind NAVSEA employees of the prohibitions against
Government employees accepting gratuities offered by Government
contractors. In this regard, the Deputy Secretary of Defense
and the Chief of Naval Operations have recently issued memoranda

to senior Navy officials reiterating the importance of Defense
Department personnel maintaining the highest standards of
professional and personal integrity, particularly with respect

to acceptance of entertainment or meals paid for by those who
have or seek business with the Department of Defense.
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S. If the judgement exercised by Columbia Research Corporation
in sponsoring and promoting the proposed party is indicative
of the judgement the company applies under Navy contracts,
this incident underscores the waste that is so often associated
with consulting contracts.

6. To preclude future problems of this sort, I recommend that, in
future contracts with this firm and with other consulting firms,
the Naval Sea Systems Command obtain the contractor's specific
agreement that he will not offer or give entertainment or gratuities,
nor sponsor promotional activities for Government employees. To
the extent consulting contracts are necessary - and I believe that
in nearly all cases the Navy would be better off without them - the
determination of who gets what contracts should depend strictly on
the bonafide needs of the Navy and the capability of the firm.
There should be no room in the process for a consulting firm to
enhance its business based on personal contacts or social activities
such as that described in Enclosure (1). These, of course, are
intended to influence Navy officials to award business to them.

7. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take with
respect to the above.

iG. SRo- e

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
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Columbia Research Corporation
invites you to

A
TOAST
TO THE

REDSOEffS NS 900
A_

June 27, 1980
11:15 am-12:45 p
Special Guests
Joe Theismann
Pete Wysocki
Brad Dusek

and
The Redskinettes

NC3-13th Floor-(703) 841-1445
2531 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, VA 22202
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
g,,.-Q~ \\' 1//zNAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 203_2

Rd REfty REIER TO

28 June 1980

The Honorable Dr. Richard C. Atkinson
Director, National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Dr. Atkinson,

This is in response to your request for myviews regarding science
and engineering education policies for our secondary schools and
universities and what should be done to ensure we are developing
enough well-qualified scientists and engineers to meet the
country's future needs. I understand you have been surveying the
scientific and engineering community in response to the President's
request that you and the Secretary of Education look into this
problem.

I do not believe the Federal Government can or should do much with
respect to controlling the quantity of scientific and engineering
graduates from our universities. While reports of layoffs in
engineering industries during the 1970's may have caused many
students to choose other fields of study, we are now beginning
to see increased engineering enrollments as students respond to
increased demand. The current shortages in engineering and some
scientific fields will tend to correct themselves over time. I
do not believe the Government should try to stimulate an artifi-
cial demand for people in these areas by undertaking "make work"
projects.

More important than the quantity of scientific and engineering
graduates is the quality of these graduates which, in turn, must
be addressed in the context of the overall quality of education
in our public schools. It is futile to expect to achieve high
standards for academic achievement and intellectual discipline
in mathematics and science in schools that are otherwise academi-
cally undisciplined.

Today we tend to expect too little of our schools academically
and too much from them as a convenient forum for tackling other
problems. The blame must be shared among parents, school admin-
istrators, and teachers.

The primary function of our schools is to develop the intellect
of our children. Yet today our schools are overburdened with
peripheral matters - extra curricular activities, athletics,
drug education, sex education, consumer education, and other
programs which tend to detract from this primary purpose.
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Despite much ado in recent years about schools going "back-to-
basics", a proliferation of easy courses in non-academic subjects
still lures students away from courses in solid subjects that re-
quire hard work and rigorous thought. By choosing these easy,
non-academic courses in high school, many capable students can
effectively foreclose the possibility of ever pursuing scientific
and technical curricula in college. They graduate without enough
background in mathematics and science to qualify.

Even in the academic subjects, many teachers and administrators,
in an attempt to make learning fun, have de-emphasized disciplined
thought and work habits, stressing "creative freedom", often to
the detriment of academic achievement. Teacher's colleges, which
traditionally emphasize education theory over mastery of subject
matter, are turning out teachers who are not knowledgeable in the
subjects they teach. In certifying the teachers for the classroom,
many states, if they qualify teachers by subject matter at all,
base their certification on courses taken, rather than on any
direct measurement of expertise in that field. In this regard,
grade inflation and dilution of standards at our colleges and
universities in recent years, as they strive to keep enrollments
high enough to pay operating costs, have made most college records
worthless as an indicator of knowledge or achievement. In fact,
in recent years many colleges have not recorded failing grades on
student transcripts. This is fraud of the public, particularly
those who hire graduates of such schools. Nowhere is it more
necessary for teachers to have a solid grasp of subject matter
than in the fields of mathematics and science. Yet many schools
fall miserably short in this area.

By promoting the notion that learning is easy and entertaining,
we are letting our children grow up believing they need not
struggle to excel - a notion which is damaging to both the child
and to society. This problem is exacerbated by parents who spend
evenings huddled around the television set, allow their children
to do likewise, and show more interest in their children's
athletic skills or popularity than in their academic accomplish-
ments. Even schools tend to give less recognition for academic
achievement than they do for achievement in activities outside
the classroom.

We cannot expect to turn out top-flight scientists and engineers
from mediocre schools. To improve public education in general
we must place more emphasis on rigorous academic programs, with
far fewer elective courses at the high school level. Students
at that age need firm direction in what courses they take. In
addition, we need to set high standards of performance for stu-
dents and teachers and seek a higher degree of parental involve-
ment and support in the education process.

Many states and localities have recognized the need to upgrade
their school programs and are taking steps to do so. Consider-
able progress has been made in the area of competency testing.
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To supplement these efforts, and to help ensure ehough well-
qualified scientists and engineers to meet the nation's needs,"\
I recommend that the Federal Government do the following:

1. Assemble a panel of nationally prominent persons to develop
voluntary national standards and tests in the basic subjects, in-
cluding science and mathematics, for the grammar through high
school levels. These standards and tests should be made avail-
able to school boards upon request as a tool for evaluating their
school's performance, or as an aid in developing their own stand-
ards and tests.

2. Survey leading universities to develop a sample core curricu-
lum that would equip high school students for college level work
in engineering or science. Results should be published to provide
a guide for developing high school curricula that will ensure that
students who aspire to or are capable of collegiate work have
taken as required courses enough work that they will not subse-
quently be precluded from scientific or technical study.

3. Allow parents to have their children tested against the
national standards, free of charge. In this way parents, in
exercising local control of education, will not be forced to rely
solely.on the opinions of educationists as to the performance of
local schools.

4. Develop sample competency standards and tests for secondary
mathematics and science teachers as an aid to localities that
are interested in setting standards for teachers.

S. Assemble a panel of knowledgeable industrialists and other
consumers of the products of our colleges and universities to
set standards regarding the type of technical knowledge and
skills graduates should have to be of most use. In my opinion,
there tends to be over specialization in the education of our
engineers and scientists, often resulting in graduates who are
unable to apply their knowledge to broader problems outside their
particular specialty. This is of particular concern with today's
rapidly changing technology.

The task of improving scientific and technical education is a
formidable one which involves many professional and citizens
groups at all levels of Government. In my many years of Govern-
ment service, I have often seen those with vested financial
interest respond to this kind of effort by calling for vast and
expensive new Government programs. In my view, it is not a lot
of money that is needed as much as an overall commitment to
excellence.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this very important
subject, and I wish you luck in your efforts to improve scientific
and technical education in this country.
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My comments above are based on the perspective gained from nearly a
half-century of responsibility in organizing, planning; designing,
building, and operating complex engineering projects. Also, during
this period, I have personally interviewed about fifteen thousand
engineers and scientists from our better colleges for entry into my
program. If you desire anything further from me, I will be happy
to help where I can.

Sincerely,
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20382

IN REPtY REFER TO

3 September 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) being
conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Electro-Mechanical Division; comments concerning

Encl: (1) NAVSEA comments on Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical
Division (WEMD) Independent Research and Development
Projects

1. In prior correspondence, I have pointed out specific
problems with the Defense Department's Independent Research and
Development (IR&D) Program. I pointed out that the Government
has no direct control over the cost of IR&D work, even though
it may be paying for all or a substantial portion of this work;
that the projects performed under IRGD often benefit primarily
commercial work; and that contractors under this program obtain
exclusive rights to technical data and inventions which, in many
cases, have been financed almost completely with public funds.
I have also pointed out that the Department of Defense review
procedures which are supposedly intended as safeguards are
ineffective and largely cosmetic.

2. I have just completed a review of the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation's 1980 IR&D proposal for Westinghouse Electro-
Mechanical Division (WEMD). The Westinghouse proposal further
illustrates the problems that arise under our present IR&D
program. WEMD manufactures coolant pumps for the Naval Reactors
program. This constitutes about 35% of WEMD's total workload
and virtually all of the Division's defense work. The remainder
of the work at WEMD is for commercial customers. In buying
coolant pumps for use in Naval nuclear power plants, the Navy
would absorb nearly $450,000 of the cost of WEMD's proposed
IR&D program.

3. The Westinghouse IR&D proposal identified $1.276 million
in research programs to be conducted by WEMD. There is no way
to tell from the brochure whether the estimated cost of these
programs is reasonable. However, in reviewing the project
descriptions I conclude that about 85% of WEMD's research
projects are directed specifically at improvement of products
for commercial nuclear power plants. These projects have no
value to the Government. In my view they do not pass the
statutory requirement for "potential military relevance" which
is a prerequisite under the law for allowing these costs
to be charged to Government contracts.
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4. I believe the remaining 15% of the IRGD projects proposed by
WEMD are not worth the approximately $70,000 the Government would
have to pay for this work. This money could be far better spent
on more directly oriented research under Government sponsorship.
The Government already makes a substantial contribution to the
research and development efforts of WEMD in the form of many
millions of dollars that we have spent over the years in Government
financed research and development contracts, the spinoff of which
is no doubt of substantial benefit to the company's commercial
work. Under these circumstances I question why it is necessary
for the Government to pay as well an additional tax to finance
a corporation's independent research and development activities.

S. Review of the Westinghouse IR&D proposal highlights another
problem with the Navy's IRGD system. From what I can determine
the 1980 proposal has little, if anything to do with the ceiling
the Government sets on IR&D expenses for 1980. As I understand
it, the ceilings for various corporate IR&D programs are
established long before those who set the ceiling are able to have
these programs reviewed by the cognizant technical personnel.
As a result defense activities end up reviewing and commenting
upon one year's IR6D proposal, but the conclusions are applied
to the succeeding year.

6. Enclosure (1) contains more detailed comments on $1.081
million of specific IRGD projects outlined in the Westinghouse
proposal. I recommend that for purposes of the Navy review of
IR&D $1.081 million of the WEMD proposal be disallowed as not
meeting the test of having "potential military relevance"
since it is related only to commercial work.

7. I further recommend the Navy:

a. Require contractors to submit detailed verifiable cost
estimates for proposed IR&D projects.

b. Synchronize the IR&D review process so that comments
coming out of the review process are taken into account in
establishing the cost ceiling to be applied to that proposal.

c. Disapprove IR&D projects that overlap research and
development work being conducted at Government laboratories
or other laboratories at Government expense.
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8. I would appreciate being advised of the actions taken in

this matter.

H. G. hc

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering and Systems)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and
Logistics)

Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NAVSEA COMMENTS ON WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL DIVISION (WEMD) INDEPENDENT

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Project
Title Comment

EM-80-1D Reactor Coolant
($246,000) Pump Development

Seal Development

Valve Development

EM-80-6D CRDM Development
($85,000) Program

This project is directed toward
improving the performance of the
Westinghouse Model 93A reactor
coolant pump. This pump is used
only in large civilian nuclear
power plants and is of a size
and type not suitable for military
applications. Therefore, this
project has no military relevance
and is not appropriate for IR&D
funding.

This project is directed toward
improving the reliability of
shaft seals for reactor coolant
pumps. These seals are suitable
for use only in large civilian
nuclear power plants. There is
no military application for this
equipment. Therefore, this
project is not appropriate for
IR&D funding.

This project appears to be directed
at improvement of WEMD's line of
valves for the civilian nuclear
industry. WEMD does not supply
valves for military nuclear
applications and has repeatedly
indicated no interest in developing
a capability to provide such
valves. Therefore, this project
is inappropriate for IR&D funding.

This project is directed toward
improvement of WEMD's control
rod drive mechanism line. These
mechanisms are designed for, and
used exclusively by, the civilian
nuclear power industry and are not
suitable for military application.
Therefore, this project is not
appropriate for IR&D funding.

Project
Number
(Cost)

EM-80-2D
($299,000)

EM-80-3D
($336,000)
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EM-80-8D Auxiliary Pump
($115,000) Development

This project is directed toward
improvement of WEMD's line of
auxiliary pumps for civilian
nuclear power service. These
pumps are designed for, and are
used exclusively by, the civilian
nuclear power industry and have
no military application. Therefore,
this project is not appropriate
for IR&D funding.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA 22217

0 9 XA: 1981

MEMDRANDUH FOR DEPUIT Ca)Q4NDER, NAVAL SEA SISMENS C4MAND

SubJ: IR&D being conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Electro-Hechanical Division; cainents concerning

Ref: (a) NAVSEA mo for the CNR of 3 Sep 80

Encl: (1) Copy of CNR memo to Head, Triservice Negotiation Staff, NAVHAT dtd
5 Nov 1980

(2) Copy of CNR memo to Head, Triservice Negotiation Staff, NAVHAT dtd
19 Nov 1980

1. Reference (a) cited several problems existing within the Defense Depart-
ment's IR&D program and recommended methods by which Navy could exert more
influence on proposed IR&D projects.

2. I concur in principle with your casments and share your concerns.
While current government and DOD regulations and procedures restrain Navy's
ability to more directly manage industry IR&D programs as you recommend,
the need for improvements is recognized by all Services. To this end,
meetings are being held among Service IR&D Coordinators to discuss areas of
cromn concern and specifically to seek methods for improving TriService
evaluations. However, major changes in the review procedures require
approval of the DOD Policy Council as outlined in DODINSr 5100.66. Areas
where Navy may be able to effect some positive improvement through unilateral
action are discussed briefly below.

3. Currently, industrial IR&D projects that overlap government R&D work and
the allocability of industrial IR&D projects to DOD contracts may not be recognized
as such for lack of proper expertise among the reviewers. The NAVSEA comments on
Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division (WEND) IR&D projects [enclosure (1)
to reference (a)] are an example of what can be determined through use of
proper expertise. More emphasis will be placed on ensuring that qualified
Navy experts support the review evaluation and advance agreement negotiation
processes.

4. Current DOD guidance to industry permits IR&D technical plans to be sub-
mitted within the first ninety days of a company's fiscal year. This timing
precludes completion of evaluations prior to initiation of advance agreement
negotiations for all Services. My office has initiated discussion with the
other Services on the desirability of requiring submission of technical
plans prior to the beginning of a canpany's fiscal year to eliminate this
problem. Tt is my intention to seek such a recommendation for submission to
the DOD Policy Council.
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Subj: IR&D being conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Electro-Mechanical Division; canments concerning

5. By separate correspondence [enclosure (1)], NAVSEA comments on WEMD
IR&D projects were forwarded to the Head, Triservice Negotiation Staff, the

DOD organization responsible for taking appropriate action. Enclosure (2)

directed that this staff additionally consider the issue of allocability of

the WEMD nuclear power plant projects to DOD contracts in determining the

disposition of the Navy recommendations.

/#ear Admiral, USN
Chief of Naval Research

Copy to:
ASN(RE&S)
ASN(MRAWL)
CKN
Conmander, NAVSEA
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2O3tN

E l RE REER TO

10 February 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocability of selling costs to defense contracts

1. I understand that the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Committee is considering a proposed change to Defense Department
cost principles governing reimbursement of contractor selling
expense (DAR Section 15-205.37). If adopted, the proposed change
would open the door for defense contractors to charge to their
Government contracts selling costs aimed primarily at promoting
commercial or foreign sales. The purpose of this memorandum is
to recommend that the Navy dissuade the DAR Committee from
adopting the proposed change.

2. For many years several large defense contractors have been
looking for ways to get the Department of Defense to underwrite
company efforts to develop new markets and promote commercial
sales. One large conglomerate has a division which is devoted
primarily to manufacturing large specialized equipment for the
Navy. As a sole source supplier, the company can afford to run
up the costs without losing the business. Because the amount of
defense work they receive depends on the Navy's needs, not on
company sales efforts, there is little or no selling expense
involved. The company accountants, however, contend that, under
these contracts, the Navy should pay a share of the corporation's
selling expenses involved in attracting commercial customers.
Other large defense contractors are trying to get the Defense
Department to help pay the costs of their efforts to market
military or commercial products overseas.

3. As currently written, the Defense Acquisition Regulations
provide for Government reimbursement of contractor selling
expenses only to the extent that they benefit the U.S. Government
in a specific way. Section 15-205.37 states:

"Allocability of selling costs will be determined in the
light of reasonable benefit to the U.S. Government arising
from such activities as technical, consulting, demonstration,
and other services which are for purposes such as application
or adaptation of the contractor's products to U.S. Government
use for its own requirements."

Under the proposed change, however, the test for allocability of
sales expenses to defense contracts would be whether the sales
activities have a "demonstrated potential for materially reducing
overall costs." This would be tantamount to making all contractor

92-784 0 - 82 - 13
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selling expenses allowable, since defense contractors would always
be able to demonstrate that more business results in reduced over-
head rates - the rationale some of them now use to claim that the
Government "benefits" from their selling activities in commercial
and overseas markets. Under that criteria, advertising expenses
or even bribes, could be rationalized as benefiting the Government.

4. I understand that the current review of the DAR selling costs
coverage was started to determine if the Arms Export Control Act
specifically prohibits charging Foreign Military Sales selling
costs to Government contracts. As usual, defense lobbyists have
seized this opportunity to try to slip in a major policy change - in
this case, one that could result in the U.S. taxpayer subsidizing
defense contractors' commercial and foreign selling expenses. In
addition to driving up the cost of military hardware, the proposed
change would give contractors heavily engaged in defense work a
substantial and unfair advantage in commercial markets over
competitors who are not in a position to charge their selling and
marketing expenses to Government contracts.

5. I believe that the Navy should strongly object to the proposed
change in the Government's policy on selling costs. I recommend that
parts 15-205.37(b)(1), 1S-205.37(b)(2)(ii), and 15.205.37(c) of the
proposed change be deleted to ensure that selling eosts are charged
to Government contracts only when actual benefits are received.

6. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
in this regard.

a G Ric k
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20360 - Ism To

Do Ser 00/0367
22 April 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER, NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMDAN

Subj: Allocation of Selling Costs to Navy Contracts

1. I am in receipt of your memorandum of 10 February 1981 on the subject
of selling expenses. It is important to note, at the outset, that the
selling costs under discussion are those necessary to 'order-getting'
activities. Costs such as advertising or entertainment which are
unallowable in their own right under separate provisions of DAR XV are not
eligible for reimbursement simply because they qualify as selling costs.
They would remain unallowable under the proposed revision.

2. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Council has assigned the case
to the CAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee as BAR Case 79-103. The case is
currently in that part of the regulation cycle in which comments of
Industry and other agencies are considered. The case has a controversial
history emanating from a DAR change dated 12 March 1979 which In retrospect
appears to have been based on an erroneous interpretation of the Arms
Export Control Act (AECA). Originally, the BAR Council believed that the
AECA prohibited the allocation to U. S. Government work of the cost of
selling efforts aimed at obtaining Foreign Military Sales (FMS). When
challenged that interpretation could not be supported. The controversy
surrounding the case centers on whether that restriction should be
continued even though not required by the AECA. In an earlier phase of the
staffing of this case, a majority report of the DAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee
advocated that the restriction be continued by requiring that Selling costs
be grouped by 'class of customer' (i.e., U. S. Government, FMS or
Commercial) and allocated only to current work within that group. The
Subcommittee majority believed that such a method would correctly reflect
the flow of *benefits' of selling costs. Your memorandum supports that
method. The Navy took a formal minority position with the DAR Council on
the case recommending that a broader allocation base be employed where it
is equitable to do so. The Navy believed that the narrow allocation of
selling costs serves to discourage efforts on the contractor's part to
obtain increased volume and reduce future unit costs to the Navy. The DAR
Council with the urging of the DOD Director of Contracts and Systems
Acquisition developed proposed language which largely accommodated the
concerns of the Navy Minority. I support the proposed language because:

a. The Navy should support and not oppose selling efforts that are
likely to result in reduced future unit costs, whether that selling effort
is directed at the Government or a Comnercial market. It is important to
note that the proposed language does not allow selling costs lacking a
demonstrated potential for materially reducing overall costs. No one is
promoting the allowance of unreasonable or imprudent selling efforts.
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b. Fracturing the broad allocation of a new business cost such as
selling invites problems with regard to the allocation of other new
business costs, such as Bid and Proposal (B&P) where it is generally
concluded that the costs of proposing to the Navy are proportionately
higher than those for commercial work. As of now, B&P costs are
distributed over all work of the business unit in which they are incurred.
It will be difficult to continue to Justify the present B&P allocation
method if a fractured selling pool becomes our policy.

3. You are correct in understanding that the current case was initiated to
'determine if the Arms Export Control Act specifically prohibits charging
Foreign Military Sales selling costs to Government contracts." The Navy
representatives at the DAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee have from time to time
advocated the simple deletion of the prohibitive phrase. The result would
be the language that previously covered selling costs. The Air Force
representative to the DAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee has continually held that
going back to the former language is no longer a viable choice. The Air
Force contention is that the Administrative Contracting Officers (ACOs)
settling overhead rates on the present decentralized basis are not capable
of coping with the nuances of phrases such as 'determined in the light of
reasonable benefit to the U. S. Government . . ." In the opinion of the
Air Force-led majority of the Subcommittee, it was better to have a simple,
easily negotiated cost principle than to try to cope with the difficulties
of negotiating a reasonable allowance for selling costs that will be in the
long-term best interest of both contracting parties. I am aware that
selling costs by their nature are difficult to negotiate. However, it must
be remembered that the Government handles company-wide contract
administration matters such as the annual settlements of overhead and
forward-pricing rate updatings through one ACO per business unit or one
corporate administrative contracting officer (CACO) per corporation.
Individual PCOs will not be required to negotiate selling costs with each
buy. I understand that ACOs and auditors will have to be alert to
situations in which contractors attempt to have the Navy bear the
proportionately high cost of opening a new market, subsequently split-off
that market when it matures and, thus, effectively deny the Navy the
'benefits' of past selling efforts. These recognition and negotiation
difficulties should not force us to a policy that is harmful in several
ways. In addition to the obvious effect of increasing future unit costs to
the Navy, the narrow allocation policy is likely to increase contractors'
tendencies to organizationally isolate Government work. If the Government
is not willing to pay its fair share it would discourage potential Navy
suppliers.

4. The best quality settlements of selling expense will emerge if we are
able to provide responsible field people with guidelines sufficiently
comprehensive to ensure that they are employing the proper considerations
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together with a cost principle that can accommodate the full range of their
good Judgment. As of now, there is a possibility that a compromise will be
reached within the DAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee. If reached, it will likely
include greater amplification of matters that field people should consider
in the negotiation of selling costs. It would endorse the broader
allocation concept while emphasizing increased use of advance agreements
where there are concerns about organizational realignments. It would
provide for recapture of selling costs in cases where harmful
reorganizations were not adequately anticipated. As this is a committee
function, there is no certainty that such a compromise can be struck by the
DAR XV, Part 2 Subcommittee or that the DAR Council or the DOD Director of
Contracts and Systems Acquisition will endorse it.

S. The purpose of your recomendation that subparagraphs 15-205.37(b)(1),
15-205.37(b)(2)(ii), and 15-205.37(c) of the proposed language be deleted
to "insure that selling costs are charged to Government contracts only when
actual benefits are received' is not clear. We cannot determine how you
would treat selling costs until their success is known and, for that
matter, whether unsuccessful selling costs are to be disallowed. Selling
costs, as well as other new business costs such as Independent Research and
Development (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P), present a unique accounting
problem that precludes normal application of the matching concept. That
concept calls for expenses to be charged to the period in which the revenue
with which the expenses are associated is realized. An exception is made
for those expenses which as a practical matter cannot be associated with
any other period. Selling expenses in businesses characterized by long
lead-time orders are one of those practical exceptions in that they relate
substantially, if they are successful, to work to be performed in future
fiscal periods. The problematical nature of selling efforts causes
accountants to be reluctant to capitalize or defer these costs. As a
result, selling costs are charged off to expense in the period of
incurrence in virtually every instance. The Cost Accounting Standards
Board did not modify that practice for CAS-covered contracts although they
possessed the authority to do so.

6. In summary, the cost principle advocated by.your memorandum is likely
to reduce costs to the Navy only in the short-term sense. The Navy should
not adopt a position which opposes efforts to reduce future unit costs to
the Navy, whatever the source of the abatement. If implemented, the 'class
of customer' allocation of selling costs would further weaken the Navy's
efforts to maintain and expand our industrial base.

A. (,i WHITT JR.
Chn of Nv Material

92-784 0 - 82 14
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585 February 17, 1981

W. S. Heffelfinger, Director of Administration

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ORDER ENTITLED
MANAGEMENT OF SUPPORT SERVICES CONTRACT ACTIVITY"

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide my comments on
the proposed DOE order entitled "Management of Support Services
Contract Activity," which the Office of Organization and Management
Systems has routed throughout DOE for review.

The proposed order states its purpose is "to provide the policy,
procedures and responsibilities for the management of support
services contracts" within DOE. The order encompasses the
types of contracts commonly referred to as consultant services
contracts. I am pleased DOE is showing initiative in this area.
As you must be aware, throughout Government, excessive reliance
on contractors to provide consultant services has resulted in
widespread waste and abuse. I believe the proposed DOE order,
if implemented, will help deter unnecessary and wasteful consultant
contracts in DOE. However, in my opinion, some Government
servants will continue to find it all too easy to award consultant
contracts - often easier than doing the work themselves.
Accordingly, I believe several areas of the proposed order should
be strengthened.

Last August I testified before two Congressional committees
interested in passing legislation to preclude unnecessary and
wasteful consultant contract awards. I pointed out that to
effectively deter unnecessary contracts, procedures were needed
that would make awarding consultant contracts onerous, and
subject to high level review. Enclosed is a copy of my prepared
statement before the House Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service, which is considering legislative safeguards. You may
find some of my recommendations to Congress useful in tightening
the requirements of the proposed DOE order. In particular, I
recommend the DOE order incorporate the following procedures,
which are contained on pages 8 and 9 of my Congressional testimony:

1. Any company that does consulting work or employs a
subcontractor to do consulting work should be required
to disclose the names and past affiliations of any former
Government employees who will be used on a project; the
proposed rates of pay for their services; and in the case of
unsolicited proposals, whether any Government officials
suggested directly or indirectly the submission of that
proposal.
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2. All consultant contract awards over a certain threshold
should be approved by an Assistant Secretary. I would
not allow Assistant Secretaries to delegate this responsibility
to others. Such delegation would defeat the purpose of
requiring high level review of proposed consulting contract
awards, namely to make the senior officials personally aware
of and responsible for the contract awards. I further
recommend that each approving official in the chain of
command considering a proposed consulting contract award
be required to certify he is personally aware of the work
to be done; the work needs to be done; and cannot be performed
in-house.

3. The DOE official who initiates a request for a consulting
contract should include in the formal request for approval to
contract a copy of his own job description and the function
of his organization. Approving officials could then
determine whether the contract would be for work which
Government personnel are either capable of performing or
paid to perform.

4. The DOE Inspector General should review annually the
Department's use of consulting contracts and compliance
with applicable requirements. The results of these reviews
could then be submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget and appropriate Congressional oversight committees.

I trust my recommendations will be of use in DOE's efforts to
preclude waste and abuse in the award of consultant services
contracts. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

:~ A Rkc Xve
Deputy Assistant Secretary

Enclosure for Naval Reactors

Copy to:
K. D. Helms, Director,Office of
Organization and Management Systems
R. M. Rosselli, Acting Deputy Director,
Office of Plans and Resource Management,
Office of Nuclear Energy
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IF REPLY REFER TO

24 February 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) costs at
Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

1. Under the Department of Defense procurement rules large
defense contractors are required to submit their IR&D proposals
for review by the various services. The stated purpose of these
reviews is to make a determination required by law that all
items included in IR&D costs charged to the Government have
Rpotential military relevance".

2. I have reviewed those elements of the 1980 Westinghouse
Electric Company IR&D proposal involving work by the Westinghouse
Electro-Mechanical Division, the sole supplier of main coolant
pumps for the Naval Reactors program. The company has included
as IR&D the cost of work which has no potential military
relevance but which instead is being done strictly in support
of commercial products. Since these items do not meet the
statutory test for reimbursement of IRSD costs, I so notified
the Navy negotiators who in turn asked Westinghouse to delete
the items from its proposal. The company refused and asked for
a formal determination in this regard.

3. I understand that under the Defense Department IR&D procedures,
determinations that items do not have a Rpotential military
relevance" must be reviewed by a special IR&D technical
evaluation group that reports to you. Apparently this group
is scheduled to review in the near future the Navy's position
regarding the Westinghouse proposal. The purpose of this
memorandum is to point out the importance of the disallowance
of these items.

4. There is a widely held perception which may be true, that
the DOD's review of IR&D is essentially window dressing; and that
the Defense Department rarely, if ever, sustains a finding
that particular IR&D projects have no potential military
relevance. The Westinghouse proposal in my view offers an
excellent test case:

a. The work WEMD performs for my program Constitutes
about 35% of WEMD's total workload and virtually all of the
Division's defense work.
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b. Necessary development work at WEMD on naval reactor
components is obtained under direct contracts between WEMD
and the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program prime contractors
under my technical cognizance.

c. Of the $1.276 million IR&D program proposed by WEMD,
$1.081 million is directed toward improvement of products for
commercial nuclear power plants. Specifically, WEMD has proposed
work on pumps, valves and control rod drive mechanisms which are
of a size and type not suitable for use in naval nuclear
propulsion plants. Any technology that might evolve from this
work is of negligible value, if any, to military applications.

d. Westinghouse is adamant that these IR&D projects are
legitimate charges the Government should pay and that they have
"potential military relevance".

5. If the research work proposed by WEMD has "potential military
relevance", then I cannot conceive of a venture that would fail
this test. WEMD simply wants the Navy to subsidize its
commercial business. These costs should not be charged to the
government - particularly in this period of budget stringency
and emphasis on eliminating waste in the expenditure of
government funds.

6. I strongly recommend that you and your technical evaluation
group support the Navy determination that WEMD's IR&D costs
should be disallowed.

7. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take
in this regard.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering and Systems)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower,Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

2 7 MAR 19B1
RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

MEMORANDUM TO THE DEPUTY COMMANDER, NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

SUBJECT: Independent Research and Development (IRD) Projects of the
Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

This is in response to your 24 February memorandum concerning the IR&D

effort at Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division (WEMD) for 1980.

In the light of your comments and an earlier request from the Director

of the Tri-Service Negotiation Staff of the Chief of Naval Material, the

DoD Technical Evaluation Group met on 13 March to review the WEND IRED
projects in question for potential military relevance (PMR). The projects

considered in this review were those involving work on pumps, valves,
seals, and control rod drive mechanisms as indicated in your memorandum.

The Technical Evaluation Group found that the WEND project descriptions
and accompanying PMR statements, as they stand, do not provide sufficient
detail to evaluate fully the Westinghouse position regarding PMR.

Consequently, additional information on the WEMD work will be needed in

order to assess whether or not the technology advances to be expected

from this work have potential military relevance. Accordingly, I have

requested that the Technical Evaluation Group meet with the Director of

the Tri-Service Negotiation Staff and WEND representatives on 31 March

to elicit the additional information required and to advise me of their
findings concerning the potential military relevance of the WEMD projects.

I appreciate your bringing this matter to my attention, and I will
inform you promptly when a determination of PMR has been made.

4AuX1-
James P. Wade, Jr.
Acting

cc:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering, and Systems)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND0 ;. >> WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

.EP,. REPcA TO

23 March 1981

The Honorable Manuel Lujan, Jr.
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Lujan:

This is in response to your letter dated March 5, 1981 regarding
an article that appeared in the February 19, 1981 issue of
Nucleonics Week. That article creates the impression that I am
tryin= to establish naval nuclear fuel production and core
fabrication under 'one roof" at the Department of Energy's (DOE)
Savannah River site. You suggest that existing nuclear facilities,
specifically General Atomics' San Diego plant, be examined before
building a facility from scratch.

The Nucleonics article to which you refer was wrong. The
February 26, 1981 issue carried a correction. It points out that
the DOE is taking action only to establish a second supplier for
naval nuclear fuel. This does not involve replacing naval nuclear
fuel or core production activities currently provided by our
commercial vendors. Nor does the Savannah River project entail
core manufacture.

The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is currently dependent on one
supplier for the naval nuclear fuel used in production of reactor
cores for the Navy's nuclear powered ships. Depending on a single
source for this material imposes an unacceptable risk. Development
of a second source for naval nuclear fuel, therefore, is a priority
effort.

Naval nuclear fuel is unlike fuel used in civilian reactors. This
is because the operating requirements for naval reactor cores are
vastly different from commercial cores. The chemical process used
to manufacture nuclear fuel is also different than that used by
civilian fuel manufacturers, including General Atomic. Moreover,
the complex nature of the process makes it particularly difficult
to apply effectively the same material accountability techniques
used in commercial fuel manufacture. In addition to strict
safeguards, specialized production facilities are required. In
this regard, the facilities used by General Atomic in manufacturing
fuel for its gas-cooled reactor program are not suitable for naval
fuel manufacture.
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The relatively small volume of business available, the high cost
of facilities required, the uncertainty of regulatory requirements,
and other problems associated with naval fuel manufacture makes
the construction of a new fuel facility unattractive to private
firms as a commercial investment. Conversely, it is not desirable
from the Government's standpoint to spend public funds in
constructing these facilities on contractor sites.

I am convinced that the best alternative for establishing a second
source for naval nuclear fuel manufacture is at the DOE Savannah
River site where an extensive support structure, including
safeguards and security measures, is already in effect because
of other defense work. Savannah River is operated for the DOE by
DuPont, a company with extensive experience in chemical processes
and in handling special nuclear materials.

If, for some reason, the Department of Energy could not construct
the fuel factory on a Government site as proposed, the next most
logical approach would be to enter into arrangements to have the
fuel factory built and operated by one of our two naval core
manufacturers who have experience with handling of highly enriched
uranium as well as a direct need for this product in their core
manufacturing activities.

I trust this is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

J2 G. Pker
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

30 March 1981
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) being
conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Electro-
Mechanical Division; comments concerning

Encl: (1) NAVSEA comments on Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical
Division (WEMD) Independent Research and Development
Projects

1. My memorandum to you dated September 3, 1980, provided a
technical evaluation of Westinghouse Electric Corporation's1980
IR&D proposal for Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division (WEMD).
I pointed out that virtually all of WEMD's Defense work is for
the manufacture of reactor coolant pumps for the Naval Reactors
Program but that most of WEMD's IR&D projects were directed
specifically at improvement of products for commercial nuclear
power plants. I recommended that $1.081 million, or about 85%
of the specific IR&D projects included in the WEMD proposal,
be disallowed as not meeting the statutory test of having
"potential military relevance." The Navy strongly supported my
recommendations and refused to allow the cost of these projects
in negotiations with Westinghouse. I understand that Westinghouse
has demanded a review of this issue by the Defense Department -
apparently on the belief that Defense Department reviews are
largely window dressing and that almost any IR&D project will be
accepted.

2. I now have the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's 1981
IR&D proposal for WEMD. As was the case in 1980, most of the
projects included in the proposal are directed specifically at
improvement of products for commercial nuclear power plants and
do not have "potential military relevance". Enclosure (1)
contains my detailed comments on the 1981 WEMD proposal. In
summary, I recommend that $765,000, or about 85% of WEMD's

$902,000 IR&D program, be disallowed.

3. The latest Westinghouse proposal again points out major
problems with the review of IR&D proposals. First, my comments
on the 1981 Westinghouse IR&D proposal have little to do with
the IR&D ceiling that will be established for 1981 since IR&D
negotiations for a particular year are initiated before the
technical comments on that year's IR&D proposal are received.
Your letter to me of January 9, 1981, stated that you have
initiated discussions with the other services on resolving this
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problem. High priority should be given to synchronizing the
IR&D review process and the negotiation of IR&D ceilings.

4. Another problem with IR&D is the possibility that research
programs being conducted and charged to the government as IR&D will
overlap research and development work being conducted at government
laboratories or other laboratories at government expense. You have
indicated that increased emphasis will be placed on avoiding this
problem. I would be interested in understanding what specifically
can be done to ensure contractors do not receive IR&D funding for
research and development work being conducted elsewhere at
government expense.

5. A third problem is that the government does not conduct a
detailed evaluation of the estimated cost of IR&D projects. IR&D
proposals generally do not disclose the cost or pricing data used
by companies in preparing their IR&D estimates. For those IR&D
projects determined to have potential military relevance, the
government should conduct a detailed evaluation of estimated labor
and material costs similar to existing cost analysis procedures for
negotiated procurements.

6. A fourth problem is the lack of adequate surveillance over
IR&D costs incurred. Government auditors usually verify that IR&D
costs billed to the government do not exceed the government's share
of the IR&D ceiling. However, I am not aware of any checks made
to ensure costs were incurred on the IR&D projects accepted by the
government as having potential military relevance. Action is
required in this area to ensure the government does not reimburse
contractors for IR&D costs actually incurred on projects with no
potential military relevance.

7. I do not mean to single out Westinghouse for criticism, but the
WEMD situation clearly illustrates the potential for abuse in the
Defense Department's IR&D system. This potential can only be
eliminated through expert technical reviews of proposed IR&D projects
and through actions taken by program offices, such as the Office of
Naval Research, to improve the system itself. Your letter of
January 9, 1981, indicates you have initiated measures to effect
such improvements. I would appreciate it if you would keep me
informed of your efforts in this area.

Ril e
Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Engineering & Systems)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NAVSEA COMMENTS ON WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL DIVISION (WEMD) INDEPENDENT

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Project
Number
(Cost)

Project
Title

EM-81-lD Reactor Coolant
($200,000) Pump Development

EM-81-2D Seal Development
($230,000)

EM-81-3D Valve Development
($220,000)

EM-81-5D Product Reliability
($45,000) and Availability

EM-81-6D CRDM Development
($70,000)

Comment

This project is directed toward
improving the performance of the
Westinghouse Model 93A reactor
coolant pump. This pump is used
only in large civilian nuclear
power plants and is of a size
and type not suitable for military
application. Therefore, this
project has no military relevance
and is not appropriate for IR&D
funding.

This project is directed toward
improving the reliability of
shaft seals for reactor coolant
pumps. These seals are suitable
for use only in large civilian
nuclear power plants. There is
no military application for this
equipment. Therefore, this project
is not appropriate for IR&D
funding.

This project is directed at
improvement of WEMD's line of valves '
for the civilian nuclear industry.
VEND is not a current supplier of
valves for military nuclear
applications. Therefore, this
project is not appropriate for IR&D
funding.

This project is directed toward
improving the reliability of WEMD's
pumps, valves and control rod
drive mechanisms used only in
large civilian nuclear power plants.
There is no military application
for the components addressed by this
project. Therefore, this project
is not appropriate for IR&D funding.

This project is directed toward
improvement of WEMD's control
rod drive mechanism line. These
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Project
Number Project
(Cost) Title Comment

mechanisms are designed for, and
used exclusively by, the civilian
nuclear power industry and are not
suitable for military application.
Therefore, this project is not
appropriate for IR&D funding.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

8 April 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) being
conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Electro-Mechanical Division

Encl: (1) Draft memorandum from Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Research, Engineering and Systems) to the
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering

1. As you know, the Defense Department's IR&D Technical Evaluation
Group recently met to determine the potential military relevance
of several IR&D projects proposed by the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, Electro-Mechanical Division (WEND). The Technical
Evaluation Group, over the objections of your representative,
ruled that virtually all WEMD's IR&D projects questioned by the
Navy had potential military relevance and would therefore be
considered allowable as a charge to the government.

2. I consider the Navy should request that the Defense Department
review the findings of the Technical Evaluation Group and make a
determination that WEMD's IR&D projects have no potential military
relevance. I request you bring this issue to the attention of the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Engineering and Systems)
and request his assistance in obtaining a Defense Department
review of this matter. In this regard, I have enclosed for your
use a draft memorandum to the Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering from the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy.

3. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take in
this regard.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) being

conducted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Electro-

Mechanical Division

Ref: (a) Memorandum to you from ADM H. G. Rickover dated

February 24, 1981

1. On March 31, 1981, the special IR&D Technical Evaluation

Group that reports to you found that certain IRSD projects of

the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Electro-Mechanical

Division (WEMD) have potential military relevance and should be

allowed as a charge to the Navy. The purpose of this memorandum

is to recommend that you review the findings of the Technical

Evaluation Group and determine that these projects do not meet

the statutory test of having "a potential relationship to a

military function or operation" and should be disallowed.

2. The Navy's concern with IR&D projects proposed by WEMD

were identified to you in the reference (a) memorandum which

pointed out that:

a. WEMD's work for the Navy constitutes about 35% of the

Division's total workload and virtually all of the Division's

defense work.

b. The Navy considers that $1.081 of the $1.276 million in

IR&D projects proposed by WEMD for 1980 have no potential military

relevance since they are directed toward improvement of products

for commercial nuclear power plants.

c. Westinghouse refused to delete these items from its

IR&D proposals and asked for a formal determination in this

regard.

d. The Defense Department scheduled a meeting of a special

IR&D Technical Evaluation Group that reports to you to review

this matter.

3. The Technical Evaluation Group meeting was held on March 31,

1981, to discuss the potential military relevance of WEMD's

IR&D projects. Westinghouse orally presented new information

about its IR&D projects which varied substantially from its

formal IR&D submittal. In its presentation Westinghouse attempted
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to portray WEMD's IR&D projects as having broad technological
significance to the Navy rather than narrow application to WEMD's
commercial nuclear products as was indicated in the formal
submittal.

4. After Westinghouse's departure, the Technical Evaluation
Group discussed each of the IR&D projects questioned by the Navy.
In all cases, the Navy representative considered the Westinghouse
presentation was simply a sales pitch to achieve Government
funding of the proposed projects and that the work to be performed
had, at best, only incidental relevance to the military. The
Air Force representative, for the most part, concurred in the
Navy's position. The Army representative, however, took the
position that virtually all of the proposed IR&D projects had
potential military relevance. The Army representative could
cite no direct relevance of WEMD's IR&D projects to the Army
but stated that the work might advance military technology at
some point in the future and, therefore, should be accepted.
The chairman of the Technical Evaluation Group, Dr. Gomota of
your office, announced that the Defense Department would be
bound by the Army's determination and WEMD's IR&D program would
be considered allowable as a charge to the Navy.

5. The procedures used by the Technical Evaluation Group state
that "a project deemed relevant by any one of the Military
Departments will be considered relevant to the DOD". Presumably
this procedure would take care of the case where a project was
relevant to the work of one military service, but not to the
others. In the WEMD case, however, the Army, without having to
justify why the work would be relevant to Army activities, has
overriden the Navy's technical determination that the company's
IR&D directed at the development of commercial nuclear plants has
no potential military relevance. In this regard it is worth
noting that the Navy has over 30 years of experience in the
development and operation of nuclear power plants. The Army has
much less experience in this area and is not involved at all with
the work being conducted at WEMD.

6. It is important that government funds, particularly scarce
funds for research and development work, be put to the best
possible use. The Defense Department is required by law to
ensure that its IR&D funds are spent only on projects with potential
military relevance. I understand that the WEMD case is the first
to be brought to the DOD Technical Evaluation Group for a
determination of potential military relevance. If the DOD
defers to the Army's contention that any technology may have some
future relevance, there is no sense continuing to review proposed
IR&D projects for potential military relevance.
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7. I strongly recommend that you review the findings of the
Technical Evaluation Group and support the Navy's determination
that WEMD's IR&D projects do not have potential military relevance
and should therefore not be allowed as a charge to the Government.
I further recommend that the procedures followed by the Technical
Evaluation Group be revised to require a majority vote of the
members to override a single member'sdetermination that a proposed
IR&D project does not have potential military relevance.

8. I would appreciate being advised of your decision in this
matter.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Research, Engineering and Systems)

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate,

Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

9 April 1981

The Honorable Samuel S. Stratton
Chairman, Subcommittee on Procurement

and Military Nuclear Systems
Committee on Armed Services
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stratton:

This is in reply to your letter of February 25, 1981 requesting
examples of contracts completed in the last five years on which
I believe excessive profits have been made.- In that letter you
also stated that your Subcommittee may soon be holding hearings
concerning profit limitations on defense contracts. It is my
opinion that there is a compelling need for legislation which
will ensure that defense contractors are not allowed to be paid,
or to retain, excessive profits.

Contrary to what defense contractor lobbyists contend, defense
procurement regulations do not of themselves provide adequate
means to avoid excessive profits on defense contracts. However,
because the Department of Defense in many cases does not have
access to the data needed to identify excessive profits, it is
difficult to cite specific examples.

The Department of Defense, for example, does not maintain records
of subcontractor profits, yet the potential for overcharging at
this level is high. Prime contractors who are not under heavy
competitive pressure have little incentive to shop for the lowest
price. In fact, since profit is negotiated as a percentage of
cost, high subcontract prices can provide higher profits to him.

There also is a tendency at the subcontract level to circumvent
the requirements of the Truth in Negotiations Act and other
procurement safeguards. Since the requirements for submission of
subcontractor cost and pricing data do not apply to competitive
procurements, receipt of more than one bid by the prime contractor
is frequently determined to be "adequate competition" regardless
of circumstances. For example, for certain types of steel,
manufacturers have for many years bid against one another on a
basis that, when transportation costs from the different steel
mills to the contractor's site are added to the bids, the
total price is the same no matter which steel company is selected.
This method of pricing, which results in identical bids, has been
construed by some prime contractors to represent competitive bid-
ding, as have other situations where several distributors of one
manufacturer's product submit identical quotes.

92-784 0 - 82 - 15
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Historically, the forging industry has also been a trouble spot.

The industry has a long tradition of refusing to provide cost

and pricing data for sole source procurements. Competitive

bidding avoids the requirements for cost and pricing data. But

competition in this industry is illusory, because the supplier

who wins the first order frequently has a substantial advantage

over his competitors. In subsequent procurements the competitors'

prices must include the one-time charges for forging dies which

the first supplier already possesses.

In other cases sole source suppliers evade cost or pricing data

requirements by contending that their prices - even for specialty

materials - are "based on catalogue price" - another condition

that exempts the procurement from the cost and pricing data

disclosure requirements of the Truth in Negotiations Act. The

International Nickel Company, for example, has never provided

cost and pricing data under the Truth in Negotiations Act, even

though it has a virtual monopoly on certain nickel based alloys

used in defense work. In another instance, Cabot Corporation - the

sole source of a special material used in large naval reactor valves -

refused to submit required cost and pricing data by claiming

'catalogue price." The company later acquiesced and submitted the

data after contract award. Review of the data by the Government

disclosed that the profit quoted by the contractor was 66 percent

of estimated cost.

Even when the subcontractor provides cost or pricing data prior to

contract award, excess profits are not always avoided. Profit

figures can be understated by inflating cost estimates. Information

disclosed during litigation with Curtiss-Wright, for example,

revealed that the company may have prepared two estimates in

support of their price - one they provided for audit under the

Truth in Negotiations Act and the other based on the amount they

actually thought was required to do the job.

Some sole source subcontractors use a less subtle approach to

obtain high profits. The subcontractor submits all required cost

and pricing data, but openly insists on being paid high profits.

For example, U.S. Steel - the company that manufactures high

pressure air flasks for the TRIDENT submarines - has been able to

insist on a profit of between 27-38 percent of estimated cost.

In another instance, Carborundum - the sole source supplier of

material used in the fabrication of reactor cores - has

historically demanded a profit of 25 percent. With no alternative

sources for the material and not enough business to develop and

support a second source, the Government has little or no leverage

for negotiating the profit downward.

In contrast with the subcontract situations, major Department of

Defense prime contractors generally provide cost and pricing data

which can be reviewed by defense auditors prior to price negotiations.
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This cost data, however, can be inflated with contingencies,
identified or unidentified, which represent the opinion of the
contractor and are not capable of being audited. If the con-
tractor is in a sole source position, the Government may have no
leverage to negotiate unjustified contingencies out of the
contractor's price.

An excellent example of the above is the contingency Newport News
recently began adding to price proposals, supposedly to take into
account a projected workforce inefficiency due to an increase in
its submarine overhaul workload. The Government repeatedly
requested information to justify the numbers used in arriving at
the company's estimate such as the need for new hires, the duration
of inefficiency, and the basis of the "inefficiency factor"
applied. The contractor refused to provide any supporting data.
Eventually the Navy had to include the additional $1.5 million
in the price of the first of the submarine overhaul contracts
without ever having seen any justification for the additional
manhours. Similarly, during negotiations for the CVN 71, Newport
News proposed over 2 million manhours more than the company was
then projecting as necessary for the construction of the CVN 70.
The only justification was an expected inefficiency due to a
"younger workforce." These higher estimates were made despite
that the CVN 71 was the fourth ship in the class built by this
shipyard, with only minor differences in specifications between
the ships. Although the Navy strongly disagreed with the estimate,
there was no alternative source for construction of this ship and
the contract price included the effect of the additional manhours.

On cost-type contracts and on fixed price incentive contracts, the
Department of Defense can easily determine the actual profits
realized. This is because the contracts themselves provide that,
subject to the ceiling price in fixed price type contracts, the
Government must pay incurred costs plus either a fixed fee or an
incentive fee based on performance. Under incentive contracts,
the contractor gets a higher profit if he holds costs down.
Defense contractor lobbyists, no doubt, would contend that any
profits realized under incentive contracts or fixed price contracts
represent rewards for good performance and therefore cannot be
excessive.

The fallacy in this argument is that there are ways, other than
cost reduction, to gain a higher incentive profit. Specifically,
in negotiating contracts or contract changes a contractor may be
able to inflate prices so that normal performance will show up as
a substantial underrun. Underruns for these reasons are rewarded
as handsomely as cost reductions resulting from increased
efficiency. Since the Government has little or no leverage in
price negotiations with sole source contractors, a contractor may
make a high profit through price negotiations and claims more
easily than by reducing the cost of contract performance. Here
are examples from a very profitable shipyard.
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Enclosure (1) lists the last six submarine overhaul contracts
completed by Newport News. These are sole source, cost-plus-
incentive-fee contracts under which the Navy negotiates the
estimated target cost for the work with Newport News with a
target profit equal to about 10 percent of the target cost. To
provide the contractor an incentive to reduce costs, the Navy
agreed that, to the extent Newport News spends less than the
target cost, the company will receive in additional profits 30-40
percent of the cost savings. In this regard it is important to
note that 10 percent of estimated cost is currently the maximum
fee authorized by law for cost plus fixed fee contracts; it is
also the maximum fee listed in the Defense Acquisition Regulation
for cost plus incentive fee contracts. It requires a waiver of
procurement regulations to allow this incentive fee arrangement
which provides the opportunity for higher profits - permitting
the contractor to earn a profit up to 15 percent of negotiated
target cost.

Enclosure (1) shows that Newport News has been making far more
than the 10 percent target fee. For the past six submarine
overhaul contracts, Newport News has received an average 17.6
percent profit as a percentage of actual costs. Profits on
individual contracts have ranged from 15 to as high as 21 percent.
Since the work is performed under cost reimbursement contracts,
the contractor is guaranteed recovery of all his costs and is
not subject to any financial risk for performing these contracts.
Yet the profits being realized under the contracts are higher than
those normally associated with higher risk, fixed price contracts.

During the course of every overhaul, additional work arises for
which the Navy and Newport News negotiate contract changes and
increase the target cost and fee. Upon completion of the contract
the Navy compares Newport News' actual costs of performance with
the adjusted target cost of the contract and, if actual costs
are less than the target, pays the appropriate incentive fee.
It is interesting to note from Enclosure (1) that the final
incurred costs on these contracts, without exception, are but
a few million dollars away from the original negotiated cost for
the overhaul - before any increase for changes. This suggests
that the underruns for which-the company is being paid so
generously may be the result of aggressive negotiation by the
contractor rather than sound management and improved productivity.

On recent sole source, firm fixed price contracts for post-
shakedown availabilities of new construction submarines, Newport
News has realized profits ranging from 9 to 36 percent of incurred
costs. Enclosure (2) shows that on the average Newport News has

realized a profit of 21 percent of incurred cost. On these
contracts, an average of 30 percent of the final price represents
the price of contract changes which were negotiated after the ship
had left the yard and the contractor had incurred almost all his
costs. Under the circumstances, it appears that the high profits
resulted more from price negotiations than from cost reductions
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during contract performance. The ability to negotiate price
after the work is completed and the repetitive nature of this
work greatly reduces any financial risk the contractor might have.

One cannot simply look at the profit as a percentage of cost and
conclude whether or not excessive profits exist. A five percent
profit might be very low for some work, yet excessively high in
contracts which involve low risk, negligible contractor investment,
or have large portions of the work subcontracted. There are
indicators more representative of a successful business operation
than profit expressed as a percentage of either cost or sales.
One commonly used is return on investment.

Return on investment helps put the profit picture into perspective.
In effect it tells what rate of return is being realized for the
dollars invested. The foregoing example regarding submarine
overhaul contracts illustrates the significance of looking at
return on investment in evaluating profits. In its financial
reports to stockholders, Tenneco - the parent corporation for
Newport News - ranks the performance of its various divisions
and subsidiaries based on return on net assets employed - one way
of calculating return on investment. The recent report for 1980
showed that Newport News had in one year moved to near the top
of the ranking of Tenneco divisions. The return on net assets
for Newport News was 18 percent for 1980. This was exceeded
only by the historically profitable oil and natural gas pipeline
divisions, which reported a 25 percent and 20 percent return on
net assets, respectively.

Although the Defense Department does not for the most part evaluate
return on investment, it is possible at Newport News to approximate
the company's return on Navy overhaul contracts. This is because
Newport News, in order to receive payments from the Defense
Department for cost of facility capital employed, allocates its
assets to various product lines. Using this data, Newport News
received approximately a 27 percent return on investment for these
risk-free, cost type Navy overhaul contracts in 1980, despite the
company's large investment in new dry docks to perform this work.
For cost type design contracts where the Navy has been paying a
fee of about 8 percent as a percentage of cost, the return on
investment to Newport News in 1980 was about 34 percent.

In addition to examining profit as a percentage of cost and return
on investment, other factors such as risk, investment, and profit
levels being realized on comparable non-defense work must also be
considered when screening for excessive profits. Moreover, profits
should be evaluated by individual contractor and by product line.
Otherwise contractors can hide excessive profits on sole source or
non-competitive contracts in their overall averages.

To identify excessive profits a judgement needs to be rendered by
knowledgeable persons who have access to the necessary information.
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In cases where it is determined that excessive profits exist, the
Government must have the right to recoup them.

In the current climate of increasing defense expenditures in areas
such as shipbuilding, where industrial capacity is limited, it is
unrealistic to presume that true competition exists; or, in cases
where there is more than one supplier, that competition can be
relied upon to protect the U.S. against excessive profits.

The examples cited above illustrate why I consider we need profit
limiting legislation. If I can be of further assistance, please
let me know.

Sincerely,

Enclosures
(1) Fee on Completed Submarine Overhauls
(2) Profit Earned by Newport News on SSN 688

Class Post-Shakedown Availabilities



FEE ON COMPLETED SUBMARINE OVERHAULS
($ Millions)

Original
Contract
Target

Ship Completed Cost

SSBN 622

SSN 661

SSN 663

SSBN 631

SSN 668

SSN 670

May 1977

Oct. 1977

Apr. 1978

Feb. 1979

July 1979

Dec. 1979

$44.5

29.7

32.9

45.3

33.1

34.0

Final
Contract
Target
Cost

$57.7

39.2

41.0

52.8

39.5

40.4

Final
Incurred
Cost
Cost

$48.0

30.2

28.6

44.7

34.7

35.5

Fee .
Original Final
Contract Incurred

Fee Fee (%) Cost (%)

$8.7

5.9

6.1

7.5

5.1

5.4

9.6

9.8

9. 8

9.7

9.8

9.8

18.1

19.5

21.3

16.8*

14.7*

15.2*
I-.

* Newport News also received payments on these overhauls for Cqst of Facilities Capital. If
these payments are considered an additional return to the contractor, the above figures
would increase to 18.6% (SSBN 631), 17.0% (SSN 668), and 18.0% (SSN 670).

Enclosure (1)

-
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PROFIT EARNED BY NEWPORT NEWS ON SSN 688

CLASS SUBMARINE POST-SHAKEDOWN AVAILABILITIES (PSA's)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Submarine

688

689

690

691

693

694

695

Total

Fixed Price

$ 6,072

6,387

6,726

* 7,210

5,126

5,523

5,508

$ 42,552

Costs
Incurred

$ 5,318

5,814

5,162

5,287

4,199

4,330

5,045

$ 35,155

Profit

$ 755

573

1,564

1,922

927

1,194

462

$7,397

Profit as
% of Cost

14.2

9.9

30.3

36.4

22.1

27.6

9.2

21.0

Note: Numbers may not check due to rounding

Enclosure (2)
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici 24 An loi
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy Research
and Development

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Domenici:

This is in reply to your letter of April 10, 1981 in which you asked
questions concerning the Water Cooled Breeder Program. Attachment
I provides my response. In addition, there are several points that
are germane to the Subcommittee's consideration of the Water Cooled
Breeder Program as an energy option.

The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor is the primary DOE nuclear
breeder program because of its theoretical breeding potential. The
light water breeder I am currently working on does not have the
breeding potential of the liquid metal breeder. However, it has
the advantage of being based on the proven light water reactor power
plant technology that has been in use world-wide for 25 years. Due to
the seriousness of the Nation's future energy situation, it is only
prudent to continue development of the light water breeder as a nuclear
power option.

As you are aware, the General Accounting Office (GAO) recently issued
a report entitled, "The Department of Energy's Water Cooled Breeder
Program - Should It Continue?" The GAO's sole technical recommendation
was to "discontinue reactor operation at Shippingport by January 1982
and initiate the proof-of-breeding experiment at that time." Based
on my engineering experience, this would be a mistake. The light
water breeder reactor has been operating well in the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station for over three years supplying commercial electric power
and is capable of several more years of operation. The best way to
obtain data that will be needed to aid in making decisions concerning
possible application of light water breeder technology is to continue
to operate the Shippingport reactor. Continued operation will provide
valuable information on the interaction of fuel elements and core
structure, and on the nuclear, thermal and hydraulic performance of
a power reactor, none of which can be provided by other means.

In my opinion, no breeder concept will be chosen for use until national
policy issues concerning fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste
disposal are resolved and most likely not until experience with the
Clinch River liquid metal breeder demonstration plant is in hand.
Operation of the Shippingport light water breeder for several more
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years as presently planned will still result in breeding performance
data being available when the Clinch River plant is scheduled to begin
operation in 1990. Attachment II expands on my reasons for dis-
agreeing with the GAO report.

The House Subcommittee on Energy Research and Production has questioned
the Advanced Water Breeder Applications portion of the Water Cooled
Breeder program as not worthwhile. I disagree. The technology embodied
in the Shippingport light water breeder is a decade old. Important
data from the operation of the Shippingport plant and other advance-
ments in light water reactor technology are being developed and
documented for future use. The focus of the breeder applications effort
is on exploring technical problems, and on developing and disseminating
technical information needed for commercial scale application of light
water breeders through published technical reports.

Doing this work in parallel with operation of the Shippingport plant
and the end-of-life examinations of the Shippingport light water breeder
core will save years of necessary development effort. If at some
point in time the light water breeder technology is needed, this time
savings could be critical. In addition, by using the people who have
had first hand experience in developing the Shippingport core and are
the best qualified to perform this work, it will be cheaper to develop
this information now.

Breeder application work is underway in the important technical areas
of core and fuel element design, and fabrication development which is
expected to improve breeding performance and simplify fuel manufacture.
This work involves considerable irradiation testing which is time
constrained and not susceptible to acceleration. Therefore, any delays
in accomplishing the breeder applications work will have a direct
effect on the availability of technical data to implement light water
breeder technology.

In summary, the Water Cooled Breeder program is an important energy
alternative that is well along in development and testing. I would
appreciate very much your full support for continuing the program at
the funding level requested by the Administration.

Prior to your subcommittee hearing on April 1, 1981, the Acting Sub-
committee Chairman, Senator Nickles, mentioned that there would be a
full committee hearing on the breeder programs and that I should present
my testimony on the Water Cooled Breeder program at that time. I look
forward to testifying to the full committee on this subject.

Sincerely,

H.G. Rickover

Attachments
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ATTACAMENT I
RESPONSE TO SENATE ENERGY COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Questions for Admiral Hyman G. Rickover - from Transcript of Proceedings

In your testimony before the Committee you stated:

"We can continue operating the Shippingport light water breeder
and have the results of what we can get -out of the light water
breeder just about the time a liquid metal breeder plant will
start operating."

Question 1:

What applicability do you believe the results of your light water
breeder program can have to today's operating light water reactors?

Answer:

Much of the technology being developed and demonstrated
in the light water breeder program has potential application to
today's operating light water reactors. This includes technology
in the areas of reactor physics and thermal, hydraulic, fuel cladding,
and fuel element design and analysis. This technology can be
applied to permit more efficient use of nuclear fuel in light
water reactors.

Question 2:

Is it possible to convert existing reactors to light water breeders?
If so, would it necessitate a de-rating of the plant and a
resultant reduction in electric power output?

Answer:

Yes. The light water breeder core was successfully backfit in 1977
into the Shippingport Atomic Power Station reactor which had been
operating as an ordinary light water reactor since 1957. However,
converting an existing reactor to a light water breeder would
require de-rating of electric power output. This is because
breeding in a light water reactor requires a reactor core with
higher metal to water content and lower power density than today's
commercial light water reactors. As a consequence, a light water
breeder core designed for a given power output would require a
larger reactor vessel and more powerful reactor coolant pumps than
the non-breeding light water reactors being used commercially
today. A utility interested in applying light water breeders would
logically build new plants specifically designed with a larger reactor
vessel and more powerful pumps for its breeder reactors to replace
or expand its generating capacity.

If existing reactors are converted, they most likely would be
converted to "prebreeders". Prebreeder reactors fucled with
available fissile fuel, such as uranium-235, would be necessary to
irradiate thorium for producing uranium-233 to fuel the initial
light water breeder cores. As part of the Advanced Water Breeder
Applications subprogram, Naval Reactors has developed and published
conceptual designs of prebreeder cores that could be backfit in
existing light water reactors without reducing electric power output.
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Question 3:

If a light water breeder were to be designed "from scratch",
approximately how long would it take to design, develop and begin
operation of such a plant?

Answer:

Development of the Shippingport light water breeder reactor core
took eight years from authorization to operation in an existing
plant. Except for the core and associated components, the
remainder of the plant, built in the 1950's, is a pressurized
light water reactor plant. A conceptual design of a commercial
scale light water breeder is being developed based on the
technology being proven by operation of the Shippingport light water

breeder reactor. With that conceptual design as a starting point,
it should take no longer for industry to build a commercial
light water breeder power plant than it would take to build a typical
light water reactor power plant. This assumes generic issues
applicable to building any breeder such as fuel reprocessing,
recycled fuel fabrication and radioactive waste disposal are resolved.

Question 4:

What is the maximum theoretical breeding ratio and doubling time
you calculate for an LWBR core- what is the impact of reprocessing
losses on the "overall system breeding ratio and doubling time?"

Answer:

The maximum theoretical breeding ratio for an LWBR core is estimated

to be about 1.15 at the beginning of core life. However, the breeding
ratio is reduced with lifetime as fission products build up.

Consequently, a light water breeder is expected to be capable of
providing at each refueling enough fissile fuel to manufacture a

replacement fuel loading without having to mine more uranium, taking
into consideration the 1% losses assumed in recycling the fuel. An
LWBR core is not expected to produce enough extra fissile fuel to
start up additional reactors, thus it is not predicted to "double".

Question 5:

What is the burnup level that the LWBR was originally targeted to
achieve in the original project proposal? What burnup level has
currently been achieved? What burnup level do you ultimately
hope to demonstrate by the completion of the program?

Answer:

When this development project originally started no one could

accurately predict the burnup which would be possible. As the
technology development progressed to the point of designing the

Shippingport light water breeder, Naval Reactors predicted that,

as a minimum, the reactor would be capable of generating 50 net
megawatts of electricity for at least 15,000 effective full power
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hours, or 750,000 net megawatt-hours of electrical energy. As the
reactor design and manufacture progressed, Naval Reactors concluded
it would be possible to uprate the reactor to 60 megawatts of net
electrical output. The reactor surpassed the original energy
output prediction in October 1979. To date, the Shippingport
light water breeder has produced more than 1,200,000 net megawatt-
hours of electrical energy. Currently, it appears possible the
core may be able to generate more than 1,800,000 net megawatt-hours
of electrical energy while still operating as a breeder, more than
twice the original energy output prediction. The peak fuel
burnup associated with this energy output is about 65,000 megawatt
days per metric ton of heavy metal.
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ATTACHMENT II

COMMENTS ON GAO REPORT
"THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S WATER COOLED

BREEDER PROGRAM-SHOULD IT CONTINUE?"
EMD 81-46

GAO Recommendation

Discontinue reactor operation at Shippingport by January 1982 and
initiate the proof-of-breeding experiment at that time.

Naval Reactors Comment

Naval Reactors (NR) does not agree with the GAO recommendation which
is based on an incomplete understanding of light water breeder
technology.

The concept being developed under the Water Cooled Breeder program is
a self-sustaining breeder reactor cooled and moderated with light
(ordinary) water and fueled with uranium-233 and thorium. The light
water breeder reactor appears to be a technical success. A light
water breeder reactor, believed 20 years ago to be technologically
impossible, is operating today in the Shippingport Atomic Power Station
and has accumulated over 21,000 Effective Full Power Hours of
operation. The technology embodied in this breeder opens up for use
an energy resource, thorium that could potentially provide enough
energy to meet this Nation's projected requirements for electricity
generation for hundreds of years in the future.

The GAO contends NR has changed the objective of the program by
extending operation of the Shippingport light water breeder to emphasize
fuel performance rather than breeding determination. In addition, the
GAO concludes that breeding in the light water breeder must be proved
now so that industry can evaluate this technology for application at
the earliest possible date.

The primary objective of the Water Cooled Breeder program has always
been to develop water cooled reactors with as high fuel utilization
as practical. The original minimum lifetime design objective of
15,000 to 18,000 Effective Full Power Hours for the Shippingport
light water breeder was set during the core development phase and was
based on the then state-of-the-art technology. Through the incor-
poration of technology advances that evolved during the development
effort and based on operating experience to date, the core is con-
sidered to have significantly longer lifetime capability while still
meeting the original breeding prediction. Reactor performance measure-
ments confirm that the Shippingport light water breeder core is per-
forming well.

The decision to continue operation of the light water breeder core beyond
the original minimum design objective was made to obtain valuable
technical data. Further operation provides an economical opportunity
to realize the full technical worth of the light water breeder core and
to better demonstrate the technology of the uranium-233 and thorium
fuel system. Important technical information will be generated for
evaluating the future potential of light water breeders and for applying
and exploiting this technology with minimum wasted effort and costs.
This information will also aid in determining how to more efficiently
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use nuclear fuel resources in light water reactors. NR notes that
the companies involved in design of present light water reactors all
have programs to extend fuel utilization.

The GAO contention that breeding must be confirmed quickly does not take
into consideration the fact that no breeder concept will be chosen for
use by industry until national policy issues concerning fuel repro-
cessing and radioactive waste disposal are resolved and probably not
until experience with the Clinch River liquid metal breeder demonstrat-
tion plant is in hand. Operation of the Shippingport light water breeder
as presently planned will result in breeding performance data being
available when the Clinch River plant is scheduled to begin operation
in 1990.

The GAO believes that technical data on the uranium-233 and thorium
fuel system can be obtained through the use of a test reactor. GAO
also states the fuel system could be further tested in a subsequent
larger demonstration plant.

NR believes that complete technical data about the reactor concept will
be needed to make decisions on whether or not to use the light water
breeder technology. The cheapest and most effective way to obtain the
data is to continue operation of the Shippingport light water breeder
which is the only power reactor fueled with uranium-233 and thorium
ever to be operated anywhere in the world.

If data from test reactors were equivalent to actual experience, as
the General Accounting Office suggests, NR would terminate operation
of the Shippingport plant. However, it is not true. By operating an
actual power reactor core under typical utility service conditions,
data can be obtained that is not obtainable from irradiation tests,
i.e. data on the interaction of fuel elements and core structure and
information on the nuclear, thermal, and hydraulic performance of a
reactor. Furthermore, operation of the Shippingport plant and the
related breeder application effort is fully demonstrating the light
water breeder technology and there is no need for a costly, federally
financed, large commercial demonstration plant.

GAO Recommendation

Establish fixed milestones and cost projections for all major
activities so that (1) the performance of the program can be better
measured, (2) accountability over achieving critical steps in the
development process can be better established, and (3) Congressional
oversight over program progress can be improved.

Naval Reactors Comment

NR has effective milestones and cost projections for the Water Cooled
Breeder program. The evolving nature of a research and development
effort must be borne in mind when evaluating cost and schedule
projections. Inherent in any research and development program is a
process of learning and evolution wherein each step of the development
effort can potentially result in following a new,previously unexpected
path to successful completion. The Water Cooled Breeder program is no
exception. This program has been managed, since its inception, to
maximize the technical value of the effort. The cost projections
and schedules are adjusted when necessary to reflect the current state
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of knowledge in this very complex technical work.

The GAO expresses concern in its report because the program milestones
are footnoted to indicate that their occurrence on the scheduled
dates are dependent on the operating life of the Shippingport plant.
This is a logical qualification since the operation of the Shippingport
plant is the key factor in the timing of the program. NR has taken
the technically conservative approach of extending the operating life
of the plant in steps based on analysis of actual reactor performance.

Naval Reactors manages the Water Cooled Breeder program the same way
it manages the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program -- by exercising strong
technical and fiscal control over its work with great attention to
detail. The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is responsible for the
design, development, and operation of the Navy's nuclear powered fleet
and, in addition, is currently responsible for 158 operating reactors --
more operating reactors than the total of all U.S. civilian nuclear
power reactors. In carrying out these programs, management is exercised
effectively through strong day-to-day involvement and periodic reviews
of technical plans and associated cost projections.

GAO Recommendation

Transfer responsibility for any further development of the water cooled
breeder to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Reactor Programs
if such development is warranted.

Naval Reactors Comment

The GAO recommendation makes a flat statement that responsibility for
the Water Cooled Breeder should be transferred within the Department
of Energy. However, in the body of the report GAO states that
responsibility for the program "...should be shifted after the proof-
of-breeding experiment is complete and a decision is made to further
develop and demonstrate the water cooled breeder's commercial
potential ... ". Based on this qualification, NR does not take issue
with GAO's recommendation to transfer responsibility for commercialization
of the light water breeder at a future date.

The Water Cooled Breeder program is an important part of the DOE's
energy research and development effort. This program is being carried
out by NR as a logical outgrowth of previous Naval Reactors civilian
nuclear power development work and because of NR's extensive experience
in developing water cooled reactors for the Navy's nuclear powered
warships.

Naval Reactors Summary

The GAO report notes that NR views the Water Cooled Breeder program as
a development effort, while GAO views the controlling aspect of the
program to be the necessity to quickly prove breeding. This is an
accurate description of NR's view. This energy option is being pursued
because of the vast energy potential embodied in the light water breeder
technology without the need to develop an entirely new power plant
technology. A thorough evaluation of the full core performance
capabilities, including a determination of breeding, is essential in
fully evaluating the uranium-233 and thorium fuel system. The proof-of-
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*breeding is only one aspect of the Water Cooled Breeder program, and,
contrary to the GAO contention, is certainly not the only technical
consideration. NR plans to operate the Shippingport light water
breeder to provide maximum technical data in the event that application
of this option is necessary to meet the Nation's future energy require-
ments. This approach is the most effective from both a technical and
cost standpoint.

92-784 0 - 82 - 16
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585 April 30, 1981

The Honorable Samuel S. Stratton
Chairman, Subcommittee on Procurement

and Military Nuclear Systems
Committee on Armed Services
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stratton:

I have received a copy of a letter dated April 9, 1981 from Mr.
Agnew of the General Atomics Company to Congressman Lujan concerning
the capability of General Atomics for producing naval nuclear fuel.
Since the House Armed Services Committee is currently reviewing my
request for initial funds for a naval nuclear fuel facility, I
thought it appropriate to provide you my comments. A copy of Mr.
Agnew's letter is attached.

As you know, Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) is currently the only
supplier of the naval nuclear fuel used in production of reactor
cores. Strikes, operational or regulatory shutdowns, natural
disasters or other unanticipated problems can therefore jeopardize
our fuel supplies. The reactor cores are required for nuclear
powered warships that constitute over 40 percent of the Navy's
combatant fleet. Consequently, there is a real and immediate need
to develop a second fuel source.

I have explored various alternatives in the Government and private
sectors for establishing a second source. NFS was not interested
in putting up another plant at a different location. Proposals
were then solicited from our two core manufacturers each of which is
technically knowledgeable of the process and has a vested interest
in ensuring an uninterrupted fuel supply.

Negotiations with the core manufacturers made it clear that the
uncertain volume of business, high investment and regulatory concerns
would require the Government to put up the funds for the fuel facility.
Thus, the Government would be left in the difficult and unattractive
position of having a Government-funded facility controlled by a
contractor.

It is clear from these negotiations that a fuel facility would not
be commercially attractive except on terms where the Government
puts up the money and assumes all risks. Under these circumstances
it is more advantageous to establish a naval nuclear fuel facility
at the DOE's Savannah River Site. This offers the advantage of direct
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Government control for this highly demanding product; the ability

to accommodate fluctuating production levels; the certainty of a

reliable long term source of supply; and a location on the East

coast where the core manufacturing facilities are located.

The Savannah River Site operating contractor, duPont, is a proven

and substantial company with an excellent technical reputation and

experience in building and operating chemical facilities and

handling highly enriched nuclear fuel.

If for some reason establishment of a fuel factory at a Government

site is not possible, I would advocate locating the fuel facility

at one of the naval core manufacturers. These suppliers have a

proven record, are experienced with naval nuclear fuel, and have

a need for the product. However, this arrangement would not be

as advantageous to the Government as a facility at the Savannah

River Site.

In short, there is nothing in Mr. Agnew's letter that changes my

appraisal of the naval nuclear fuel situation or the alternatives

noted above. General Atomics does not produce the same type of

fuel as used in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program - there are

substantial technical differences both in the product and the

process. General Atomics has little of the necessary equipment.

It is located far from the user facilities. It is partially-owned

by a foreign company and is of questionable stability as a long

term supplier to fulfill a major defense need.

Sincerely,

LG. Rickover
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Naval Reactors
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GENERAL ATOMIC COMPANY
P.O. BOX 8I60I
SAN DIEGO. CAUFORNIA 92138
(714 455-208O

HAROLD M. AGNEW
P-.sd.nt

April 9, 1981

The Honorable Manuel Lujan, Jr.
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Manuel,

Thanks for sending me the response you received from
Admiral Rickover. I have tried to interest the Admiral in our capabilities
but to no avail. Once through the efforts of Ed Bauser (Mel Price's staff)
I got through to him but his only words were, "Agnew, I don't need your
help. "

At some risk of still trying to be helpful, let me comment on
the Admiral's March 23, 1981 letter and restate the advantages to the U.S.
Government as we see them of General Atomic Company's serving as a supplier
of fuel starting material for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program.

The starting material for Naval fuel cores is called "item fuel"
and is made from fully enriched uranium. This "item fuel" is currently being
produced by Nuclear Fuel Services, the sole supplier of such material. The
"item fuel" is then furnished to the two current fabricators of Naval reactor
cores, United Nuclear Corporation and Babcock & Wilcox. Due to prolonged
difficulties relating to the NFS production of "item fuel", Admiral Rickover
has for several years been interested in establishing a second source of supply
for this critical material.

General Atomic's interest has been specific to establishing the
capability to provide "item fuel". As you may know for the past twenty years
we have been producing high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel for
the Peach Bottom and Fort St. Vrain reactors. This fuel has, as a starting
material, highly enriched uranitun in a form similar to that of "item fuel".
Admiral Rickover's statement that Naval nuclear fuel is unlike fuel used in
civilian reactors, while true in the broad sense, is not accurate relative to
Navy "item fuel" and starting material for HTGR fuel. The fuel form required
as the starting material for Naval Reactor cores is very similar to that routinely
produced by General Atomic Company for the HTGR systems.
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The statement that "the complex nature of the process makes
it particularly difficult to apply effectively the same material accountability
techniques used in commercial fuel manufacture" is also incorrect insofar as
General Atomic operations are concerned. The material accountability that would
be required for Navy "item fuel" is in fact simpler than that routinely and
successfully applied by General Atomic for our highly enriched HTGR fuel.
There are differences in public disclosure requirements for NRC licensed
facilities as against DOE in-house facilities and we can understand the Admiral's
legitimate motivation to minimize this sort of thing for a critical part of the
nuclear fleet's fuel cycle. -

The General Atomic facilities are quite suitable however for
"item fuel" manufacture, in that we routinely process highly enriched uranium,
we have full NRC safeguards and are equipped administratively and physically
to handle work of a classified nature. General Atomic Company has a DOE
facility clearance, has numerous DOE "0" cleared employees and is certified
and equipped to handle classified work both of a software and hardware nature.
There is considerable excess capacity and floor space in our NRC upgraded
facility for handling this fuel and we think it would be in the economic interest
of the government to take advantage of an existing facility rather than "start
from scratch: in establishing a new facility. To do the work at GA would require
the installation of additional process equipment but no additional buildings or
utility load to our existing facility. We estimate the cost at several millions of
dollars as against upwards of a hundred million dollars for a new facility.

Finally, Admiral Rickover states that in the event the Department
of Energy cannot construct the 'item fuel" factory on a government site as he
proposes, the next most logical approach would be to have the existing core
manufacturers "who have experience with highly enriched uranium" establish
these facilities. We are convinced that General Atomic's considerable experience
with the processing of highly enriched uranium is at least as relevant to the
production of "item fuel" as that of either of the current core manufacturers.

I hope this information will clarify the record. Admiral Rickover's
desire to have redundancy in his basic fuel work is well founded. I think it would
be prudent to have two suppliers of "item fuel" so that critical production could be
maintained in the event of a disaster at one of the facilities. You remember the
problems which arose after the Rocky Flats fire. GA could provide such en option
at minimum cost to the government. The contractor at Irwin, Tennessee has had
serious problems and one is led to believe that had it not been for the Admiral's
personal intervention with the NRC they would have withdrawn the facility's
license because of serious material accountability problems in the past. I suspect
the Admiral's desire to produce the fuel in a government facility is aimed in part
at least at obviating any similar licensing problems in the future.

But clearly we are not privy to all the considerations that may go
into the final resolution of this matter. If the decision is made to go in-house for
'item fuel" with no redundancy in a licensed facility we still think we could provide
valuable assistance to the contractor in the design and engineering of the new
facility and we'd like to get an opportunity to do so.

Any help you can offer to allow us to demonstrate our
capabilities, to save the taxpayers money and to contribute to the naval
program should be to everyone's advantage.

Sincerely
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

Rl~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 RE-L REFER TO

1 May 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program

Encl: (1) Notes on the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program

1. Enclosure (1) are notes that I left with the Secretary of
the Navy during my meeting with him today.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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May 1, 1981

NOTES ON THE NAVAL NUCLEAR PROPULSION PROGRAM

1. The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program currently has 157 nuclear
reactors in operation. In the almost 30 years since the operation
of the first land-based prototype there has never been a serious
incident involving any Naval nuclear reactor plant.

2. A major part of my Department of Energy responsibility is to
assure the safe operation of Naval reactor plants; this includes the
selection, qualification and training of operating personnel as a
joint effort with the Navy.

3. I currently get from the Department of Energy about $400 million
of research and development money to support this program as compared
to only about $100 million from the Navy. In addition the Department
of Energy pays for the eight operating prototypes that we use to
train Navy crews.

4. I will continue to make every effort to see that our nuclear
reactors do not become for the Navy the kind of problem that Three
Mile Island has been for the civilian nuclear business and ensure that
the Navy and not the Nuclear Regulatory Commission maintains control
over this work.

5. Since Three Mile Island, the Navy has remained free of outside
interference with respect to reactor operation and we have not lost
a single one of the 155 approved foreign ports where these nuclear
powered ships are free to operate based on a very simple set of
'assurances" that exist because of our record.

6. Port entry is very important to crew morale on nuclear ships,
particularly since they often operate in remote regions for long
periods of time. The Navy needs to prevail on the State Department
to give this area much higher priority in dealings with countries
such as France where nuclear ships cannot now make visits.

7. In the four year period 1976 - 1980, the Navy fell 800 officers
short in attaining the cumulative number of officers needed for
entry into the nuclear power training program. To maintain our
leadership in the nuclear Navy, and our safe operating record, the
Navy needs to establish a consistent, stable policy that will assure
that enough new officers enter nuclear power training each year to
meet the Navy's needs to man its nuclear powered submarines and
surface ships. It is important to achieve this to the maximum
extent practicable through a "volunteer" system to meet individual
preferences, but these should not override the needs of the Navy.

8. The Navy should get a better return on its investment in the
training of midshipmen at the Naval Academy and in the Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC) program:
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a. Curricula must be carefully controlled to assure midshipmen
have the proper technical backgrounds for their future officer
assignments.

b. Midshipmen should not be allowed to resign after two years
of free education without any residual obligation for service as
an enlisted person or pay-back of funds.

c. Consideration should be given to increasing from four years
to five years the initial active duty commitment of officers from
NROTC sources, consistent with current USNA requirements.

9. In the past, shipbuilders have managed to deal directly with
the Secretariat in contract matters, thus bypassing the Naval Sea
Systems Command. This makes NAVSEA ineffective, hurts morale, and
overloads the Secretariat. In cases where high level meetings
involving the Secretariat are necessary, the responsible NAVSEA
officials should be present.

10. Contractual problems with the shipbuilders absorb the time of
technical people, both contractor and Government, whose efforts
should be devoted to producing quality ships. Action in holding
ships back from Electric Boat can help reestablish a proper business
relationship with that yard.

11. The SECNAV committee report is being perceived as a Navy
endorsement of Electric Boat and confirmation that the yard's
problems are behind them. The Navy should place credence only on
proven performance, not on Electric Boat's promises to meet their
latest slipped schedules. Until there is a drastic change in
management attitude at that yard, production and quality control
problems will recur.

12. The following are important issues that need to be settled with
Electric Boat prior to awarding more work to that shipyard:

a. The company refuses to negotiate and agree to changes on
TRIDENT without reserving rights to later submit delay claims. This
violates the company's P.L. 85-804 claim settlement agreement and
forces the Navy to unilaterally order even minor changes.

b. There is currently a backlog of over 1,200 unpriced TRIDENT
contract changes at Electric Boat which the Navy has been unable to
settle because of Electric Boat's delay allegations. This will
lead to claims.

c. Electric Boat refused to extend a contract with the Navy's
reactor plant prime contractor for repair of Government Furnished
Equipment on SSN 688 class ships. The Navy is having to order these
repairs be accomplished on an unpriced basis - again, potential
claim items.
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d. Electric Boat has announced it is preparing insurance claims
which will total about $100 million. Despite repeated NAVSEA efforts
to get Electric Boat to submit these claims so they can be evaluated
and disposed of promptly, Electric Boat has refused to do so. I
predict that before we are through, Electric Boat's total claim
will be far more than $100 million.

e. Electric Boat withholds, denies, or impedes access to much
of the cost and schedular data requested by the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding and Defense Contract Audit Agency.

13. Although a more efficient yard, Newport News is often more
difficult to deal with than Electric Boat. The following are
examples of contractual problems at Newport News which should be
resolved prior to awarding the three ship SSN 688 class contract:

a. The company has refused to accept any contract provision
which in any way limits their ability to accumulate massive claims
and submit them years after the fact. Specifically, the company has
refused to accept the Navy's clauses which require prompt notifica-
tion of changes and periodic claims releases.

b. The company has been overpricing cost reimbursement type
contracts for submarine overhaul work. Starting with a target fee
of about 10 percent, the company has repeatedly attained 17-1/2
percent fees under the incentive sharing provisions of the contract.

c. The company has reneged on a longstanding procedure for
authorizing and paying for repairs and modifications to Government
furnished reactor plant equipment.

d. Under existing contracts the company has repeatedly asserted
cross-contract impact resulting from technical changes. This has
forced the Navy to defer some important work and to issue other
work on a unilateral unpriced basis.

14. Building nuclear submarines, or major parts thereof, abroad
would have serious security and technical problems, as well as
political ones. We cannot afford to compromise our nuclear
propulsion technology. Nor could I assure the nuclear propulsion
safety of work done overseas.

15. Resuming construction of submarines at Naval shipyards would
be well worth the added initial costs. We need alternatives when
Newport News and Electric Boat become recalcitrant on contractual
issues. We also can use the extra capacity.

16. The Navy must develop and maintain a strong in-house design
and technical capability in NAVSEA and the Naval shipyards. This
requires a concerted, Navy-wide effort to: (1) develop and
strengthen its Engineering Duty Officer community; and (2) assure
that senior ED's with shipbuilding and ship maintenance experience
are placed in key technical assignments, including the positions
of COMNAVSEA and his principal assistants.

17. I understand that Mr. O'Neil and Mr. Sawyer are your top advisors
in the area of shipbuilding. It might be beneficial for them to meet
with me and my staff to be sure they are fully aware of these issues
before you meet with shipyard officials.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

8 June 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocability of selling costs to defense contracts

1. My memorandum to you of 10 February 1981 recommended the Navy
oppose a proposed change to the Defense Acquisition Regulations
governing the allocability of selling costs to defense contracts.
Under the proposed change, the test for allocability would be
whether the sales activities have a "demonstrated potential for
materially reducing overall costs." I pointed out that this
change would be tantamount to making all contractor selling
expenses allowable since defense contractors would always be able
to demonstrate that more business results in reduced overhead
rates.

2. Your response reiterates the broad benefit principle long
espoused by defense contractors and lobbyists. You state:

"The Navy took a formal minority position with the
DAR Council on the case recommending that a broader
allocation base be employed where it is equitable to
do so. The Navy believed that the narrow allocation
of selling costs serves to discourage efforts on the
contractor's part to obtain increased volume and
reduce future unit costs to the Navy."

You further state you believe that the narrow allocation policy has
the "obvious effect of increasing future unit costs to the Navy.'

3. In my opinion, it is not obvious that the "broad benefit policy
will lower unit costs. By accepting this policy, the Government opens
the door for Defense contractors to charge commercial and foreign
selling expense to Government contracts far in excess of any benefit
derived from increased business volume.

4. You emphasize that selling costs will not be allowed in all cases
but only when there is a demonstrated potential for materially
reducing overall costs. You acknowledge that "selling costs by
their nature are difficult to negotiate" but consider that Rthe
best quality settlements of selling expense will emerge if we are
able to provide responsible field people with guidelines sufficiently
comprehensive to ensure that they are employing the proper consider-
ations together with a cost principle that can accommodate the full
range of their good judgment.'

5. Because the impact of sellingefforts on future sales is highly
speculative, I do not believe guidelines can be developed that will
enable Government negotiators to arrive at "quality settlements" of
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selling expense. The DAR Committee has attempted,in a new draft
cost principle,to provide workable guidelines for determining the
allowability and allocability of selling expense. The new proposal
adds many words and a formula for determining when an advance
agreement in this area will be required. The bottom line, though,
is that selling expenses will be allowed when they "have a potential
for reducing overall costs to the Government through increasing the
sales volume of the cost center in which Government contracts are
performed.'

6. The Navy should face the selling expense issue directly and
acknowledge that contracting officers will not be able to weigh the
added cost of selling effort against the benefit of reduced overhead.
Defense contractors, armed with sophisticated sales projection
techniques and the like, will routinely claim overall benefit for the
Government. The Government will pay out millions of dollars to help
contractors promote their commercial and foreign sales in return
for elusive future reductions in overhead rates.

7. The need to eliminate waste and abuse in the expenditure of public
funds has received increased emphasis in the last few months.
Particular attention is being directed to the Defense Department
because of possible increases in its budget and because of the
perception that waste in the Department is rampant. In my opinion,
the proposed change to the criteria governing selling expense is an
invitation to abuse and will waste millions of dollars of Government
funds.

8. I previously recommended that the proposed change be modified to
delete parts 15-205.37(b)(1), 15-205.37(b)(2)(ii), and 15-205.37(c).
With these changes, the selling expense clause would state that
"selling costs are allocable to Government business if the sales
activities are undertaken for the purposes of application or
adaptation of the contractor's products to the U.S. Government use.'
I strongly recommend that the Navy support this provision rather
than the broad benefit criteria for determining the allowability
of selling costs.

9. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
with regard to my recommendation.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

gre ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.[L RE-ea -EO1

12 June 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

Subj: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) Being Conducted
by Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Electro-Mechanical
Division

1. During our telephone discussion on May 18, 1981 I pointed out
that the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Engineering and
Systems) had written you on April 10, 1981 about a case where the
Navy and Air Force wanted to disallow certain Independent Research
and Development (IR&D) work being performed by Westinghouse, but were
overruled by the Army member of the IR&D Technical Evaluation Group.
The proposed IR&D work involves equipment for nuclear reactors, an
area under my technical congnizance. If allowed, the cost of this
work will be charged to contracts under my cognizance. In his letter
to you, the Assistant Secretary recommended that you overrule the Army
in this case and revise the rules of the Technical Evaluation Group so
that one member cannot decide to allow projects objected to by other
members unless substantial military application can be documented.
I understand that you have not yet responded to the Assistant Secretary's
letter.

2. In view of the emphasis this Administration has placed on reducing
unnecessary expenditures, it is important that cases like this be
used to set a tone of economy in the Defense Department. The Defense
Department traditionally has been very liberal in allowing IR&D costs.

3. I recommend that you act favorably on the Navy's recommendations
in this case and that you also look into abolishing, or at least
drastically cutting back, the entire IR&D program.

4. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
in this regard.

14-ARickve
Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering and Systems)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Research
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSL

WASHINGTCON. D.C. 20301

6JUL M1
RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER. NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

SUBJECT: Independent Research and Development (IR&D) Projects of
the Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

This is in response to your 12 June memorandum concerning the above
subject.

As I indicated in my memorandum of 8 June to the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy, we have carefully reviewed the WEMD projects in
question, taking into account the Navy views and those of the IR&D
Technical Evaluation Group. We find that the WEMD projects dealing
with Reactor Coolant Pump Development (EM-80-1D) and Valve Develop-
ment (EM-80-3D) do not satisfy the requirements of potential military
relevance, and we support the Navy recommendation that the costs of
these projects be disallowed for reimbursement as IR&D.

For the remaining three WEMD projects, we concur with the opinion of
the Technical Evaluation Group that the technology benefits to be
expected are sufficient to justify a finding of potential military
relevance.

I trust that you will appreciate the Navy's position was carefully a
considered in arriving at these conclusions. I can also assure you
that we share the same goals of insuring against unnecessary expen-
dit~ure in matntaflangn~he eheaftlH and vigor of our Armed Forces and
the supporting tech Iogy upbn Which they depend.

cc: ASN(RES)
ASN(MRA&L)
Chief, Naval Material
Chief, Naval Research
Commander, NSSC
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

15 June 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocability of selling costs to defense contracts

Encl: (1) Notes on Proposal to Loosen the Criteria Governing
Allocability of Selling Costs to Defense Contracts

1. In view of your interest in saving money in defense procure-
ment, I thought it appropriate to bring to your attention a change
currently being proposed to the Defense Department policy on the
allocability of contractor selling costs. As in the case of IR&D,
which we have previously discussed, this is an attempt by some
defense contractors to shift more of the cost of their commercial
efforts to defense contracts.

2. The current policy allows contractors to charge selling costs
to the Government only when the Government benefits directly from
the sales effort. This makes good sense. For the most part defense
requirements arise from military needs, not from the sales efforts
of equipment manufacturers. The current policy also prohibits
charging to defense contracts the cost of selling military equipment
to foreign countries.

3. Defense contractors are trying to change the current policy to
allow selling costs whenever sales activities have a 'demonstrated
potential for materially reducing overall costs." Since contractors

contend that anything that increases company business reduces overhead
rates, the proposed change, if adopted, paves the way for them to
insist that all selling expenses are allowable, including those aimed
at promoting commercial products and overseas sales of military
equipment. This would drive up the cost of military hardware and
result in the Defense Department subsidizing commercial activities.

4. Looking into the history of this proposed change should provide
insight into how effective defense contractors can be in getting
subtle but costly loopholes incorporated into defense procurement
regulations. Enclosure (1) contains more detailed information
concerning this problem. I recommend you oppose the proposed change.

5. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
with regard to my recommendation.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NOTES ON PROPOSAL TO LOOSEN THE CRITERIA GOVERNING ALLOCABILITY OF
SELLING COSTS TO DEFENSE CONTRACTS

1. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Council is considering
a change to the Defense Department cost principle governing
reimbursement of contractor selling expense (DAR Section 15-205.37).
If adopted, the proposed change would open the door for defense
contractors to charge to their Government contracts, selling costs
aimed primarily at promoting commercial or foreign sales.

2. As currently written, the Defense Acquisition Regulations provide
for Government reimbursement of contractor selling expenses only to
the extent that they benefit the U. S. Government in a specific way.
Section 15-205.37 states:

"Allocability of selling costs will be determined in the
light of reasonable benefit to the U. S. Government
arising from such activities as technical, consulting,
demonstration, and other services which are for purposes
such as application or adaptation of the contractor's
products to U. S. Government use for its own requirements."

3. Under the proposed change, the test for allocability of sales
expenses to defense contracts would be whether the sales activities
have a "demonstrated potential for materially reducing overall costs."
This would be tantamount to making all contractor selling expenses
allowable, since defense contractors would always be able to demon-
strate that more business results in reduced overhead rates.

4. The current review of the DAR selling costs coverage was started
to determine if the Arms Export Control Act specifically prohibits
charging Foreign Military Sales selling costs to Government contracts.
Defense lobbyists apparently seized this opportunity to try to slip
in a major policy change - in this case, one that would make broad
benefit to the Government the criteria for allocability, rather than
allowing selling expenses only when they benefit the Government in a
specific way.

5. With regard to the proposal to allow selling expenses based on
"broad benefit":

a. Defense contractors, armed with sophisticated sales projection
techniques and the like, will routinely claim overall benefit for the
Government. The impact of selling effort on future sales is highly
speculative so that guidelines cannot be developed that will enable
Government negotiators to weigh the added cost of selling effort
against the benefit of reduced overhead.

b. The Government will pay out millions of dollars to help
contractors promote their commercial and foreign sales in return
for elusive future reductions in overhead rates.

ENCLOSURE (1)
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c. In addition to driving up the cost of military hardware,
the proposed change will give contractors heavily engaged in defense
work a substantial and unfair advantage in commercial markets over
competitors who are not in a position to charge their selling and -
marketing expenses to Government contracts.

6. The need to eliminate waste and abuse in the expenditure of public
funds has received increased emphasis in the last few months.
Particular attention is being directed to the Defense Department
because of possible increases in its budget and because of the
perception that waste in the Department is rampant. The proposed
change to the criteria governing selling expense is an invitation
to abuse and will waste millions of dollars of Government funds.

7. The Defense Department should strongly object to a major change
in the Government's policy on selling costs. In this regard, parts
15-205.37(b)(1), 15-205.37(b)(2)(ii) and 15-205.37(c) should be
deleted from the change being considered by the DAR Committee. The
regulation would then state:

"Selling costs are allocable to Government business if the
sales activities are undertaken for the purposes of applica-
tion or adaptation of the contractor's products to the U. S.
Government use.'
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

2 5 JUN 1981
CH AND

ERING

MEMDRANDUH FOR NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
Attention: Admiral E. C. Rickover

SUBJECT: Recommendation Against Loosening the Criteria Governing
Allocability of Selling Costs to Defense Contracts

Thank you for your memorandum of 15 June 1981 regarding subject selling
costs. The proposed coverage was developed by the Defense Acquisition
Regulatory (DAR) Council and provided to Industry and Government activi-
ties for comment. The comments received, including yours, reflect the
diverse opinions that one would expect from a complex and controversial
iten of this nature.

I appreciate your interest in this matter and have forwarded your memo
to the DAR Council for their use in developing final coverage on this
important item of cost. Additionally, if ypub-gye .nn& -&ready done so,
I suggest that__= vansAemer forwarding your memo and whatever back-up
material you have through thjeaperopriate Navy channels to the Navy
Policy Member pf the WAW Cqunc.11 o that We %IM De letter prepared to
articulate the Navy's Qpncerns.

KI7zg(

92-784 0 - 82 - 17,

RESEARI

ENGINEI
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

I.-IPL ..-E TO

9 July 1981

The Honorable Nicholas Mavroules
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Mavroules:

In hearings before the House Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee
On Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems, I testified on the
need for profit limiting legislation in defense procurement, and
identified several elements which I consider should be included
in such legislation. During the hearing you requested that I
comment on H. R. 2891, a bill you have introduced to replace the
profit limiting provisions of the Vinson-Trammell Act.

H. R. 2891 would establish a procedure for screening profits on
defense contracts over $5,000,000. A review for excessive profits
would be required when, during a period of war or national emergency,
a contractor's profit percentage on defense contracts over $5,000,000
exceeded by 40% his average profit percentage for a three year base
period. The agency head would then determine whether total profits
made during the period of war or national emergency on defense contracts
over $5,000,000 were excessive taking into account contractor risk,
nature of goods provided, and level of investment.

My testimony on June 16, 1981 listed several elements that I consider
should be part of any profit limiting legislation. H. R. 2891 includes
some of these elements. It applies to all defense work, not just to
aircraft and shipbuilding. It covers subcontracts as well as prime
contracts. In determining excessive profits, the bill provides for
consideration of many of the statutory factors specified in the
Renegotiation Act.

In my opinion, however, H. R. 2891 does not provide adequate means
to recoup excessive profits on defense contracts. I believe the
bill should be strengthened to incorporate the following additional
elements mentioned in my testimony:

1. The profit limits should apply in peace as well as during war
or national emergency.

2. Provisions for limiting profits should apply to individual
contracts and subcontracts over a specified amount to avoid
situations in which contractors can hide excessive profits by
averaging them with less profitable work.

3. Exemptions for competition should apply only to contracts
awarded after formal advertising.
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I also see certain problems with the mechanism proposed for

screening for excessive profits. H. R. 2891 uses Internal Revenue

Service rules for determining profit instead of Defense Department

cost rules and standards set by the Cost Accounting Standards Board.

Since Defense Department cost rules and Cost Accounting Standards
are used to price and administer defense contracts, I believe these

rules should also apply in determining excessive profits. The bill

requires that profits made during a war or national emergency only

be screened if the profit percentage reported exceeds by 40% that

reported during a three year base period prior to the war or national

emergency. This could prevent recovery of excessive profits from

contractors that were achieving very high or excessive profits during

the base period.

The bill allows recovery of excessive profits on contracts above

$5,000,000. However, only contractors with $15,000,000 of defense

work are screened for excessive profits. I consider a procedure

which would screen all contracts above $500,000 would be more

effective in recovering excessive profits.

I believe that there is a compelling need for Congress to pass strong

profit limiting legislation. I hope my comments on H. R. 2891 will

be helpful in this regard. If I can be of further assistance, please

let me know.

Sincerely,

HC, GA icfb
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

NRgPLI SEl.. T0

09 JUL 1981
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocability of selling costs to defense contracts

Ref: (a) Memorandum for the Chief of Naval Material dtd
10 February 1981

(b) Memorandum for the Chief of Naval Material dtd
8 June 1981

(c) Memorandum for the Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering dtd 15 June 1981

(d) Memorandum from the Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering dtd 25 June 1981

1. In references (a) and (b) I pointed out my concerns regarding
the proposed change to the Defense Department policy on selling
costs. In reference (c) I reiterated these concerns to the Under
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering.

2. In reference (d) the Under Secretary said he had referred this
matter to the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Council. He
further suggested that I provide a copy of my memorandum and
related backup material to the Navy Policy Member of the DAR Council.
Attached are copies of references (a), (b), (c) and (d) for use by
the Navy Policy Member.

3. As explained in references (a) and (b), the proposal to relax the
existing criteria governing allocability of contractor selling expenses
will increase costs to the Government and result in the Government
subsidizing marketing efforts that are of only incidental, if any,
value to the national defense. I strongly recommend that the Navy
oppose the proposed change.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of Defense

(Research and Engineering)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Shipbuilding and Logistics)

Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NR DISTRIBUTION
Rickover (p)
Foster (y)
Bradfield Subj/Rdg

CONCURRENC i

Foster /0/81

Record Note:

On June 25, 1981, Mr. DeLauer (Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering) responded to your June 8, 1981 letter
to him on a proposed relaxation of the Defense Department policy
on selling costs. DeLauer recommended you provide copies of
correspondence on this issue to the Navy Policy Member of the
DAR Council. This letter forwards your letters on this issue
to the Navy Policy Member of the DAR Council (Williamson) through
NAVMAT.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASNINGTON. D.C. 206

el OWK, 0EpE TO

10 February 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocabilitylof selling costs to defense contracts

1. I understand that the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Committee is considering a proposed change to Defense Department.
cost principles governing reimbursement of contractor selling
expense (DAR Section 1S-20S.37). If adopted, the proposed change
would open the door for defense contractors to charge to their
Government contracts selling costs aimed primarily at promoting
commercial or foreign sales. The purpose of this memorandum is
to recommend that the Navy dissuade the DAR Committee from
adopting the proposed change.

2. For many years several large defense contractors have been
looking for ways to get the Department of Defense to underwrite
company efforts to develop new markets and promote commercial
sales. One large conglomerate has a division which is devoted
primarily to manufacturing large specialized equipment for the
Navy. As a sole source supplier, the company can afford to run
up the costs without losing the business. Because the amount of
defense work they receive depends on the Navy's needs, not on
company sales efforts, there is little or no selling expense
involved. The company accountants, however, contend that, under
these contracts, the Navy should pay a share of the corporation's
selling expenses involved in attracting commercial customers.
Other large defense contractors are trying to get the Defense
Department to help pay the costs of their efforts to market
military or commercial products overseas.

3. As currently written, the Defense Acquisition Regulations
provide for Government reimbursement of contractor selling
expenses only to the extent that they benefit the U.S. Government
in a specific way. Section 15-205.37 states:

"Allocability of selling costs will be determined in the
- light of reasonable benefit to the U.S. Government arising

from such activities as technical, consulting, demonstration,
and other services which are for purposes such as application
or adaptation of the contractor's products to U.S. Government
use for its own requirements."

Under the proposed change, however, the test for allocability of
sales expenses to defense contracts would be whether the sales
activities have a "demonstrated potential for materially reducing
overall costs." This would be tantamount to making all contractor
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selling expenses allowable, since defense contractors would always
be able to demonstrate that more business results in reduced over-
head rates - the rationale some of them now use to claim that the
Government "benefits from their selling activities in commercial
and overseas markets. Under that criteria, advertising expenses
or even bribes, could be rationalized as benefiting the Government.

4. 1 understand that the current review of the DAR selling costs
coverage was started to determine if the Arms Export Control Act
specifically prohibits charging Foreign Military Sales selling
costs to Government contracts. As usual, defense lobbyists have
seized this opportunity to try to slip in a major policy change - in
this case, one that could result in the U.S. taxpayer subsidizing
defense contractors' commercial and foreign selling expenses. In
addition to driving up the cost of military hardware, the proposed
change would give contractors heavily engaged in defense work a
substantial and unfair advantage in commercial markets over
competitors who are not in a position to charge their selling and
marketing expenses to Government contracts.

S. I believe that the Navy should strongly object to the proposed
change in the Government's policy on selling costs. I recommend that
parts 15-205.37(b)(1), 15-205.37(b)(2)(ii), and 15.205.37(c) of the
proposed change be deleted to ensure that selling costs are charged
to Government contracts only when actual benefits are received.

6. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
in this regard.

O. G ~Ric r
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

N Eft' RIPER TO

8 June 198

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria governing
allocability pf selling costs to defense contracts

1. My memorandum to you of 10 February 1981 recommended the Navy
oppose a proposed change to the Defense Acquisition Regulations
governing the allocability of selling costs to defense contracts.
Under the proposed change, the test for allocability would be
whether the sales activities have a 'demonstrated potential for
materially reducing overall costs.' I pointed out that this
change would be tantamount to making all contractor selling
expenses allowable since defense contractors would always be able
to demonstrate that more business results in reduced overhead
rates.

2. Your response reiterates the broad benefit principle long
espoused by defense contractors and lobbyists. You state:

'The Navy took a formal minority position with the
DAR Council on the case recommending that a broader
allocation base be employed where it is equitable to
do so. The Navy believed that the narrow allocation
of selling costs serves to discourage efforts on the
contractor's part to obtain increased volume and
reduce future unit costs to the Navy."

You further state you believe that the narrow allocation policy has
the "obvious effect of increasing future unit costs to the Navy."

3. In my opinion, it is not obvious that the "broad benefit"policy
will lower unit costs. By accepting this policy, the Government opens
the door for Defense contractors to charge commercial and foreign
selling expense to Government contracts far in excess of any benefit
derived from increased business volume.

4. You emphasize that selling costs will not be allowed in all cases
but only when there is a demonstrated potential for materially
reducing overall costs. You acknowledge that 'selling costs by
their nature are difficult to negotiate" but consider that "the
best quality settlements of selling expense will emerge if we are
able to provide responsible field people with guidelines sufficiently
comprehensive to ensure that they are employing the proper consider-
ations together with a cost principle that can accommodate the full
range of their good judgment."

5. Because the impact of sellingefforts on future sales is highly
speculative, I do not believe guidelines can be developed that will
enable Government negotiators to arrive at "quality settlements" of
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selling expense. The DAR Committee has attempted, in a new draft
cost principle, to provide workable guidelines for determining the
allowability and allocability of selling expense. The new proposal
adds many words and a formula for determining when an advance
agreement in this area will be required. The bottom line, though,
is that selling expenses will be allowed when they 'have a potential
for reducing overall costs to the Government through increasing the
sales volume of thecost center in which Government contracts are
performed." 1

6. The Navy should face the selling expense issue directly and
acknowledge that contracting officers will not be able to weigh the
added cost of selling effort against the benefit of reduced overhead.
Defense contractors, armed with sophisticated sales projection
techniques and the like, will routinely claim overall benefit for the
Government. The Government will pay out millions of dollars to help
contractors promote their commercial and foreign sales in return
for elusive future reductions in overhead rates.

7. The need to eliminate waste and abuse in the expenditure of public
funds has received increased emphasis in the last few months.
Particular attention is being directed to the Defense Department
because of possible increases in its budget and because of the
perception that waste in the Department is rampant. In my opinion,
the proposed change to the criteria governing selling expense is an
invitation to abuse and will waste millions of dollars of Government
funds.

8. I previously recommended that the proposed change be modified to
delete parts 15-205.37(b)(1), 15-205.37(b)(2)(ii), and 15-205.37(c).
With these changes, the selling expense clause would state that
'selling costs are allocable to Government business if the sales
activities are undertaken for the purposes of application or
adaptation of the contractor's products to the U.S. Government use."
I strongly recommend that the Navy support this provision rather
than the broad benefit criteria for determining the allowability
of selling costs.

9. I would appreciate being advised of the actions you are taking
with regard to my recommendation.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Commander, Naval Sea Systems'Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

15 June 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING

Subj: Recommendation against loosening the criteria 
governing

allocability,of selling costs to defense contracts

Encl: (1) Notes on Proposal to Loosen the Criteria 
Governing

Allocability of Selling Costs to Defense Contracts

1. In view of your interest in saving money in 
defense procure-

ment, I thought it appropriate to bring to your attention 
a change

currently being proposed to the Defense Department 
policy on the

allocability of contractor selling costs. As in the case of IR&D,

which we have previously discussed, this is an attempt by some

defense contractors to shift more of the cost 
of their commercial

efforts to defense contracts.

2. The current policy allows contractors to charge 
selling costs

to the Government only when the Government benefits 
directly from

the sales effort. This makes good sense. For the most part defense

requirements arise from military needs, not 
from the sales efforts

of equipment manufacturers. The current policy also prohibits

charging to defense contracts the cost of selling 
military equipment

to foreign countries.

3. Defense contractors are trying to change the 
current policy to

allow selling costs whenever sales activities 
have a "demonstrated

potential for materially reducing overall costs.' Since contractors

contend that anything that increases company 
business reduces overhead

rates, the proposed change, if adopted, paves the way for them to

insist that all selling expenses are allowable, 
including those aimed

at promoting commercial products and overseas 
sales of military

equipment. This would drive up the cost of military hardware 
and

result in the Defense Department subsidizing 
commercial activities.

4. Looking into the history of this proposed change 
should provide

insight into how effective defense contractors 
can be in getting

subtle but costly loopholes incorporated into 
defense procurement

regulations. Enclosure (1) contains more detailed information

concerning this problem. I recommend you oppose the proposed change.

5. I would appreciate being advised of the actions 
you are taking

with regard to my recommendation.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency

Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NOTES ON PROPOSAL TO LOOSEN THE CRITERIA GOVERNING ALLOCABILITY OF
SELLING COSTS TO DEFENSE CONTRACTS

1. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Council is considering
a change to the Defense Department cost principle governing
reimbursement of contractor selling expense (DAR Section 15-205.37).
If adopted, the proposed change would open the door for defense
contractors to charge to their Government contracts, selling costs
aimed primarily at promoting commercial or foreign sales.

2. As currently written, the Defense Acquisition Regulations provide
for Government reimbursement of contractor selling expenses only to
the extent that they benefit the U. S. Government in a specific way.
Section 15-205.37 states:

"Allocability of selling costs will be determined in the
light of reasonable benefit to the U. S. Government
arising from such activities as technical, consulting,
demonstration, and other services which are for purposes
such as application or adaptation of the contractor's
products to U. S. Government use for its own requirements."

3. Under the proposed change, the test for allocability of sales
expenses to defense contracts would be whether the sales activities
have a "demonstrated potential for materially reducing overall costs."
This would be tantamount to making all contractor selling expenses
allowable, since defense contractors would always be able to demon-
strate that more business results in reduced overhead rates.

4. The current review of the DAR selling costs coverage was started
to determine if the Arms Export Control Act specifically prohibits
charging Foreign Military Sales selling costs to Government contracts.
Defense lobbyists apparently seized this opportunity to try to slip
in a major policy change - in this case, one that would make broad
benefit to the Government the criteria for allocability, rather than
allowing selling expenses only when they benefit the Government in a
specific way.

5. With regard to the proposal to allow selling expenses based on
'broad benefit":

a. Defense contractors, armed with sophisticated sales projection
techniques and the like, will routinely claim overall benefit for the
Government. The impact of selling effort on future sales is highly
spec.lative so that guidelines cannot be developed that will enable
Government negotiators to weigh the added cost of selling effort
against the benefit of reduced overhead.

b. The Government will pay out millions of dollars to help
contractors promote their commercial and foreign sales in return
for elusive future reductions in overhead rates.

ENCLOSURE (1)
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C. In addition to driving up the cost of military hardware,
the proposed change will give contractors heavily engaged in defense
work a substantial and unfair advantage in commercial markets over
competitors who are not in a position to charge their selling and
marketing expenses to Government contracts.

6. The need to eliminate waste and abuse in the expenditure of public
funds has received increased emphasis in the last few months.
Particular attention is being directed to the Defense Department
because of possible,increases in its budget and because of the
perception that waste in the Department is rampant. The proposed
change to the criteria governing selling expense is an invitation
to abuse and will waste millions of dollars of Government funds.

7. The Defense Department should strongly object to a major change
in the Government's policy on selling costs. In this regard, parts
15-205.37(b)(1), 15-205.37(b)(2)(ii) and 15-205.37(c) should be
deleted from the change being considered by the DAR Committee. The
regulation would then state:

Selling costs are allocable to Government business if the
sales activities are undertaken for the purposes of applica-
tion or adaptation of the contractor's products to the U. S.
Government use.'
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

2 5 JUN 1921
'H AND

ERING

MEMORANDUM FOR NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
Attention: Admiral H. G. Rickover

SUBJECT: Recommendation Against Loosening the Criteria Governing
Allocability of Selling Costs to Defense Contracts

Thank you for your memorandum of 15 June 1981 regarding subject selling
costs. The proposed coverage was developed by the Defense Acquisition
Regulatory (DAR) Council and provided to Industry and Government activi-
ties for comment. The comments received, including yours, reflect the
diverse opinions that one would expect from a complex and controversial
item of this nature.

I appreciate your'interest in this matter and have forwarded your memo
to the DAR Council for their use in developing final coverage on this
important item of cost. Additionally, if you have no&-ea ready done so,
I sugges-that you.nomadder forwarding your memo and whatever back-up
material you have throuqb._the appropriate Navy channels to the Navy
Policy Membdr o the-DAR Coun!ik,,so-that he wll be better prepared to
articulate the Navy'sconcerns.

RESEAR4

ENGINEl
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Department of Envgly
%Vashinqton. DC. 2058.5

July 13, 1981

The Honorable Samuel S. Stratton
Chairman, Subcommittee on Procurement
and Military Nuclear Systems

Committee on Armed Services
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stratton:

The Department of Energy's (DOE) FY 1982 Naval Reactors budget
request includes $15 million to initiate design and site
preparation work for a naval fuel facility (DOE Project 82-N-lll,
Materials Facility). This item was included as part of the
revised FY 1982 budget submission which was sent to Congress
by the President after your subcommittee's hearing on my program
and therefore was not discussed in my formal statement. Due to
the urgent need for this fuel facility, the $15 million was
requested to initiate the work prior to having a total cost
estimate.

The House Armed Services Committee's FY 1982 Authorization bill
provides only $3 million to conduct a study. The committee
report states a study is necessary to:

1. demonstrate there is a need for a second fuel facility,

2. provide a rationale for building a new Government
facility rather than adapting an existing commercial
or Government facility,

3. make the evaluation required by OMB Circular A-76, and

4. estimate the cost of a new facility and determine the
facility site.

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that DuPont has
completed a formal cost estimate for the fuel facility at
Savannah River and with this information all of the information
requested by the committee is now available. I trust this will
clear the way for Congressional approval of the full $15 million
requested for this project in the President's FY 1982 budget.
Since the need for the fuel facility is urgent and work must
start as early as possible, I respectfully request your assistance.
With regard to the four issues identified in the committee report,
the following information is relevant:
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1. Need for a Second Fuel Facility. Currently, the Nuclear
Fuel Services Company is the sole supplier of naval nuclear fuel.
In the past, there have been at least two suppliers. The problems
encountered in any sole source situation, such as strikes,
operational shutdowns, and natural disasters are exacerbated by
the problems caused by Federal regulatory controls and oversight,
and by technical difficulties associated with the product - highly
enriched uranium.

An assured supply of fuel is essential to the continued,
uninterrupted operation of the 40 percent of the Navy's combatant
fleet that is nuclear powered, and to ensure that nuclear cores will
be available for ships authorized and under construction. The
availability of fuel over the long term cannot be guaranteed
based on but one fuel supplier. At present, a six month loss of
fuel production would begin to impact on the core manufacturers.
Moreover, capacity limitations at the present supplier and
anticipated program demands prevent building up an acceptable
fuel inventory. The need for a second fuel facility was emphasized
last year when a four month shutdown at Nuclear Fuel Services
substantially reduced fuel stocks and temporarily stopped urgent
fuel development work.

2. Rationale for Building a Government Facility. As you know,
I prefer to have naval nuclear work performed by commercial suppliers
to the maximum extent practicable. All the components required
for a naval reactor plant are provided by private industry.

Considerable effort has gone into the attempt to find a
second acceptable commercial supplier for naval fuel. After
surveying the firms having experience with uranium fabrication,
only the current supplier and the naval core manufacturers could
be considered to have the necessary experience to build and
operate the needed facility within a reasonable cost and time
frame because of the unique product requirements and controls.

An additional firm, the General Atomics Company, has stated
that it has the necessary qualifications to produce naval fuel.
I took issue with this position in my letter to you dated April 30,
1981. Briefly, General Atomics does not produce the same type of
fuel, does not use the same process, has little of the necessary
equipment, is located far from the user facilities, is of
questionable financial stability as a long term defense supplier,
and is partially owned by a foreign company.

The current fuel supplier rejected a request to establish
a second facility. In addition, neither of the core manufacturers
were willing to invest in a naval fuel plant even though these
firms have a need for the product. They cited the high cost of
facilities in relation to the potential volume of business and
the associated risk and uncertainty involved with the product.
They did propose to operate a fuel plant if the Government would
put up the funds to build a plant on private property, assume all
the risks, and provide a guaranteed income.
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Such an arrangement is not desirable. The Government
would have to absorb nearly all the costs and risks, yet have
no control over the plant. Locating the fuel facility at a
Government site will ensure direct Government control over a
Government funded facility; will guarantee an uninterrupted fuel
supply; and will best accommodate fluctuating production levels.

3. A-76 Study. As required by law, an evaluation was made
in accordance with Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76,
which supports this new industrial-commercial activity as a
Government facility. On April 10, 1981 the DOE formally approved
the recommendation to establish a fuel facility at the DOE
Savannah River Site. I have attached a copy of the A-76 study
and DOE's approval. A copy of the study was previously provided
to your staff.

A review was also made of available Government facilities;
none were found that would materially reduce the cost. The
required building(s) represent less than 20 percent of the-overall
cost, and the manufacturing process equipment is unique. A review
was also made to determine the most advantageous location for the
fuel facility. The DOE Savannah River Site was selected due to
its location on the East coast where the core manufacturing
facilities are located; the excellent technical reputation of
the site contractor, DuPont, and its experience in building and
operating chemical facilities as well as handling highly enriched
nuclear fuel; available skilled labor to construct and operate
the facility; and experience in the security, accountability, and
safeguard requirements pertaining to highly enrished uranium.

4. Total Estimated Cost. DuPont has completed a formal cost
estimate for the fuel facility. The estimate has been reviewed
and accepted by Naval Reactors and the Savannah River Operations
Office. The total estimated cost, including the initial $15
million requested for FY 1982, is $176 million. This figure
includes escalation expected to be incurred through completion
in FY 1985. If the $15 million for FY 1982 is not authorized,
the year's slippage will increase the total cost due to inflation.
Mr. Foster of my staff informed Mr. Shwiller of the total cost
estimate on June 12, 1981. A revised DOE Construction Project
Data Sheet for the fuel facility incorporating this total cost
estimate is being formally provided to the House and Senate Armed
Services Committees by the Department of Energy. I have attached
a copy for your information.

In summary, the fuel facility is needed and work should start as
early as possible. Naval Reactors has thoroughly evaluated
alternative ways of obtaining a second fuel facility. I am
convinced the DOE Savannah River Site is the best location, and
the site's operating contractor, DuPont, is the best choice to
develop and operate the facility. I trust that this letter
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provides the information the committee requested. I do not
believe the expenditure of $3 million and the resulting year's
delay to further study this project would be beneficial.

I would appreciate your support in the House/Senate conference
to initiate construction of the fuel facility at the Savannah
River Site at a cost of $15 million in FY 1982.

Respectfully,

iG. RicYov&"~r

Attachments:

1. A-76 Approval and Study
2. DOE Construction Project Data Sheet for the

Materials Facility (82-N-ll)

92-784 0 - 82 - 18
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

27 July 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR (CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
SERVICES) DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY

Subj: Responsibilities of Government Inspectors

1. During a recent production control audit at Bingham-Willamette
Company (BWC), a Naval Reactors representative noted problems in
BWC's system for control of visitors. This was discussed with the
resident Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS) inspector
who stated he had observed unescorted visitors in the facility.
Nevertheless, the inspector apparently took no action to correct
the situation.

2. The issue at BWC was resolved by a Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program prime contractor. However, I am bringing the item to
your attention since the DCAS inspector did not do his job in
this case. Government inspectors are expected to note problems and
to take action to assure they are resolved, whether or not the
problem is within their direct area of responsibility.

3. I recommend you revise applicable instructions to require your
inspectors to note and resolve problems, even those not within
their direct area of responsibility.

H G4 i 9krr-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

4 September 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Proposed CNM Acquisition Management Principles

Ref: (a) Deputy Chief of Naval Material memo dated 28 July 1981

1. Reference (a) requested that the Naval Sea Systems Command
and other Systems Commands comment on a proposed set of "CNM
Acquisition Management Principles" to effect improvements in
Naval Material Command acquisition business management practices.
The introduction to the proposed principles states that the
principles: "shall be incorporated into SES (Senior Executive
Service) and MPS (Merit Pay System) objectives, and considered in
officer fitness reports for all personnel involved in the execution
of the acquisition process."

2. I strongly urge that the proposed acquisition management

principles not be issued. My experience is that such "motherhood"
directives are largely public relations efforts which do not

materially assist or guide those in charge of Government programs.
The proposed principles appear to be superfluous, ambiguous, or
inconsistent with existing statutes. In my opinion, issuing these

principles would serve no useful purpose and may, in fact, have
an adverse impact on Navy acquisition.

3. The jargon and ambiguities in the proposed principles provide

no meaningful guidance to a program manager. For example, what
does it mean to place responsibility at "the lowest level of an

organization at which a total view of the program rests"? What
purpose is served by stating as principles that the Navy seeks to
achieve "efficient execution" of a program and to exercise "good
business management judgement"?

4. Another problem arises in the potential conflict between the
proposed statement of principles and other requirements which

pertain to military procurement. The proposed directives, for
example, would require using a competitive procurement "only when
there is clear benefit." This is a far different requirement than
that established by the Armed Services Procurement Act (10, U.S.C.
2304) which requires the use of formal advertising "in all cases
in which the use of such method is feasible and practicable under

existing conditions and circumstances." (Underlining added.)

5. Rather than promulgate new acquisition policy doctrine by a
statement of principles, I recommend that any changes to existing
acquisition policy be handled as formal changes to the Defense
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Acquisition Regulation or the Navy Contracting Directives. This
would help avoid further proliferation of documents governing
acquisition policy and be more effective than a statement of
principles.

6. I would appreciate being advised of what action you decide
to take in this matter.

.A# G.'cio

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

1 6IN DOEY cER TO

16 December 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Request for assistance in obtaining continued funding for
construction of a naval nuclear fuel factory at the Depart-
ment of Energy's Savannah River weapons production facility

Ref: (a) Memo from Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Shipbuilding
and Logistics) to Secretary of the Navy with attachments

1. Reference (a) recommended that you arrange for the Secretary
of Defense to intercede with the President to restore $47 million
in second year funding of a previously approved Department of
Energy construction project that would provide an alternate nuclear
fuel manufacturing facility to support the Navy. The Secretary of
Energy was not successful in his December 10, 1981 appeal to the
President. Because the impact of this decision falls on the Navy,
it is entirely appropriate for the Secretary of Defense to involve
himself personally. I previously informed the Secretary of Energy
and Office of Management and Budget officials that if there are
not enough funds to cover this project, we would be better off from
a defense standpoint continuing to fund construction of the fuel
factory, and deferring a nuclear submarine.

2. I was informed this morning that in the absence of new in-
formation, you decided there was no sense pursuing the matter again
at the Office of the Secretary of Defense level because Deputy
Secretary of Defense Carlucci had previously endorsed this project
in his 10 December 1981 memorandum to the Chairman of the President's
Budget Review Committee (this was prior to Secretary Edward's un-
successful appeal to the President).

3. The following is additiona-l:information that continues to bear
heavily on this problem but.wwhich does not appear in the formal
budget documents:

a. General Atomic, a joint venture of Royal Dutch Shell and
Gulf has a "white elephant" on its hands in the form of a plant it
built in La Jolla, California in hopes of selling gas-cooled reactors
to the civilian nuclear industry or elsewhere.
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16 December 1981

b. With the collapse of the civilian nuclear business, there
has been virtually no market for General Atomic's principal pro-
duct. The company has lost substantial sums in recent years and
has been eagerly looking for business to keep the operation alive.

c. Over the years General Atomic has been effective in
getting money from Congress for projects that were not even supported
by the Administration. Several years ago General Atomic hired as
its President a former director of the DOE's Los Alamos Laboratory.
He has been very active trying to find new business to keep the
La Jolla plant operating. He is rumored to have access to officials
high up in this Administration.

d. Since the General Atomic plant has manufactured nuclear
fuel for its gas cooled reactor and other projects, the company has
been complaining to members of Congress and to officials in the
Department of Energy and the Department of Defense that the Depart-
ment of Energy's proposal to build a naval nuclear fuel manufactur-
ing facility at its Savannah River site is recreating at government
expense a capability that already exists at their plant. The fuel
General Atomic manufactures and the facilities they use, however,
are far different from what is needed for production of naval
nuclear fuel.

e. General Atomics contention has been reviewed in depth by
the Department of Energy, the Department of Navy and by the cogni-
zant congressional committees in connection with the DOE's FY 1982
budget request. The issue was laid to rest, Congress appropriated
the funds to start construction at Savannah River and work is
underway.

f. In the budget review process for FY 1983, the Office of
Management and Budget, which had supported this project in FY 1982,
suddenly reversed its position and deleted all funds for this pro-
ject from the Department of Energy's FY 1983 budget requests. The
rationale for deleting the funds followed the General Atomics
theme that the Department of Energy should arrange to obtain these
facilities from private companies.

g. Secretary of Energy Edwards, with an endorsement from
Deputy Secretary Carlucci, unsuccessfully appealed this decision
to the President's Budget Review Committee. Secretary Edwards
later appealed this item to the President and again was turned
down.
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16 December 1981

4. Important decisions such as the siting of a naval nuclear fuel
factory should not be to be dictated by contractors through their
access to high level officials. These decisions must be made on
the technical merits in light of the Government's overall best in-
terest. In the case of the proposed naval nuclear fuel factory,
the technical recommendation of the responsible government agencies
is being overridden in an area that has already been the subject
of thorough review.

S. The need for this fuel facility is acknowledged by all - even
the Office of Management and Budget. The unique and highly con-
trolled process used to manufacture naval nuclear fuel dictates
the need for a completely new facility. There is no reason to
believe the facilities can be constructed more cheaply in one part
of the country than another, nor should any cost differential that
might exist in that regard drive the decision over other considera-
tions.

6. The volume of potential business is small, therefore, the
Government will end up paying essentially the total cost of the
facility no matter where it is located. If the Government is going
to have to pay for the facility it makes no sense to locate it on
a contractor-owned site where the Government would be beholden to
the owner of that site for naval nuclear fuel which is the techno-
logical heart of the naval nuclear propulsion program.

7. The site selected by the Department of Energy already handles
substantial quantities of highly enriched uranium and other special
nuclear material. The proposed fuel factory would be constructed
and operated by private contractor. Thus the project is not a
case of the Government taking over business from the private sector.
Moreover, on a Government site, the naval nuclear fuel factory
would not be subject to possible shutdowns by the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission.

8. In summary, I believe the problems we are having in getting
continued funding for the naval nuclear fuel factory arise from
extensive lobbying in the executive branch by General Atomic's
representatives trying to recover from past business ventures.
Their interest in this case is obvious but should not surmount the
interest of the United States Government or taxpayers.

9. Based on the above, I strongly recommend that you elicit
Secretary of Defense assistance in restoring FY 1983 funding for
this project as recommended by enclosure (1).

M0 G«

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Shipbuilding and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operation 3
Chief of Naval Material
Commander Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINOTON. D.C. 203I2
ad REPLY TO

January 27, 1982

Honorable Ted Stevens
Chairman, Defense Subcommittee
Committee on Appropriations
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Senate Appropriations Committee's report on the fiscal year 1982 Defense
Appropriation bill requires the Secretary of Defense, with the Navy, to report
by 1 February 1982 on alternatives to the current Naval Material Command
(NAVMAT) Headquarters, including its disestablishment by the end of fiscal year
1983. In a telephone call on 26 January 1982, Mr. Sean O'Keefe of your staff
requested my views and recommendations on this subject.

I have long been of the view that NAVMAT headquarters should be disestablished.
In 1976 I recommended the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) disestablish
NAVMAT Headquarters and reassign many of its functions to the responsible Navy
commands. The OMB staff that looked into this matter concluded:

"The role of CNM (NAVMAT) and the NAVMAT staff should be limited
and staffing substantially reduced... Operational and technical
functions should be assigned to systems commanders, with resulting
staff reductions in the NAVMAT staff ... (The NAVMAT) role in con-
tract review and resource management should be limited; most should
be done by systems commands ... The NAVMAT staff should be reduced
by at least two thirds..."

Since that time, however, the NAVMAT Headquarters staff has nearly doubled,
and now totals over 800 people. A substantial number of these people serve
strictly overhead functions, existing only to support the NAVMAT office itself.

About fifteen years ago, the Navy's technical bureaus were reorganized into six
"Systems Commands". The office of NAVMAT was created and superimposed on these
systems commands, adding a new bureaucracy and more layers of management. According
to its mission statement, NAVMAT is:

"... a single, integrated material support agency under the Chief of Naval
Operations with central responsibility and accountability for total weapon
and support systems development, acquisition, improvement, and support,
including human operator integration, depot maintenance, supply management,
facility support and integrated logistics support planning and implementa-
tion."
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Honorable Ted Stevens

Despite this charter, the NAVMAT organization, in my view, has done little tohelp solve the serious problems in weapons procurement and support. Rather.it has tended to impede progress because of the inefficiencies inherent Insuperimposing organizational layers on those responsible for work. Specifically:

a. tAVMAT decision-makers are too far removed from those familiar with thework. Passing information through extra layers of NAVMAT management delays
work, wastes time, and dilutes responsibility.

b. In attempting to carry out its broad responsibilities, NAVMAT tends tobecome involved in operational functions even though often lacking technical
expertise or direct responsibility for the work.

c. Although responsible for formulating policy, making plans and coordinating
the systems commands, NAVMAT often merely passes down policy guidance from theChief of Naval Operations, the Secretary of the Navy, or others. Caught betweenthe systems commands and policy-makers at higher levels, it is impossible forNAVMAT to function as an effective policy maker or assume subordinate commandresponsibilities.

d. As a higher level staff, NAVMAT's civilian grade structure is likewise
higher than in subordinate commands. As a result, some of the best people
tend to leave the systems commands and project management offices, where
they are badly needed, to obtain more lucrative jobs on the NAVMAT staff.

I recommend the Office of the Chief of Naval Material and the Headquarters NavalMaterial Command be disestablished. Although a few functions would require trans-fer to other commands, many could be abolished altogether as duplicating work doneelsewhere. For example, overhead functions, existing solely to support the NavalMaterial Command itself, should be abolished. The NAVMAT-designated project manage-ment offices should be eliminated and their functions reassigned to the systems
commands. In implementing these changes. strict controls should be established topreclude new management layers and the buildup of large staffs.

I am attaching for your information a copy of the draft report prepared by OMBbut never issued in final form, apparently because of objections by the DefenseDepartment. Although the material in the draft report is over five years old,the principles are still valid.

Sincerely,

CC:
Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield
Sen. William Proxmire
Mr. Sean O'Keefe
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Honorable Ted Stevens

08 DISTRIBUTION:
Rickover (pk)
Foster (yl)
Vaughan (wh)
Johnson (wh)
Kerins subJ/rdg

RECORD NOTE:

1. This letter is based on a review by Kerins and discussions between Kerins.
Johnson. and Foster.

KERINS(FOSTER)/gatewood 1/26/82
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OVERVIEW

RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED PRIMARILY ON INTERVIEWS.

RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED ON KEY. MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES:

-- PLAN EFFECTIVELY TO REDUCE CRISIS-MANAGEMENT.

-- ESTABLISH STRONG ACCOUNTABILITY AS THE BASIS FOR CONTROL.

-- MINIMIZE LAYERING AND OVERLAP IN PROJECT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT.

-- STRENGTHEN DECISIONMAKING.

-- PROVIDE EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

ALL RECOMMENDATIONS MUST BE TAKEN TOGETHER AS A COMPREHENSIVE,
INTERRELATED PROGRAM.

SPECIFIC
RECOMMENDATIONS

1.THF NAVY qHOwn sT A HIGH PRIORITY ON RUT! ING'AND MAINTAINING A STRONG
TECHNICAL CAPABILITY ItN THE NMC.

-- A TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION IS THE KEY TO MAINTAINING AN ACQUISITION CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT.

-- BUILDING THE TECHNICAL ORGANIZATIONS ItN NAVSEA AND NAVAIR SHOULD HAVE THE
HIGHEST PRIORITY:

(1) NAVSEA SHOULD STREAGTHE.U NAVSEC AND CONSIDER SETTING IT UP AS A STAND-
ALONE ORGANIZATION.

(2) NAVAIR SHOULD BUILD AROUND AIR-0
5

'S TECHNICAL ORGANIZATrON.

-- THE NAVY LABORATORIES SHOULD BE ASSIGNED TO APPROPRIATE USER SYSTEMS
COMMANDS.

--TIAVMAT SHOULD BREAK ITS DEPENDENCE ON OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS FOR MAN'A---'E?!T



PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED)

2. THE ROLE OF CNM -- AND THF NAVMAT STAFF -- SHOULD oF I IMITED AND STAFFIlG

-- THE NAVY SHOULD RETAIN THE CNM AS THE "CHAI RMAN OF THE BOARD' TO PROVIDE
LEADERSHIP FOR MATERIAL COMMUNITY; AS INTERFACE WITH CNO, SECNAV, JLC
AND OTHER SERVICES AND THE CONGRESS; AND COORDINATE AND RESOLVE CONFLICTS
AMONG THE SYSTEMS COMMANDS.

PRIMARY STAFF ROLE SHOULD BE POLICY, PLANNING AND COORDINATION.

---ROLE IN CONTRACT REVIEW AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SHOULD BE LIMITED --
MOST SHOULD BE DONE BY SYSTEMS COMMANDS.

-- OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EVALUATION FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE ASSIGNED TO
SYSTEMS CO;MMANDERS, WITH RESULTING STAFF REDUCTIONS IN NiAVMAT STAFF.

--THE NAVMAT STAFF SHOULD BE'REDUCED BY AT LEAST TWO-THIRDS AND RESTRUCTURED
TO PERFORM THE NEVS ROLE; FOR EXAMPLE, CONSIDER CONSOLIDATING THE SEVEN
FUNCTIONAL DEPUTIES, INTO TWO: DEPUTY AND CHIEF OF STAFF; AND DEPUTY FOR
POLICY AND PLANNING.

3. THE RI FHLOL eOPHAJLST.AFE- PLATFORM SPONSORS. OP-98. oP-09 AND 7HERS--
.IN THUE DEVEOPMEwli-ACQUISITION PROCESS SHOULD RF CLEARLY DEFINED AND LI,'l;ITP

-- FORMAL GROUNDRULES FOR OPNAV'S INVOLVEMENT ItLJIEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPME=NT-
ACQUISITIO. MUST BEL' ESTABLISHED AND FOLLOWED -- INCLUDING A DEFIMITION OF
",SETTING REQUIREMENTS," EIIINO

-- THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE N.4C PROJECT MANAGERS AND OPNAV PROJECT
COORDINATORS SHOULD BE SPELLED OUT.

4. iMmmDIATF ATTFTION SHOULD RE GIVEN TO EVALUATING THE CIVILIAN PFRSOqNEi

-- RETE:NTION OF TECHNICAL PERSOiNNEL SHOULD RECEIVE PRIORITY -- PARTICULARLY
ENGINEERINIG AND PROCUREMENT.

-- CONSIDER USING MILITARY PERSONNEL FOR SOME KEY CIVILIAN, POSITIONS.



PRELIMINARY RECOMMENfATIONS (CONTINUED)

AN EVALUATION SHOULD BE MADE OEFEFFECTIVENESS OF DEVELOPMENT-AC:UISITION

ORGANIZATION AND THE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES IN NAVMAT.

-ACROSS-THE-BOARD CUTS SHOULD NOT BE MADE IN NMC -- RATHER NECESSARY

CUTS SHOULD BE MADE SELECTIVELY,

IF NECESSARY, ARRANGEMENTS SHOULD BE MADE WITH CSC AND OCMM TO OVERHAUL

THE CIVILIAN ORGANIZATION,

5. THE OVERAlL CAPARILITY OF THE SYSTEMS COMMANDS SHOULD BE IMPROVED.

COMBAT SYSTEM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION SHOULD BE BETTER INTEGRATE:

WITH MAJOR SHIP PROJECTS

A SEPARATE LOGISTICS COMMAND SHOULD UQI BE ESTABLISHED; LOGISTICS PLANRIIIG

SHOULD BE MORE CLOSELY INTEGRATED WITH DEVELOPMERT-ACQUISITION IN THE

HARDWARE SYSTEMS COMMANDS.

NAVELEX SHOULD BE RETAINED, BUT ITS MISSION SHOULD BE CLEARLY DEFtI:ED FOR

C
5
, SHORE ELECTRONICS, INTELLIGENCE PROGRAMS AND CROSS-CUTTING ELEC TROIiCS

PROJECTS; SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NAVSEA.

CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO INTEGRATING COMPONENTS OF THE NAVAL SUPPLY

SYSTEMS COMiMAtID INTO THE HARDOARE SYSTEMS COMMANDS -- SUCH AS AVIATION

SUPPLY OFFICE AND SHIPS PARTS CONTROL CENTER.

THE HARDWARE SYSTEijS COMMANDS SHOULD STRENGTHEN THEIR EVALUATION CAPABILITY.

6. PROJECT MAmAGER CHARTERS AND ORGAIIZATIOnS SHOULD Re STRENGTHENED,

PROJECT OFFICES SHOULD HAVE A STRONGER PERMANENT ORGANIZATION; HCMEVER, TMiE

MATRIX APPROACH SHOULD BE RETA;IIED.

PROJECT MANAGERS SHOULD BE GIVEN MORE AUTHORITY IN SHIP AlID AIRCRAFT

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND PROCUREMENT.



PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS (CONiTINUED)

-- THE FEASIBILITY OF USING A MORE VERTICAL ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE TESTED
WITH ONE OR MORE MAJOR PROGRAMS (EXHIBIT ZS).

-- A SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE OF EACH MAJOR PROJECT SHOULD BE LOCATED AT THE
SHIPYARD OR PLANT.

-- THE PROJECT MANAGER SHOULD PREPARE CONCURRENT FITNESS REPORTS OR EVALUATIONS
' FOR KEY INDIVIDUALS SUPPORTINIG HIM IN THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATICN.

PM'S SHOULD BE MADE AWARE THAT OF EXISTING REPROGRAMtIING AUTHORITIES, E.G.,
FROM ODIN AND APN, SCN AND WPN ACCOUNTS.

7, IDezLrvFt SUPPORT IN THE NAVY SHOUin RE GIVEN To PROFESSIONAL nEVELOP~;'IT Fol
-MILITARY OFFICERS ACOUISITION-DEVELOPMFNT. PROCUREMENT ANn LOGISTICS MAIIAGF'1=¶.

-- OFFICERS IN PROJECT MANAGEMErNT ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD BE GIVEN LONGER TOUR
LENGTHS WITHOUT PENALIZING CAREER PROMOTION; SUCCESSFUL PROJECT MANAGERS
SHOULD BE PROMOTED IN THE JOB.

-- THE WSAM PROGRAM SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED.

-- SENIOR URL OFFICERS (0-5, 0-6 AND ABOVE) SHOULD NOT BE ASSIGNED TO JN4C WITHCU
PREVIOUS TOURS IN WASHINGTON.



NEXT STEPS

. CNM REVIEW FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2. OMB AND CNM MEET WITH CNO TO DISCUSS REPORT

3. CNM TAKE SEVERAL IMMEDIATE ACTIONS:

SET UP SPECIAL ANALYSIS GROUP REPORTING TO CNM AND
VCNM TO WORK ON FURTHER DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS
AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS.

COLLECT DATA ON MATRIX ORGANIZATION AND CONTRACTING
SUPPORT.

CNM INITIATE ACTIONS TO SOLVE CIVILIAN PERSONNEL PRC3LE:MI.

4. IMPLEMENT OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS.
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